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2Foreword

The world is changing, and technology is at  the center of everything we do. Younger 
generations are born into a  world of rapid technological evolution, and millennials 
are entering the workforce with the mindset that simplicity is key. We are now a soci-
ety equipped with mobile devices that allow  us instant access to social networks and 
countless apps. Subsequently, end users are  accustomed to a new and improved user 
experience. Businesses have caught onto th is new demand quickly and have realized 

end users 

tiful user experience. Businesses must change with the times if they want to stay rel-
evant, and SAP has emerged as a leader in this evolution.

For the past few years, SAP has been rethin king enterprise  with a focus on 
end users. Enterprise  is powerful and covers end-to-end business pro-
cesses. However, the end-to-end cycle is  not 
role in an enterprise, you might need to s ee 

 Depending on your 
 data than a counterpart in your 

organization. For this reason, SAP set ou t to completely reimagine the end user 
experience. SAP began by focusing on the most commonly used business transac-
tions, such as vacation requests, time entry, expense reporting,  and so on. Then, SAP 
set out to develop a consistent and holist ic user experience for SAP  Five 
design guidelines were established to aid  in this evolution: role-based, delightful, 
coherent, simple, and responsive. By keep ing a focused alignment with growing end 
user demands, SAP quickly realized that  apps needed to be created per role, allow 
users to complete their jobs easily, be consistent across  and work intui-
tively on any device. In May 2013, SAP hi t the mark and launched SAP Fiori as the 
new user experience for SAP.

Today, SAP Fiori consists of over 1,750 apps, ranging across all lines of business and 
industries and has been developed for SAP S/4HANA, SAP Business Suite, and SAP 
Fiori Cloud. To support the breadth of business transactions used by customers, SA P 
developed three supporting SAP Fiori app types: transactional, fact sheet, and analyt-
ical apps. Transactional apps support task-b ased access and support changes, as well 
as creations and approvals with guided  navigation. Fact sheet apps allow you to 
search and explore essential information about objects and provide contextual navi-
gation between related objects. Analytical apps provide a visual overview of a dedi-
cated topic for further KPI-related analysis.  Transactional app types can run on either 
an AS ABAP or SAP HANA database, but fact sheet and analytical app types require an
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SAP HANA database. All these app types are accessed using SAP Fiori launchpad, a

web-based entry point for SAP business applications that allows end users to person-

alize their views.

While SAP worked to simplify business processes and to provide a delightful end user

experience, they also realized that customers have individual needs, and out-of-the-

box apps might not work for everyone. In recognition of this fact, SAP developed

tools to support developers and designers in their implementation of SAP Fiori. Tools

such as the SAP Web IDE provide developers everything they need to customize and

extend the apps to work for their business, whereas the UI Theme Designer enables

companies to easily brand their SAP Fiori launchpads and apps to align with their

company brands and color schemes.

SAP Fiori Implementation and Development delivers a comprehensive, end-to-end

understanding of SAP Fiori, providing developers and IT professionals with in-depth

knowledge of SAP Fiori as the user experience for SAP business applications. With a

specific focus dedicated to the deployment and configuration of each of the app

types, readers can also expect to learn about technical aspects required for a success-

ful implementation, as well as the security and authentication options vital for their

organizations. You will conclude your SAP Fiori learning experience by discovering

the underlying technologies and tools that support SAP Fiori, including the creation

and extension of OData services within SAP Gateway, the SAP Web IDE for UI exten-

sibility and customizations, business workflows for approval apps, and integration

with other SAP technologies.

After reading this book, you will understand not only what SAP Fiori is, but also how

you can also leverage its technology to provide your end users with a delightful and

consistent user experience. Gone are the days of complexity and focusing only on

feature enhancements. SAP has created a new standard of focusing on end users, pro-

viding them with a holistic experience centered on tasks relevant to their jobs. The

teachings in this book will provide you with the tools to immediately enable SAP

Fiori in your organization. With detailed explanations and guidance throughout, SAP

Fiori Implementation and Development will help simplify your business processes.

Liz Thorburn, SAP 

Technology RIG, Development

P&I Technology
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3Preface

SAP Fiori is a user experience (UX) for SAP software. It applies modern design princi-

ples to SAP software and provides a personalized, responsive, and easy-to-use UX.

SAP Fiori is a set of applications (HR apps, customer relationship apps, financial apps,

and more) that run on SAP ERP and fall into one of three categories based on their

general purpose: transactional apps, fact sheet apps, or analytical apps. These apps

provide a user interface (UI) from which to use functionality already present in an

SAP system.

There are several things a company can do with SAP Fiori applications:

� Implement them

� Customize them

� Create them from scratch

Regardless of what a company does with these apps, any form of implementation or

development requires SAP Gateway (the integration technology that connects a

front-end SAP Fiori app to the back-end SAP system). In addition, knowledge of

SAPUI5 (the programming language on which the UI for SAP Fiori apps is based) is

needed to customize or create apps.

It’s time to take the first step in your SAP Fiori journey! In this introduction, we’ll dis-

cuss the book’s target audience, lay out its purpose, and provide a structural overview

of the topics that lie ahead.

Target Audience

SAP Fiori has a broad appeal, given its wide use in SAP systems and the many apps it

offers across industries. However, because of the technical details involved in imple-

menting and developing SAP Fiori apps, this book is primarily focused on the follow-

ing two audiences:

� Developers and administrators at companies that run SAP ERP

� Consultants hired to implement SAP Fiori for a company running SAP ERP

Again, this casts a wide net in terms of readers for this book. However, each chapter

will lay out the general knowledge and prerequisites required for implementing and

developing each SAP Fiori app type.
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Objective

This book is meant to be a complete guide to implementing and developing SAP Fiori

apps; its purpose therefore is to teach you how to implement, customize, and create

SAP Fiori applications. You will walk away with a complete understanding of how to

accomplish all these tasks thanks to step-by-step instructions, screenshots, and

example applications.

Structure of the Book

This book is divided into three parts. Part I, Getting Started, explains the first steps in

SAP Fiori: a basic explanation of what it is and instructions on installation and config-

uration.

Part I includes the following chapters:

� Chapter 1: Introduction to SAP Fiori 

To begin your journey, we will look at SAP Fiori’s architecture and integration, with

a focus on reverse proxy (with SAP Web Dispatcher) and channels of communica-

tion. We will then discuss the three SAP Fiori app types and related technologies,

such as SAP Gateway, SAPUI5, and SAP HANA.

� Chapter 2: Installation and Configuration 

Before any implementation or development can begin, you will need to install and

configure your SAP system so that it is ready to deploy SAP Fiori apps. Chapter 2

begins by looking at the three SAP Fiori system landscapes used for implementing

the apps: the ABAP environment, the SAP HANA database, and SAP HANA XS. We

then move on to the two compatible deployment options: central hub and embed-

ded. The final two sections walk through the installation and configuration pro-

cesses.

Part II, Implementation, is devoted to the implementation of SAP Fiori apps. It starts

by introducing the security measures that should be in place to ensure that the apps

are safe. It then explains the step-by-step process for implementing the three differ-

ent types of SAP Fiori apps: transactional, fact sheet, and analytical. Next, it devotes a

chapter to creating OData services in SAP Gateway, which is required in all imple-

mentations for the front-end of SAP Fiori to communicate with the back-end of SAP.
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Part II includes the following chapters:

� Chapter 3: SAP Fiori Security 

It’s important to understand the various security mechanisms that can be put in

place to prevent the unauthorized and unauthenticated use of SAP Fiori apps. In

this chapter, we look at securing the app communication channels and security

measures for encryption. We then delve into single sign-on and authenticating

app users. Finally, we provide an overview of how to manage users and authorize

access.

� Chapter 4: Implementing Transactional Apps 

In this first app implementation chapter, we begin by looking at how to imple-

ment transactional apps, including activating the SAPUI5 component and OData

services. Next, we dive into the ABAP front-end and back-end roles before running

the app. We end the chapter with a discussion of creating custom business catalogs

and roles.

� Chapter 5: Implementing Fact Sheet Apps 

Many ABAP front-end tasks are shared between transactional and fact sheet apps.

Chapter 5 focuses on the specific fact sheet app implementation steps that must be

completed, including creating search connectors manually and automatically and

indexing the search connectors.

� Chapter 6: Implementing Analytical Apps 

There are two types of analytical apps: typical analytical apps and analytical apps

enabled via the SAP Smart Business modeler. Chapter 6 begins by spelling out the

necessary implementation prerequisites before diving deep into the tasks neces-

sary to implement both analytical app types.

� Chapter 7: Creating OData Services with SAP Gateway 

SAP Gateway OData services are required to connect SAP Fiori to the SAP back-end

system. Chapter 7 offers instructions for how to create OData services. You will use

the steps presented here to create OData services when creating SAP Fiori apps in

Part III.

Part III, Custom Development and Extension, is devoted to the development tasks

related to SAP Fiori, which fall into two categories: new app creation and customiza-

tion (extension). Both tasks are discussed for each of the three types of SAP Fiori apps.

Then, we move on to other important topics that fall under a developer’s purview:

workflow and integration with other SAP products.
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Part III includes the following chapters:

� Chapter 8: Introduction to SAP Web IDE 

SAP Web IDE is the environment used to create and extend transactional, fact

sheet, and analytical apps. Chapter 8 begins with an overview of the SAP Web IDE

environment, including its architecture and advantages, then transitions to the

steps for setting up the SAP Web IDE with SAP Cloud Platform. We conclude the

chapter by walking through the development process itself, from creation to

deployment.

� Chapter 9: Creating and Extending Transactional Apps 

SAP Fiori apps can be created from scratch, or you can extend existing apps. In

Chapter 9, we look at how to create and extend transactional apps—from creating

a new project using a template to extending the UI layer.

� Chapter 10: Creating and Extending Fact Sheet Apps 

In Chapter 10, we discuss how to enable the SAP Web IDE fact sheet editor app,

which is necessary for the creation and extension process. We will then look at

everything from creating the UI layer to extending an existing search model.

� Chapter 11: Creating and Extending Analytical Apps 

Analytical apps are developed on query views from SAP HANA Live. Chapter 11

presents an overview of SAP HANA Live, then moves on to the steps to create and

extend our example analytical app.

� Chapter 12: Workflow and SAP Fiori 

The most common modifications to SAP Fiori apps involve modifying their work-

flow. Accordingly, Chapter 12 provides an overview of SAP Business Workflow. In

addition, we discuss how and when to create a custom workflow, with an example

based on the My Inbox app.

� Chapter 13: Integration with Other SAP Products 

SAP Fiori apps can be integrated with other SAP products. In Chapter 13, we look at

how these apps can be integrated with SAP Jam, SAP BusinessObjects Lumira, and

SAP BusinessObjects Design Studio.

� Chapter 14: Introduction to SAP Screen Personas

Chapter 14 introduces the SAP Screen Personas solution. We’ll also explain how

SAP Screen Personas allows you to transform classic SAP screens into SAP Fiori-

inspired designs.

The book then concludes with two appendices on SAP Fiori Client and customizing

SAP Fiori launchpad:
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� Appendix A: SAP Fiori Client 

Appendix A provides a brief introduction to SAP Fiori Client, a native SAP Fiori app

for iOS and Android. Information found here includes download and login steps,

as well as an overview of SAP Fiori Client functions.

� Appendix B: Customizing SAP Fiori Launchpad 

SAP Fiori launchpad provides a platform for accessing all SAP Fiori apps. Using the

UI Theme Designer, you can customize SAP Fiori launchpad to your liking. In

Appendix B, we walk through how to do so, as well as how to create a custom SAP

Fiori launchpad theme.

Our hope is that this book will provide an understanding of the steps involved in

installing, implementing, developing, and integrating SAP Fiori apps based on your

business requirements.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction to SAP Fiori

To begin your SAP Fiori journey, we’ll start with the basics: SAP Fiori’s 

architecture, app types, and the related SAP technologies required for 

implementation.

In today’s business environment, users face many challenges in the hunt for timely,

up-to-date, and accurate information. In addition, accessibility to this information,

anywhere, anytime, is vital to their ability to make faster, smarter decisions. Applica-

tions have revolutionized the landscape of “on-demand” business accessibility in

addressing the needs of these users.

SAP’s answer is SAP Fiori. SAP Fiori provides a role-based, personalized user experi-

ence (UX) for enterprise-wide engagements across lines of businesses (LOBs) and

offers optimal usability on multiple devices for the best business interactions. In this

book, we’ll discuss the development skills needed to implement, customize, and cre-

ate SAP Fiori apps.

In this chapter, we’ll introduce you to SAP Fiori and all the related concepts you’ll

come across throughout this book. We’ll start with an overview of SAP Fiori and SAP’s

UX strategy in Section 1.1, then dive into SAP Fiori’s architecture and integration tech-

nologies in Section 1.2. From there, we’ll look at the three main types of SAP Fiori

apps—transactional, fact sheet, and analytical—in Section 1.3. Finally, in Section 1.4,

we’ll discuss related SAP technologies that enable the implementation and use of

these apps.

1.1    SAP Fiori and the Evolution of User Experience

Technology requirements are changing. An emphasis on UX now is prevalent in the

creation of new and emerging products. Following the popularity of Facebook and

Twitter apps, users want a similar UX for their business applications.
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At SAP SAPPHIRE 2013, SAP released a new class of SAPUI5-based applications and

dubbed them SAP Fiori, as part of their revamped UX strategy. The idea: Apply

modern design principles for a totally reimagined UX.

The initial release of SAP Fiori had 25 apps, and today (December 2016) the number of

SAP Fiori apps has grown rapidly to over 7500, providing consistent and simple UX

across multiple devices. The next significant step in the evolution of UX for business

applications is SAP Fiori 2.0, a new, award-winning design concept that’s now avail-

able for both SAP S/4HANA and SAP Business Suite.

Even now, SAP continues to work on new and innovative SAP Fiori apps to add to its

portfolio. Up-to-date app information can be found in the SAP Fiori apps reference

library: https://fioriappslibrary.hana.ondemand.com/sap/fix/externalViewer/. Chap-

ter 2, Section 2.4 provides further information on the apps reference library.

Meaning in the Name

Fiori means flower in Italian. This is why you’ll see pictures of flowers associated with

SAP Fiori—such as the cover of this book.

In the sections that follow, we’ll provide an overview of SAP’s UX strategy, then

describe how it’s impacted the UX design principles used to develop SAP Fiori apps.

1.1.1    SAP UX Strategy

SAP’s UX strategy has four areas of focus:

� New 

SAP continues to create new applications with consumer-grade UXs to accomplish

customer needs.

� Renew 

SAP took all the most frequently used business scenarios and renewed them with

SAP Fiori apps by improving the UX.

� Enable 

This principle gives SAP customers and partners the ability to improve the UX on

their own using various enablement tools. For example, SAP Screen Personas

enables customers to optimize or simplify any screen in the graphical user inter-

face (GUI).

https://fioriappslibrary.hana.ondemand.com/sap/fix/externalViewer/
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� UX design services 

This element came about thanks to customers who wanted to transfer their own

reality into the SAP UX strategy.

UX design services are at the heart of the SAP UX strategy. Some believe that UX is

simply a lot of colors and fancy components, but this simply is not true. Great UX can

have a tremendous impact on a business’ success. With great UX, you can

� Achieve productivity and work more efficiently

� Increase user adoption and decrease errors

� Save on training costs

To achieve true design innovation, keep the following three concepts in mind:

1. Business 

Understanding the business requirements

2. Technology 

Exploring and understanding the feasibility of technology

3. Human values 

Understanding what usability and desirability mean to your users

As previously mentioned, only once these three components are combined will you

achieve design innovation.

In the same vein, in the next section, we’ll discuss how SAP’s UX design services have

been implemented into SAP Fiori UX design principles.

1.1.2    SAP Fiori UX Design Principles

SAP Fiori design principles ensure that all business applications follow the UX design

services developed by SAP. The following are five design principles that make up the

SAP Fiori UX paradigm. These five design principals together create a beautiful UX

that is consistent, regardless of your role in the organization, and delivers the best

user experience on any device.

1. Role-based 

SAP broke down several SAP transactions and turned them into easy-to-use apps

that are task-based and tailored to show only the most relevant information that

the user needs.

2. Responsive 

SAP ensured that SAP Fiori worked seamlessly to facilitate consistent UX across all
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devices, such as phones, tablets, and desktops, and SAP Fiori supports multiple

technologies, such as iOS, Android, Windows, and Mac.

3. Simple 

SAP Fiori is focused on delivering simple, intuitive UX to match consumer

demands. SAP used a simple 1-1-3 (one user, one use case, and three screens) philos-

ophy to make SAP Fiori apps easy to use and learn.

4. Coherent 

SAP ensured that all SAP Fiori apps have a similar look and feel by establishing best

practices for design.

5. Delightful 

SAP Fiori is designed to have a low barrier to adoption and to provide users with

apps that enable them to be proactive by providing an assistant.

SAP and Apple Partnership

In May 2016, SAP and Apple announced their partnership, combining Apple’s world-

renowned UXs with SAP’s unparalleled end-to-end business processes and software.

All the SAP Fiori for iOS design guidelines are available at https://experience.sap.

com/fiori-design-ios/.

Clearly defined design principles ensure quality SAP Fiori apps across software envi-

ronments. Now, let’s turn our attention to the architectural components and integra-

tion technologies found in SAP Fiori.

1.2    Architecture and Integration

In this section, we’ll discuss the high-level architecture that all SAP Fiori apps follow.

Figure 1.1 shows different components of the architecture.

From this bird’s-eye view, we see that the SAP Fiori system landscape is comprised of

a client/browser layer, reverse proxy, ABAP servers, SAP HANA XS, and a back-end

database. Each layer has a clearly defined purpose and is bundled with components

that help fulfill that purpose. Let’s look at each layer:

� Client/browser 

The client layer is where the actual consumption of SAP Fiori apps takes place. SAP

Fiori launchpad is the entry point for all SAP Fiori apps on mobile, desktop, or tab-

let (see Section 1.2.1).

https://experience.sap.com/fiori-design-ios/
https://experience.sap.com/fiori-design-ios/
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� Reverse proxy 

A reverse proxy is a type of proxy server that typically sits behind the firewall in a

private network and directs client requests to the appropriate back-end server. The

reverse proxy provides an additional level of security and control to ensure the

smooth flow of network traffic between clients and servers. SAP recommends

using SAP Web Dispatcher as a reverse proxy server (see Section 1.2.2). SAP Web

Dispatcher is only required as a reverse proxy for analytical and fact sheet apps.

� ABAP server 

The ABAP front-end server is recommended for all app types. The ABAP front-end

server contains the UI layer and infrastructure components, as well as SAP Gate-

way with OData enablement. The ABAP back-end server contains the back-end

business logic and search models for fact sheet apps.

� SAP HANA XS 

SAP HANA XS is only required for analytical apps; it replicates data from the back-

end server and remodels it using virtual data models (VDMs).

� Back-end server 

The back-end database can be any database for transactional apps or an SAP HANA

database for fact sheet and analytical apps.

Figure 1.1  SAP Fiori Architecture

Any Database/SAP HANA

SAP HANA XS Engine

ABAP Back-end Server

ABAP Front-end Server

Search
Model 

Client/Browser

Reverse Proxy

Data Layer

SAP Web Dispatcher 

SAPUI5
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Now that you have a general idea of SAP Fiori’s architecture and system landscape,

we’ll look more closely at some of the key architectural features and explore how the

different layers of SAP Fiori communicate with one another.

1.2.1    SAP Fiori Launchpad

SAP Fiori launchpad is the entry point for all SAP Fiori applications. It’s a role-based,

personalized platform with real-time capabilities. The beauty of SAP Fiori launchpad

is that it’s designed according to a simple and intuitive user experience and doesn’t

require a lot of training.

Figure 1.2 shows the SAP Fiori 2.0 launchpad homepage, now called the viewport,

which displays variety of apps; a new panoramic UI with notification and ME areas

comes with the new experience. Users can personalize the viewport to keep track of

their daily tasks while still keeping track of activities happening in other areas.

Figure 1.2  SAP Fiori Launchpad Homepage

With SAP Fiori launchpad, users can personalize the homepage/viewport views by

adding or removing apps or by bundling them into groups. Because apps are con-

trolled by roles, users will have access to only those apps or groups to which content

administrators assign them.
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When you open the launchpad for the first time, you should see the tiles clustered in

groups 1, and if you have more than one group assigned to you, then you’ll see all

the groups in the anchor bar 2 at the top of the page. Click a group in the dropdown

list in the anchor bar 3 to jump directly to that group?

On the top left of the home page is the ME area 4; clicking the icon slides the ME area

into the view. The ME area provides an options bar and lists the most recently used

tiles. On the top right of the home page is the notifications area 5, which helps users

keep track of important events without distracting them from their current tasks.

Search 6 is another key capability of SAP Fiori launchpad. With this feature, users can

view recent searches, recent apps used, and any apps found. In addition, users can

open a fact sheet app directly. For example, a user can search for a sales order number

in SAP Fiori launchpad and open the Sales Order fact sheet app to get answers imme-

diately. In Chapter 5, we’ll discuss the implementation of search functionality in fact

sheet apps.

SAP Fiori 2.0 now supports the new, award-winning Belize theme; this theme

replaces the old Blue Crystal theme. Users can also create their own custom themes

using UI Theme Designer, and apply them to SAP Fiori launchpad 7. In Appendix B,

we’ll walk through the step-by-step instructions on how to create a custom theme

using this tool.

Now, let’s explore the ME area. In the options bar of the ME area, you’ll see App Finder,

Settings, and Edit Home Page (see Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3  ME Area
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1. App Finder is a convenient tool for finding apps that aren’t on your home page yet

and to add them to the home page. In the catalogs of the App Finder view, you can

find apps assigned to your role (see Figure 1.4).

Figure 1.4  App Finder

2. Select Settings to set options to display your user account information, change the

theme, or change language and user settings. User Profiling (see Figure 1.5) lets you

record some of your activities to provide personalized results for future searches,

and the Default values option (see Figure 1.5) option lets you define and launch

apps with a set of specific default values.

3. The Edit home page option lets you customize your launchpad—by adding or

remove or moving tiles/groups.

From the home page of the SAP Fiori Launchpad click  to open the notifications

area (see Figure 1.6). This new option in SAP Fiori 2.0 notifies users about important

things like approving workflow items from My Inbox; in fact, you can approve or

reject workflows right from the notifications area.
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Figure 1.5  ME Area—Settings

Figure 1.6  Notifications Area

Notifications

SAP Fiori Notifications integration is currently possible only with SAP S/4HANA and

not yet available with SAP Business Suite.

Another important aspect of SAP Fiori launchpad is its responsiveness. SAP Fiori

launchpad enables cross-device UX for users. This feature makes it so that visual
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design adapts automatically to the respective screen size, be it for desktop, mobile

phones, or tablets. SAP provides a native app for SAP Fiori launchpad called SAP Fiori

Client that enables this functionality (for more information on SAP Fiori Client, see

Appendix A).

Next, let’s discuss the different deployment options for SAP Fiori launchpad.

Deployment Options

There are several deployment options available to deploy SAP Fiori launchpad.

Depending on your existing landscape and the types of apps you want to implement,

you can decide which deployment option is right for you.

As shown in Figure 1.7, you can deploy SAP Fiori launchpad on-premise, in the cloud,

or in a hybrid model.

� In an on-premise deployment, a customer buys software from SAP and manages

the servers on their own. There are two options:

– ABAP front-end server in combination with SAP Gateway 

This is the traditional implementation and is recommended for customers

without an SAP Enterprise Portal implementation. It’s the only platform that

supports all SAP Fiori app types (transactional, fact sheet, and analytical apps).

– SAP Enterprise Portal 

This deployment is recommended for customers who would want to reuse their

existing SAP Enterprise Portal and run SAP Fiori launchpad. Technically, this is

just another framework page that enables the use of SAP Fiori launchpad.

� In a cloud deployment, customers rent infrastructure and business software from

SAP. Customers can either share a public cloud environment operated by SAP or

get a private/managed cloud service (i.e., there’s only one customer per cloud; this

is managed by SAP as well) or get an enterprise cloud (again, only one customer

per cloud, but the customer runs and manages the cloud).

– SAP Cloud Platform 

You can now run SAP Fiori launchpad on SAP Cloud Platform in the software-as-

a-service (SaaS) model or on-premise.

� In a hybrid deployment, customers run certain parts of their business on their

own servers and use additional services from a cloud provider. This kind of deploy-

ment requires powerful integration between on-premise systems and cloud ser-

vices.
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Figure 1.7  SAP Fiori Launchpad Deployments

More Information

For more information on the different SAP Fiori launchpad deployments and on how

to implement SAP Fiori launchpad, check out the SAP PRESS E-Bite Implementing SAP

Fiori Launchpad, by Tamas Szirtes and Aviad Rivlin, available at www.sap-press.com/

3944.

Features

In this section, we’ll walk you through some of the basic features in SAP Fiori launch-

pad. The following steps walk through the different features and uses of SAP Fiori

launchpad. To begin, let’s look at adding to, removing from, and personalizing the

SAP Fiori Launchpad viewport.

1. Launch SAP Fiori launchpad by entering the following URL in a browser, where

<host> is the server name or the IP address of the server, and the <port> is the port

number: https://<host>:<port>/sap/bc/ui5 ui5/ui2/ushell/shells/abap/FioriLaunch-

pad.html, for example, https://s4hana.nineboards.com:8001/sap/bc/ui5/ui2/ushell/

shells/abap/FioriLaunchpad.html.

Adapters

Platforms

SAP Fiori LaunchpadClient

ABAP
SAP

Enterprise
Portal

SAP Cloud
Platform 

or or

http://www.sap-press.com/3944
http://www.sap-press.com/3944
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Note

You can launch the SAP Fiori Launchpad by running Transaction /UI2/FLP from the AS

ABAP front-end server.

2. Login to SAP Fiori launchpad, navigate to the ME area by clicking , and then click

Edit Home Page (see Figure 1.8).

Figure 1.8  Edit Home Page

3. To remove a tile, click X in the upper-right corner of the tile.

4. The tile catalog is where you’ll see all the SAP Fiori apps that you have access to. To

add a tile from the tile catalog, click + (see Figure 1.9).

Figure 1.9  Add or Remove Tiles
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5. Click + on the app and then select the group into which you want to add the app.

Click OK (see Figure 1.10).

Figure 1.10  Add Tile from Catalog

6. Click  to go back to the workspace area.

Next, let’s create a new group and organize the tiles. Proceed with the following steps:

1. From the viewport, click Add Group (see Figure 1.11).

Figure 1.11  Add Group

2. Enter a group name and click Done (see Figure 1.12).

Figure 1.12  Group Name
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3. Users can add tiles/apps by dragging and dropping apps from another group (see

Figure 1.13) or can add a new app from the catalog by clicking + (see Figure 1.12).

Figure 1.13  Drag and Drop

You can also search for apps or business objects. To do so, proceed as follows:

1. Enter the search term in the search field and click  (see Figure 1.14).

Figure 1.14  Search

2. Check the search results for apps and business objects, as shown in Figure 1.15.
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Figure 1.15  Search Output

Users can personalize SAP Fiori launchpad by changing the theme. To do so, perform

the following steps:

1. Click  to open the ME area and select Settings (see Figure 1.16).

2. In the pop-up window, click Appearance (see Figure 1.16).

Figure 1.16  Theme Settings

3. Select a theme and click Save (see Figure 1.17).
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Figure 1.17  Select Theme

Keyboard Shortcuts

The following keyboard shortcuts can help you more easily navigate SAP Fiori launch-

pad:

� (Alt) + (C) 

Open the tile catalog.

� (Alt) + (H) 

Return to the viewport.

� (Alt) + (S) 

Search for or filter information.

� (Alt) + (U) 

Access User Preferences.

We hope that this quick walkthrough of SAP Fiori launchpad helped you to better

understand its features. Next, we’ll dive into SAP Web Dispatcher and its role as a

reverse proxy.

1.2.2    SAP Web Dispatcher

Depending on the type of SAP Fiori app you’re running (transactional, fact sheet, or

analytical), queries are directed by the SAP Web Dispatcher from the client/browser
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to the ABAP front-end or SAP HANA XS. It isn’t mandatory to use SAP Web Dispatcher

if you’re implementing transactional apps, but for analytical apps and fact sheet apps

you’ll need to configure it.

When a user runs an analytical app, requests are forwarded from the client to the SAP

HANA XS engine by SAP Web Dispatcher. Similarly, when a user runs a fact sheet app,

requests are forwarded from the client to the ABAP back-end system by SAP Web Dis-

patcher. SAP Web Dispatcher can either act as a simple forwarding service or actively

participate in the exchange between a client and server.

SAP Web Dispatcher is capable of intercepting, inspecting, and interacting with

requests and responses. Interacting with requests and responses enables more

advanced traffic management services, such as application layer security, web accel-

eration, page routing, and secure remote access. SAP Web Dispatcher also provides

the ability to direct requests based on a wide variety of parameters, such as user

device, location, network conditions, and even time of day.

Common uses for SAP Web Dispatcher include the following:

� Load balancing 

SAP Web Dispatcher is most commonly used to provide load balancing services for

scalability and availability. Increasingly, SAP Web Dispatcher is also used as a stra-

tegic point in the network to enforce web application security through web appli-

cation firewalls, application delivery firewalls, and deep content inspection to

mitigate data leaks. SAP Web Dispatcher can also be deployed to offload services

from applications to improve performance through acceleration, intelligence, and

caching.

� Web acceleration 

SAP Web Dispatcher can compress inbound and outbound data and can cache

commonly requested content, both of which speed up the flow of traffic between

the browser and the ABAP servers or SAP HANA XS. SAP Web Dispatcher can also

perform additional tasks such as SSL encryption to take the load off your web serv-

ers, thereby boosting their performance.

� Security and anonymity 

By intercepting requests headed for your back-end servers, SAP Web Dispatcher

protects request identities and acts as an additional defense against security

attacks. It also ensures that multiple servers can be accessed from a single record

locater or URL, regardless of the structure of your local area network.
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1.2.3    Communication Channels

It’s vital that different layers of SAP Fiori can communicate with one another. In this

section, we’ll discuss how data is transferred between the client, ABAP front-end,

ABAP back-end, and SAP HANA XS. In doing so, we’ll highlight the different commu-

nication channels and protocols implemented in the SAP Fiori system landscape.

Figure 1.18 shows the high-level SAP Fiori architecture, with the communication

channels and protocols included.

Figure 1.18  Communication Channels

As shown, the communication type between the client and SAP Web Dispatcher 1

depends on the type of application the user’s running in the client/browser or the

type of task that the user is performing. For example, when a user runs a fact sheet

app, the client sends an INA search request.

The communication between SAP Web Dispatcher and ABAP servers 2 depends on

the type of request SAP Web Dispatcher forwards from the client to the ABAP servers:

� ABAP front-end server (transactional apps)

– HTML requests

– OData requests

Any Database/SAP HANA

SAP HANA XS Engine

ABAP Back-end Server

ABAP Front-end Server

Search
Model

Client/Browser

HTTPS (HTML/ODATA)

SAP Web Dispatcher 

SAPUI5

Trusted RFC (OData)

HTTPS
(INA Search

Protocol)

HTTPS (HTML/ODATA/INA)

HTTPS (OData Requests)
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� ABAP back-end server (fact sheet apps only)

– INA search requests

A trusted RFC connection is established for communication between the ABAP front-

end server and the ABAP back-end server 3. Data and services are provided from the

ABAP back-end server to the ABAP front-end server using OData services.

Communication between SAP Web Dispatcher and SAP HANA XS 4 only happens

when a user runs analytical apps. SAP Web Dispatcher forwards the OData request

from the client to SAP HANA XS.

Understanding how each of these components speak with one another is useful

when errors or issues arise.

1.2.4    SAP Fiori App-Supported Browsers and OS

In this section, we’ll list the browsers (Internet Explorer [IE], Google Chrome, Safari,

Microsoft Edge, and Mozilla Firefox) and OS versions (Windows, Apple, and Android)

that support SAP Fiori apps.

Blackberry

Blackberry OS support ended in October 2016.

Windows Support

Table 1.1 shows the Windows mobile devices and browsers that support SAP Fiori

apps.

Table 1.2 shows the Windows desktops and browsers that support SAP Fiori apps.

OS Type OS Version SAP Fiori Client Microsoft Browser

Phone

Table 1.1   

8.1 GDR1 Latest version IE 11.x

10 Latest version Microsoft Edge

Table 1.2  Windows Mobile
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Internet Explorer 9

IE 9 is not supported for any SAP Fiori apps.

Apple Support

Table 1.3 shows Apple’s iOS devices and browsers that support SAP Fiori apps.

OS Type OS Version Microsoft 

Browser

Google Chrome Mozilla Firefox

Hybrid 

(touch-

enabled 

desktops)

Table 1.3   

8.1 IE 11.x – –

10 Microsoft Edge – –

Desktop

Table 1.4   

(Cont.)

Table 1.5   

(Cont.)

8

8.1

IE 10.x

IE 11.x

Latest version Latest rapid 

release cycle 

(RRC)

Latest extended 

support release 

(ESR)

10 Microsoft Edge Latest version Latest RRC

Latest ESR

7 IE 9.x

IE 11.x

Latest version Latest RRC

Latest ESR

Table 1.6  Windows Desktop

OS Type OS Version SAP Fiori Client Apple Safari

iPhone 5 or 

newer

9.x – 10.x Latest version Latest version

iPad Pro, Mini, 

or Air

9.x – 10.x Latest version Latest version

Table 1.7  iOS (iPhone/iPad)
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Table 1.4 shows Apple’s MacOS X versions and browsers that support SAP Fiori apps.

Android Support

Table 1.5 shows Google’s Android devices and browsers that support SAP Fiori apps.

Android Devices

The following Android devices have been tested by SAP:

� Phones

Samsung Galaxy S4, S5, S6

� Tablets

Samsung Galaxy Tab Series Pro, Samsung Galaxy Tab Series Pro S, Google Nexus

1.2.5    SAP Fiori, Cloud Edition

SAP Fiori, cloud edition is one of the major new releases in SAP Fiori. SAP Fiori, cloud

edition provides customers with a simple approach to revolutionize UX by using SAP

Fiori apps and services in the cloud, running on SAP Cloud Platform.

With SAP Fiori, cloud edition, customers can connect easily to their on-premise SAP

landscape and experience SAP Fiori with literally zero installation and configuration.

SAP released a demo cloud edition so that customers can explore SAP Fiori by con-

necting to their on-premise SAP landscape and can build some prototypes. During

SAPPHIRE 2016, SAP released SAP Fiori cloud edition for general availability (GA).

OS Type OS Version SAP Fiori Client Apple Safari

Desktop OS X 10.9

OS X 10.10

OS X 10.11

Latest version Latest Version

Table 1.8  Mac

OS Type OS Version SAP Fiori Client Android Browser Google Chrome

Phone/

Tablet

4.1.3–7.x Latest version Latest version Latest version

Table 1.9  Android Phones/Tablets
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Accessing SAP Fiori, Cloud Edition Trial

You can now access the SAP Fiori, cloud edition trial from the following link: http://

www.sapfioritrial.com. Once you open the webpage, click the See it in Action button

to access the SAP Fiori, cloud edition trial.

SAP Fiori, Cloud Edition Architecture

Figure 1.19 shows the high-level architecture of SAP Fiori, cloud edition. Your on-

premise SAP Business Suite is securely connected to SAP Cloud Platform using the

SAP Cloud Platform cloud connector. In the SAP Cloud Platform, SAP Fiori launchpad,

SAP Fiori apps, UI Theme Designer, and SAP Web IDE run as services consuming data

from your on-premise systems.

Figure 1.19  SAP Fiori, Cloud Edition Architecture

The best part of the SAP Cloud Platform is that customers can quickly use SAP Fiori

launchpad without worrying about software maintenance or updates, and they can

seamlessly leverage cloud services to extend and develop SAP Fiori apps.
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1.2 Architecture and Integration

SAP Fiori On-Premise vs. SAP Fiori Cloud

Now, let’s look at some of the key differences between SAP Fiori on-premise and SAP

Fiori, cloud edition from both architecture and features perspectives. Figure 1.20

shows the simple, high-level architecture of SAP Fiori, comparing on-premise and

cloud versions. 

Figure 1.20  SAP Fiori On-Premise vs. SAP Fiori Cloud

Be aware of the following key points:

� SAP Fiori on-premise is managed in your own data center, with full flexibility in

installation and configuration. All seven thousand plus apps can be installed and

configured.

� SAP Fiori, cloud edition is managed by SAP, and customers can quickly connect

SAP Business Suite to it. Only around 70 apps are currently supported on SAP Fiori,

cloud edition.

Now that we’ve looked at SAP Fiori, cloud edition, next we’ll begin discussing the dif-

ferent types of SAP Fiori apps.
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1.3    Types of SAP Fiori Apps

Whether you want to create or track purchase orders, keep an eye on new business

opportunities, or simply display your invoices, SAP Fiori apps help you easily handle

business tasks. As of the writing of this book (December 2016), there three types of

applications that form the SAP Fiori portfolio: transactional, fact sheet, and analytical

apps. Before we jump into the details of each of these app types, we’ll illustrate the

SAP Fiori journey through individual app developments (see Figure 1.21).

Figure 1.21  SAP Fiori Timeline

It all started in May 2013 (during the SAP SAPPHIRE event). That was when SAP

released the first 25 SAP Fiori apps; they were transactional apps that focused on self-

service scenarios, Employee Self-Service (ESS) and Manager Self-Service (MSS). From

there, SAP began rapidly developing new apps, and in November 2013, SAP intro-

duced two new app types: fact sheet and analytical apps. SAP then continued to

expand the scope of apps, from SAP ERP to any database to SAP HANA databases. In

May 2014, SAP introduced SAP Fiori apps for different LOBs and industries.

Table 1.6 shows the product shipments, with the release dates and the number of

apps SAP delivered during that time. You can see that the SAP Fiori team is releasing

more and more apps every quarter.

Shipments Release Month No. of Apps (Cumulative)

1 May 2013 25

2 Nov. 2013 226

Table 1.10  SAP Fiori Shipments

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

May 14, 2013

Nov 29, 2013

Feb 26, 2014

May 19, 2014

July 28, 2014

Oct 22, 2014

Jan 29, 2015
Self-service scenarios

for employees, managers,
and selected business tasks

Enhanced scope to
more complex business 

tasks; SAP Fiori Launchpad

Consolidation and
extensibility for

transactional apps,
and selected new areas

Expanding industry
coverage and existing 

roles

Continuing core
areas, additional

industry coverage; 
additional roles

Continuing core
areas, starting industry
coverage, increasing

focus for SAP Business
Suite on SAP HANA

Expanding existing
roles, focus for 
SAP Business

Suite on SAP HANA
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As of December 2016, SAP had released 7,671 SAP Fiori apps in total. Table 1.7 shows a

breakdown of the SAP Fiori apps by app type. Out of 7,671 apps, 1,139 apps are SAP Fiori

apps, and the remaining six thousand plus apps are standard SAP GUI transactions;

most of the apps require SAP S/4HANA.

As SAP Fiori apps continued to be developed, new business requirements arose. Soon,

businesses were looking for personalized key performance indicators (KPIs) based on

user roles. To address this, SAP developed SAP Fiori apps for different roles—for

example, cash managers, transportation managers, marketing executives, MRP con-

trollers, and so on.

This further enhanced SAP’s UX strategy and SAP Fiori’s customizability. For exam-

ple, transportation managers could now view transportation costs for the year to

date or view the average percentage utilization of weight or volume by transporta-

tion orders created to date. Similarly, a marketing manager role enabled marketing

3 Feb. 2014 236

4 May 2014 325

5 July 2014 383

6 Oct. 2014 484

7 Jan. 2015 495

8 Dec. 2016 1,139

App Types No. of Apps

Transactional 618

Fact sheet 176

Analytical 345

Total 1,139

Table 1.11  SAP Fiori Wave 8

Shipments Release Month No. of Apps (Cumulative)

Table 1.10  SAP Fiori Shipments (Cont.)
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managers to plan their yearly budgets using the My Marketing Budget app, and pro-

vided them with all initiatives ready for release via the Release Campaigns app.

Table 1.8 shows an overview of the different SAP Fiori user roles across industries and

LOBs.

This historical overview provides an outlook of what we can expect for future devel-

opment trends for SAP Fiori apps. The next three sections will explore the three types

of apps.

Industries Cross-LOB

Retail

� Master data specialist

� Category manager

� Promotion specialist

� Store associate

� Global trader

� Assortment planner

� Allocation manager

� Manager

� MDG expert

� ILM archiving expert

� Security manager

� Data aging expert

� Employee

� Compliance manager

� TDMS expert

Oil and gas

� Hydrocarbon accountant

� Deferment analyst

� Field operator

Insurance

� Claims specialist

Higher education

� Student/applicant

Public sector

� Central budget specialist

Banking

� Bank account manger

� Bank mid-office employee

� Bank back office employee

Table 1.12  SAP Fiori User Roles for Industries and LOBs
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1.3.1    Transactional Apps

Transactional apps enable users to perform transactional activities such as creating,

changing, or approving. These activities are accomplished with guided navigation.

Figure 1.22 shows the high-level system landscape for transactional apps.

Figure 1.22  Transactional Apps Architecture

When a user launches a transactional app, the launch request is sent from the client/

browser to the ABAP front-end server. Communication between the client and the

ABAP front-end server happens via OData HTTP/HTTPS protocols.

The ABAP front-end server contains the UI layers, which house the following compo-

nents:

ABAP Front-end Server

Product-specific UI components

Infrastructure

ABAP Back-end Server

SAP Business Suite

Any Database/SAP HANA

HTTPS (HTML/ODATA)

Trusted RFC (OData)
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� Product-specific UI components

– Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC)

– Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

– Supply Chain Management (SCM)

– And more

� Infrastructure components

– Central UI components

– SAPUI5 control library

– SAP Fiori launchpad

– SAP Gateway with OData enablement

Front-end components from the ABAP front-end server connect to the business logic

in the ABAP back-end server through a trusted RFC connection. The underlying data-

base for a transactional app can be any database or an SAP HANA database. SAP rec-

ommends SAP HANA for the best performance.

In this book, we’ll discuss the implementation of transactional apps in Chapter 4 and

the creation/extension process in Chapter 9.

1.3.2    Fact Sheet Apps

Fact sheet apps enable users to view essential contextual information or a 360-degree

view of specific central objects used in their business operations. You can call fact

sheet apps from the search results displayed in SAP Fiori launchpad, from other fact

sheets, or from transactional and analytical apps. For example, users can drilldown

from a fact sheet app to a related business partner or master data record. Figure 1.23

shows the high-level system landscape for fact sheet apps.

When a user launches a fact sheet app, the launch request is sent from the client/

browser to SAP Web Dispatcher (reverse proxy). Communication between the client

and SAP Web Dispatcher occurs via OData HTTP/HTTPS protocols. SAP Web Dis-

patcher sends INA search protocol requests to the search models in the ABAP back-

end server.

The ABAP front-end contains product-specific UI components and infrastructure

components. The ABAP back-end server comprises the SAP Business Suite with the

business logic, search models, OData services, and model provider. Fact sheet apps

run only on an SAP HANA database and require an ABAP stack.
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In this book, we’ll discuss the implementation of fact sheet apps in Chapter 5 and the

creation/extension process in Chapter 10.

Figure 1.23  Fact Sheet Apps Architecture

1.3.3    Analytical Apps

Analytical apps provide insight into business information, allowing users to analyze

and evaluate strategic or operational KPIs in real-time on a large volume of data in a

simplified front-end for enterprise control. These types of apps combine the data and

analytical power of SAP HANA with the integration and interface components of SAP

Business Suite. Figure 1.24 shows the high-level system landscape for analytical apps.
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Figure 1.24  Analytical Apps Architecture

When a user launches an analytical app, the launch request is sent from the client/

browser to SAP Web Dispatcher, which sends the OData calls to the ABAP front-end

server or SAP HANA XS. As with transactional and fact sheet apps, the ABAP front-end

for analytical apps contains product-specific UI and infrastructure components. The

ABAP back-end server comprises the SAP Business Suite with the business logic. In

addition, SAP HANA XS also contains the following:

� SAP Fiori app content for the different SAP Business Suite products

� KPI modeling framework
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� A generic drill-down app

� VDM reuse content

Analytical apps run only on an SAP HANA database and use VDMs.

In this book, we’ll discuss the implementation of analytical apps in Chapter 6 and the

creation/extension process in Chapter 11.

Our focus in this book is to demonstrate how to implement, create, customize,

extend, and develop these three app types. In the next section, we’ll explore the

related SAP technologies that will allow us to perform these functions.

1.4    Related SAP Technologies

In this section, we’ll introduce you to all the technologies related to SAP Fiori. These

include SAPUI5, SAP Gateway and OData, and SAP HANA XS.

1.4.1    SAPUI5

SAPUI5, a UI development toolkit for HTML5, is a JavaScript UI control library that

developers can use to build business applications that run on any device, providing a

lightweight programming model for desktop and mobile applications. All SAP Fiori

UIs are built using SAPUI5 technology, so it’s important to understand the basic con-

cepts of SAPUI5 and the tools that support the development of SAP Fiori apps. The fol-

lowing list highlights the key features of SAPUI5:

� SAPUI5 APIs are designed to be easily consumed and used.

� SAPUI5 supports client-side features based on JavaScript.

� Custom controls or UI components can be easily extended.

� Powerful theming tools allow users to change a theme for custom branding based

on CSS.

� SAPUI5 provides AJAX capabilities and can be used with other standard JavaScript

libraries.

� It uses the popular jQuery library as a foundation.

� SAPUI5 provides high performance and fully supports SAP product standards.

� The toolkit is based on open standards like OpenAJAX, JavaScript, CSS, HTML5, and

so on.
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With that overview of SAPUI5’s benefits in hand, let’s turn our attention to its archi-

tecture.

Architecture

Figure 1.25 shows the high-level architecture of SAPUI5 on the right and the SAP Fiori

landscape with SAPUI5 on the left. SAPUI5 is primarily comprised of two compo-

nents: the SAPUI5 library and the SAPUI5 core. The SAPUI5 library contains the

themes and controls for both mobile and desktop. The SAPUI5 core includes the fol-

lowing:

� Core, base, and model modules

� Dependency/class loader to load control libraries

� Render manager, which creates HTML strings for the represented controls

� SAP jQuery and jQuery plug-ins

Figure 1.25  SAPUI5 Architecture

Figure 1.26 shows a simplified SAPUI5 architecture with the model-view-controller

(MVC) design pattern and the connectivity between the back-end systems and brows-

ers. SAPUI5 now comes automatically with the following systems:

� AS ABAP

� AS Java

� SAP Cloud Platform

� SAP HANA XS engine
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Figure 1.26  SAPUI5 Client Server Architecture

SAPUI5 works best based on OData enriched by metadata exposed via OData annota-

tions. For this reason, SAP recommends SAP Gateway (OData service) to integrate the

application layer and SAP back-end systems. You can use JSON or XML format to con-

nect to non-SAP data sources (any database).

Model-View-Controller Concept

Model-view-controller is a fundamental design pattern used to separate UI logic from

business logic. It was introduced by Trygve Reenskaug and is one of the first software

architectural patterns for implementing UIs.

This concept divides a given software application into three interconnected parts,

separating the internal representation of information from the ways that informa-

tion is accepted from the user. You will see MVC design concepts in most of the SAP

Fiori applications when you create or extend an app. Figure 1.27 shows the MVC pat-

tern, which proposes three main components or objects to be used in software devel-
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Figure 1.27  MVC Design Concept

2. View 

A view is a collection of classes representing the different elements in a UI. This is

the visual part of your application—that is, all the things a user can see and

respond to on the screen, such as buttons, list boxes, and so on. Views can be

defined using the following options:

– XML (sap.ui.core.mvc.XMLView)

– JavaScript (sap.ui.core.mvc.JSView)

– JSON (sap.ui.core.mvc.JSONView)

– Declarative HTML (sap.ui.core.mvc.HTMLView)

3. Controller 

A controller represents the classes connecting the model and the view. When a

user clicks a button or selects an item from the list box, an event is triggered. The

controller then handles the event and communicates between the classes in the

model and view.

In addition to these concepts, SAPUI5 also supports data binding. SAPUI5 data bind-

ing supports three model implementations: JSON, an XML model, and an OData

model. Put simply, SAPUI5 data binding is the process by which the properties in data

sources/models are bound to properties in the SAPUI5 control or views. This involves

a two-way data binding: Any change in the property values of a model will automati-

cally be reflected in the views, and, similarly, any change in the values of views will

automatically be updated in the model.
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You can create or extend SAP Fiori apps using SAP Web IDE, and you’ll see the MVC

design concept while doing so. Next, we’ll explain how to set up the SAP Web IDE

local version.

Setting Up SAP Web IDE

SAP Web IDE is a cloud-based development environment that enables developers to

build new UXs simply with templates, wizards, and WYSIWYG layout editors. We’ll be

using this tool in Chapter 8 and Chapter 9.

SAP provides SAP Web IDE with full functionalities as part of SAP Cloud Platform. In

this section, we’ll teach you how to set up SAP Web IDE on SAP Cloud Platform.

1. Create a valid account by registering for an SAP Cloud Platform trial at https://

account.hanatrial.ondemand.com/.

2. Login to your account once you register.

3. Click Personal Developer Account to view the services in the SAP HANA cockpit

(Figure 1.28).

Figure 1.28  Personal Developer Account

https://account.hanatrial.ondemand.com/
https://account.hanatrial.ondemand.com/
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4. Select Services, then click the SAP Web IDE, Innovation version tile (Figure 1.29).

Figure 1.29  Services

Enable SAP Web IDE by clicking Enable (Figure 1.30).

Figure 1.30  Enable SAP Web IDE

5. Once SAP Web IDE is enabled, its status will automatically change to Enabled

(Figure 1.31).

6. Now, click the Open SAP Web IDE Innovation link to start SAP Web IDE (Figure 1.31).

Application Templates

Many best practices are available for free by using SAP Web IDE with application

templates.
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Figure 1.31  Launch SAP Web IDE

You have successfully set up SAP Web IDE on SAP Cloud Platform! Next, we’ll launch

SAP Web IDE and build our first project. You can call SAP Web IDE directly from a link;

in your browser, go to https://webide-<account ID>.dispatcher.hanatrial.ondemand.com.

You should now see SAP Web IDE (see Figure 1.32).

Figure 1.32  SAP Web IDE

https://webide-<account ID>.dispatcher.hanatrial.ondemand.com
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Create an SAPUI5 Application

Next, we’ll create an SAPUI5 application using SAP Web IDE to show how simple it can

be. Proceed with the following steps:

1. Click New Project from Template (see Figure 1.33).

Figure 1.33  New Project

2. Select SAPUI5 Application and click Next (see Figure 1.34).

Figure 1.34  Select Template
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3. Enter a Project Name and click Next (see Figure 1.35).

Figure 1.35  Basic Information

4. Select a View Type, enter a View Name, and then click Next (see Figure 1.36).

Figure 1.36  Template Customization

5. Click Finish to create the project (see Figure 1.37).
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Figure 1.37  Confirmation

6. Expand the new project folder and double-click the i18n.properties file.

7. Change the title field to “Welcome to the world of SAP Fiori 2.0” (see Figure 1.38).

Figure 1.38  Title Change

Before you run this app, we want to highlight some of the code that’s automatically

generated.

The script tag is where SAPUI5 is bootstrapped. Double-click Index.html to view the

bootstrap script. The script tag has an ID of "sap-ui-bootstrapped". The following is a

list of parameters that can be passed into the script tag (see Figure 1.39):
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� data-sap-ui-libs 

This contains the libraries that you want to load.

� data-sap-ui-compatVersion 

This compatibility version flag allows apps to react to incompatible changes in

SAPUI5. 

� data-sap-ui-resourceroots 

This is the path/location where resources or artifacts can be found.

� data-sap-ui-theme 

This is the name of the theme that you want to use.

Figure 1.39  Bootstrap

To run the script, click Save and then click Run. The resulting screen is shown in

Figure 1.40.

Congratulations, you’ve created your very first SAPUI5 app!

More Information

For more information on building applications using SAPUI5, check out the SAP PRESS

book Getting Started with SAPUI5, by Miroslav Antolovic, available at www.sap-

press.com/3565.

http://www.sap-press.com/3565
http://www.sap-press.com/3565
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Figure 1.40  Preview

In Chapter 8, we’ll dig deeper into SAP Web IDE and walk you through the options

available to create or extend an SAP Fiori app. Next, we’ll look at the use of OData via

SAP Gateway for SAP Fiori apps.

1.4.2    OData and SAP Gateway

Facebook and eBay use it—but what is OData? And how does SAP Gateway harness it

for SAP software and applications? In this section, we’ll answer these questions and

more.

We’ll begin by discussing the concepts of OData and REST-based protocols. We’ll

expand on the benefits of OData and then look at the six constraints used to identify

when an application is considered RESTful. Then, we’ll walk through how to consume

an OData service with a simple example.

Finally, we’ll wrap up the section by introducing SAP’s solution for harnessing the

raw power of OData: SAP Gateway.

OData and REST

Open Data Protocol (OData) is a REST-based protocol used to expose and consume

data on the web. It was built on web technologies such as HTTP, Atom Publishing pro-

tocol (AtomPub), XML, and JSON to provide access to information from a variety of

applications. It was originally developed by Microsoft and was designed to provide a
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RESTful API accessible by forming an appropriate Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)

and assigning it to the corresponding HTTP header. Essentially, anything that’s pos-

sible with the UI becomes part of the API. Put simply, OData is used to expose, access,

and modify information from different sources. The following are some of the advan-

tages of using an OData protocol with SAP Gateway:

� Industry-standard protocols for creating and consuming data APIs

� Builds on core protocols like HTTP

� Lightweight

� Broad adoption by ecosystems

� Main drivers are SAP, Microsoft, and IBM

� Decouple back-end and front-end

� Access by URI

� Multichannel

As we just mentioned, OData is a REST-based protocol, and REST here stands for

representational state transfer. The concept was first introduced by Roy Thomas

Fielding in his 2000 PhD dissertation, Architectural Styles and the Design of Network-

based Software Architectures. Architectural properties of REST are recognized by

applying six constraints. An application is considered RESTful only when all the fol-

lowing constraints are satisfied:

1. Client server 

A uniform interface separates clients from servers. This kind of model allows the

client and software components on the server to be developed independently or

replaced. For example, clients are not concerned about the data storage that

remains in the server, and servers are not concerned about the UI or user status,

enabling servers to be more scalable.

2. Stateless 

Client-server communication is further constrained by no client context being

stored on the server between requests; that is, the stateless interface requires the

client to send requests with all the necessary information to the server, and a ses-

sion client is held in the client.

3. Cacheable 

Responses from the servers can be cacheable. Therefore, it’s important to implic-

itly or explicitly define whether the responses from the servers are cacheable or
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not. Caching partially or completely eliminates client-server interactions and fur-

ther improves performance and scalability.

4. Layered system 

A client can’t ordinarily distinguish if it’s connected directly to an actual end-point

server or to an intermediate server. System scalability can be improved by en-

abling load balancing and by providing shared caches on the intermediate servers.

5. Code on demand 

This is the only optional constraint of the REST architecture. In this constraint,

servers can temporarily extend or customize the functionality of a client through

the transfer of executable code at the request of the client—for example, via cli-

ent-side scripts such as JavaScript and compiled components such as Java applets.

6. Uniform interface 

This is the core constraint of the REST service. This constraint simplifies and

decouples the architecture, enabling each part to evolve independently. There are

four subconstraints for this uniform interface:

– Identification of resources: Individual resources are identified in requests. For

example, when the server sends data from the database in HTML, JSON, or XML

format, the server should provide the client with a representation of the

resources.

– Manipulation of create, read, update, delete (CRUD) operations: Manipulation of

resources through these representations must be provided.

– Self-descriptive messages: Each response from the server should include mes-

sages describing how to process the response.

– Hypermedia as the engine of application state (HATEOAS): State transitions or

manipulations of server-side resources may only be performed through actions

that are dynamically identified within the hypermedia by the server.

Just to put a face on what we’ve discussed, next we’ll show you how to consume an

OData service with a simple example. We’ll be using a sample OData service, from

http://services.odata.org/OData/Odata.svc/.

Proceed with the following steps:

1. View the OData service by going to http://services.odata.org/OData/Odata.svc/ in

your browser (see Figure 1.41). In this data model, on left side you’ll see that the

product is connected to a supplier and categories.

The boxes in the visual data model Figure 1.42 are called entity sets or collections.

You can define associations or relationships between the entity sets in the OData

http://services.odata.org/OData/Odata.svc/
http://services.odata.org/OData/Odata.svc/
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service. For example, a product can have zero or one supplier. Similarly, a product

can have zero or one category.

Figure 1.41  Sample Service

Figure 1.42  Visual Data Model
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With an OData service, you have the capability not only to retrieve data from one

of the entities but also to navigate from one entity to another. A supplier has

exactly one navigation property (called products). This property also makes it pos-

sible to navigate from suppliers to products; that is, you can view all the products

that a particular supplier delivers.

OData services make it easy for the front-end application developer to consume

services and build applications. When we say consume, that typically implies

retrieving data. However, an OData service is bidirectional (it can even update the

data back to the database).

2. To continue with our OData example, to view all the suppliers from the back-end

database, go to http://services.odata.org/OData/Odata.svc/Suppliers in your browser.

3. Now we know that there are two suppliers. Next, we want to find all the prod-

ucts the first supplier delivers. To do so, go to http://services.odata.org/OData/

Odata.svc/Suppliers(0)/Products in your browser.

4. Similarly, if you want to the view all the products in the food category (which is the

first category), go to http://services.odata.org/OData/Odata.svc/Categories(0)/Pro-

ducts in your browser.

We hope by now you understand how to consume data from the back-end database

using an OData service. Next, we’ll look at using SAP Gateway for OData services.

SAP Gateway

To harness the raw power of OData, SAP recommends using SAP Gateway. SAP Gate-

way is a technology that provides a simple way to connect devices, environments,

and platforms to SAP applications, using any programming language or model with-

out the need for SAP knowledge, by leveraging REST services and OData protocols.

SAP Gateway offers the following capabilities:

� Supports any device and any platform

� Multiple object aggregation

� Filtering and adaption based on client application requirements

� Generates structures

� CRUD operations

� Doesn’t require coding; well-suited for non-ABAP developers

� No need for SAP knowledge

http://services.odata.org/OData/Odata.svc/Suppliers
http://services.odata.org/OData/Odata.svc/Suppliers(0)/Products
http://services.odata.org/OData/Odata.svc/Suppliers(0)/Products
http://services.odata.org/OData/Odata.svc/Categories(0)/Products
http://services.odata.org/OData/Odata.svc/Categories(0)/Products
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� Enables rapid prototyping

� Developers can create new SAP Gateway objects from existing SAP Business Ware-

house (BW) queries, BAPIs, RFCs, and Web Dynpro screens

SAP Fiori is based on SAP Gateway and OData services for its connectivity to the back-

end SAP Business Suite (see Figure 1.43).

Figure 1.43  SAP Fiori and SAP Gateway Architecture

Figure 1.43 shows the high-level SAP Fiori architecture with SAP Gateway. It consists

of three layers:

� Consumer layer 

The consumer layer is the entry point to all SAP Fiori apps.

� SAP Gateway layer 

This layer holds the major functionalities and tools to create OData services.

� SAP Business Suite layer 

This layer holds the back-end business logic and data.

SAP Gateway and OData are important elements of SAP Fiori application develop-

ment. In Chapter 7, we’ll discuss how to create an OData service with SAP Gateway.

Next, we’ll wrap up our discussion on related SAP Fiori technologies with a look at

SAP HANA XS.

Client/Browser

SAP Business Suite

ERP CRM SCM PLM

SAP Gateway
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1.4.3    SAP HANA XS

SAP HANA XS is a key component of SAP HANA as a platform. SAP HANA XS is a small

footprint application and web server. It provides an application development plat-

form inside of SAP HANA, offering improved performance and access to SAP HANA’s

core features. That said, SAP HANA XS is an extension of the SAP HANA database and

not a separate software component installed on the same hardware. SAP HANA XS is

tightly integrated into the deepest parts of SAP HANA. With the release of SAP HANA

SPS 05, SAP HANA XS became available for customers and partners who want to

develop their own SAP HANA-based applications.

More Information

For more information on building applications using SAP HANA XS, check out the SAP

PRESS E-Bite Hands On with SAP HANA XS, by Craig Cmehil, available at www.sap-

press.com/4068. This E-Bite can also be used in conjunction with the SAP HANA XS

CodeJam.

As previously mentioned, analytical apps only run on an SAP HANA database and use

VDMs. SAP HANA XS contains the SAP Fiori app content, KPI modeling framework,

generic drilldown, and SAP HANA Live VDMs (see Figure 1.44).

Figure 1.44  SAP HANA XS Engine

SAP HANA Live is a complete set of predefined VDMs that expose SAP Business Suite

application data. SAP HANA Live provides different types of views: values help views,

private views, reuse views, and query views. We’ll discuss SAP HANA Live views fur-

ther in Chapter 11.
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http://www.sap-press.com/4068
http://www.sap-press.com/4068
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1.5    Summary

In this chapter, we introduced you to SAP Fiori and SAP’s UX strategy. From there, we

looked at SAP Fiori’s architectural components and integration technologies, such as

SAP Fiori launchpad and SAP Web Dispatcher, before diving into the different com-

munication channels of SAP Fiori. We then discussed SAP Fiori transactional, fact

sheet, and analytical apps, along with their architectures. Finally, we reviewed related

technologies used in conjunction with SAP Fiori, including SAPUI5, SAP Gateway and

OData services, and SAP HANA XS.

Although this chapter isn’t meant to be a comprehensive discussion of SAP Fiori, you

should now have a basic understanding of what SAP Fiori is and how it works. In the

next chapter, we’ll round out Part I of the book with a discussion of the installation

and configuration steps needed to use SAP Fiori and its apps.
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Chapter 2 

Installation and Configuration

This chapter provides an overview of the installation and configura-

tion of the SAP Fiori system so that it’s ready to deploy SAP Fiori apps.

This chapter describes the installation and configuration of different components in

the SAP Fiori landscape. In Section 2.1, we’ll discuss the prerequisites that need to be

fulfilled before you install the SAP Fiori system. In Section 2.2, we’ll move on to a

detailed discussion of the different components in the SAP Fiori system landscape

for ABAP, SAP HANA, and SAP HANA XS environments. Then, we’ll discuss the differ-

ent deployment options in Section 2.3, with a look at the pros and cons of each

option.

We’ll take a quick look at the SAP Fiori apps reference library, in which you can find

app-specific installation information, in Section 2.4; then, we’ll dive into an installa-

tion overview of each component of the architecture in Section 2.5. In Section 2.6,

we’ll move on to the configuration steps required after you install the components of

SAP Fiori.

Let’s get started by looking at the prerequisites needed to install each app.

2.1    Prerequisites

Depending on the type of SAP Fiori app (transactional, fact sheet, analytical apps)

you’re planning to implement, you need to set up the following software:

� Transactional apps

– Any database or SAP HANA, platform edition

– SAP NetWeaver

– An SAP Business Suite product
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� Transactional and fact sheet apps

– SAP HANA, platform edition

– SAP NetWeaver

– An SAP Business Suite product

� All three app types

– SAP HANA, platform edition

– SAP HANA Live

– SAP NetWeaver

– An SAP Business Suite product

In Section 2.5, we’ll discuss the required releases and support package stacks (SPS) for

each of these software products in greater detail.

2.2    Implementation Options

In Chapter 1, we introduced you to different types of SAP Fiori apps (transactional,

analytical, and fact sheets). In this section, we’ll discuss the different types of SAP

Fiori system landscapes and the SAP Fiori apps they support. Let’s start by discussing

the ABAP environment.

2.2.1    ABAP Environment

The ABAP environment supports transactional and fact sheet apps (only if the back-

end is SAP HANA). The ABAP architecture consists of four layers (see Figure 2.1):

1. Client 

This is where the SAP Fiori apps are designed to run, and it serves as the access

point. To run SAP Fiori apps, the runtime environment (i.e., either desktop or

mobile) must support HTML5.

2. ABAP front-end server 

The ABAP front-end server holds SAP Fiori functionalities and components. All the

components in this layer are leveraged to generate and run an SAP Fiori app and

enable communication among the client, ABAP front-end, and ABAP back-end

server. The following elements are found here:
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Figure 2.1  SAP Fiori System with ABAP Environment

– SAP Business Suite (product-specific UI components): The product-specific UI

add-ons are the specific UIs for the SAP Fiori apps that have been installed on

the ABAP front-end server. Products here include SAP ERP, SAP Customer Rela-

tionship Management (SAP CRM), SAP Supplier Relationship Management (SAP

SRM), and SAP Supply Chain Management (SAP SCM).

– UI add-on: The common infrastructure for all SAP Fiori apps is provided by the

central UI add-on components. These components contain the SAPUI5 control

library and SAP Fiori launchpad.

– SAP Gateway: SAP Gateway is the development framework in which you can

create and generate OData services; it handles communication between the cli-

ent and the ABAP back-end server.
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UI Add-On and SAP Gateway Components

The UI add-on and SAP Gateway components are usually deployed on the same

server.

� ABAP back-end server 

The ABAP back-end server contains the installed SAP Business Suite products.

These products provide the business logic and back-end data, which includes the

users, roles, and authorizations.

� Back-end database 

The back-end database can be any database or the SAP HANA database. SAP Fiori

apps run best on SAP HANA.

Each layer contains different components that serve a clearly defined purpose.

ABAP Front-end and Back-end Components

ABAP front-end and back-end components are delivered as separate products and

must be installed in a system landscape enabled for SAP Fiori.

2.2.2    SAP HANA Database

When using SAP Fiori with the SAP HANA database, the following four layers are

implemented: the client, the reverse proxy, the ABAP front-end server, and the ABAP

back-end server (see Figure 2.2). This architecture is like what we discussed in the pre-

vious section, so we’ll only focus on the additional new layers or components. As

before, each layer contains different components, each of which has a clearly defined

purpose. This type of landscape supports both transactional apps and fact sheet apps.

A reverse proxy is needed for fact sheet apps. SAP recommends using SAP Web Dis-

patcher as a reverse proxy server. SAP Web Dispatcher is an entry point via which

connections are accepted or rejected. After a connection is established, SAP Web Dis-

patcher forwards the OData request to the ABAP back-end server.

In addition to the SAP Business Suite products, the ABAP back-end server contains

search models. Data is pulled from SAP HANA through these search models. There-

fore, when a user runs a fact sheet app, the client issues an Internet Protocol Network

Administrator (INA) request for these search models using HTTPS communication.

SAP HANA is the mandatory back-end database for this type of landscape.
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Figure 2.2  SAP Fiori System with SAP HANA Database

2.2.3    SAP HANA XS

SAP HANA XS architecture consists of five layers: the client, the reverse proxy, the

ABAP front-end server, the ABAP back-end server, and the SAP HANA XS engine (see

Figure 2.3). All three types of apps (transactional, fact sheet, and analytical) are sup-

ported in this landscape.

Figure 2.3 shows the integrated scenario, in which both the ABAP back-end server and

SAP HANA XS share the same SAP HANA database. Alternatively, you can set up your
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landscape in a side-by-side scenario (see Figure 2.4), in which the ABAP back-end

server is on any database and the SAP HANA XS is on the SAP HANA database. Both

underlying databases are connected via data replication.

Figure 2.3  SAP Fiori System with SAP HANA XS

Because this type of architecture supports all three types of apps, SAP Web Dispatcher

(reverse proxy) is configured to recognize the OData service from the analytical apps.

When a user runs an analytical app, SAP Web Dispatcher routes the request to the

ABAP front-end server. It then loads the UI, and the call is routed to the SAP HANA XS
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engine. The queries are routed from the client to the ABAP front-end, ABAP back-end,

or SAP HANA XS, depending on the type of app the user is running.

Figure 2.4  SAP Fiori System with SAP HANA XS (Side-by-Side Scenario)

In addition to the product-specific UI add-ons, the central UI add-on, and the SAP

Gateway components, the ABAP front-end server also contains a KPI modeling

framework, which includes the KPI modeler component, with which you can create

and model KPIs, and the generic drilldown component, which provides an infrastruc-

ture to view KPI data and to drill down to the detail view.
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The SAP HANA XS engine has two components: the SAP HANA Live content, and the

SAP Smart Business component. SAP Fiori analytical apps use the SAP HANA XS

engine. All content in the SAP HANA XS engine comes from SAP HANA Live views.

SAP HANA Live content contains the VDMs. To learn more about SAP HANA XS, refer

to Chapter 1. We’ll discuss SAP HANA Live in greater detail in Chapter 11.

2.2.4    SAP S/4HANA

SAP S/4HANA is the next-generation business suite that provides customers with

extraordinary functionality and superior flexibility, all at the speed of SAP HANA.

SAP S/4HANA serves as the nerve center for the enterprise, connecting operations

across business units in a single, living structure that provides end users with the

information they need in real-time to make better business decisions.

SAP S/4HANA is built on the most modern design principles using the SAP Fiori UX,

providing end users with a personalized and coherent UX. SAP Fiori 2.0 is now avail-

able with SAP S/4HANA 1610 and the 1608 release of SAP S/4HANA Cloud, so custom-

ers can choose either SAP S/4HANA on-premise or SAP S/4HANA Cloud. Customers

need SAP Fiori front-end server 3.0 for SAP S/4HANA 1610 with instances based on

SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP 7.50 or 7.51, to have SAP Fiori 2.0 in their landscapes.

Figure 2.5 shows a high-level logical overview of SAP Fiori on SAP S/4HANA; as you

can see, the architecture consists of only one archetype for transactional, analytical,

and fact sheet. We covered all the components of the architecture in the last two sec-

tions; remember that the core OData services (CDS views) access the SAP S/4HANA

business data via SAP Gateway.

Recommendation

AS ABAP 7.51 is recommended if you want to consume future innovations. 

The SAP HANA database is mandatory to run analytical apps/SAP Smart Business

analytical apps. Data is populated from SAP HANA to the analytical apps or SAP Smart

Business apps through the SAP HANA XS engine.
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Figure 2.5  SAP Fiori Landscape on SAP S/4HANA

2.3    Deployment Options

In the previous section, we discussed the various landscapes that can be imple-

mented with SAP Fiori. Depending on your SAP Fiori system landscape, you can

decide on your deployment options. You have two deployment options in SAP Fiori:

a central hub deployment and embedded deployment.

In this section, we’ll walk through the advantages and disadvantages of both.

2.3.1    Central Hub Deployment

With this kind of deployment, the SAP Fiori UI add-ons (both central and product-

specific) and SAP Gateway components are deployed in the ABAP front-end server.

The back-end data and the business logic are deployed on the ABAP back-end server

(see Figure 2.6).
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Figure 2.6  Central Hub Deployment

The central hub deployment offers several advantages, including the following:

� A central place is provided for theming and branding SAP Fiori apps, which also

provides a single point of maintenance for UI issues.

� Developers can make changes to the UI without worrying about the back-end

development authorizations.

� A single point of access is provided to multiple back-end systems; it supports the

composition and routing of multiple back-end systems, as well.

� Because there’s no direct access to the back-end data, you can benefit from

enhanced security.

� The lifecycle of UI applications can be decoupled from the back-end.

� Production scenarios with medium to high loads are supported.

The only disadvantage of this kind of deployment is that it needs an additional server

for SAP Gateway.

Important!

SAP recommends separating your back-end business logic and front-end UI compo-

nents from each other by implementing the central hub deployment option.
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2.3.2    Embedded Deployment

Embedded deployment means that SAP Fiori UI add-ons (both central and product-

specific) and SAP Gateway are deployed along with the back-end SAP Business Suite

(see Figure 2.7).

Figure 2.7  Embedded Deployment

The advantages of using an embedded deployment include the following:

� No additional system for SAP Gateway is required.

� Direct access is provided to the business data and business logic.

� Only one remote call to the SAP system is necessary.

Disadvantages of using this deployment option include the following:

� Production use is only suitable for low-load production systems or for proofs of

concepts (POCs), not for medium to high loads.

� SAP Gateway must be configured on every system when multiple SAP Business

Suite systems are used.

� Components can only be upgraded during system maintenance; especially in

large organizations, the SAP Business Suite system is upgraded rarely (i.e., once or

twice a year).

You now have a clear understanding of the different deployment options. Whether

it’s best to choose central hub or embedded deployment depends on each customer’s

use case.
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2.4    Apps Reference Library

The SAP Fiori apps reference library lets you explore all SAP Fiori apps, including tech-

nical information required to install and configure an SAP Fiori app, which we’ll walk

through in Section 2.5 and Section 2.6. Before you get started, you should familiarize

yourself with the apps reference library.

Because we’ll be starting with the implementation of the transactional Create Sales

Orders app in Chapter 4, we’ll retrieve the technical details of this app from the library

as an example:

1. Launch the apps reference library from http://www.sap.com/fiori-apps-library.

2. Click All Apps.

3. In the Search by App Name field, enter “Sales Order”, and press (Enter).

4. Select the Create Sales Orders app to view the app details on the right side (see

Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.8  Apps Reference Library

5. Select the Implementation Information tab, and then select the Configuration

arrow. This shows all the technical information needed to configure the Create

Sales Order app (see Figure 2.9).

In the next section, we’ll give you an overview of the installation process.

http://www.sap.com/fiori-apps-library
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Figure 2.9  App-Specific Details

2.5    Installation

Now that we’ve given you some background about the different landscapes for SAP

Fiori and its various deployment options, we’ll cover what you need to install to set

up an SAP Fiori system and what you should keep in mind when you’re installing SAP

Fiori-related components. First, we’ll give you an installation overview of the compo-

nents on the ABAP front-end server. We’ll then focus on the installation of compo-

nents on the ABAP back-end server. Next, we’ll discuss the installation of SAP Web

Dispatcher and the SAP HANA server. This book doesn’t include steps to install soft-

ware such as ABAP AS or to set up the SAP HANA database; we assume that the main

software has already been installed.

2.5.1    ABAP Environment

In this section, we’ll look at the different ABAP front-end and back-end server compo-

nents and the steps necessary to install them.

ABAP Front-End Server

The ABAP front-end server component installations depend on the patch level of the

SAP NetWeaver version installed on your ABAP front-end server and the SAP Fiori
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apps that you want to install and configure. SAP highly recommends using the SAP

Maintenance Planner to install components. There are three components that you

need to check:

� SAP NetWeaver component version

� SAP Gateway component version

� Central UI component version

Use the following list to determine what you need to install, based on your SAP Net-

Weaver version:

� If the SAP NetWeaver version is 7.31, then you need to install the following:

– SAP NetWeaver version: 7.31 SPS 5 or higher (SAP recommends SPS 8).

– SAP Gateway component: SAP Gateway 2.0 SPS 10; this component contains

the GW_CORE 200 SP 10, IW_FND 250 SP 10, and WEBCUIF 731 SP 10 compo-

nents.

– Central UI components: UI add-on 1.0 for SAP enhancement package (EHP) 3 for

SAP NetWeaver 7.0, minimum SPS 12. This component contains UI_INFRA 100

SP 12, UI2_SRVC 100 SP 12, UISAPUI5 100 SP 12, UI2_FND 100 SP 12, UI2_700 100

SP 12, UI2_701 100 SP 12, UI2_702 100 SP 12, and UI2_731 100 SP 12.

� If the SAP NetWeaver version is 7.4, then the SAP Gateway components and the

central UI components that are required are included in the SAP NetWeaver instal-

lation. All you need to do is verify the product versions and patch levels of each

component:

– SAP NetWeaver version: SPS 4 or higher

– SAP Gateway component: SAP Gateway Foundation SP 10 (SAP_GWFND) is

included in the SAP NetWeaver 7.4 installation. This component replaces the

GW_CORE, IW_FND, and IW_BEP components.

– Central UI components: User Interface Technology 7.40 SP 12 (SAP_UI 740) is

included in SAP NetWeaver 7.4 installation.

� To get the new SAP Fiori 2.0 into your system landscape, you need to upgrade the

front-end server to SAP front-end server 3.0 with SAP UI 7.51. 

If you’ve already installed the SAP Gateway and central UI components, you can

check the versions and the patch levels by following these steps:

1. Log in to ABAP front-end server.

2. Choose System • Status (see Figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.10  Checking System Status

3. Click the Component information button .

4. Go to the Installed Product Versions tab.

5. Check the SAP NetWeaver version (see Figure 2.11).

Figure 2.11  Checking SAP NetWeaver Version

6. The SAP NetWeaver version is 7.4, so now you need to verify the component ver-

sions. As discussed previously, you need to check the following components:

– SAP NetWeaver version: SPS 4 or higher

– SAP_GWFND 740 SP 10

– SAP_UI 740 SP 12
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7. Click on the Installed Software Component Versions tab. Figure 2.12 shows the

Component, Release, and SP-Level.

Figure 2.12  Checking Component Versions

8. Finally, check in SAP Marketplace for new updates or support packages, and then

install any new support packages.

Now you know how to update or install components. Note that if you’re planning to

implement SAP Fiori analytical apps, then you’ll have to install the KPI modeler in the

ABAP front-end server (see Figure 2.13).

Figure 2.13  KPI Modeler Component
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ABAP Back-End Server

Installation of the ABAP back-end server components depends on the back-end data-

base and the SAP Business Suite product. To run the SAP Fiori apps, you need to

install the instances you need for your SAP Business Suite products on your ABAP

back-end servers. As mentioned previously, SAP recommends using SAP Mainte-

nance Planner to install the components. The following are the two main compo-

nents that you need on the ABAP back-end server:

� SAP Business Suite products 

SAP Fiori products are installed on the back-end server as add-ons for specific SAP

Business Suite products.

� SAP NetWeaver component 

If the back-end database is SAP HANA, then this component should be SAP Net-

Weaver 7.4 SPS 7. If the back-end database is not SAP HANA (for transactional apps

only), then the SAP NetWeaver version depends on the SAP Business Suite prod-

uct, and you need to refer to the product-specific online help to get the version

details.

In this section, we’ll explain the components you need to install with a simple ex-

ample.

If the central application instance of one of the enhancement packages of SAP ERP 6.0

that you’re running is EHP 2 to EHP 7, then you need to install Central App INT. If the

central application instance of one of the enhancement packages of SAP ERP 6.0 that

you’re running is EHP 7 (SPS 2 or higher), then you need to install Central App INT

NW740.

Similarly, if you’re running an SAP ERP Human Capital Management (SAP ERP HCM)

application instance for one of the enhancement packages of SAP ERP 6.0 (up to EHP

7), then you need to install HCM INT, and if you’re running EHP 7 (SPS 2 or higher),

then you need to install HCM INT NW 740.

Figure 2.14 shows the installed product version on the ABAP back-end server and the

SAP Fiori principal apps for SAP ERP 1.0 (FIORI ERP APPLICATIONS X1 1.0).

Similarly, Figure 2.15 shows the product-specific components on the ABAP back-end

server.
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Figure 2.14  SAP Fiori ERP Applications X1

Figure 2.15  ABAP Back-End Components

In the next section, we’ll show you how to install the components for the ABAP back-

end or ABAP front-end servers.

Installing ABAP Front-End and Back-End Components

In Section 2.2, we explained the different components that are required for setting up

the SAP Fiori system. In this section, we’ll explore options for how to install the ABAP

front-end or back-end components.
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SAP Maintenance Planner

SAP recommends using SAP Maintenance Planner to install and update product ver-

sions, to make sure all the dependencies are addressed and to ensure that the system

remains consistent. SAP Maintenance Planner is the successor of Maintenance Opti-

mizer, Landscape Planner, and SAP Product System Editor, and it’s the central point

of access for all maintenance activities. Using this tool, you can easily perform sys-

tem upgrades, support package installations, and enhancement package updates. In

addition, you can consolidate critical tasks, such as defining product maintenance

dependencies, and so on.

You can launch SAP Maintenance Planner (see Figure 2.16) from https://apps.sup-

port.sap.com/sap/support/mp (log in with your user ID).

Figure 2.16  SAP Maintenance Planner

As shown in Figure 2.16, SAP Maintenance Planner contains the following four areas:

� Explore Systems 

Determines the systems in your landscape.

� Explore System Tracks 

Lists groups of technical systems.

� Transactions 

Gives you an overview of all the transactions you created.

� Plan a New System

Enables you to add a new system to your landscape.

https://apps.support.sap.com/sap/support/mp
https://apps.support.sap.com/sap/support/mp
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SAP Fiori apps require front-end and back-end components. These components are

delivered in separate products that you need to install in the system landscape. SAP

Maintenance Planner addresses the need to install front-end and back-end compo-

nents delivered in separate products by calculating all the system requirements for

an SAP Fiori app installation.

You can choose the apps that you want to install from the SAP Fiori apps reference

library and then launch SAP Maintenance Planner from the library to calculate the

system requirements to install the apps you selected. Next, we’ll highlight some of

the steps that will help you get started on this tool, and we’ll provide an example

based on the My Inbox app. Follow these steps:

1. Launch the SAP Fiori apps reference library via http://www.sap.com/fiori-apps-

library.

2. Search for and select the My Inbox app. Then, go to the Implementation Informa-

tion tab (see Figure 2.17).

Figure 2.17  SAP Fiori Apps Reference Library

3. Click the Maintenance Planner link at the end of the Installation section (see Figure

2.18).

http://www.sap.com/fiori-apps-library
http://www.sap.com/fiori-apps-library
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Figure 2.18  Launch Maintenance Planner

This launches SAP Maintenance Planner with the components required to imple-

ment the My Inbox app.

4. Log in with your S-User ID, and follow the steps in the wizard (see Figure 2.19). SAP

Maintenance Planner automatically starts calculating the system requirements

based on your current system.

Figure 2.19  SAP Maintenance Planner Wizard
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5. At the end of the wizard, you can either select Push to Download Basket or

Download Stack XML.

6. After you’ve downloaded the archives from SAP Marketplace, you need to use the

correct tools to implement the planned landscape changes.

Alternately, you can also download the files from SAP Marketplace and deploy them

manually. There are two ways to upload the files to the server: from the front-end

server or from the application server.

If the component/file size is too big, we recommend loading the components from

the application server. In addition, you can use Transaction SPAM (Support Package

Manager) and Transaction SAINT (SAP Add-On Installation Tool) to install or update

components. Next, we’ll show you how to install a component using Transaction

SPAM. You can follow the same procedure to update any ABAP front-end or back-end

components.

Update Support Packages

It’s important to apply the latest support packages for all components or apps that

you’re planning to implement.

As an example, if you implement the My Inbox app, the first step is to get the compo-

nent details from the SAP Fiori apps reference library help page specific to that app.

Proceed as follows:

1. Go to the Implementation section of the My Inbox app in the apps reference

library. Figure 2.20 shows the front-end components and the versions that your

system needs to be on for the My Inbox app to work.

Figure 2.20  My Inbox App Front-End Component Versions

2. Check the current version of the components.
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3. The minimum patch level for IW PGW 100 should be SP 07 for the My Inbox app to

work without any issues, and the IW_PGW component in our example system is

on SP 06 (see Figure 2.21).

Figure 2.21  IW_PGW (SP 06) Component

In the next section, we’ll walk you through how to derive the components that are

required on the ABAP back-end or front-end server, as well as how to install compo-

nents.

SAP NetWeaver

If your SAP NetWeaver version is 7.31, you first must install the software component,

then the support packages.

Download the Component Files

Next, you need to download the component files from SAP Marketplace. Follow these

steps:

1. Log in to the SAP Software Download Center at http://support.sap.com/swdc.

2. Click Search for Software (see Figure 2.22).

http://support.sap.com/swdc
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Figure 2.22  Search for Software

3. Enter “IW_PGW” in the Search Term field, and click Search or press the (Enter) key

(see Figure 2.23).

Figure 2.23  Searching for IG_PGW Component

4. Download the latest support package—that is, SP 0007, as shown in Figure 2.24.

Support Packages

Support packages aren’t cumulative. For example, if your IW_PGW component is on

SP 05, and you want to upgrade it to SP 07, then you have to download and install

both SP 06 and SP 07.
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Figure 2.24  Download Support Packages

Upload Support Packages

The next step is to upload the support packages to the ABAP front-end server. Follow

these steps:

1. Log in to your ABAP front-end server.

2. Run Transaction SPAM.

3. From the menu bar, go to Support Package • Load packages • From Front End (see

Figure 2.25).

Figure 2.25  Loading Package from Front-End

4. Select the downloaded file.

5. Click Open (see Figure 2.26).
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Figure 2.26  Selecting Package

6. Click Allow.

7. Click Decompress (see Figure 2.27).

Figure 2.27  Decompressing Package

8. Select the New Support Packages radio button, then click Display (see Figure 2.28).
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Figure 2.28  Displaying Support Packages

9. Select the OCS package, then click Queue (see Figure 2.29).

Figure 2.29  Selecting OCS Package

10. Click  in the popup window to confirm the queue.

11. Click Yes to add modification adjustments transports to the queue (see Figure

2.30).

Figure 2.30  Add Transports to Queue

12. You should now see the transport added to the queue; now click the truck icon 

(see Figure 2.31).

Figure 2.31  Import Queue

13. Click Confirm to start importing the support packages (see Figure 2.32).
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Figure 2.32  Start Importing

14. Click Confirm to close the information pop-up window.

15. Confirm the queue by selecting Support Package • Confirm (see Figure 2.33).

Figure 2.33  Support Package Import Confirmation

16. You should now see the latest support package applied for the IW_PGW compo-

nent (see Figure 2.34).

We’ve successfully applied the latest support package for one of the components. You

can follow the same process for any back-end or front-end components. However,

keep in mind that SAP recommends using SAP Maintenance Planner if you do so.

You should now understand how to install the right components depending on the

apps you want to use. In the next section, we’ll look at SAP Web Dispatcher.
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Figure 2.34  IW_PGW Component

2.5.2    SAP Web Dispatcher

In Chapter 1, we provided a brief introduction to SAP Web Dispatcher; in this section,

we’ll discuss it in greater detail. To recap, SAP Web Dispatcher enables users to access

SAP Gateway servers behind a corporate firewall. SAP Web Dispatcher is the entry

point for HTTP or HTTPS requests. The main role of SAP Web Dispatcher is to accept

or reject connections from the client/browser. After the connection is accepted, SAP

Web Dispatcher diverts queries from the browser to your SAP system.

Depending on the type of app you’re running, the queries are directed by SAP Web

Dispatcher (reverse proxy) from the browser to the ABAP front-end or the SAP HANA

server. For example, when you run an analytical app, SAP Web Dispatcher routes the

queries first to the ABAP front-end server and then to the SAP HANA XS engine.

Deploying Transactional Apps

If you’re deploying only transactional apps and running them only via an intranet

zone, then you don’t need to set up a reverse proxy. However, if you want to access

the transactional apps via the Internet, then you can use a reverse proxy (SAP Web

Dispatcher).
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SAP recommends installing SAP Web Dispatcher as the reverse proxy. Follow the

installation and configuration process available online at https://help.sap.com/

saphelp_nw74/helpdata/en/48/8fe37933114e6fe10000000a421937/frameset.html.

After SAP Web Dispatcher is installed, you need to configure the following communi-

cation scenarios (we’ll cover these configuration topics in further detail when we dis-

cuss security setup in Chapter 3):

� HTTP communication

� SSL termination

� SSL reencryption

2.5.3    SAP HANA Server

As previously discussed, analytical apps run only on an SAP HANA database, using

VDMs. A VDM is a structured representation of SAP HANA database views, and these

VDMs are deployed with SAP HANA Live.

SAP delivers SAP HANA Live packages for several SAP Business Suite application

areas. For more information on SAP HANA Live, go to http://help.sap.com/hba and

select the package you want to install.

Depending on the SAP Fiori apps that you want to implement, you must install the

correct SAP Smart Business products on your SAP HANA server. These SAP Smart

Business products include the VDMs as well. Table 2.1 provides a list of available SAP

Smart Business products.

SAP Business Suite Product SAP HANA Content Add-On

All products KPI Modeler 1.0 SPS 02

SAP Customer Relationship Management 

(SAP CRM)

SAP Smart Business for CRM 1.0 SPS 02

SAP Financial Closing Cockpit (SAP FCC) SAP Smart Business for FCC 1.0 SPS 02

SAP Enterprise Resource Planning (SAP ERP) SAP Smart Business for ERP 1.0 SPS 02

SAP Governance, Risk and Compliance (SAP GRC) SAP Smart Business for GRC 1.0 SPS 02

SAP Event Management (SAP EM) SAP Smart Business for EM 1.0 SPS 02

Table 2.1  SAP Smart Business Products

https://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw74/helpdata/en/48/8fe37933114e6fe10000000a421937/frameset.html
https://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw74/helpdata/en/48/8fe37933114e6fe10000000a421937/frameset.html
http://help.sap.com/hba
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After the SAP HANA Live views are deployed, you’ll be able to view the complete list of

views using a standard SAP-delivered tool called the SAP HANA Live Browser (see

Figure 2.35). Using this tool, you can search through, sort, and filter the complete list of

available views. You can access this tool at http://<host>:<port>/sap/hba/explorer/,

where <host> and <port> are the server name and the port.

The SAP Smart Business 1.0 foundation component SPS 4 (SAP Analytics Foundation

1.0) contains an extensive collection of analytic views created within the SAP HANA

analytics foundation. The following is a list of components that are automatically

installed with the SAP Analytics Foundation 1.0 package:

� HCO_HBA_R_SB_CORE

� HCO_HBA_R_SB_EXT

� HCO_HBA_R_SB_CXO

� HCO_HBA_R_APF_CORE

� HCO_HBA_R_SB_TP

In the next section, we’ll look at the postinstallation configuration steps required to

set up the SAP Fiori system.

SAP Transportation Management (SAP TM) SAP Smart Business for TM 1.0 SPS 02

SAP Enterprise Warehouse Management 

(SAP EWM)

SAP Smart Business for EWM 1.0

SAP Foundation (SAP FND) SAP Smart Business for FND 1.0

SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization 

(SAP APO)

SAP Smart Business for APO 1.0

SAP Product Lifecycle Management (SAP PLM) SAP Smart Business for PLM 1.0

SAP S/4HANA Finance SAP Smart Business for SFIN 1.0 SPS 01

SAP Business Suite Product SAP HANA Content Add-On

Table 2.1  SAP Smart Business Products (Cont.)
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Figure 2.35  SAP HANA Live Views

2.6    Configuration

In this section, we’ll walk you through a typical configuration. We’ll cover how to per-

form both manual and automated configuration through predefined tasks.

2.6.1    SAP Fiori Launchpad

SAP Fiori launchpad is the entry point for all SAP Fiori apps. You need to configure

SAP Fiori launchpad so that your end users can log in and access the apps. In the sec-

tions that follow, we’ll walk through the configuration steps needed for SAP Fiori

launchpad.

Activate SAP Fiori Launchpad and SAP Fiori Launchpad Designer Services

The first step in the configuration is to activate the OData services for SAP Fiori

launchpad and the launchpad designer. Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the ABAP front-end server.

2. Run Transaction /IWFND/MAINT_SERVICE.

3. Click the  button.
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4. Select the Input Help button in the system alias. Select Local for the System Alias.

5. Enter “page_builder*” for the External Service Name (see Figure 2.36).

Figure 2.36  External Service Name

6. Click Get Services.

7. Select all the following services, as shown in Figure 2.37:

– /UI2/PAGE_BUILDER_CONF (used by SAP Fiori launchpad designer)

– /UI2/PAGE_BUILDER_CUST (used by SAP Fiori launchpad designer)

– /UI2/PAGE_BUILDER_PERS (used by SAP Fiori launchpad)

Figure 2.37  Selecting All Services

8. Click Add Selected Services.

9. Select Local Object.

10. Click Continue, or press (Enter).

11. Repeat steps 6 to 10 to get and add the following services:

– /UI2/Interop (used by both SAP Fiori launchpad and SAP Fiori launchpad

designer)

– /UI2/TRANSPORT (used by SAP Fiori launchpad designer)

12. Go back to the Activate and Maintain Services screen (Transaction /IWFND/

MAINT_SERVICE). You should now see the activated services in your customer

namespace.

13. Select ZINTEROP from the Service Catalog (see Figure 2.38).

14. Select the OData row under ICF Nodes, and then click Call Browser (see Figure

2.39).
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Figure 2.38  Selecting ZINTEROP

Figure 2.39  Clicking Call Browser

You should now see an XML document in the browser without any errors (see

Figure 2.40).

Figure 2.40  XML Document

15. Repeat all the above steps for the remaining four services.
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Check the Hash Key

Every time you call an OData service, a hash key is generated in the background.

These hash keys are required for the generation of authorizations to assign adminis-

trative roles for SAP Fiori launchpad. To check whether the hash key is generated, fol-

low these steps:

1. Return to the SAP GUI (ABAP front-end server), and run Transaction SE16 to view

the table contents.

2. Enter “USOBHASH” in the Table Name field, and click on the Table Content button

(see Figure 2.41).

Figure 2.41  Data Browser

3. In the next screen, enter the following details, and click Execute (see Figure 2.42):

– PGMID: “R3TR” (program ID)

– OBJECT: “IWSG” (object type)

– OBJ_NAME: “ZINTEROP*” (one of the services activated in the previous steps)

Figure 2.42  Selection Screen

You should receive a table content screen with the hash key details of the INTEROP

service (see Figure 2.43).
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Figure 2.43  Hash Key

Activate Internet Communication Framework Nodes

The next step is to activate the Internet Communication Framework (ICF) nodes for

SAP Fiori launchpad. The following is a list of services that must be activated:

� /default_host/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/ar_srvc_launch

� /default_host/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/ar_srvc_news

� /default_host/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/arsrvc_upb_admn

� /default_host/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/ui2/ushell

� /default_host/sap/bc/ui2/nwbc

� /default_host/sap/bc/ui2/start_up

� /default_host /sap/public/bc/icf/logoff

� /default_host/sap/public/bc/ui2

� /default_host/sap/public/bc/ui5_ui5

Follow these steps:

1. Run Transaction SICF.

2. Enter “/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap” in the Service Path field (see Figure 2.44).

Figure 2.44  Service Path

3. Click .
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4. Drill down to ar_srvc_launch.

5. Right-click ar_srvc_launch, and choose Activate Service (see Figure 2.45).

Figure 2.45  Activate Service

6. Click Yes with the hierarchy to activate all the child nodes (see Figure 2.46).

Figure 2.46  Activating All with Hierarchy

7. Repeat steps 2 to 6, and activate the remaining services:

– /default_host/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/ar_srvc_news

– /default_host/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/arsrvc_upb_admn

– /default_host/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/ui2/ushell

– /default_host/sap/bc/ui2/nwbc

– /default_host/sap/bc/ui2/start_up

– /default_host /sap/public/bc/icf/logoff

– /default_host/sap/public/bc/ui2

– /default_host/sap/public/bc/ui5_ui5
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Configure Authorization Roles

In the next step, we’ll copy the standard SAP-delivered SAP Fiori launchpad roles and

assign them to administrators and end users.

Follow these steps:

1. Run Transaction PFCG.

2. Enter Role name “SAP_UI2_ADMIN_700”, and click Copy Role (see Figure 2.47).

Figure 2.47  Role Maintenance

3. In the To Role field, preface the name with the letter “Z”.

4. Click Copy All (see Figure 2.48).

Figure 2.48  Copy Role

5. Edit the new role by clicking the Change icon .

6. Select Authorization Default under the Menu tab (see Figure 2.49).

Figure 2.49  Authorization Default

7. Select TADIR Service from the dropdown menu.
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8. Select Program ID “R3TR”.

9. Select Obj. Type “IWSG”.

10. Add the services activated in the previous step (see Figure 2.50):

– ZINTEROP_0001

– ZPAGE_BUILDER_CONF_0001

– ZPAGE_BUILDER_CUST_0001

– ZPAGE_BUILDER_PERS_0001/

– ZTRANSPORT_0001

Figure 2.50  Adding Services

11. Click the Copy button, then go to the Authorizations tab.

12. Click  to propose a Profile Name (see Figure 2.51).

Figure 2.51  Generating Profile Name

13. Click Change Authorization Data (see Figure 2.52).

Figure 2.52  Changing Authorization Data

14. Click Yes to save the role. You should now see the five services under the copied

role.
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15. Click Save, then click the Generate icon (see Figure 2.53).

Figure 2.53  Generate

16. We’ve now copied the SAP standard role for SAP Fiori launchpad administrators.

Next, repeat steps 2 to 15 to copy the SAP standard role for SAP Fiori launchpad

end users by following these steps:

– Copy the role SAP_UI2_USER_700.

– Add the following services to the copied role:

• ZINTEROP_0001

• ZPAGE_BUILDER_PERS_0001

– Generate the authorizations.

Assign Generic Roles to User

In this step, we’ll assign the generic admin role to a FIORIADMIN ID and the generic

user role to a FIORIUSER ID.

Follow these steps:

1. Run Transaction SU01.

2. Enter the User Name, and click Edit (see Figure 2.54).

Figure 2.54  User Maintenance

3. Navigate to the Roles tab, and add a new row by clicking .

4. Enter the role name created in the previous step and press (Enter) (see Figure 2.55).

5. Repeat steps 2 to 4, and assign the role ZSAP_UI2_USER_700 to the FIORIADMIN user.
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Figure 2.55  Adding Generic Role

Activate Cache Buster

Browsers store resources like JavaScript files, stylesheets, and images in the browser

cache; when there’s a software upgrade and these resources are changed on the server,

you want the browser to load these new resources from the server rather than from

the browser cache. With Cache Buster, the resources in the cache are reloaded auto-

matically only when there’s a new version available, so the system invalidates the

cache only when resources are updated on the server. Follow these steps to activate

Cache Buster:

1. In the ABAP front-end server, run Transaction SICF.

2. Enter “/sap/bc/ui2/flp” in the Service Path field.

3. Click Execute , or press (F8).

4. Choose Activate Service in the context menu.

After activating Cache Buster, SAP Fiori launchpad with Cache Buster can be accessed

via any of the following URLs:

� https://<server>:<port>/sap/bc/ui2/flp/

� https://<server>:<port>/sap/bc/ui2/flp/index.html

� https://<server>:<port>/sap/bc/ui2/flp/FioriLaunchpad.html

Configure the SAP Fiori Launchpad Login Screen

The last step is to configure the login screen for SAP Fiori launchpad and SAP Fiori

launchpad designer. Follow these steps:

1. In the ABAP front-end server, run Transaction SICF.

2. Enter “/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/ui2/ushell” in the Service Path field.
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3. Click Execute , or press (F8) (see Figure 2.56).

Figure 2.56  Service Path

4. Double-click the ushell service.

5. Click the Error Pages tab.

6. Select the System Logon radio button, then click Configuration (see Figure 2.57).

Figure 2.57  Configuring SAP Fiori Launchpad Login Screen

7. Select the Custom Implementation radio button.

8. Enter “/UI2/CL_SRA_LOGIN” in the ABAP Class field (see Figure 2.58).

9. Click .
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Figure 2.58  Custom ABAP Class

10. Click Save on the Create/Change a Service screen.

11. Repeat steps 2 to 10 with the /sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/arsrvc_upb_admn service to

configure the logon for SAP Fiori launchpad designer.

12. Log in to SAP Fiori launchpad with your ID (see Figure 2.59):

http(s)://<host>:<port>/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/ui2/ushell/shells/abap/FioriLaunch-

pad.html?sap-client=<Client>.

Figure 2.59  SAP Fiori Logon Screen

13. Log in to SAP Fiori launchpad designer with your ID:

http://<host>:<port>/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/arsrvc_upb_admn/main.html?

sap-client=<client>&scope=CUST.
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Configure the SAP Fiori Launchpad Logout Screen

After users log out from SAP Fiori launchpad, the browser displays a generic logout

screen (see Figure 2.60). However, you can configure a custom HTML page to be dis-

played as the logout screen.

Figure 2.60  Default Logoff Screen

Follow these steps to add a custom logout screen:

1. In the ABAP front-end server, run Transaction SICF.

2. Click Execute , or press (F8). 

3. Click External Aliases.

4. Select the root node of the alias, and choose Create New External Alias by clicking

.

5. In the External Alias field, enter “/default_host/sap/public/bc/icf/logoff”.

6. In the Trg Element tab, double-click the logoff node: /sap/public/bc/icf/logoff (see

Figure 2.61).

7. Navigate to the Error Pages tab, then select the Logoff Page tab.

8. In Redirect, enter the URL of the logout page in HTML format (see Figure 2.62).

9. Save your entries.
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Figure 2.61  Target Element

Figure 2.62  Logoff Page
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Users should now see the custom logout screen whenever they logout from SAP Fiori

launchpad.

If you’re running SAP NetWeaver 7.4 SP 06 or higher, you can use the SAP_FIORI_

LAUNCHPAD_INIT_SETUP task list to automatically setup and configure SAP Fiori

launchpad and SAP_GATEWAY_ACTIVATE_ODATA_SERV to activate the OData ser-

vices for SAP Fiori launchpad. We’ll cover the task lists in detail in Section 2.6.5.

2.6.2    SAP Gateway

Depending on the deployment option that you’ve selected, you need to install and

configure the SAP Gateway server. As previously discussed, if your SAP NetWeaver

version is 7.3, then you must install the SAP Gateway 2.0 SPS 10 component, which is

comprised of GW_CORE 200 SP 10, SAP IW_FND 250 SP 10, and SAP WEBUIF 7.31 SP 10.

To install SAP Gateway 2.0, refer to the online help at http://help.sap.com/nwgate-

way, and choose Installation and Upgrade Information • Installation Guide.

In SAP NetWeaver 7.4, the GW_CORE, SAP IW_FND, IW_BEP, and IW_HDB compo-

nents are replaced with the new software component SAP GW_FND (SAP Gateway

Foundation SP 10). Therefore, if you’re running SAP NetWeaver 7.4, you don’t have to

install any additional software components; they’re already included in SAP NetWea-

ver 7.4.

Activate SAP Gateway

First, you’ll have to activate SAP Gateway services. Follow these steps:

1. Run Transaction SPRO.

2. Click .

3. Drill down to activate or deactivate SAP Gateway, and click  (see Figure 2.63).

Figure 2.63  Implementation Guide

http://help.sap.com/nwgateway
http://help.sap.com/nwgateway
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4. Click Activate (see Figure 2.64).

Figure 2.64  Activating SAP Gateway Service

Integrate SAP Gateway and SAP Business Suite

In this step, we’ll set up the trusted RFC connection to define a trusted relationship

between SAP Gateway on the ABAP front-end server and SAP Business Suite on the

ABAP back-end server.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to your ABAP front-end server.

2. Run Transaction SM59.

3. Click Create .

4. Set the following configurations on the next screen (see Figure 2.65):

– RFC Destination: Enter “ERPCLNT120” (this is the RFC destination name).

– Connection Type: Enter “3”.

– Description 1: Enter “SAP ERP”.

– Load Balancing: Select No.

– Target Host: Enter the SAP Business Suite server name.

– Instance Number: Enter “00”.

5. Click the Logon and Security tab, and use the following settings (see Figure 2.66):

– Language: Enter “EN”.

– Client: Enter “120”.

– User: Select the Current User checkbox.

– Trust Relationship: Select Yes.
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Figure 2.65  Creating RFC Connection

Figure 2.66  Logon and Security

Now, you need to repeat the same steps on your ABAP back-end server, with the tar-

get host as your ABAP front-end server. After setting up the RFC destination in the

back-end server, you need to run the Creating Trusting Relationships wizard. Follow

these steps:

1. Run Transaction SMT1.

2. Click Create.

3. Follow the steps in the Creating Trusting Relationships wizard.

4. Save your settings.
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Creating the SAP System Alias for Applications

In this step, we’ll create the SAP system alias that points to the SAP Business Suite sys-

tem from the central hub system. We’ve implemented an embedded deployment,

and the system alias should represent the SAP Gateway system itself, so we’ll have to

create a system alias entry (LOCAL). However, if your landscape has a central hub

deployment, then you need to enter the SAP Gateway system details.

Follow these steps:

1. Run Transaction SPRO.

2. Click .

3. Navigate to Manage System Aliases, and click . Follow the menu path SAP Net-

Weaver • Gateway • OData Channel • Configuration • Connection Settings • SAP

NetWeaver Gateway to SAP System • Manage SAP System Aliases (see Figure 2.67).

Figure 2.67  Implementation Guide

4. Click New Entries, and establish the following settings (see Figure 2.68):

– SAP System Alias: Enter “LOCAL”.

– Description: Enter “Local System Alias”.

– Local GW: Check this box.

– For Local App: Do not check this box.

– RFC Destination: Enter “NONE”.

– Software Version: Select DEFAULT from the available software versions by click-

ing  in the field.
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– System ID: Leave blank.

– Client: Leave blank.

– WS Provider System: Leave blank.

Figure 2.68  System Aliases

Assign a Role Template to an Admin User

In this step, we need to assign the role template /IWFND/RT_ADMIN to the FIORIADMIN

user. Follow these steps:

1. Run Transaction PFCG.

2. Enter “ZRT_ADMIN” in the Role field, and click Single Role (see Figure 2.69).

Figure 2.69  Role Maintenance

3. Select the Authorizations tab, then click Save (if there’s a pop-up message).

4. Click Change Authorization Data (see Figure 2.70).

Figure 2.70  Generating Profiles

5. Choose the /IWFND/RT_ADMIN template, and click Adopt reference (see Figure

2.71).

6. Click the Generate icon (see Figure 2.72).

7. Click Save.
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Figure 2.71  Adopting Reference, Template

Figure 2.72  Generate

8. Click the Back  button, and select the User tab.

9. Enter “FIORIADMIN” in the User ID field and press (Enter) (see Figure 2.73).

Figure 2.73  Adding Administrator to Role

10. Click Save.
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Specify the Default Language and Logon Language

You need to make sure that the default language in both SAP Gateway and the back-

end system are the same, because the SAP Gateway system supports only those lan-

guages that are the same in the connected SAP Business Suite back-end systems. If

they aren’t the same, then you need to verify whether the back-end language is a sub-

set of the languages in the SAP Gateway system.

The logon language is based on the user settings in Transaction SU01. If nothing is

defined there, then the default language is automatically used (see Figure 2.74).

Figure 2.74  Default Language

If a service in Transaction SICF is activated with the Required with Logon Data indica-

tor, then the system uses the language defined in the Language field (see Figure 2.75).

Figure 2.75  Request with Logon Data

2.6.3    Embedded Search

Search functionality lets users search apps and central business objects, as well as

view lists of recently used apps. The search toolbar is in the top-right corner of SAP

Fiori launchpad (see Figure 2.76).
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Figure 2.76  Search Toolbar

SAP Fiori fact sheet apps are called using this search functionality. As a prerequisite

for the fact sheet apps, you need to set up SAP Search.

If your SAP NetWeaver version is 7.4 SPS 06 or higher, you can use the predefined

tasks to automatically set up and configure the communication channels among the

client, front-end servers, and back-end servers. Using the predefined tasks list, you

can configure the initial system setup, SAP Gateway, SAP Fiori Launchpad, and so on.

In this section, we’ll focus on the predefined tasks for setting up embedded search.

On the front-end server, you need to set up communication between SAP Web Dis-

patcher and the ABAP front-end servers, which we did in the previous sections. On

the back-end server, you must set up embedded search.

Activating Embedded Search User Interface Services

In this step, we’ll activate the central UI services related to the embedded search. In

Section 2.6.1, we described how to activate services; follow the same process to acti-

vate the following services in the ABAP back-end server:

� default_host/sap/es/cockpit

� default_host/sap/es/saplink

� default_host/sap/es/search

� default_host/sap/es/ina

� default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/ESH_ADMIN_UI_COMPONENT

� default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/esh_eng_modelling

� default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/esh_eng_wizard

� default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/esh_search_results_ui

� default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/wdhc_help_center

Assign Authorizations for Embedded Search

In this step, we’ll assign authorizations to the FIORIADMIN user to manage embed-

ded search. Follow these steps:
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1. Run Transaction SU01.

2. Enter “FIORIADMIN” in the User field.

3. Click .

4. Enter “SAP_ESH_CR_ADMIN” and “SAP_ESH_BOS_ADMIN” in the Role field and

press (Enter) (see Figure 2.77).

Figure 2.77  Embedded Search–Related Roles

5. Click Save.

The FIORIADMIN user will now have access to control the embedded search.

Check Business Functions

In this step, we need to check whether some of the business functions related to

embedded search are activated in the back-end server. Follow these steps in your

ABAP back-end server:

1. Run Transaction SFW5.

2. Click Continue.

3. On the next screen, open the Enterprise Business Functions folder.

4. Search for the following functions, and check if they’re activated (you’ll see a light-

bulb next to their names if they are; see Figure 2.78):

– BSCBN_HANA_NAV

– BSESH_HANA_SEARCH
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Figure 2.78  Business Functions

5. If these functions aren’t activated, then select the Planned Status checkbox and

click Activate Changes.

Set Up Embedded Search Using Task List (Client 000)

Fact sheets are shown in the results lists of embedded search. In this step, we’ll show

you how to perform the initial setup of embedded search using the task list. Proceed

as follows:

1. Login to the ABAP back-end server using client 000.

2. Run Transaction STC01.

3. Enter “SAP_ESH_INITIAL_SETUP_000_CLIENT” in the Task List field (Figure 2.79),

and click  to generate the task list. This task prepares the ESH-specific tables in

client 000 and then copies the tables to the target client.

Figure 2.79  Task List

4. Click Confirm (Figure 2.80).

Figure 2.80  Task List Documentation
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5. The  icon indicates that there are manual activities you must Precheck before

running the task (Figure 2.81).

Figure 2.81  Precheck

6. Click to confirm that all the preconditions are fulfilled (Figure 2.82). 

Figure 2.82  Confirm Task

7. Click Confirm to confirm that all preconditions are met.

8. Make sure the checkboxes next to all the tasks are checked (Figure 2.83), then click

 to run the task list in the background.

Figure 2.83  Tasks

9. After the task list is executed, you can check the log by running Transaction STC02.
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Set Up Embedded Search Using Task List (Working Client)

In the previous section, we set up embedded search for client 000; now, we’ll follow

the same steps to set up embedded search in the working client:

1. Login to the ABAP back-end server using the working client.

2. Run the SAP_ESH_INITIAL_SETUP_WRK_CLIENT task list from Transaction STC01.

This task list activates ICF services. Set TREX/HANA destination/connection. 

3. Confirm that all the preconditions are fulfilled (Figure 2.84).

Figure 2.84  Task List Items

4. Because this task takes a long time to run, we recommend running it in the back-

ground. Click  to do so.

Configuration Check: Search User Interface (Fact Sheet Apps Only)

To check that SAP Fiori search has been installed correctly, run Transaction ESH_

SEARCH in the back-end system; the Web Dynpro UI for the search should appear (see

Figure 2.85).

Figure 2.85  Web Dynpro UI
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2.6.4    SAP HANA

In this section, we’ll look at some of the generic configuration steps required for ana-

lytical apps to work on the SAP HANA database.

Assign SAP Smart Business Modeler Roles

In this step, you need to assign roles to the user to use the SAP Smart Business mod-

eler. Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the SAP HANA server from SAP HANA Studio.

2. Open the Security folder, then open the Users folder.

3. Double-click the FIORIADMIN user name to open the user’s profile (see Figure 2.86).

Figure 2.86  User Maintenance

4. Click the Granted Roles tab.

5. Enter the following role, then click OK (see Figure 2.87): “sap.hba.r.sb. core.roles::

SAP_SMART_BUSINESS_MODELER”.

6. Repeat the steps to add the remaining roles:

– sap.hba.r.sb.core.roles::SAP_SMART_BUSINESS_RUNTIME

– sap.hba.apps.kpi.s.roles::SAP_SMART_BUSINESS_ MODELER

– sap.hba.apps.kpi.s.roles::SAP_SMART_BUSINESS_RUNTIME

– sap.hba.apps.ps.s.roles::SAP_SMART_BUSINESS_PROJECT_MANAGER
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Figure 2.87  Adding Roles

Assign the KPI Modeler and KPI Framework Roles

In this step, we’ll assign the KPI modeler roles to the administrative user and end user

using Transaction PFCG in the ABAP front-end server. Follow these steps:

1. Follow the same steps from the previous section, and assign the roles /UI2/SAP_

KPIFRW5_TCR_S and /UI2/SAP_KPIMOD_TCR_S to the SAP Fiori administrator

user—for example, FIORIADMIN user (see Figure 2.88).

Figure 2.88  KPI Modeler and KPI Framework Roles
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2. Similarly, assign /UI2/SAP_KPIFRW5_TCR_S to an end user—for example, FIORI-

USER (see Figure 2.89).

Figure 2.89  KPI Framework Role

Activate SAP Smart Business Modeler Service

In this step, you need to activate a service in the ABAP front-end server. In Section

2.6.1, we showed you how to activate services. Here, you need to follow the same pro-

cess and activate the following service in the ABAP front-end server: default_host/

sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/CA_KPI.

Configuration Check

After you’ve configured the KPI modeler framework, you should see the following

KPI modeler apps in the KPI Modeler catalog in SAP Fiori launchpad (see Figure 2.90):

� KPI Workspace

� Configure KPI Drill-Down

� Manage KPI Authorizations

� Manage KPI Associations

� Create KPI

� Create Evaluation

� Configure KPI Tiles

� Migration Tool
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Figure 2.90  KPI Modeler Apps

2.6.5    Configuration Using the Task List

In section Section 2.6.1, we walked you step-by-step through how to configure the SAP

Fiori launchpad manually; in this section, we’ll introduce the predefined task list,

with which you can configure your ABAP system automatically. We’ll walk you

through an example based on the SAP Fiori launchpad configuration. This predefined

task list is available in SAP NetWeaver 7.4 SP 06 or higher. SAP_FIORI_LAUNCHPAD_

INIT_SETUP is the task list you need to run to set up SAP Fiori launchpad.

Requirements

Your server must be on SAP NetWeaver 7.4 SPS 08 or higher to use all the available

task lists for configuring SAP Fiori.

Follow these steps:

1. Run Transaction STC01.

2. Enter the task name in the Task List field, then click the Display Task List icon  to

view the tasks (Figure 2.91).

Figure 2.91  Task Manager
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3. Be sure to review documentation for every task list before you execute it. To view

the documentation, click Goto • Documentation • Display (see Figure 2.92).

Figure 2.92  Task List Documentation

4. After you review the documentation, press (F8) or click  to generate the task list.

5. Make sure the checkboxes next to all the tasks are checked, then click  to run the

task list (see Figure 2.93).

Figure 2.93  Task List Final Check

Important!

Some tasks will take a long time to run, so we recommend running those task lists in

the background.

6. After the task list is executed, you can check the log by running Transaction STC02

(see Figure 2.94).
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Figure 2.94  Task List Run Monitor

After the task list is successfully completed, the initial set up of SAP Fiori launchpad

is done. We performed the same process manually in Section 2.6.1.

Table 2.2 presents a selection of tasks and their task lists.

SAP Cloud Platform

SAP Cloud Platform is a platform-as-a-service (PaaS) for the cloud application. With

SAP Cloud Platform, customers can build new cloud apps quickly, extend existing

Task Task List

SAP Gateway—Basic Configuration SAP_GATEWAY_BASIC_CONFIG

SAP Fiori Launchpad Initial Setup SAP_FIORI_LAUNCHPAD_INIT_SETUP

Create Trusted Connection from SAP System to 

SAP Gateway

SAP_SAP2GATEWAY_TRUSTED_CONFIG

Enable Embedded Search SAP_ESH_INITIAL_SETUP_000_CLIENT

SAP Gateway—Add Back-end System SAP_GATEWAY_ADD_SYSTEM

SAP Gateway—Maintain System Alias SAP_GATEWAY_ADD_SYSTEM_ALIAS

SAP Gateway—Activate OData Services SAP_GATEWAY_ACTIVATE_ODATA_SERV

SAP Basis—Activate HTTP Services (SICF) SAP_BASIS_ACTIVATE_ICF_NODES

Table 2.2  Configuration Task Lists
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SAP Fiori apps, and easily integrate apps with SAP and non-SAP systems. There are

many tools available in SAP Cloud Platform, such as SAP Fiori, cloud edition and SAP

Web IDE (see Figure 2.95). Customers can easily integrate SAP Fiori, cloud edition

account into their on-premise SAP landscapes to customize and run apps in SAP Fiori

launchpad on the cloud.

Figure 2.95  Connecting On-Premise Systems and SAP Cloud Platform

In this section, we’ll show you how to connect an on-premise system to SAP Cloud

Platform. The first step is to install and configure SAP Cloud Platform cloud connec-

tor, which serves as the link between SAP Fiori, cloud edition and on-premise SAP

landscapes.

Install the Cloud Connector

There two versions of the cloud connector. The portable version of the cloud connec-

tor can be installed on Windows and Linux, and the installer version of the cloud con-

nector can be installed on Windows, Linux, and macOS.

Prerequisites:

� Memory: Minimum 1 GB RAM; 4 GB recommended

� Hard disk space: Minimum 1 GB; 20 GB recommended

� CPU: Minimum single-core 3 GHz; dual core 2 GHz recommended; x86–64 archi-

tecture compatible

� Java developer kit: Version 7 or 8 needs to be installed; most recent version is avail-

able via https://tools.hana.ondemand.com/#cloud

On-Premise 

SAP Cloud Platform

SAP ERP Non-SAP System

SAP HANA Cloud Connector

SAP Fiori Cloud Edition SAP Web IDE

https://tools.hana.ondemand.com/#cloud
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Now let's explore the steps to install the cloud connector. Follow these steps:

1. Download SAP Cloud Platform cloud connector 2.x via https://tools.hana.onde-

mand.com/#cloud.

2. Run the setup file to install the cloud connector, click Next in the setup wizard

(Figure 2.96).

Figure 2.96  SAP Cloud Platform Cloud Connector Installation

3. Follow the simple steps in the wizard to complete the installation. Close the

installer window once the installation is complete.

You should now see two icons added to your desktop, one to start and one to stop the

SAP Cloud Platform cloud connector.

Set Up SAP Cloud Platform Cloud Connector

Once the cloud connector is installed, you need to log in and perform its initial setup,

as follows:

1. Launch the cloud connector via https://localhost:8443/.

2. Login with the initial admin credentials; enter “administrator” for User Name and

“manage” for Password (Figure 2.97).

3. Change the initial password and click Save (Figure 2.98).

https://tools.hana.ondemand.com/#cloud
https://tools.hana.ondemand.com/#cloud
https://localhost:8443/
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Figure 2.97  Cloud Connector Login

Figure 2.98  Initial Password

Before we move on to the next step, you need to register at https://account.hanat-

rial.ondemand.com/register to create a trial account for SAP Cloud Platform. Once

you create an account, we’ll create a trust between SAP Cloud Platform cloud connec-

tor and SAP Cloud Platform, as follows:

In the SAP HANA Cloud Connector admin cockpit, add the trial account details and

click Save (Figure 2.99).

We’ve now successfully installed the cloud connector, created an account with SAP

Cloud Platform, and connected the two.

https://account.hanatrial.ondemand.com/register
https://account.hanatrial.ondemand.com/register
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Figure 2.99  SAP Cloud Platform Account

Next, we need to create a mapping between SAP Cloud Platform and the on-premise

systems using the cloud connector, as follows:

1. Click Cloud To On-Premise in the cloud connector (Figure 2.100).

Figure 2.100  Cloud to On-Premise
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2. Click + to add the on-premise system (Figure 2.101).

Figure 2.101  Add Internal System

3. Select the back-end type of on-premise system (Figure 2.102), and click Next.

Figure 2.102  Back-End System Type

4. Select the Protocol (i.e., HTTP/HTTPS, etc.), and click Next (Figure 2.103).

Figure 2.103  System Protocol

5. Enter the Host and the Port name of the on-premise system (Figure 2.104).
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Figure 2.104  Host and Port

6. Select a Principal Type (Figure 2.105).

Figure 2.105  Principal Type

7. Enter a Description and click Finish to add the system (Figure 2.106).

Figure 2.106  System Summary

By now, you should have all the pieces in place to start using the SAP Fiori system.
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2.7    Upgrading to SAP Fiori 2.0

In this section, we’ll highlight the requirements for upgrading SAP Business Suite and

SAP S/4HANA systems to SAP Fiori 2.0. Before you start preparing for the upgrade,

let's explore a few crucial points regarding SAP Fiori 2.0:

� SAP Fiori 2.0 is available for the SAP S/4HANA 1610 release and for the SAP Busi-

ness Suite powered by SAP HANA or AnyDB. SAP Fiori 2.0 is not available for the

previous SAP S/4HANA release 1511.

� SAP Fiori 2.0 is available for the 1608 release for SAP S/4HANA Cloud.

� SAP Fiori 2.0 is mandatory for SAP S/4HANA 1610 and higher.

� Systems based on SAP NetWeaver Application Server (AS) for ABAP 7.4 or SAP Net-

Weaver AS for ABAP 7.5 can only enable the basic notification capability of SAP

Fiori 2.0.

Now, let’s look at the component that needs to be upgraded to implement SAP Fiori

2.0.

2.7.1    SAP Fiori 2.0 for SAP S/4HANA

If you are currently running SAP Fiori on SAP S/4HANA, and would like to upgrade to

SAP Fiori 2.0, you must upgrade SAP Fiori front-end server 2.0 to SAP Fiori front-end

server 3.0, and upgrade SAP S/4HANA 1511 to SAP S/4HANA 1610.

SAP Fiori front-end server 3.0 is the key add-on component for SAP NetWeaver AS for

ABAP for providing the SAP Fiori 2.0 user experience, so you need to upgrade your

SAP Fiori front-end server 2.0 to version 3.0 with SAP UI 7.51.

Note

For SAP S/4HANA 1610, SAP Fiori front-end server 3.0 can also be installed on

instances based on the SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP 7.50 SP04.

For SAP S/4HANA, SAP Fiori 2.0 is only available on premise with the 1610 release, so

you will also need to upgrade your back-end system to SAP S/4HANA 1610.

Important

SAP S/4HANA 1511 does not support SAP Fiori front-end server 3.0, so it continues to

run version 2.0.
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Once the front-end server is upgraded to version 3.0 and the back-end server to SAP

S/4HANA 1610 (see Figure 2.107) your system will be running SAP Fiori 2.0.

Figure 2.107  Installed Product versions

2.7.2    SAP Fiori 2.0 for SAP Business Suite Powered by SAP HANA or AnyDB

For SAP Business Suite powered by SAP HANA or AnyDB, all you have to do is to

upgrade the front-end server from version 2.0 to version 3.0, including SAP UI 7.51 to

upgrade to SAP Fiori 2.0 in your landscape.

Note

SAP Fiori front-end server 3.0 for SAP NetWeaver 7.5 and 7.4 is particularly designed

and offered for customers using SAP Business Suite powered by SAP HANA. SAP rec-

ommends implementing the latest released support packages for the SAP Fiori front-

end server 3.0.

2.8    Summary

This chapter provided an overview of the SAP Fiori system landscape and how to con-

nect it with the ABAP environment, SAP HANA, and SAP HANA XS. We’ve discussed

the many steps and tasks needed to install and configure SAP Fiori. There are cer-

tainly many SAP Fiori apps (7,000+), and your choice of SAP Fiori landscape depends

on the types of SAP Fiori apps you’ll use.

Now that you understand how to set up SAP Fiori and what’s needed to install differ-

ent components in the landscape, we’ll discuss securing different layers of the SAP

Fiori system using authentication methods or SSO procedures in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3 

SAP Fiori Security

This chapter discusses the various security mechanisms that can be 

put in place to prevent the unauthorized and unauthenticated use of 

SAP Fiori apps.

When configuring SAP Fiori apps, it’s important that you keep in mind security mea-

sures that will ensure the right users are given proper access to assigned apps. Also,

you must ensure that your data and processes support your business needs without

allowing unauthorized access to critical information.

In this chapter, we’ll introduce you to security measures for SAP Fiori and the various

single sign-on procedures that are supported. We’ll even look at the concepts related

to securing the various layers of SAP Fiori. We’ll begin in Section 3.1 by reviewing

some key concepts that will crop up throughout the chapter, such as data flow

between different layers of the SAP Fiori landscape, what the different network and

communication channels are, and how to secure each of these channels. After we

walk you through the basic concepts, in Section 3.2 we’ll provide an overview of the

various authentication methods or SSO procedures, such as Kerberos, Security Asser-

tion Markup Language (SAML), and SAP logon tickets, and discuss the flow/processes

of these authentication methods.

Finally, we’ll conclude with a discussion of user authorizations required for different

types of apps in Section 3.3. We’ll look at authorizations a user needs to have in SAP

Fiori launchpad, SAP Gateway, and the ABAP front-end and back-end systems to run

apps in SAP Fiori launchpad.

Scope

This book doesn’t discuss how to secure the ABAP stack or the SAP HANA platform,

because those are huge topics. However, we’ve added links where appropriate that

point to online help pages.
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3.1    Communication Channel Security and Encryption

As we discussed in Chapter 1, Section 1.2, SAP Fiori architecture crosses different net-

work layers (see Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1  Deployment Scenario

The first point of defense in your SAP Fiori system should be to secure the lines of

communication among these layers. As Chapter 1 explained, communication among

the client, reverse proxy, and servers must be established by using different commu-

nication channels and protocols to transfer data securely within your SAP Fiori sys-

tem landscape.

When a user launches an SAP Fiori application, the launch request is sent from the cli-

ent to the SAP Gateway server via SAP Fiori Launchpad. During that launch, the SAP

Gateway server (or ABAP front-end server) authenticates the user by using one of the

authentication and SSO mechanisms.

For example, if you’re implementing a transactional app in an Internet-facing sce-

nario (i.e., the external-facing scenario), a common security measure is to put a

reverse proxy—that is, either SAP Web Dispatcher or a third-party reverse proxy,

Any Database/SAP HANA

SAP HANA XS Engine

ABAP Back-end Server

ABAP Front-end Server

Reverse Proxy

Search
Model 

Internet

DMZ

HTTPS (HTML/ODATA)

Trusted RFC

HTTPS (OData)
INA Search
Protocol

SAP Web Dispatcher
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such as from Apache—in the demilitarized zone (DMZ). SAP also recommends

deploying SAP Web Dispatcher in your Internet-facing deployment scenario (see

Figure 3.1) because the security features aren’t very strong in SAP Web Dispatcher; for

example, it can’t scan incoming POST bodies.

Table 3.1 shows the communication paths used by SAP Fiori applications and the pro-

tocol that is used for each connection. The application and security credentials types

of data are transferred among all these communication paths.

To avoid third parties intercepting communications between two layers, a system

needs to be in place that isn’t susceptible to eavesdropping. Securing communication

means monitoring which users have access to their company’s sensitive data on SAP

Fiori launchpad, in addition to ensuring that third parties that weren’t provided

access can’t intercept anything. Communications take place over different layers of

the SAP Fiori landscape, and there is an increasing awareness of the importance of

interception issues. In this section, we’ll discuss a couple of ways to secure your com-

munication channels.

Encryption makes data hard to read by unauthorized parties. There are two import-

ant steps you can take to ensure that your data is safe:

Communication Path Protocol Application Type

Web browser to SAP Web 

Dispatcher

OData HTTP/HTTPS Fact sheet and analytical 

apps

SAP Web Dispatcher to 

ABAP front-end server

OData HTTP/HTTPS All

SAP Web Dispatcher to 

SAP HANA XS

OData HTTP/HTTPS Analytical apps

SAP Web Dispatcher to 

ABAP back-end server

INA HTTP/HTTPS Fact sheet apps

ABAP front-end server to 

ABAP back-end server

RFC Transactional apps and fact 

sheet apps

ABAP back-end server to 

SAP HANA/any database

SQL Analytical apps

Table 3.1  Communication Paths
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1. HTTP connections can be protected using Transport Layer Security (TLS) or Secure

Sockets Layer (SSL).

2. RFC connections can be protected by using Secure Network Communications

(SNC).

Now, let’s dig deep into the layers of these communication channels and discuss how

to secure them. By now, you should be familiar with the SAP Fiori landscape. Figure

3.2 shows the high-level system landscape from the communication channel and

apps perspective.

Figure 3.2  SAP Fiori System Landscape from Communication Channel/Apps Perspective

The following elements are shown in Figure 3.2:

1. Communication between the client and SAP Web Dispatcher

2. Communication between SAP Web Dispatcher and ABAP servers

3. Communication between the ABAP front-end server and the ABAP back-end

server

4. Communication between SAP Web Dispatcher and SAP HANA XS

SAP Fiori Launchpad (Browser)

SAP Web Dispatcher

ABAP
Front-end

Server

ABAP Back-end Server

SAP HANA XS

Any Database/SAP HANA

Transactional Apps Fact Sheet Apps Analytical Apps

Device Agnostic

Access Layer

UI and Integration Layer

Data Layer

Business Process Layer
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Figure 3.2 also shows what layers each of these app types pass through in the SAP Fiori

landscape. All communication channels discussed earlier should be encrypted to

ensure integrity and confidentiality of data. In the next section, we’ll show you how

to secure the communication channels of your SAP Fiori system.

3.1.1    Client to SAP Web Dispatcher

Starting from the top, to simplify communication between the browser and the dif-

ferent systems in the SAP Fiori system landscape, we use a reverse proxy to ensure

queries from the browser are routed correctly (i.e., to the ABAP front-end, ABAP back-

end, or SAP HANA XS engine). Depending on the type of app users run from SAP Fiori

launchpad, a client issues the request to SAP Web Dispatcher. To secure this commu-

nication channel, you need to enable SAP Web Dispatcher to use HTTPS communica-

tion. The client sends the HTTPS-encrypted data to SAP Web Dispatcher, and then

SAP Web Dispatcher decrypts the data and sends the unencrypted data to the ABAP

servers.

3.1.2    SAP Web Dispatcher to ABAP Servers

The next level in securing the SAP Fiori landscape is configuring the connection

between SAP Web Dispatcher and the ABAP servers. SAP Fiori transactional apps

route calls from SAP Web Dispatcher to the ABAP front-end server, and SAP Fiori

search and fact sheet apps route calls from SAP Web Dispatcher to the ABAP back-end

server. To secure these communication channels, you need to configure the compo-

nents discussed in the following two sections.

Enable ABAP Front-End and ABAP Back-End Servers to Use HTTPS

The following are the high-level steps for how to configure the ABAP front-end and

back-end servers to use HTTPS. Because both servers are based on SAP NetWeaver,

they have the same configuration steps.

Make sure SAP Web Dispatcher is installed. Next, you’ll configure it as an SSL client in

the system landscape by following these steps:

1. Log in to the OS of SAP Web Dispatcher, and edit the WDP_W<Instance Number>_

<hostname> instance profile.

2. Enable HTTPS for SAP Web Dispatcher. Enter the following details in the WDP_

W<Instance Number>_<hostname> instance profile:
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– DIR_INSTANCE = <SECUDIR_Directory>

– ssl/ssl_lib = <Location of SAP Cryptographic Library>

– ssl/server_pse = <Location of SSL server PSE>

– ssl/client_pse = < Location of SSL client PSE >

– wdisp/ssl_encrypt = 1

– wdisp/ssl_auth = 2

– wdisp/add_client_protocol_header = 1

– wdisp/ping_protocol = https

– icm/HTTPS/verify_client = 0

The following is an example of how we set the SAP Web Dispatcher parameters in

our system landscape:

– DIR_INSTANCE=C:\dispatcher\

– ssl/ssl_lib=C:\ dispatcher \sapcrypto.dll

– ssl/server_pse=C:\ dispatcher \sec\SAPSSLS.pse

– ssl/client_pse=C:\ dispatcher \sec\SAPSSLC.pse

– wdisp/ssl_encrypt = 1

– wdisp/ssl_auth = 2

– wdisp/add_client_protocol_header = 1

– wdisp/ping_protocol = https

– icm/HTTPS/verify_client = 0

3. For Internet Communication Manager (ICM) ports, enter the following profile

parameters:

icm/server_port_0 = PROT=HTTPS,PORT=<Web Dispatcher Port>,TIMEOUT=<Mins>

The following is an example of how we set the ICM ports in our system landscape:

cm/server_port_0 = PROT=HTTPS, PORT=443, TIMEOUT=120

4. Define the routing rules for the SAP Web Dispatcher by entering the following pro-

file parameters:

– wdisp/system_0 = SID=<Front-end SID>, MSHOST=<Front-End Hostname>, MSPORT= 

<Front-end Messaging Port>, SRCSRV=*:<Web Dispatcher Port>, SRCURL=/sap/opu/;

/sap/public/;/sap/bc/;/sap/saml2/;/ui2/nwbc/, CLIENT=<Front-end client>
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– wdisp/system_1 = SID=<Back-end SID>, MSHOST=<Back-end Hostname>, MSPORT=

<Back-end Messaging Port>, SRCSRV=*:<Web Dispatcher Port>,SRCURL=/sap/es/, 

CLIENT= <Back-end client>

– wdisp/system_2 = SID=<HANA SID>, EXTSRV=<HANA XS URL>,SRCSRV=*:<Web Dispatcher 

Port>, SRCURL=/sap/hba/;/sap/hana/;/sap/bi/;/sap/viz/;/sap/vi/;/sap/ui5/

The following is an example of how we defined routing rules in our system land-

scape:

– wdisp/system_0 = SID=ABA, MSHOST= sapaba02.cloud.sap-nb.com, MSPORT=8101, 

SRCSRV=*:443, SRCURL=/sap/opu/;/sap/bc/; /sap/public/bc/;/sap/saml2/;/ui2/

nwbc/,CLIENT=120

– wdisp/system_1 = SID=ERP, MSHOST= saperp02.cloud.sap-nb.com, MSPORT=8101, 

SRCSRV=*:443, SRCURL=/sap/es/, CLIENT=180

– wdisp/system_2 = SID=HDB, EXTSRV=https://saphdb02.cloud.sap-nb:4302, 

SRCSRV=*:443, SRCURL=/sap/hba/;/sap/hana /;/sap/bi/

5. Save the WDP_W<Instance Number>_<hostname> instance profile.

6. Restart the SAP Web Dispatcher process.

You’ve now successfully enabled HTTPS for the ABAP servers.

Enable SSL between SAP Web Dispatcher and the ABAP Front-End Server

SSL is one of the standard security technologies for establishing an encrypted link

between a server and client. SSL allows sensitive information to be transmitted

securely. Typically, data is sent between the browser/client and the ABAP servers in

plain text, leaving you exposed to eavesdropping. The most important part of SSL is

the digitally signed certificate authority (CA); when a user tries to connect to the

ABAP servers, the client will only trust certificates coming from the organizations on

its list of trusted CAs. In this section, we’ll provide the high-level steps for securing

communications between SAP Web Dispatcher and the ABAP front-end server using

SSL. Follow these steps:

1. Extract the SAP Cryptographic Library package, and install it on SAP Web Dis-

patcher.

2. Create an SAP Web Dispatcher’s Personal Security Environment (PSE) and the cer-

tificate requests using the SAPGENPSE configuration tool.
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SAPGENPSE

For those without an SAP Basis background, the cryptography tool SAPGENPSE is

used to generate a keystore in which you can store a certificate.

3. After the certificate request is created, send the contents of each of the certificate

requests to a CA to be signed.

4. After you’ve received the certificate request response from your CA, import it into

SAP Web Dispatcher’s corresponding PSE using either the trust manager or the

SAPGENPSE tool.

5. Create credentials for SAP Web Dispatcher to access the PSEs during runtime.

6. Set the SSL profile parameters for SAP Web Dispatcher.

7. Restart SAP Web Dispatcher, and test the connection.

3.1.3    ABAP Front-End Server to ABAP Back-End Server

In the previous section, we discussed SSL, which is used to secure the communica-

tions between the client and the ABAP server. Similarly, there is a software layer in

the SAP NetWeaver system called Secure Network Communications, which enables

stronger authentication, encryption, and SSO mechanisms from server to server.

Using SNC, you can enable end-to-end application-level security. In addition, you can

implement security features, such as SSO functions that SAP doesn’t provide directly.

In SAP Fiori, transactional apps and fact sheet apps transfer data from the ABAP back-

end to the ABAP front-end server using OData services. We’ll look at how to secure

these ABAP layers using SNC next.

Enabling Secure Network Communications for the ABAP Front-End and Back-End 

Servers

First, enable SNC on both ABAP servers by following these steps:

1. Log in to the ABAP back-end server.

2. Run Transaction RZ10.

3. Select an Instance Profile.

4. Select Extended maintenance, and click Change (see Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3  Editing Profile

5. Click the Create button.

6. Enter the parameters shown in Table 3.2.

7. Restart the system.

Securing RFC Connections with Secure Network Communications

Next, you need to secure the RFC connections. The following steps show how to

secure RFC connections between SAP Gateway and the ABAP back-end using SNC:

1. Log in to the ABAP back-end server, and run Transaction SM59.

2. Select the connection under RFC Connections, and click  (see Figure 3.4).

Parameter Definition Value (Example)

snc/enable Activate SNC 1

snc/gssapi_lib Full path and file name 

of the shared library 

sapcrypto lib

D:/usr/sap/ERP/SYS/exe/
uc/ANC443/libsap-
crypto.so

snc/identity/as SNC name of the applica-

tion server

p/secude: CN=ERP, 

O=SAP-NB, C=CA

snc/r3int_rfc_secure Internal RFC connections 

aren’t SNC-protected

0

Table 3.2  Parameters for Enabling SNC
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Figure 3.4  RFC Connection

3. Click the Logon & Security tab, and click the SNC button under Status of Secure

Protocol.

4. Enter “8” in the QOP (Quality of Protection) field.

5. Enter the SNC Name, which we defined in Table 3.2, and click Save.

6. Activate the SNC by selecting the Activate radio button under Status of Secure Pro-

tocol, and click Save.

7. Select the SNC Connection and click Connection Test.

SNC

If the SNC isn’t activated globally, then you need to repeat these steps on the ABAP

front-end server as well.

The following are some recommendations for how to protect these communication

channels in the SAP Fiori landscape:

� OData and HTTP methods

Because SAP Fiori apps use OData to access data, the reverse proxy must be config-

ured to allow certain HTTP methods to be made available. As part of the SAP Web

Dispatcher configuration, you saw how to enable SAP Web Dispatcher (reverse

proxy) to use HTTPS. Similarly, you need to enable the ABAP front-end server and

SAP HANA XS to use HTTPS methods.
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� URL rewriting 

You should configure the URL rewrite rules at the reverse proxy level, because

when the OData services are accessed through reverse proxy these URLs may be

invalid or might disclose protocols, host names, or port numbers.

� ICF security 

SAP Fiori applications consist of OData services and SAPUI5-based content, which

are managed by the ICF. For security reasons, these are disabled initially. There-

fore, you need to activate these services during the configuration.

� Security session protection

We recommend that you activate HTTP security session management using

Transaction SICF_SESSIONS for SAP NetWeaver version 7.0 and higher. For extra

protection for security-related cookies, we also recommend that you activate the

following:

– HttpOnly flag: This instructs the browser to deny access to a cookie through a

client-side script. Therefore, even if a user accidently accesses a link that

exploits the cross-site scripting (XSS) flaw, the browser won’t reveal the cookie

to a third party.

– Secure flag: To protect cookies from being passed via unencrypted requests, the

Secure flag tells the browser to send cookies only if the request is sent through

a secured channel, such as HTTPS.

Now that we’ve looked at the security measures in place to protect communications

between layers, let’s discuss the authentication and supported SSO methods.

3.1.4    SAP Web Dispatcher to SAP HANA XS

SAP Web Dispatcher should allow only those requests that will be routed to the gen-

eral ICF services. If you’re using SAP Fiori analytical apps, then the queries are routed

from SAP Web Dispatcher to SAP HANA XS. To transfer the data securely between

these two components, see the following sections.

Enable SAP HANA XS to Use HTTPS

The SAP HANA XS engine is a lightweight web application, and SAP HANA uses SAP

Web Dispatcher as a reverse proxy. In this section, we’ll provide high-level steps for

how to enable the SAP HANA XS engine to use HTTPS.
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the OS of the SAP HANA server, and edit the instance profile of the SAP

Web Dispatcher at /usr/sap/<SID>/HDB<instance_nr>/<hostname>/wdisp.

2. Add the following parameters:

– wdisp/shm_attach_mode = 6

– wdisp/ssl_encrypt = 0

– wdisp/add_client_protocol_header = true

– ssl/ssl_lib = /usr/sap/<SID>/SYS/global/security/libsapcrypto.so

– ssl/server_pse

– /usr/sap/<SID>/HDB<instance_nr>/<hostname>/sec/SAPSSL.pse icm/HTTPS/

verify_client = 0

3. Download and install SAP Cryptographic Library on the SAP HANA server, and

copy libsapcrypto.so to /usr/sap/<SID>/SYS/global/security/lib/.

4. Copy SAPNetCA.cer to /usr/sap/<SID>/HDB<instance_nr>/<hostname>/sec.

5. Run the following command to set the SECUDIR environment variable:

export:SECUDIR="/usr/sap/<SID>/HDB<instance_nr>/<hostname>/sec"

6. Create a certificate request and SSL key pair using the SAPGENPSE tool.

7. Download SAPNetCA.cer, and save it to /usr/sap/<SID>/HDB<instance_nr>/

<hostname>/sec.

8. Import the signed certificate using the following command:

/sapgenpse import_own_cert -c SAPSSL.cer -p SAPSSL.pse -x <PIN> -r 

SAPNetCA.cer.

9. Create a credential file for SAP Web Dispatcher to access the PSEs during runtime.

10. Import the signed certificate to the SAP Web Dispatcher server.

11. Restart SAP Web Dispatcher.

You’ve successfully enabled HTTPS communication between SAP Web Dispatcher

and SAP HANA XS. You can test the configuration by running the following URL:

https://<host_name>:<port>/sap/hana/xs/admin.
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3.2    Single Sign-On and User Authentication

Now that we’ve covered some of the basic concepts of security in the SAP Fiori sys-

tem, we can dive into some advanced security concepts of the authentication strate-

gies that are supported in the SAP Fiori landscape. In this section, we’ll give you an

overview of various advanced security-related system components based on Ker-

beros/SPNEGO, Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) 2.0, SAP logon tickets,

and X.509 certificate authentication configuration.

The SAP Fiori system needs to know the identity of a user. Knowing a user’s identity

allows the SAP Fiori system to provide a customized experience and grant the user

permissions to access the data from the back-end servers. The authentication con-

cept for SAP Fiori apps includes initial user authentication on the ABAP front-end

server, followed by the authentication of all requests to the back-end systems. Table

3.3 shows different types of SAP Fiori apps that support different authentication

methods for SSO.

Authentication is a process in which the credentials provided by a user from the cli-

ent/browser are compared to those on file in a database of authorized users. After the

user is authenticated, system then creates a security session between the client and

the SAP Gateway server for that specific user.

Authentication 

Method for 

SSO

Transactional 

Apps

Fact Sheet 

Apps

Analytical Apps 

(via SAP HANA 

XS)

Search 

(Fact Sheet) 

Apps

User name/

password

Yes Yes Yes Yes

SPNEGO/

Kerberos (with 

SAP NetWea-

ver SSO)

Yes Yes No No

SAML 2.0 Yes Yes No No

SAP logon 

tickets

Yes Yes Yes Yes

X.509 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Table 3.3  Authentication for Requests in Front-End Server
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Important!

Setting up security and authentication is a huge topic, so we recommend that you

always refer to the documentation provided at http://help.sap.com for an in-depth

understanding and the most up-to-date information on this topic.

3.2.1    Kerberos/SPNEGO

Kerberos/SPNEGO is a network authentication protocol developed by MIT, and it’s a

robust protocol that protects from any form of attack. In a nutshell, Kerberos offers

the following advantages:

� A protocol for authentication

� Use of tickets to authenticate

� Able to avoid storing passwords locally or send them over the Internet

� A trusted third party

� Built on symmetric key cryptography

If you’ve already implemented Kerberos/SPNEGO (e.g., Active Directory), then this

authentication mode is recommended. You can enable Kerberos/SPNEGO authenti-

cation for the ABAP front-end server to access the SAP Fiori apps in your corporate

network. Because the Active Directory system is typically located in your corporate

network, Kerberos/SPNEGO authentication can’t be used outside your corporate net-

work. To enable SSO outside your corporate network, you might have to set up a vir-

tual private network (VPN) connection.

Configuring Kerberos/SPNEGO

The complete detailed steps for configuring Kerberos/SPNEGO authentication are

documented in the IMG on the SAP Help Portal at http://help.sap.com/sapsso.

The following are some of the advantages of using Kerberos/SPNEGO authentication:

� It simplifies the logon process to the ABAP front-end server by using the user’s

Windows logon data.

� A separate logon to the ABAP front-end server isn’t required.

http://help.sap.com
http://help.sap.com/sapsso
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� SSO setup within your system landscape will be simplified by using Kerberos for

both SAP GUI and HTTP.

� It’s supported by most mobile device vendors.

Important!

The configuration of the Kerberos/SPNEGO authentication requires significant in-

volvement from your Active Directory administration team.

3.2.2    Security Assertion Markup Language 2.0

SAML is an XML-based standard for communicating identity information between

organizations and service providers. It’s used for enabling the secure transmittal of

authentication tokens and other user attributes across domains.

If you’ve already implemented SAML version 2.0 as the method of SSO, you can con-

figure the ABAP front-end server for use with SAML 2.0 in conjunction with identity

provider (IDP) software such as SAP IDP, Ping Federate, or Microsoft’s Active Direc-

tory Federation Services (ADFS). In comparison with Kerberos authentication, SAML

2.0 authentication is relatively easy to configure. To enable SSO outside your corpo-

rate network (Internet-facing), you must make sure that the SAML IDP is securely

accessible from outside your corporate network.

The following are some of the advantages of using SAML 2.0:

� Works well in scenarios in which trust configuration can be complicated

� Enables end users to login to SAP Fiori with their Win Active Directory accounts

� Enables you to map SAP users based on user name attributes or a user’s e-mail

address

� Works well for scenarios with multiple user domains

Important!

In the SAP Fiori system landscape, SAML 2.0 is supported only for communication

with the ABAP front-end server—not for SAP HANA.

Let’s take a closer look at SAML authentication flow. The most basic SAML architec-

ture involves three main objects: a user, an IDP, and a service provider (see Figure 3.5).
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Users will need to authenticate themselves in a process known as service provider-

based authentication.

Figure 3.5  SAML Authentication

Figure 3.5 illustrates the following steps for service provider-based authentication:

1. First, the user attempts to access the application (i.e., the client sends a request to

SAP Gateway server via a proxy server).

2. The federated identity software running on the IDP kicks into action, and the

SAML 2.0 IDP server validates the user credentials, allowing the user to be properly

authenticated.

3. The IDP then constructs and sends a specially formatted message containing

information about that user (SAML artifact) back to the SAP Gateway server. SAP

Gateway then determines that the message came from a known IDP and creates a

session for that specific user in SAP Gateway, allowing the user direct access to that

application.

Note

The whole process of the SAML message being created and the operation between

the IDP and SAP Gateway is completely hidden to users. All they see is SAP Fiori

launchpad after clicking on the URL or app.

Reverse
Proxy

SAML 2.0
Identity Provider

ABAP
Front-end

Server

User
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The complete detailed steps for configuring SAML 2.0 authentication are docu-

mented in the IMG on the SAP Help Portal at http://help.sap.com/nw74. Once there,

choose Application Help • Function-Oriented View • Security • User Authentication

and Single Sign-On • Integration in Single Sign-On (SSO) Environments • Single Sign-

On for Web-Based Access • Using SAML 2.0 • Configuring AS ABAP as a Service Provi-

der.

3.2.3    SAP Logon Tickets

SAP logon tickets are the cookies of a session and are stored in the client’s browser.

For SAP logon tickets, you have two options: Either use the existing system, such as a

portal that already issues logon tickets, or configure the ABAP front-end server to

issue logon tickets. You must also configure the required back-end systems (ABAP or

SAP HANA) to accept logon tickets. SSO then provides access to the SAP HANA data-

base (or any database) from any front-end application without needing to log in. The

SAP HANA trust store contains the root CA used to sign the trusted certificates

required for SSO authentication.

Important!

User mapping isn’t supported, so you must ensure that users in the ABAP system

have the same user names as the database users in SAP HANA. If a customer uses all

three types of SAP Fiori apps, make sure the user name complies with the stricter

restriction rules from SAP HANA.

As we explained in Chapter 2, Section 2.6.5, from SAP NetWeaver 7.4 SP 06, you can

even perform system configuration tasks automatically by using predefined task

lists. You can use the SAP_SAP2GATEWAY_TRUSTED_CONFIG task list to create a trusted con-

nection from an SAP system to an SAP Gateway system. Follow the process from

Chapter 2, Section 2.6.5, and the system will guide you through the configuration of

the tasks when you execute a task list (see Figure 3.6).

The complete detailed steps for configuring the SAP logon token authentication are

documented in the IMG on the SAP Help Portal at http://help.sap.com/nw74. Once

there, choose Application Help • Function-Oriented View • Security • User Authentica-

tion and Single Sign-On • Integration in Single Sign-On (SSO) Environments • Single

Sign-On for Web-Based Access • Using Logon Tickets • Using Logon Tickets with AS

ABAP • Configuring AS ABAP to Accept Logon Tickets.

http://help.sap.com/nw74
http://help.sap.com/nw74
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Figure 3.6  Predefined Task List

After the configuration is completed, the ABAP front-end server acts as a ticket-issu-

ing system, and the ABAP back-end system acts as a ticket-accepting system. The fol-

lowing are the authentication flow steps between the ABAP front-end and ABAP

back-end servers:

1. The user logs in with his user name and password to the ABAP front-end server.

2. The ABAP front-end verifies the user name and password. After the authentication

is successful, the user is logged on to the system and issued a logon ticket.

3. The user’s web browser then stores the logon ticket and uses that ticket for authen-

tication on the ABAP back-end system.

4. The web browser then sends the issued logon ticket with the user logon ticket to

the ABAP back-end server.

5. The ABAP back-end server verifies the tickets.

6. If the tickets are valid, then the ABAP servers provide access to the user.

SAP Logon Tickets

SAP logon tickets are transferred as web browser cookies; therefore, you can only use

this authentication if all the systems in your landscape are located within the same

DSN.

3.2.4    X.509 Certificate

If your customer has implemented a public key infrastructure (PKI) for user authen-

tication, you can use X.509 certificates by configuring the required back-end systems

(ABAP or SAP HANA) to accept them.
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The following are some advantages of using X.509 certificates:

� X.509 certificates work well in Internet-facing scenarios because they don’t require

an issuing system during logon.

� Using X.509 certificates for both SAP GUI and HTTP will simplify SSO setup within

your system landscape.

To run SAP Fiori apps on desktops and mobile devices, X.509 certificates must be dis-

tributed to them. For mobile devices, X.509 certificates are distributed by mobile

management software.

To minimize security risks, SAP recommends implementing a method to revoke

X.509 certificates, because they remain valid for a relatively long time.

3.3    User Authorizations and Management

Two primary processes are involved in providing access in SAP Fiori:

1. Authentication process 

Proves that users are allowed to access the servers.

2. Authorization process 

Determines whether the person who is logged in has access to a specific app or to

perform a specific action.

In this section, we’ll look at the various user authorization steps for SAP Fiori launch-

pad, SAP Gateway, and different SAP Fiori apps.

But before we begin our discussion of authorizations, let’s review user management.

3.3.1    User Management

A couple of user management tools are provided for both AS Java and AS ABAP. You’ll

use the following transaction codes while working with user management in SAP

Fiori:

� Transaction SU01: User Maintenance (user management for AS ABAP)

� Transaction PFCG: Profile Generator (to create roles and assign authorizations to

users)
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There are a couple of important considerations to note from a user management per-

spective:

� The user must exist in the following systems:

– SAP Gateway front-end server for all app types

– SAP Business Suite ABAP back-end server for all app types

– SAP HANA database for fact sheet and analytical apps

� User names must be the same in both the ABAP system and the SAP HANA data-

base. If you’re planning to implement all three types of apps, make sure the user

name complies with the stricter restriction rules from SAP HANA.

� If your deployment is embedded, it isn’t necessary to create users in an additional

system.

� You can use Central User Administration (CUA) to synchronize users in the back-

end and the front-end systems to ensure user names in both systems match.

3.3.2    User Authorization

With a better understanding of how users are managed, let’s look at the different user

authorizations required.

SAP Fiori Launchpad

SAP Fiori launchpad is the entry point for all SAP Fiori apps. After users are authenti-

cated, they can see and access those SAP Fiori apps that have been assigned by an

administrator to the catalog designed for the user’s role.

SAP delivers business roles for users of SAP Fiori apps. Every business role provides

access to a sample of apps relevant for specific business users. For example, the PFCG

role for the business catalog of the My Quotations app gives the user access to the My

Quotations app (see Figure 3.7). Therefore, for a user to see this app in SAP Fiori

launchpad, the administrator must assign the business catalog role to that user. In

Chapter 4, Section 4.4, we’ll discuss these roles and authorizations in greater detail.

The SAP Fiori launchpad catalog and the UI PFCG roles bundle all front-end privileges

required for the execution of the apps.

Figure 3.7 shows an app-specific (My Quotation app) implementation help page from

the SAP Fiori apps reference library.
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Figure 3.7  Roles for My Quotations App

SAP Gateway

After the user is authorized to see an app in SAP Fiori launchpad, the next step is to

give authorizations to run/start OData services. The SAP Gateway-level authorization

is used to set up authorizations to start OData services to run an app. Figure 3.8 shows

start authorizations for one of the services.

Figure 3.8  Adding OData Service Permissions
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Transactional and Fact Sheet Apps

Like the front-end PFCG role for the business catalog covered previously, SAP delivers

back-end PFCG roles for every transactional app and fact sheet app; for example, the

My Quotations app (refer to Figure 3.7) is delivered with a back-end authorization role

(PFCG) for the technical catalog. These roles include references to the corresponding

OData services, which are required to run the apps.

Transactional App Roles

Roles for the transactional apps don’t comprise authorizations for business data to

be displayed in the app. These authorizations are provided by the customer.

For the user to access this transactional app, the administrator must assign both the

back-end and front-end roles to the user. We’ll discuss this topic further in Chapter 4,

Section 4.3 and Section 4.4.

Fact Sheet Apps

For fact sheet apps, in addition to the OData service authorization, you need to autho-

rize users’ access to the underlying search models. You can find the search model

entries in the Authorizations tab of Transaction PFCG (Role Maintenance). Follow

these steps:

1. From your ABAP back-end server, run Transaction PFCG.

2. Enter a role name—for example, “SAP_SD_SALESORDER_APP”—and click .

3. Go to the Authorization tab, and click . You should now see the screen shown in

Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9  Fact Sheet Authorizations

You must add entries to the S_ESH_CONN authorization object in the Basis: Adminis-

tration subtree. Fill in the following fields (see Figure 3.9):
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3.4 Summary

� Request of Search Connector 

This value is the request for which a user receives search results.

� Search Connector ID 

This is the ID of the search connectors that the user will be allowed to explore.

� System ID 

This is the system ID that the user will be allowed to explore.

� Client 

This is the client taken into account during the search.

We’ll discuss this in further detail in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.2.

Analytical Apps

For a user to read KPI data, an SAP Fiori analytical app needs to be granted to app-spe-

cific roles in the SAP HANA server. For example, Figure 3.10 shows the role for a cash

position app that is assigned to a user.

Figure 3.10  SAP HANA App-Specific Roles

3.4    Summary

This chapter offered a foundation in the technologies and processes needed to con-

figure access control in SAP Fiori. Although this is a complex and involved topic with

many third-party technologies, the introduction provided here should kick-start con-

figuring your solution. We’ve provided you with an overview of how communication
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happens at different layers and how to secure the communication channels. At this

point, you should have a solid understanding of the different authentication meth-

ods supported in the SAP Fiori landscape and how to configure them in the front-end

and back-end servers. These roles and authorization concepts will be discussed

throughout the rest of the book.

We can now examine the SAP Fiori apps implementation process. We’ll cover how to

implement SAP Fiori transactional apps in detail in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4 

Implementing Transactional Apps

In this chapter, we’ll look at implementing transactional apps—from 

activating the SAPUI5 component to running the app.

As you’ve learned from the previous chapters, SAP Fiori transactional apps can be

implemented on an SAP HANA database or any database. Therefore, no matter what

the SAP Fiori system landscape may be (AS ABAP, SAP HANA database, or SAP HANA

XS), the major tasks for implementing transactional apps remain the same in all envi-

ronments. The ABAP front-end server infrastructure is comprised of the central UI

component with an SAPUI5 control library, SAP Fiori launchpad, and SAP Gateway

with OData enablement. We’ve installed and configured all these components in the

previous chapters. The ABAP back-end server contains the business logic, with the

front-end components accessing the back-end server through a trusted RFC connec-

tion.

Prerequisites

Before you proceed with the next steps, make sure the front-end and back-end com-

ponents for your app are already available in your system landscape (refer to Chapter

2, Section 2.5.1).

We’ll begin with the ABAP front-end server tasks. The front-end server (ABAP) con-

tains the UI layer with the product-specific UI components for the products and the

infrastructure components. We already activated the central UI add-on ICF services

in Chapter 2. We’ll now work on the central services relevant to this specific app. In

this section, we’ll use the Create Sales Order transactional app as an example.
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The following is an overview of the configuration tasks for transactional apps:

� Activate the SAPUI5 component.

� Activate OData services for the SAPUI5 applications in SAP Gateway.

� Set up the front-end roles, which involves the following subtasks:

– Copy the business catalog role that provides access to the relevant catalog in

SAP Fiori launchpad.

– Add start authorizations for the required OData service to the business role.

– Assign front-end roles to users.

� Set up the back-end roles, which involves the following subtasks:

– Copy the back-end authorization role that provides access to the back-end data.

– Assign back-end roles to users.

The following sections look in detail at these tasks for configuring the front-end and

back-end servers when implementing transactional apps.

4.1    Activating the SAPUI5 Component

During front-end configuration, the first step is to activate the ICF service via Trans-

action SICF (Activate and Maintain SAP Web Services). Transaction SICF is used to

maintain services for HTTP communication in the SAP system using the ICM and the

ICF. This is a software layer in the application server that provides an ABAP interface

for HTTP, HTTPS, and SMTP requests.

For security reasons, all ICF services are made available in an inactive state. When you

first install your new SAP system, standard SAP services may not be active, so you’ll

have to use Transaction SICF to activate them. Also, when you create a new web ser-

vice, you may have to activate it before it can be executed; otherwise, you may get an

error.

Now that you know what Transaction SICF is and what it does, you need to know

which service to activate to enable the Create Sales Order transactional app. For that,

you need to go to the app-specific page in the apps reference library. Follow the steps

in Chapter 2, Section 2.4 to get the SAPUI5 application name for the Create Sales Order

app (see Figure 4.1); copy the name.
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4.1 Activating the SAPUI5 Component

Figure 4.1  SAPUI5 Application

The first task is to activate the SAPUI5 application service on the ABAP front-end

server. To do so, follow these steps:

1. Run Transaction SICF (Maintain Services) on the front-end server, and press

(Enter).

2. Enter the Service Name (i.e., the technical name you copied in the previous step).

Press (F8) on the keyboard, or click the Execute icon (see Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2  Maintain Services

Note

If you can’t find the service on the SAP Gateway server (ABAP front-end), you haven’t

installed the SAP Fiori app UI components. Go back to Chapter 2, Section 2.5 for

instructions on installing the UI component.

3. Navigate to the path default_host • sap • bc • ui5_ui5 • sap.

4. Under this node, navigate to the SAPUI5 application for the Create Sales Order app:

sd_so_cre (see Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.3  SD_SO_CRE Service

5. To activate the service (SAPUI5 application), right-click it and select Activate Ser-

vice (see Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.4  Activating Service

6. In the dialog box that appears, click Yes with the hierarchy icon (see Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5  Activating with Hierarchy
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4.2 Activating the OData Services

We’ve successfully activated the ICF service. Now, let’s move on to activating the

OData service.

4.2    Activating the OData Services

In Chapter 3, we discussed how the SAP Fiori client, ABAP front-end, and ABAP back-

end communicate, and how apps send OData requests through the ABAP front-end

server to the ABAP back-end server securely by a trusted RFC. In this section, we’ll dis-

cuss how to activate the OData service. For those who are new to OData services, we’ll

discuss it in greater detail in Chapter 7. To keep it simple, OData is a standardized pro-

tocol built over existing HTTP and REST protocols to support CRUD operations for

creating and consuming data APIs.

To begin activating the OData services for your app, follow these steps:

1. From the app-specific page (Create Sales Order) in the apps reference library, copy

the technical name of the OData service from the oData Service section (see Figure

4.6).

Figure 4.6  OData Service for Create Sales Order App

2. Run Transaction /IWFND/MAINT_SERVICE to activate and maintain services on

the front-end server, and press (Enter).

3. On the Activate and Maintain Services page, click Add Service (see Figure 4.7).

Figure 4.7  Adding Service
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4. Enter the System Alias of your back-end system.

5. In the External Service Name field, enter the information shown in Figure 4.8.

Then, enter the Technical Service Name of the OData service for your app. (In this

example, it’s the technical name that you copied in Step 1.) Click Get Services.

Figure 4.8  Get Services

6. Select the service name in the Select Back-end Services section. From here, click

Add Selected Services (see Figure 4.9).

Figure 4.9  Adding Selected Service

7. Enter the Technical Service Name for the service in your customer namespace.

8. Assign a package, or click Local Object (see Figure 4.10).

9. Click Execute to save the service.

10. After the service is activated, you should receive a pop-up message, which you

can confirm (click the green checkmark; see Figure 4.11).
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4.2 Activating the OData Services

Figure 4.10  Assigning Package

Figure 4.11  Activation Confirmation

The service is now added and activated successfully!

Now, let’s check whether this service is responding by running it in a browser. To do

so, follow these steps:

1. Click the  button to go back to the Activate and Maintain Services screen.

2. Check whether the SAP System Alias is maintained correctly. If not, delete the alias

and add the correct one.

3. Select the ODATA node, and click Call Browser (see Figure 4.12).
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Figure 4.12  Calling OData Service

4. Select the Remember My Decision checkbox, and then click Allow (see Figure 4.13).

Figure 4.13  Allowing Access

You’ve now tested the service, and it works like a charm. Next, let’s check whether the

hash key is generated. A hash key is generated whenever you call a service. This key is

required for the generation of an authorization profile. You can restrict access to the

system on the system level.

You can verify the hash key generation in the hash key table. To do so, follow these

steps:

1. Return to SAP GUI (front-end server), and run Transaction SE16 to view the table

contents.

2. Enter “USOBHASH” in Table Name, and click on the Table Content button (see

Figure 4.14).
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4.2 Activating the OData Services

Figure 4.14  Hash Key Table

3. On the next screen, enter the following details, and click Execute (see Figure 4.15):

– PGMID: “r3tr” (program ID)

– OBJECT: “IWSG” (object type)

– OBJ_NAME: “ZSRA017*” (service name activated in the previous steps)

Figure 4.15  Selection Screen

You should see a table content screen, like the one in Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.16  Hash Key
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You’ve now activated the ICF and OData service successfully. The next step is to set

up the roles and authorizations for users to access this app.

4.3    ABAP Front-End Roles

This is the most important step in the app implementation process. SAP Fiori launch-

pad is the entry point for SAP Fiori apps. For users to access apps, certain business

user rights need to be assigned to those users.

SAP delivers standard technical content for every specific app; you can get the details

from the apps reference library (see Figure 4.17). For now, we’ll focus on just the PFCG

role for the business catalog, because that’s what we need in this step; all the other

components will be covered in subsequent chapters.

Figure 4.17  Technical Configuration

You need to understand this simple standard flow before you work with this content.

As shown in Figure 4.18, apps/tiles are assigned to catalogs, and these catalogs and

users are assigned to roles. Therefore, when a user logs in to SAP Fiori launchpad, it

will show only certain apps, depending on what roles the user is assigned to.
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4.3 ABAP Front-End Roles

Figure 4.18  Assigning Catalog and Users to Role

The PFCG role for the business catalog provides access to a sample of apps relevant

for specific business users. In our example, we’ll enable the Create Sales Order app for

sales representatives. Any user who has access to business role SAP_SD_BCR_FIELDSA-

LESREP_X1 will have access to the following apps as well in SAP Fiori launchpad:

� Create Sales Orders

� Change Sales Order

� Customer Invoices

� Track Sales Order

� Check Price and Availability

In the sections that follow, we’ll copy the business role and assign users to that role.

After roles are assigned to a user, SAP Fiori launchpad will display the apps included

in the catalog.

4.3.1    Copy Business Catalog Role

The first step in this process is to copy the template business role. The authorization

for the Create Sales Order app is included in the PFCG role for the business catalog for

SAP_SD_BCR_FIELDSALESREP_X1.

Follow these steps:

1. Run Transaction PFCG (Role Maintenance).

2. Enter the role name in the Role field.

CATALOG ROLE

USER

SAP_SD_BC_FIELDSALESREP_X1 SAP_SD_BCR_FIELDSALESREP_X1

Test User (ANILB)

Create Sales
Order
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3. Copy the business role to your customer namespace by clicking the Copy icon on

the top left (see Figure 4.19).

Figure 4.19  Copying Roles

4. Enter the new role name, and click Copy all in the pop-up window (see Figure 4.20).

Figure 4.20  Copying All Contents of Role

5. You’ll see a  notification on the bottom left after the role is copied.

4.3.2    Start Authorization

You’ve successfully copied the role, so now you need to add the start authorizations

for the activated OData services to launch the app. To do so, you need to assign the

start authorization to the business catalog role you copied in the previous section.

App-Specific OData Service

You must call the app-specific OData service at least once before you can assign start

authorizations for it (refer to Section 4.2).

Follow these steps to add OData start authorizations to the copied role on the front-

end server:

1. Edit the business role by clicking the Pencil icon  (see Figure 4.21).
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4.3 ABAP Front-End Roles

Figure 4.21  Editing Copied Role

2. Navigate to the Menu tab, and click the dropdown next to the Transaction button

(see Figure 4.22).

Figure 4.22  Inserting Node

3. Select the Authorization Default object from the dropdown (see Figure 4.23).

Figure 4.23  Authorization Default
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4. Select and fill the fields in the Service pop-up window, and search for the OData

service that you activated in the previous section. Enter the following relevant

information (see Figure 4.24):

– Authorization Default: TADIR Service

– Program ID: “R3TR”

– Obj. Type: IWSG

– TADIR Service: “ZSRA017*”

Figure 4.24  Search Service

5. Select the OData service from the search results, and click Execute (see Figure 4.25).

Figure 4.25  Selecting Service

6. Click Copy; you’ll see a notification at the bottom left after the entry is created (see

Figure 4.26).

Table TADIR

Table TADIR is the standard table in SAP used to store a directory of repository object

information.
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4.3 ABAP Front-End Roles

Figure 4.26  Adding Service

You should now see the service added to the role (see Figure 4.27).

Figure 4.27  TADIR Service

7. Navigate to the Authorization tab, and click the button next to the Profile Name

field to generate the authorization profile/propose profile name (see Figure 4.28).

8. Click the Pencil icon  next to Change Authorization Data.

9. Click Yes to save the role (see Figure 4.29).

10. Generate the role by clicking the Generate button on the next screen (see Figure

4.30).
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Figure 4.28  Change Authorization

Figure 4.29  Saving Role

Figure 4.30  Generating Role
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4.3 ABAP Front-End Roles

11. Check whether the role has generated correctly by double-clicking the last node in

the hierarchy (see Figure 4.31).

Figure 4.31  Service Name

You’ve successfully added the activated OData service to the business role, which you

copied from the SAP standard business role.

4.3.3    Assign Roles to Users

In the next step, we’ll assign this business catalog role to a user. After the user is

assigned to this role, he can view the Create Sales Orders app in SAP Fiori launchpad.

Follow these steps:

1. Run Transaction PFCG.

2. Enter the role name that you created in the previous section, and click  (see

Figure 4.32).

Figure 4.32  Editing Role

3. Navigate to the User tab, and add a new row (see Figure 4.33).

4. Enter the appropriate information in the User ID field, and press (Enter).
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Figure 4.33  User Name

5. After the user is added, click Save .

You’ve now successfully granted access to the Create Sales Order app to a user. To

recap, you first activated the ICF service of the SAPUI5 application, which activates

the UI layer of the app, and then you activated the OData service, which is responsible

for retrieving the data from the back-end. You then copied the standard catalog role

and assigned it to a user, which will grant access to view the app in SAP Fiori launch-

pad. Now that you’ve completed the front-end tasks, let’s complete the back-end

tasks to enable the user to view the data in the app.

Standard Roles

You can in fact assign the standard SAP_SD_BCR_FIELDSALESREP_X1 role to users to

give them access to the Sales Rep catalog and its apps/tiles. In this section, we

showed you how to copy the standard role and to create your own role because you’ll

encounter this task a lot in the real world. 

4.4    ABAP Back-End Roles

SAP delivers back-end roles for every app. These roles include references to the corre-

sponding OData services required to run the apps. In this section, we’ll copy the back-

end role and assign roles to users.
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4.4 ABAP Back-End Roles

4.4.1    Copy the Back-End Role

To copy the back-end role, you’ll follow the same steps as for the front-end server (i.e.,

to copy the front-end role; refer to Section 4.3). In this situation, you’ll be working

with a different role (i.e., back-end role) on the back-end server. You’ll copy the back-

end authorization shown in Figure 4.34.

Figure 4.34  ABAP Back-End Role

Now, follow these steps:

1. Log in to the ABAP back-end server.

2. Run Transaction PFCG (Role Maintenance).

3. Enter the role name, and click Copy on the top left.

4. Enter the new role name, and click Copy all in the Query pop-up window (see

Figure 4.35).

Figure 4.35  Copying Back-End Role Name

4.4.2    Assigning Roles to Users

Now, assign the custom role to a user by following these steps:

1. Log in to the ABAP back-end server.

2. Run Transaction PFCG.

3. Edit the role that you copied in the previous steps by clicking .

4. Navigate to the User tab, and add a new row.

5. Enter the user ID in the User ID field, press (Enter), then click Save (see Figure 4.36).
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Figure 4.36  Changing Role

You’ve successfully provided a user with access to the back-end data for the Create

Sales Order app. In the next section, you’ll test and run your new app.

4.5    Running the App

Now that you’ve configured both the ABAP back-end and front-end components,

you’re ready to run and view the data. Follow these steps:

1. Run SAP Fiori launchpad via http://<host>:<port>/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/ui2/ushell/shells/

abap/FioriLaunchpad.html.

2. Log in to SAP Fiori launchpad with the User ID you gave access to in the previous

sections. The business catalog with the Create Sales Order app should be visible

(see Figure 4.37).

Figure 4.37  SAP Fiori Launchpad
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3. Run the app by clicking the Create Sales Order tile; you should now be able to

launch the app (see Figure 4.38).

Figure 4.38  Create Sales Order App

You’ve successfully enabled the Create Sales Order app, with standard SAP roles, next

we’ll look at enabling the same Create Sales Order app with the custom role and cus-

tom catalog.

4.6    Custom Business Catalogs and Roles

In the previous section, we discussed how to enable the Create Sales Order transac-

tional app using the standard SAP business role (SAP_SD_BCR_FIELDSALESREP_X1) and

the standard SAP business catalog (SAP_SD_BC_FIELDSALESREP_X1). However, in a real-

world scenario, you might have to create your own catalogs and roles.

To demonstrate how to do this, let’s look at an example. User A is supposed to only

have access to the Create Sales Order transactional app. User B is supposed to only

have access to the Change Sales Order transactional app. However, both the apps are
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part of the same standard catalog (SAP_SD_BC_FIELDSALESREP_X1), so if you assign the

standard SAP business role to both users, then they both will be able to use the apps.

To address such scenarios, you must create custom business catalogs and custom

roles. In this exercise, we’ll show you how to do so.

4.6.1    Create a New Launchpad and Application

In this section, we’ll walk through how to create a new launchpad and application for

your custom business catalog. Follow these steps:

1. Log in to your ABAP front-end server, and run Transaction LPD_CUST.

2. Create a new launchpad by clicking the New Launchpad button (see Figure 4.39).

Figure 4.39  New Launchpad

3. Enter the field values shown in Figure 4.40.

Figure 4.40  Launchpad Role

4. Click Yes to ignore the namespace (see Figure 4.41).
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Figure 4.41  Ignoring Namespace

5. Create a new application by clicking New Application (see Figure 4.42).

Figure 4.42  New Application

6. Enter “Create Sales Order” in the Link Text field. From the Application Type drop-

down, select URL (see Figure 4.43).

Figure 4.43  Application Type
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7. Click the Edit button  next to the URL input box.

8. Enter “/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/sd_so_cre” in the URL box (see Figure 4.44).

Figure 4.44  Application Parameter

9. Click Show Advanced (Optional) Parameters.

10. Click the Edit button  next to the Application Alias input box.

11. Enter “SalesOrder” in the box.

12. Enter “SAPUI5.Component=cus.sd.salesorder” in the Additional Information box,

then click Save (see Figure 4.45).

Figure 4.45  Application Alias
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4.6.2    Create and Assign a Transport Request

Before we move to the next step, let’s discuss the transportation concepts in SAP Fiori

launchpad designer. You can launch SAP Fiori launchpad designer in two scopes:

� Customization scope 

http://hostname:port/sap/bc/_ui5/sap/arsrvc_upb_admn/main.html20?

sap-client=120&scope=CUST

� Configuration scope 

http://hostname:port/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/arsrvc_upb_admn/main.html20?

sap-client=120&scope=CONF

When you create, update, or delete a catalog or tile, all these actions must be cap-

tured. If you launch the SAP Fiori launchpad designer in a customization scope, these

actions are captured under the Customizing request. Similarly, when you launch it in

the configuration mode, the actions are captured in the workbench request. For test-

ing, the customization scope can be used, and then the content can be transported

through the Customizing request. Next, we’ll show you how to create and assign a

request via SAP Fiori launchpad designer.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to your ABAP server, and run Transaction SE01.

2. Create a new request by clicking .

3. Select Customizing request, and click  (see Figure 4.46).

Figure 4.46  Creating New Transport Request

4. Enter a Short Description, then click  (see Figure 4.47).

http://hostname:port/sap/bc/_ui5/sap/arsrvc_upb_admn/main.html20?
sap-client=120&scope=CUST
http://hostname:port/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/arsrvc_upb_admn/main.html20?
sap-client=120&scope=CONF
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Figure 4.47  Saving Request

You should now see the request, as shown in Figure 4.48.

Figure 4.48  Transport Request

5. Log in to SAP Fiori launchpad designer at http://hostname:port/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/

sap/arsrvc_upb_admn/main.html20?sap-client=120&scope=CUST.

6. Click  at the top-right corner.

7. Uncheck the None (Local Object) checkbox, then select the Customizing Request

from the dropdown box. Click OK (see Figure 4.49).

http://hostname:port/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/arsrvc_upb_admn/main.html20?sap-client=120&scope=CUST
http://hostname:port/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/arsrvc_upb_admn/main.html20?sap-client=120&scope=CUST
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Figure 4.49  Assigning Transport Request

4.6.3    Create a New Catalog

Now you’re all set to create, update, or delete catalogs or tiles, with all the actions cap-

tured in the transport requests. To create a new catalog, follow these steps:

1. From the SAP Fiori launchpad designer screen, click Catalogs (see Figure 4.50).

Figure 4.50  Selecting Catalogs

2. Create a new catalog by clicking +.

3. Select the Standard catalog, enter the details shown in Figure 4.51, and click Save.

Figure 4.51  Creating Catalog
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4.6.4    Create New Target Mapping

Next, you need to create a new target mapping. Follow these steps:

1. Select the catalog which you created in the previous step.

2. Click the Target Mapping icon , then click Create Target Mapping (see Figure

4.52).

Figure 4.52  Creating Target Mapping

3. Intent is a mechanism that allows end users to perform actions on semantic

objects. In the Intent section, select the semantic object by clicking , then man-

ually enter the action. Enter the information in the fields, as shown in Figure 4.53.

Figure 4.53  Intent Section

4. To configure the target, select SAP Fiori App using LPD_CUST from the dropdown

list, then enter the details shown in Figure 4.54. Click Save.

5. In the General section, configure the following fields (see Figure 4.55):

– Information

In this field, you can enter any important information or comments.
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– Device Types

Select all the devices; tiles will only be displayed for the devices selected here.

– Parameters

Define optional or mandatory parameters of the target mapping.

– Allow additional parameters

Allows passing additional parameters that aren’t defined in the parameters

table.

Figure 4.54  Target Section

Figure 4.55  General Section

6. Click Save.

7. Save the changes by clicking OK.
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4.6.5    Add a Static Tile

Next, you’ll add a new tile. Follow these steps:

1. Click the Tiles icon, then click + to add a tile (see Figure 4.56).

Figure 4.56  Adding Tile

There are three type of tiles, and each shows information differently (see Figure

4.57):

– Static tile

Displays static information, such as the title, subtitle, logo, and information.

– Dynamic tile

Displays all the information that the static tile displays, and shows the value

dynamically from the back-end. This value is refreshed depending on the

refresh interval that you set during tile creation.

– News tile

Streams a live news feed directly in your SAP Fiori launchpad.

Figure 4.57  Dynamic Tile and Static Tile

Title

Subtitle

Icon
Information

Number Unit

Dynamic Value

Static TileDynamic Tile
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2. Select the App Launcher—Static tile (see Figure 4.58).

Figure 4.58  Adding Static App Launcher

3. Enter “Create Sales Order” in the Title field, and select an icon from the Icon field

(see Figure 4.59).

Figure 4.59  General Section

4. Enter the following details in the Navigation section and click Save (see Figure

4.60):

– Semantic Object: “SalesOrder”

– Action: “create”

5. Click OK to confirm the changes.
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Figure 4.60  Navigation Section

4.6.6    Create the Custom Role and Add the Catalog

The next step is to add the catalog to a custom role, so first, let’s create a custom role

by following these steps:

1. Log in to your ABAP front-end server, and run Transaction PFCG (Role Mainte-

nance).

2. Enter the role name “Z_SAL_REP_ROLE”, and click Single Role (see Figure 4.61).

Figure 4.61  Role Maintenance
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3. Click Save.

4. Enter a meaningful description in the Description field (see Figure 4.62).

Figure 4.62  Changing Role

5. Click the Menu tab, then click  to insert the node (see Figure 4.63).

Figure 4.63  Inserting Node

6. Select SAP Fiori Tile Catalog from the menu (see Figure 4.64).

Figure 4.64  SAP Fiori Tile Catalog

7. Enter “Z_SAL_REP” in the Catalog ID field, then click  (see Figure 4.65).
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Figure 4.65  Assigning Tile Catalog

8. Navigate to the User tab, enter the User ID, and click  (see Figure 4.66).

Figure 4.66  Assigning User

9. Log in to SAP Fiori launchpad, and click  to open the ME area.

10. Click on App Finder (see Figure 4.67).

Figure 4.67  App Finder
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11. From the Catalogs dropdown box, select the Sales Rep Catalog (see Figure 4.68).

Figure 4.68  Selecting Custom Catalog

12. Click + to add the tile to a group.

13. Select the My Home checkbox, then click OK (see Figure 4.69).

Figure 4.69  Adding Tile to My Home Group

14. Click  to go back to the main page. You should now see the Create Sales Order

tile under the My Home group (see Figure 4.70).
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Figure 4.70  My Home Group

15. Click the tile to run the app (see Figure 4.71).

Figure 4.71  Create Sales Order App

Congratulations, you’ve successfully completed the exercise!
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4.7 Summary

4.7    Summary

In this chapter, we walked through the steps needed to implement a transactional

app. We first looked at the tasks to activate the SAPUI5 component and OData ser-

vices. We then looked at the ABAP front-end and back-end roles before running our

transactional app. Finally, we discussed how to create custom business catalogs and

roles.

In the next chapter, we’ll look at implementing fact sheet apps, which involves many

of the same steps as those for transactional apps.
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Chapter 5 

Implementing Fact Sheet Apps

This chapter walks through the implementation of fact sheet apps, 

including information on ABAP back-end roles and search connectors.

SAP Fiori fact sheet apps display contextual information and key facts about central

objects used in business operations. Fact sheets can be called from SAP Fiori launch-

pad or from other fact sheet, transactional, or analytical apps.

Although many of the ABAP front-end tasks for transactional and fact sheet apps are

similar, it’s important to understand where their differences lie in terms of imple-

mentation. From an architectural perspective, when compared to transactional apps,

the following points are true for fact sheet applications:

� Fact sheet apps must run only on an SAP HANA database system.

� Fact sheet apps require a reverse proxy.

� Fact sheet apps directly access search engines on the back-end server via the INA

search protocol.

� Fact sheet apps display data from the SAP HANA database through search models.

In this chapter, we’ll show you how to implement the Sales Order fact sheet app. The

following is an overview of the configuration tasks for fact sheet apps:

� Activate the SAPUI5 component.

� Activate OData services for the SAPUI5 applications in SAP Gateway.

� Assign an ABAP back-end role to the user.

� Create search connectors.

� Index search connectors.
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5.1    App Activation Tool

SAP released an SAP Fiori app to configure and activate SAP Fiori applications for SAP

Fiori launchpad. This SAP Fiori App Activation tool simplifies the activation of OData

and UI services for transactional apps and fact sheet apps by replacing the manual

activation process for OData services from Transaction SICF and the activation of UI

services from Transaction /IWFND/MAINT_SERVICE. Follow these steps to enable the

App Activation tool:

1. Install the SAPUIFT component on your SAP front-end server (Figure 5.1; see Chap-

ter 2, Section 2.5.1 for instructions about how to install a component).

Figure 5.1  Installing SAPUIFT

2. Run Transaction VSCANPROFILE and set the /UI2/FT_CONF_UI/BOM_UPLOAD

virus scan profile to Active (Figure 5.2).

3. Run Transaction /IWFND/MAINT_SERVICE and activate the /UI2/FT_CONFIG_UI

OData service (Figure 5.3; see Chapter 2, Section 2.6.1 for a refresher on how to acti-

vate OData services).
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Figure 5.2  Activating Virus Scan Profile

Figure 5.3  Activate Config UI Service
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4. Run Transaction SICF and activate the following UI services (see Chapter 4, Section

4.1):

– /SAP/BC/UI2/BOM_UPLOAD

– /SAP/BC/UI5_UI5/UI2/SAPCONFLP

5. Run Transaction PFCG and assign the SAP_FIORITECH_ADMIN role to the user who

needs access to the App Activation tool (see Figure 5.4).

Figure 5.4  Assigning User to Role

6. Log in to SAP Fiori launchpad as the user you assigned the role to in the previous

step. You should see the App Activation tile under the SAP Fiori Administration

group.

7. Download the metadata file from https://fioriappslibrary.hana.ondemand.com/

sap/fix/externalViewer/services/downloads/downloadServiceList.xsjs.

8. Run the App Activation tool by clicking the App Activation tile in SAP Fiori launch-

pad (see Figure 5.5).

Figure 5.5  App Activation Tile

https://fioriappslibrary.hana.ondemand.com/sap/fix/externalViewer/services/downloads/downloadServiceList.xsjs
https://fioriappslibrary.hana.ondemand.com/sap/fix/externalViewer/services/downloads/downloadServiceList.xsjs
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9. Click the Update Reference Library button.

10. Click Browse and select the services list XML file (Figure 5.6), which you down-

loaded in Step 7.

Figure 5.6  Uploading Reference Library

11. Click Upload. Once the upload is completed, click OK.

12. Search for the catalog that you would like to enable in the SAP Fiori Launchpad

(see Figure 5.7).

13. Choose the back-end system you want to connect to (see Figure 5.7).

Figure 5.7  App Activation
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14. Select the apps you want to activate by clicking the Activate button next to each

app, or you can activate all the apps in the catalog by clicking Activate All (see

Figure 5.7).

15. Change the Service Names to meet your requirements; assign a Package and the

required transport requests.

16. Once the apps are activated, a success message will appear in the catalog view.

Transactional Apps

You can use the App Activation tool to activate OData and UI services for transac-

tional apps as well. 

You’ve now activated OData and UI services that are required for the Sales Order fact

sheet app with the App Activation tool! 

You can also activate the same OData and UI services manually, so for your reference

we’ll walk you through how to do so in the next two sections. However, you can

choose to skip Section 5.2 and Section 5.3 if you’ve already activated a fact sheet app

using the App Activation tool.

5.2    Activating the SAPUI5 Component

The first step is to activate the SAPUI5 application for the Sales Order fact sheet app.

Figure 5.8 shows the SAPUI5 component details, which you can get from the apps ref-

erence library. You need to perform the same steps as those to activate the UI appli-

cation for the transactional apps (see Chapter 4, Section 4.1).

Figure 5.8  SAPUI5 Component (Apps Reference Library)

Figure 5.9 shows the activated SAPUI5 application for the Sales Order fact sheet app.
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5.3 Activating OData Services

Figure 5.9  App-Specific Services

5.3    Activating OData Services

In this section, we’ll activate OData services in the front-end server. You need to per-

form the same steps as in Chapter 4, Section 4.2. Figure 5.10 shows app-specific OData

service details from the apps reference library.

Figure 5.10  OData Service (Apps Reference Library)

Figure 5.11 shows the activated OData service for the Sales Order fact sheet app.
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Figure 5.11  App-Specific OData Service

5.4    Assign ABAP Back-End Roles

In this part of the implementation, we’ll assign a role to a user in the ABAP back-end

server, which will grant the user access to the search models in the ABAP back-end

server. In Chapter 4, Section 4.4.2, we showed you how to assign roles to a user. You

can follow the same process to assign the SAP_SD_SALESORDER_APP role to a user. Figure

5.12 shows the role details from the apps reference library.

Figure 5.12  ABAP Back-End Role

Figure 5.13 shows the app-specific role assigned to an end user.
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Figure 5.13  Assigned Back-End Role

5.5    Creating Search Connectors

SAP Fiori fact sheet apps are based on search models. To enable the use of fact sheet

apps, search connectors must be created for the underlying search models.

A connector is a runtime object corresponding to a search model. It’s a system-spe-

cific and client-specific object that’s created in Transaction ESH_COCKPIT. Most of

the data displayed in fact sheet apps comes from search models, which are transferred

to the front-end server using OData services.

To enable the use of a specific fact sheet app, the underlying search models must be

activated. When activating a search model, a search connector is created. The search

models that need to be activated for your app are listed in the app-specific implemen-

tation information in SAP Help at http://help.sap.com/fiori.

SAP Fiori Search

Before you work on the back-end changes, make sure you’ve set up SAP Fiori search

(see Chapter 2).

Fact sheet apps read business data via search connectors from the database. The cre-

ation of search connectors is therefore a prerequisite to using fact sheet apps.

http://help.sap.com/fiori.
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To create search connectors, you need the following authorizations (see Figure 5.14):

� SAP_ESH_BOS_SEARCH

� SAP_ESH_CR_ADMIN

Figure 5.14  Roles to Create Search Connectors

The SAP HANA–enabled search models for the search software component SAPAP-

PLH may only be used in SAP Fiori search. Figure 5.15 shows information from the

apps reference library for the search connectors and search models information of a

Sales Order fact sheet app.

Figure 5.15  Search Connectors for Sales Order Fact Sheet App
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Search Models

All the delivered search models can be found in SAP Note 1861013 in the SAP Business

Suite at http://service.sap.com/sap/support/notes/1999463.

5.5.1    Create Connectors Manually

You must activate the underlying search models by creating connectors to be able to

use a fact sheet app. We’ll go over the steps to create connectors for CUSTOMER_BILL_

DOC_H, and then you’ll need to repeat the steps to create connectors manually for all

the search models listed under the Search Connector section (see Figure 5.15).

The Connector Administrator cockpit is the central point from which to monitor and

manage search object connectors and to access monitoring and administration tools.

To create connectors manually, follow these steps:

1. Launch the Embedded Search Administration cockpit in the browser via http://

<host_name>:<port_number>/sap/es/cockpit.

Note

The <host_name> placeholder variable stands for the host and <port_number>

stands for the port that you use to reach the ABAP system.

You can also launch the Connector Administration cockpit using Transaction ESH_

COCKPIT.

2. Click Create (see Figure 5.16).

Note: If the models are grayed out, the search connectors are already created, and

you can skip this step.

Figure 5.16  Connector Administration Cockpit

http://service.sap.com/sap/support/notes/1999463
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3. Choose the software component that provides the required models (see Figure

5.17).

Figure 5.17  Select Software Component

4. In the list, select the required models you want to use with embedded search, then

click Create Connector.

5. Next, a background job is created to create the search connector. You can monitor

the job in Transaction SM37, where you’ll notice a job with the name ESH_<your

client>_C_<unique code> (see Figure 5.18).

Figure 5.18  Search Connector Job

Models

Models can reference other models. If this is the case, the system creates more than

one connector in the Embedded Search Administration cockpit, although you only

chose one connector model.
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5.6 Indexing Search Connectors

If you’re using the SAP HANA–based variant of embedded search, all connectors with

database support can be used directly for the search. For models that don’t provide

database support, you must start or schedule indexing.

5.5.2    Create Connectors Automatically

Instead of creating the connectors manually, you can generate them automatically

by using Transaction STC01 (ABAP Task Manager). The SAP_ESH_CREATE_INDEX_SC task

list is available for this purpose; use this task list to create the connectors automati-

cally and then index them immediately (Figure 5.19).

Figure 5.19  Search Connector Task List

5.6    Indexing Search Connectors

In the previous section, you created a connector, but to make the objects in the con-

nector available in the search, you must schedule indexing for that connector.

In the SAP HANA–based variant, indexing runs either as full indexing or as delta

indexing. This depends on whether the underlying model supports delta transfers

and on the settings you define for indexing.

Follow these steps to index the connector previously created:

1. In the Connector Administration cockpit (Figure 5.20), choose the connectors you

want to schedule indexing for, then select Actions • Schedule Indexing.
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Figure 5.20  Scheduling Indexing

2. On the next screen, below Object Type, select one or more search and analysis

models (see Figure 5.21).

Figure 5.21  Selecting Object Type

Entry Screen

The entry screen allows you to make settings for more than one model at the same

time.
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5.6 Indexing Search Connectors

3. To trigger indexing immediately, select the Start Immediately checkbox. Alterna-

tively, you can schedule indexing to run later. To do so, specify a start time.

In addition, you can select multiple objects and schedule indexes for all at the

same time using the input form (see Figure 5.22).

Figure 5.22  Input Form

4. Choose to schedule indexing immediately, or you can start it at a specific date and

time.

5. You can choose to index data in real time by checking the box next to Real-Time

Indexing under the Recurrence Period section. Here, you need to define the recur-

rence period as well (i.e., months, weeks, days, or hours).

6. If you want to perform a full indexing run, click the Full Indexing Mode dropdown

option, and select either Keep Index Content or Clear Index Content.

The Keep Index Content mode will retain the existing index. The Clear Index Content

mode will delete the index completely and recreate it. If you don’t choose a mode, the

system will perform delta indexing.

You’ve now completed all the configuration steps required to enable a fact sheet app.

Before you run the app, let’s test the search connector via Web Dynpro:

Note

SAP blacklisted the ESH_SEARCH transaction from SAP S/4HANA 1511, so you can

ignore this step if your system landscape is on SAP S/4HANA 1511 or higher.

1. Run Transaction ESH_SEARCH.

2. Enter “Sales Order” in the Search For field (see Figure 5.23). You should see the

search results for the Sales Order app.
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Figure 5.23  Testing Search

3. Click Details to see the details of the entity type.

Now, you’re all set to run the app on SAP Fiori launchpad!

5.7    Running the App

Fact sheet apps can be called from the results of an SAP Fiori search, or from the drop-

down box next to the search window. To access the Sales Order fact sheet app, follow

these steps:

1. Log in to SAP Fiori launchpad.

2. Use the SAP Fiori search in SAP Fiori launchpad to narrow down the search results

to Sales Order business objects. Enter the term “sales order” in the Search field and

press (Enter). You’ll see search results based on Sales Order (see Figure 5.24).

3. From the search results, you should be able to open the Sales Order fact sheet app

by clicking one of the result sets (see Figure 5.25).
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Figure 5.24  Search Sales Orders

Figure 5.25  Sales Order Fact Sheet
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5.8    Summary

In this chapter, we looked at the implementation steps for fact sheet apps. Many of

the steps are like those for transactional apps; however, there are still some fact

sheet-specific steps that needed to be covered, such as specific ABAP back-end roles,

creating search connectors, and indexing search connectors. In the next chapter,

we’ll look at implementing the last of the three SAP Fiori app types: analytical apps.
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Chapter 6 

Implementing Analytical Apps

This chapter walks through implementing analytical apps with and 

without the SAP Smart Business modeler.

In Chapter 1, we discussed the architecture and communication channels among dif-

ferent layers for analytical apps. In this chapter, we’ll provide step-by-step instruc-

tions for implementing analytical apps run on an SAP HANA database, which use

VDMs. We’ll use examples based on the Days Sales Outstanding app and the Profit

Analysis app, but these steps apply to most analytical app implementations.

In Section 6.1, we’ll begin with an overview of standard analytical apps and analytical

apps created using SAP Smart Business modeler; the latter are enriched analytical

apps with real-time KPI data and are designed for specific business roles. We’ll

include in our discussion the SAP Fiori roles for different LOBs. We’ll then look at the

prerequisites that need to be covered prior to implementing the Days Sales Out-

standing app in Section 6.2 before we dive into the KPI modeling steps.

In Section 6.3, we’ll discuss the SAP Smart Business modeler and model a KPI using an

example based on the Days Sales Outstanding app. In addition, we’ll cover the techni-

cal aspects of the SAP Smart Business modeler and show you how to leverage them in

conjunction with an analytical app. You’ll then learn how to create a generic drill-

down application using the SAP Smart Business modeler. At the end of this section,

we’ll show you how to create your own catalogs and groups to enable the app.

In Section 6.4, we’ll introduce you to analytical apps that don’t require the SAP Smart

Business modeler to implement them. We’ll use an example based on the Profit Ana-

lysis app and provide high-level steps for how to implement them. As previously

mentioned, these steps apply to most analytical apps that don’t use the SAP Smart

Business modeler.
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6.1    Overview

SAP Fiori analytical apps are the new UX for SAP Business Suite powered by SAP

HANA and are developed using SAPUI5. These apps allow real-time insights into your

business by displaying KPIs, allowing you to make faster, better decisions. In this

chapter, we’ll show you how to configure both analytical app types with examples

based on the Days Sales Outstanding app and the Profit Analysis app, respectively.

There are two types of apps under the analytical umbrella:

1. Analytical apps (nonsmart apps)

These apps provide real-time information about large volumes of data.

2. Analytical apps designed using SAP Smart Business modeler 

These apps closely monitor the most important KPIs. SAP Smart Business apps are

analytical apps that offer drilldown capabilities based on the SAP Smart Business

framework.

In Chapter 1, we discussed SAP Fiori roles for different LOBs. For example, in the SAP

UX for the finance LOB, you have accounts payable, accountant, cash manager, and

GL accountant roles. Certain apps can be configured for each of these roles. Figure 6.1

shows an SAP Smart Business product called SAP Smart Business for SAP S/4HANA

Finance (formerly SAP Smart Business for SAP Simple Finance). This product contains

one or more analytical apps. Similarly, for each LOB, there are different SAP Smart

Business products.

Figure 6.1  SAP Smart Business for SAP S/4HANA Finance

SAP Smart Business for Accounts Receivable
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6.2 Implementation Prerequisites

These apps provide real-time insight into your business. For example, Figure 6.1

shows your company’s collection progress, days sales outstanding, and other KPIs.

You’ll be able to further drill down from this KPI or an operational performance indi-

cator (OPI) to a detailed analysis. In the next section, we’ll show you how to model a

KPI or OPI and how to drill down from that KPI tile.

What Are KPIs and OPIs?

Both KPIs and OPIs relate to the vital metrics of an aspect of your business, approach-

ing them from different perspectives that are crucial to the success of your business.

KPIs look at broad categories, such as the sales of a particular region, and OPIs focus

on a specific measure of a specific function or operation—for example, orders pro-

cessed per shift.

The following are some of the key benefits of analytical apps designed using the SAP

Smart Business modeler (smart apps):

� They offer role-based access to all relevant information, such as KPIs, OPIs, news-

feeds, specific tasks, trends, and alerts.

� You can easily build your own KPIs with threshold values and color-coded visual-

izations.

� You can create a drilldown from one application to another, to an SAP Business-

Objects Lumira storyboard, or to an SAP BusinessObjects Design Studio applica-

tion.

� They provide end-to-end insight into action scenarios, including simulation and

forecasting.

We’ve now covered some of the basic concepts of analytical apps. Before you enable

and implement the two types of analytical apps, let’s review some of the prerequi-

sites.

6.2    Implementation Prerequisites

Several prerequisites need to be fulfilled prior to implementation to configure ana-

lytical apps. In Chapter 2, Section 2.5.3, we covered all the components that must be

installed on SAP HANA and the ABAP front-end and back-end servers.
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The following is a quick checklist of components that should be installed and config-

ured in your system:

� Install the KPI framework on the ABAP front-end server.

� Enable the KPI framework on the SAP HANA server.

� Install SAP Gateway on the ABAP front-end server.

� Install the central UI components.

� Install the following SAP Smart Business products on the ABAP front-end server:

– SAP Smart Business for CRM 1.0

– SAP Smart Business for FCC 1.0

– SAP Smart Business for ERP 1.0

– SAP Smart Business for GRC 1.0

– SAP Smart Business for EM 1.0

– SAP Smart Business for TM 1.0

� Configure SAP Web Dispatcher.

� Install the SAP HANA Application Lifecycle Manager (HALM).

� Enable SAP HANA authentication and SSO.

� Assign the PFCG role /UI2/SAP_KPIMOD_TCR_S to your front-end user.

� Assign the sap.hba.r.sb.core.roles::SAP_SMART_BUSINESS_MODELER role to your

SAP HANA user to access the SAP Smart Business modeler.

Important!

You must implement the SAP Notes required for each specific app. Refer to the app-

specific online help at http://help.sap.com/fiori.

By now, you know that analytical apps run on an SAP HANA database that houses KPI

data. For users to access the data from the SAP HANA database, you need to provide

access to SAP HANA from the ABAP front-end server. For that, you need to enable

user access to the KPI data (see Chapter 3, Section 3.2 and Section 3.3).

There are two ways to implement analytical apps, and the implementation differs

according to the type of app that you want to use:

� Analytical apps launched using the KPI tile 

For these types of apps, you can either model your KPI or use predefined KPIs

with the SAP Smart Business modeler apps. In addition, you can even configure a

http://help.sap.com/fiori
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generic drilldown using a predefined template or a custom drilldown. We’ll cover

this implementation method in Section 6.3.

� Analytical app that uses the app launcher tile 

App-specific content is provided for these types of apps. This content defines what

to display and how to display it in SAP Fiori launchpad. You can’t adapt or config-

ure the information displayed by these apps. We’ll cover this implementation

method in Section 6.4.

We’ll begin by implementing analytical apps using the SAP Smart Business modeler.

6.3    Analytical Apps with the SAP Smart Business Modeler

The SAP Smart Business Modeler is a tool delivered as part of the SAP Smart Business

suite. This tool allows you to model KPIs and report tiles that enable targeted moni-

toring of key business data using SAP Fiori launchpad.

You can define KPIs and reports in the SAP Smart Business modeler to which you can

apply different evaluations so that you can respond to the ever-changing business

landscape. You can even add additional perspectives on the relevant data with drill-

down views that are accessed through the KPI tile.

Analytical apps using the SAP Smart Business modeler are launched via KPI tiles. The

Days Sales Outstanding app allows users to filter and drill down by various dimen-

sions, then check the days sales outstanding data by customer country and company

code. As you did in Chapters 4 and 5 for transactional and fact sheet apps, refer to the

SAP Fiori apps reference library for information about the app that you’ll be imple-

menting in the next section.

Now, we’ll show you step-by-step instructions for how to create a Days Sales Out-

standing analytical app using the SAP Smart Business modeler and how to add a drill-

down from the KPI tile. The first step is to create a KPI.

6.3.1    Create the KPI

Create a KPI by following these steps:

1. Log in to SAP Fiori launchpad.

2. Click the Create KPI app under the KPI Design group (see Figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.2  Create KPI

KPI Design Group

If you don’t see the KPI Design group in SAP Fiori launchpad, refer to Chapter 2, Sec-

tion 2.6.4, and grant user access to KPI Design.

3. In the next screen, you need to fill in the following mandatory details about the

KPI (see Figure 6.3):

– Title: Enter a meaningful name, which will appear in the tile header at runtime.

Here, we entered “Days Sales Outstanding (KPI)”.

– Additional Languages (optional): To create a KPI tile in different language, select

a language from the list.

– Description (optional): Enter “Total Days Sales Outstanding for the last 12

months”.

– Goal Type: This indicates which kind of KPI value is meaningful for the applica-

tion. Choose from three options:

– Maximizing (Higher is better): The higher, the better—for example, profit-

related KPI values.

– Minimizing (Lower is better): The lower, the better—for example, cost-

related KPI values.
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– Target (Closer to target is better): The closer value is to the target, the bet-

ter—for example, attrition rate.

Here, we chose Minimum (Lower is better).

– Tags (optional): Enter these to search more easily for your KPI.

– Owner Name (optional): Enter the name of the person responsible for executing

the KPI.

– Owner ID And Email (optional): Enter the details of the owner.

Figure 6.3  KPI Parameters

4. Scroll down to the next section, and select the values by clicking   (see Figure

6.4).

5. The following fields are displayed in Figure 6.4:

– CDS View: This is the source for this Days Sales Outstanding app. Select C_Days-

SalesOutstanding.

– OData Service: This is the path of the OData service responsible for aggregating

the data. Enter “/sap/opu/odata/sap/C_DAYSSALESOUTSTANDING_CDS”.

– Entity Set: This provides the metadata of the OData service of the SAP HANA cal-

culation view. Enter “C_DAYSSALESOUTSTANDINGResults”.

– Value Measure: Select only one value from this dropdown. Again, select

DaysSalesOutstanding.
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– Additional Information (optional): You can enter additional information about

the data source in this field.

– Semantic Object/Action (optional): You can leave this blank, because you’re

using the default drilldown feature of SAP Smart Business apps.

Figure 6.4  Data Source

6. After the fields have been filled, click Activate and Add Evaluation.

7. In the next screen you can either assign the changes to a transport, or save it as a

Local Object.

6.3.2    Create Evaluations for the KPI

An evaluation defines what information about the KPI or report is visible to the user

at runtime. It’s a combination of variants/filters, thresholds, parameters, trends, and

authorizations that are applied to a KPI or a report. You can create and activate eval-

uations for KPIs or OPIs, and several different evaluations can be applied to a single

KPI or report.

Let’s now create evaluations for the KPIs. Follow these steps:

1. Enter the values shown in Figure 6.5 in the Parameters section.
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Figure 6.5  Evaluation Parameters

2. Scroll down and verify the Data Source fields. In this section, you have additional

options (see Figure 6.6):

– Scaling Factor: You can select the scaling factor based on the value that you’re

expecting:

– Auto: Value is scaled to the available space. (We selected this option.)

– Kilo: Value is displayed in multiples of one thousand.

– Million: Value is displayed in multiples of one million.

– Billion: Value is displayed in multiples of one billion.

– Percent: Value is displayed as a percentage.

– Decimal Precision: You can choose appropriate decimal formats as well. Here,

we selected Auto.

All the values that are configured in tiles, drilldowns, and tables for all measures

of the selected evaluation are formatted by Decimal Precision. Only two decimal

places are displayed to the right of the decimal point when the measure rep-

resents currency.
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Figure 6.6  Evaluation Data Source

3. Next, you need to add variants/input parameters. A variant is a set of filter settings

and input parameters that you define to achieve a particular perspective on a KPI

or a report. Variants can be created without reference to a specific KPI or report

because they’re global in nature.

4. Scroll down to the Input Parameters and Filters section. Add the input parameters

expected in the calculation view (see Figure 6.7):

– Display Currency Equal to (=) USD

– Exchange Rate Type Equal to (=) M

– Months for Calculation of Rolling Average for Receivables Equal to (=) 1

– Months for Calculation of Rolling Average for Revenue Equal to (=) 1
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Figure 6.7  Input Parameters and Filters

5. Next, you need to add the Target, Thresholds, and Trend values. The thresholds

defined for the KPI evaluation are determined by the Goal Type you selected for

the KPI earlier in Figure 6.3:

– Critical: Enter “100”

– Warning: Enter “30”

– Target: Enter “10”

Critical, Warning, and Target values are the threshold values of a KPI. These

depend on the goal type selected previously. For example, if you select Lower is

Better, then your Critical and Warning values should be high. Therefore, when the

KPI value is above 100, the KPI value color turns red, and when the KPI value is

below 29, the KPI value color turns green. When the color is yellow, this indicates

that the KPI has a value between 30 and 99 (see Figure 6.8).

6. Click Activate and Configure Tile.

You’ve now successfully created the KPI with the evaluation and activated the evalu-

ation. In the next step, you’ll configure the KPI tile.
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Figure 6.8  Target, Thresholds, and Trend

6.3.3    Configure the KPI Tile

A KPI tile is the graphical representation of the evaluation of the KPI, which is visible

to the user at runtime. The KPI is displayed in a tile. When you click the tile in SAP

Fiori launchpad, you’ll be able to drill down into the details. There are six types of KPI

tiles:

1. Numeric tile 

The aggregated value of the KPI measure of the evaluation that you created in Sec-

tion 6.3.2 is displayed in the tile. In this tile, data is displayed in numeric format.

The color of the value displayed depends on the threshold values, which you cre-

ated with critical and warning values (see Figure 6.9).
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Figure 6.9  Numeric Tile

2. Deviation tile 

In this tile, data is displayed graphically in the form of a bullet chart that shows the

current value of the KPI in relation to the target value and its thresholds (see

Figure 6.10).

Figure 6.10  Deviation Tile

3. Trend tile 

For this title, data is displayed graphically in the form of a line chart showing the

trend over time. You must enter a time dimension representing a duration to visu-

alize this tile (see Figure 6.11).

Figure 6.11  Trend Tile

4. Comparison tile 

With this tile, you select a dimension to show the top KPI values in comparison to

each other. For example, if you select Country as a dimension, you’ll see a compar-

ison of the values for the countries contributing to this KPI (see Figure 6.12).
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Figure 6.12  Comparison Tile

5. Comparison tile, multiple measures 

This tile is like the comparison tile, but instead of comparing dimensions, you

compare different measures. You can select a maximum of three measures and

must select at least two measures for this tile (see Figure 6.13).

Figure 6.13  Comparison Tile, Multiple Measures

6. Dual tile 

This tile shows two tile types in a single tile. The left part of this tile always displays

the numeric tile; on the right side, you can select any chart that’s supported (see

Figure 6.14).

Figure 6.14  Dual Tile

Let’s now look at how to configure a KPI tile, using the numeric tile as an example:

1. After clicking Activate and Configure Tile in the previous steps, you should see the

screen shown in Figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.15  Configuring Tile

2. Enter the following details, as shown in Figure 6.16:

– Tile Format: Select Numeric Tile from the dropdown list.

– Title: Enter “Days Sales Outstanding (KPI)”.

– Catalog: Enter “/UI2/SAP_KPIFRW5_TC_S”.

– Select Drill-Down: Choose Generic.

Figure 6.16  Tile Parameters
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3. Click Save.

4. Return to the home screen by clicking .

That’s it! You’ve successfully created a KPI tile. Now users will see this KPI tile in SAP

Fiori launchpad. The next step is to create a generic drilldown so that when users click

on the tile they will see the detail level. A drilldown can be a generic drilldown appli-

cation, which we’ll be covering in the next section, or it can even be a drilldown to

another application, such as SAP Lumira or a custom application.

6.3.4    Configure the KPI Drilldown

When you click on a KPI tile, it will take you to a drilldown application. This function-

ality is configured using the Configure Drill-Down app. You can create your own drill-

down applications with different kinds of charts, tables, and filters, and you can

customize them with different colors as well. A drilldown application contains views

with tables and charts. In this section, we’ll look at configuring the KPI drilldown by

creating views, configuring the KPI header, and creating filters.

Create Views

In this section, we’ll show you how to create views using the dimensions and mea-

sures from the KPI evaluation. Follow these steps:

1. From SAP Fiori launchpad, click the Configure Drill-Down app (see Figure 6.17).

Figure 6.17  Configure Drill-Down App

2. Select the evaluation, and click Configure (see Figure 6.18).

3. Follow the below steps to add the first view, Last 12 Months by Customer Country.

4. Select Country Key from the Dimension list (see Figure 6.19).

5. Click the Measures tab, select Days Sales Outstanding, and click OK (see Figure

6.19).
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Figure 6.18  Configuring Drilldown

Figure 6.19  Selecting Dimensions and Measures
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You should now see the dimension and the measure that you selected, as shown in

Figure 6.20.

Figure 6.20  Selected Measures and Dimensions

6. You can sort the dimensions by clicking the Sort Order dropdown list (see Figure

6.21).

Figure 6.21  Dimension Settings

7. In addition, you can configure views to provide additional insights into the KPI

data. You can add a chart, add a table, or add both. The available visualization types

are Bar chart, Column chart, Line chart, Columns and Lines combination chart,

Bubble chart, Table, and Donut chart, as shown in Figure 6.22.

8. You can further configure the charts by choosing different color schemes, select-

ing single or dual axis, and formatting the value displayed in the chart (see Figure

6.23).
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Figure 6.22  Selecting Visualization Type

Figure 6.23  Additional Visualization Properties

9. As shown in Figure 6.24, enter or select the following fields:

– Visualization Type: Select the type of visualization that you want to add to the

view. Here, we selected Column.

– View Title: Enter “Last 12 Months by Customer Country”.
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– View Title: This view name will be visible to the user during runtime. Select Last

12 Months by Customer Country.

– Set Data Limit (optional): You can set the maximum number of records that can

be retrieved during runtime.

– Data: You can develop a view with the dummy data as well. Select Actual Back-

end Data.

Figure 6.24  First View

10. Click OK.

Drilldown Application

You don’t need to activate the drilldown application; changes are available immedi-

ately, as soon as you save the application.

We’ve successfully created the Last 12 Months by Customer Company view. You can

create several views and switch between different views during runtime.

Let’s add one more view: Days Sales Outstanding by Company Code. Follow these

steps:
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1. Click , as shown in Figure 6.25.

Figure 6.25  Adding View

2. Select the Company Code from the Dimension list, and click OK (see Figure 6.26).

Figure 6.26  Dimensions
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3. Select or enter the following details, as shown in Figure 6.27:

– Visualization Type: Choose Column.

– View Title: Enter “Last 12 Months by Company Code”.

Figure 6.27  View Details

4. Click Ok.

With these views, you can analyze data in several formats and with different selection

criteria to allow for better insight into the business processes from different perspec-

tives.

Configure the KPI Header

In the previous section, you created two views in the drilldown app. The next step in

this process is to configure the KPI header, the header area of the KPI drilldown app.

You can add mini charts in the header section, and these mini charts can be created

on multiple measures. To configure the header, follow these steps:

1. Click  from the Header section, as shown in Figure 6.28.
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Figure 6.28  Adding KPI Header

2. Select a Mini Chart; in this example, we selected Actual Vs. Target (see Figure 6.29).

Figure 6.29  Selecting Mini Chart

Create Filters

The next available option is to create filters. You can specify up to five filters that

allow you to look at the drilldown data from different perspectives. Follow these

steps:

1. Click  to add filters.

2. Select the Display Currency, Customer, and Region filters, and click OK (see Figure

6.30).
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Figure 6.30  Selecting Filters

3. Click Save Configuration.

You’ve now successfully created a numeric KPI tile with an evaluation and created a

drilldown with two views. The KPI tile is now ready to be made available to users on

SAP Fiori launchpad.

6.3.5    Assign Roles to Users to Access SAP HANA Data

Users launch analytical apps from SAP Fiori launchpad, then SAP Web Dispatcher

directs the OData request from the client to SAP HANA XS. Both the data and the KPI

definitions are stored in the SAP HANA system. Therefore, for users to access the data

and the KPI definitions from the SAP HANA system, you need to ensure that they’re

given the correct access rights.

In Chapter 2, we gave you an overview of the SAP Fiori architecture with the SAP

HANA XS landscape. SAP HANA XS contains the SAP Fiori app content, KPI modeling

framework, generic drilldown, and VDM reuse content. SAP HANA XS reads data from

the SAP HANA database. Using the OData services that require authorizations (i.e.,
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SAP HANA privileges), these privileges are grouped together in roles, and these roles

are assigned to SAP HANA database users.

There are certain generic roles that must be assigned to all users. In Chapter 2, we dis-

cussed these roles in greater detail. In addition to generic roles, SAP delivers a role for

each analytical app, which includes all app-specific privileges as well. For users who

need access to a specific app, you need to assign the correct app-specific role to the

user.

SAP HANA Role

For more information on the SAP HANA role for a specific app, refer to the app-spe-

cific documentation.

Figure 6.31 shows the Days Sales Outstanding app-specific role that has to be assigned

to a user for the user to read the KPI data from the SAP HANA system.

Figure 6.31  App-Specific Configuration Details

To assign this role to a specific user in the SAP HANA system, follow these steps:

1. Log in to SAP HANA Studio.

2. Under the SAP HANA system (HDB SYSTEM), choose Security • Users.
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3. Double-click the user name (see Figure 6.32).

Figure 6.32  SAP HANA Users

4. Click the + button on the Granted Roles tab (see Figure 6.33).

Figure 6.33  Granted Roles

5. Search for and then select the sap.hba.r.sfin700.roles::SapSmartBusinessRe-

ceivablesManager role, then click OK (see Figure 6.34).
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Figure 6.34  Selecting Role

6. Click the Deploy icon  to save the changes.

You’ve successfully enabled the user to access data from the SAP HANA database.

6.3.6    Enable the App for Access in SAP Fiori Launchpad

After the ICF service is activated, the next step is to assign authorizations to the user

to access the SAP KPI catalog in SAP Fiori launchpad. By now, you know that SAP Fiori

launchpad is the entry point for SAP Fiori apps. For users, SAP Fiori launchpad dis-

plays the apps that have been assigned to the catalog designated for a user’s role.

Therefore, users who have the role SAP_KPIFRW5_TCR_S assigned to their user IDs will

have access to the KPI’s catalog.

Via Transaction PFCG (Role Maintenance), you can grant access to a user to the role

SAP_KPIFRW5_TCR_S. This role allows the user to view all the analytical apps that are

activated using the SAP Smart Business modeler. Refer back to Chapter 4, Section 4.3.3

for a refresher on how to assign roles to a user. Figure 6.35 shows the role assigned to

an end user using Transaction PFCG.
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Figure 6.35  Adding User to Role

You’ve successfully assigned the SAP standard role to a user, who now has access to

all the analytical apps. You created the Days Sales Outstanding app with the SAP

Smart Business modeler, and all the analytical apps that are created using the SAP

Smart Business modeler are automatically added to the predefined KPI catalog in SAP

Fiori launchpad. After you activate the app in the SAP Smart Business modeler, it’s

automatically added to the KPI Catalog category.

Follow these steps to add the app to SAP Fiori launchpad:

1. Log in to SAP Fiori launchpad with the User ID you accessed in the previous steps

(see Figure 6.35).

2. Navigate to the ME area by clicking , and click App Finder

3. Select SAP: KPIs from the catalog dropdown list, as shown in Figure 6.36.

Figure 6.36  SAP KPIs
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You should now see the app that you created and activated in earlier steps (see

Figure 6.37).

Figure 6.37  Days Sales Outstanding Custom App

4. Click the + button, add the app to your My Home group by checking the corre-

sponding box, and then click OK (see Figure 6.38).

Figure 6.38  Adding App to My Home Group

5. Return to the home screen by clicking the  button.
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6. You should now see the Days Sales Outstanding app under the My Home group, as

shown in Figure 6.39.

Figure 6.39  My Home Group

7. Click the app to see the two views you created previously (see Figure 6.40).

Figure 6.40  Days Sales Outstanding App with Custom Views
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8. Toggle between the table view and the chart view by clicking the buttons above the

chart. In addition, you can zoom in, zoom out, or view the app full screen by using

the buttons shown in Figure 6.41.

Figure 6.41  View Features

You should now understand the basics of creating an analytical app with the SAP

Smart Business modeler and how to grant access to users. In the next section, we’ll

discuss a more advanced topic: assigning an app using a custom role.

6.3.7    Assign the App Using a Custom Role

In a real-world scenario, you wouldn’t want to give access to all analytical apps to

your users (i.e., any user assigned to the SAP_KPIFRW5_TCR_S role will have access to all

the apps). In this section, we’ll show you how to create a custom catalog and role to

give access to specific analytical apps in SAP Fiori launchpad.

In Chapter 4, Section 4.6, we discussed how to create a custom catalog and custom

role for a transactional app. You’ll be following a similar process for nonsmart analyt-

ical apps.

To enable your app with custom roles and catalogs, you must complete the following

steps:

1. Log in to your ABAP front-end server, and run Transaction LPD_CUST.

2. Create a new launchpad by clicking the New Launchpad button.

3. Enter the fields as shown in Figure 6.42, and click Confirm.

Chart view

Table
view

Legend
hide/display

Zoom
in

Zoom
out

Full screen
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Figure 6.42  New Launchpad

4. Click Yes to ignore the namespace.

5. Create a new application by clicking New Application.

6. Enter “Days Sales Outstanding (KPI)” in the Link Text field. From the Application

Type dropdown list, select URL. Click the Edit button next to the URL input box.

Enter “/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/ca_kpi/drilldown/” in the URL box (see Figure 6.43).

Figure 6.43  App Parameters

7. Click Show Advanced (Optional) Parameters.

8. Click the Edit button next to the Application Alias input box. Enter “analyzeKPIDe-

tails” in the box. Enter “SAPUI5.Component=drilldown” in the Additional Informa-

tion box (see Figure 6.44).
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Figure 6.44  Application-Related Parameters

9. Click Save.

10. Log in to the SAP Fiori launchpad designer at http://hostname:port/sap/bc/ui5_

ui5/sap/arsrvc_upb_admn/main.html20?sap-client=120&scope=CUST.

11. Click Catalogs.

12. Create a new catalog by clicking + at the bottom of the screen.

13. Enter the Title and the catalog ID shown in Figure 6.45.

Figure 6.45  Create Catalog

14. Click Save.

http://hostname:port/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/arsrvc_upb_admn/main.html20?sap-client=120&scope=CUST
http://hostname:port/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/arsrvc_upb_admn/main.html20?sap-client=120&scope=CUST
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15. Select the catalog you created in the previous step.

16. Click the Target Mapping icon .

17. Click Create Target Mapping.

In the next steps, you’ll define the target mapping, but before that, let’s explore some

of the components of target mapping.

An intent allows users to perform actions on semantic objects. In this example, we

choose *, which means we want to navigate to all the analytical apps and analyze all

the details. The Intent area of the screen lets you perform actions without worrying

about the technical part of the navigational target.

Intent has the following components (see Figure 6.46):

� Semantic Object 

Represents business entities, such as a product or sales order. You can bundle apps

that reflect a specific scenario. In this exercise, we’re specifying a generic semantic

object, which allows you to analyze all the semantic objects in a standardized way.

� Action 

Defines which operations are performed on the semantic object—for example,

displaying a purchase order. Here, display is the action, and the purchase order is

the semantic object.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the details in the Intent section as shown in Figure 6.46.

Figure 6.46  Intent and Target
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2. In the Target section, enter the details of the custom launchpad you created previ-

ously.

3. Click Save.

4. Select the Group tab in the SAP Fiori launchpad designer, and then create a new

group by clicking  at the bottom of the screen.

5. Enter the group Title and the group ID shown in Figure 6.47, and click Save.

Figure 6.47  Create Group

You should now see the new group created in the SAP Fiori launchpad designer.

6. Add a tile by clicking on the tile with the + sign (see Figure 6.48).

Figure 6.48  Adding Tile to Group
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7. Click the Search icon to search the catalog.

8. Select the SAP: KPIs catalog from the list, as shown in Figure 6.49.

Figure 6.49  SAP KPIs Catalog

9. You’ll now see all the KPI tiles that have been modeled using the SAP Smart Busi-

ness modeler. Select the Days Sales Outstanding (KPI) app by clicking + at the bot-

tom of the tile, as shown in Figure 6.50.

Figure 6.50  Adding App to Group
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You should now see the Days Sales Outstanding app added to your group in the SAP

Fiori launchpad designer.

You’ve successfully created a custom catalog, created a custom group, and assigned

the Days Sales Outstanding app to the group. The next step is to create a custom role

and add the category and group to the role. Follow these steps:

1. Log in to your ABAP front-end server, and run Transaction PFCG.

2. Enter the Role name “Z_ROLE_SM”, and click Single Role (see Figure 6.51).

Figure 6.51  Create Custom Role

3. Enter the Description, and click Save.

4. Click the Menu tab, then select Catalog from the Transaction button dropdown

menu (see Figure 6.52).

Figure 6.52  Assigning Tile Catalog to Role

5. Enter “Z_SMGR_CATALOG” in the Catalog ID field, and click Confirm (see Figure

6.53). This is the ID of the catalog you created previously.

Figure 6.53  Catalog ID
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6. Add a group you created by selecting SAP Fiori Tile Group from the dropdown menu

(see Figure 6.54).

Figure 6.54  Assigning Group Catalog to Role

7. To search for your group, click the Search button next to the Group ID.

8. Select the Z_GRP_CM1 group from the pop-up window (see Figure 6.55). Click

Execute.

Figure 6.55  Group ID

You’ve successfully created the custom role. Your role should now show both the cat-

egory and group (see Figure 6.56).

Figure 6.56  Role Menu with Catalog and Group
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The last step in this process is to assign the custom role to the user. Follow these

steps:

1. Select the User tab.

2. Enter the User ID, and click Save (see Figure 6.57).

Figure 6.57  Assigning User

Important!

All users must be assigned to the generic KPI framework role /UI2/SAP_KPIFRW5_TCR_
S. For more information, refer to Chapter 2, Section 2.6.4.

3. Log in to SAP Fiori launchpad with the user ID that you assigned to the role, and

you should see the Days Sales Outstanding (KPI) app under the Sales Managers

Group (see Figure 6.58)

Figure 6.58  Days Sales Outstanding (KPI) App
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In this section, we explored how to provide user access to analytical apps using both

an SAP standard role and a custom role. You’ve successfully created a KPI tile, com-

pleted the front-end tasks, and created user authorizations.

6.4    Analytical Apps without the SAP Smart Business Modeler

In the previous section, you created an analytical app using the SAP Smart Business

modeler. In this section, we’ll show you how to enable an analytical app without

using the SAP Smart Business modeler; we’ll use an example based on the Profit Ana-

lysis analytical app.

First, let’s get the app-specific configuration details from the SAP Fiori apps reference

library. Figure 6.59 shows the configuration details of the Profit Analysis app.

Figure 6.59  App-Specific Configuration
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In the sections that follow, we’ll walk through the necessary tasks to complete this

implementation.

6.4.1    Activate the SAPUI5 Application

The first step in implementing an analytical app without the SAP Smart Business

modeler is to activate the SAPUI5 application. We discussed these steps in detail in

Chapter 4, Section 4.1. You can follow along with the same steps to activate the FIN_

PRFTANLYS service (see Figure 6.60).

Figure 6.60  SAPUI5 Application

6.4.2    Assign the SAP HANA Role

In this section, we’ll assign a product-specific SAP HANA role to the user. This role

enables users to access KPI data (i.e., the SAP HANA Live views and the OData service

of the specific app). Follow the steps we covered in Section 6.3.5, and grant access to

the user for the sap.hba.apps.sfin.s.roles::fiori_sfin role (see Figure 6.61).
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Figure 6.61  SAP HANA Role

6.4.3    Assign the App-Specific Catalog Role

The next step is to assign the app-specific PFCG role for the business catalog to the

user. After this is enabled, the user will have access to the catalog in SAP Fiori launch-

pad. Assign the SAP_SFIN_BCR_SALESMANAGER business catalog role to an end user (see

Figure 6.62). Refer to Chapter 4, Section 4.3.3 if you need to review how to assign roles

to users.

Figure 6.62  Assigning User

6.4.4    Add the App to SAP Fiori Launchpad

After you’ve completed all the preceding steps, the last step is to add the app to a

group. Follow the same steps you performed in Chapter 4, Section 4.6.6 to add the

Profit Analysis app to the Sales Manager group (see Figure 6.63).
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Figure 6.63  Profit Analysis App in Sales Manager Group

Sales Order Fulfillment App

Typically, all SAP Smart Business apps drill down from one analytical app to another

analytical app. However, there is one hybrid app, the Sales Order Fulfillment app,

that drills down from an analytical app to a transactional app.

The Sales Order Fulfillment app is the only hybrid app that uses SAP Gateway (ABAP

front-end server) and SAP HANA XS as well. It needs SAP Gateway because it sends

requests to the back-end server. After you configure the Sales Order Fulfilment app, it

will be added as an analytical app tile in SAP Fiori launchpad. When a user opens the

app, a transactional app is opened. Hence, this is the only hybrid app that has a tile

for an analytical app and launches with the features of a transactional app.

6.5    Summary

In this chapter, we provided step-by-step instructions for how to create an analytical

app using the SAP Smart Business modeler for the Days Sales Outstanding app. We

discussed everything from how to create a KPI to providing authorization to the user

to access an app and its drilldown views. In addition, we showed you how to enable an

app with custom groups and catalogs. We then provided an overview of how to

enable analytical apps that don’t use a KPI tile to launch (non-smart analytical apps).

In the next chapter, we’ll explore OData services in depth. Understanding OData ser-

vices is very important, as you’ll be using this concept a lot during the extension or

creation of transactional, fact sheet, and analytical apps, which we cover in the third

part of this book.
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Chapter 7 

Creating OData Services with 
SAP Gateway

OData services are required to connect SAP Fiori to the back-end SAP 

system. This chapter gives you an overview of service-generation 

methods and offers step-by-step instructions for generating OData 

services using SAP Gateway Service Builder.

Before we begin creating and extending SAP Fiori apps, we need to make clear some

basic concepts about OData services and SAP Gateway Service Builder. The main

objective of this chapter is to give you an in-depth look at OData services and SAP

Gateway Service Builder, as well as the process of creating an OData service. We’ll

walk you through service-generation methods using SAP Gateway Service Builder,

and at the end of this chapter, we’ll work through a couple of simple exercises to

explain the three main steps in service creation: data model definition, service imple-

mentation, and service maintenance.

In Chapter 1, we introduced the REST protocol, OData protocol, and SAP Gateway. SAP

Gateway and OData service creation is a big topic. Our intent is to discuss certain sce-

narios or methods of service generation that will enable you to better understand the

processes when creating or extending SAP Fiori apps in the next chapters. In this

chapter, you’ll learn three different ways to create data models and generate OData

services using SAP Gateway Service Builder.

We start with an overview of OData concepts by exploring the documents with an

example in Section 7.1 and then guide you through the various terms in SAP Gateway

Service Builder in Section 7.2. In Section 7.3, we’ll first introduce you to import func-

tions to build a data model, use an example of Sales Order Header data from the Busi-

ness Object Repository (BOR), and show you how to build a data model and generate

an OData service (Section 7.3.1). Then, we’ll provide an overview of the second method

to generate data models and OData services by redefining services (Section 7.3.2).
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Finally, we finish Section 7.3 by showing you how to create an OData service on top of

an SAP Business Explorer (BEx) query (Section 7.3.3).

7.1    Introduction to OData

By now, you know that OData is the open standard that provides standard platform-

agnostic interoperability and access to data sources via websites. OData was built on

web technologies such as HTTP, AtomPub, XML, and JavaScript Object Notation

(JSON) to provide access to information from a variety of applications. It was

designed to provide a RESTful API that is accessible by forming an appropriate URI

and assigning it to the corresponding HTTP header. The biggest advantage of OData

services is that they’re multichannel and developed to serve many applications. Put

simply, OData is used to expose, access, and modify information from different

sources.

In the following sections, we’ll discuss the basics of an OData service and OData que-

ries.

7.1.1    OData Service Basics

In this section, we’ll cover the basic structure of an OData service. Let’s start with sim-

ple operations that can be performed using the OData protocol.

We’ll use the standard OData service of a Create Sales Order app, which you activated

in Chapter 4, Section 4.2, to understand the concepts of an OData service. Follow

these steps to view the OData service of the app:

1. Log in to your ABAP front-end server.

2. Run Transaction IWFND/MAINT_SERVICE.

3. Filter External Service Name for “SRA017_SALESORDER*”, then press (Enter) (see

Figure 7.1).

Figure 7.1  Service Name
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4. Select the service, then click Gateway Client (see Figure 7.2).

Figure 7.2  Gateway Client Button

5. Click Execute (see Figure 7.3).

Figure 7.3  Executing Service

An OData service is a logical data model that depicts how users perceive the model

behind the UI. Essentially, anything that’s possible with the UI becomes part of the

API, and each OData service is represented with a service root URI. There are two

types of documents accompanying each OData service:

1. Service document 

This shows the details about the entity set. Figure 7.4 shows the service document

with seven entities: Customers, Products, Product Images, Sales Orders, Product

Attributes, Order Items, and Partner Addresses.

2. Service metadata document 

This gives you the structure of an OData service. It describes the Entity Data Model

(EDM) of the source. In the service metadata document, the data is described in

EDM terms, using XML for describing models called the Conceptual Schema Defini-

tion Language (CSDL). An EDM describes the organization and the relationships
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between different data resources with models and entity types within a particular

business scenario. Figure 7.5 shows an example of what the OData feed looks like

from SAP. Run the following URL in your browser to view the service metadata

document of the Create Sales Order service:

http://<host>:<port>/sap/opu/odata/sap/SRA017_SALESORDER_CREATE_SRV/

$metadata

Figure 7.4  Service Document

Figure 7.5  Service Metadata Document

http://<host>:<port>/sap/opu/odata/sap/SRA017_SALESORDER_CREATE_SRV/$metadata
http://<host>:<port>/sap/opu/odata/sap/SRA017_SALESORDER_CREATE_SRV/$metadata
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Let’s now dive deep into the EDM and the corresponding parts of the service meta-

data document. We’ll explain each element as we work through the Create Sales

Order OData service.

In the service metadata document, expand EntityContainer, where the service meta-

data document defines EntitySets belonging to one service. EntitySets listed in the

service document and the service metadata document are exactly the same (see

Figure 7.6).

Figure 7.6  EntitySet

Entity sets group entities, and all the entities of one entity set are of the same entity

type. For example, a Customer entity set is a set of Customer instances (see Figure 7.7),

and all Customer instances are of the Customer entity type.

Figure 7.7  EntityType
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Entities are structured as records with a key, under the entity types. For example,

expand the Customer entity type, and you’ll notice the keys (Customer ID, Division,

etc.).

An association defines the relationship between two entity types, and every associa-

tion includes two association ends (entity types). An association end states the entity

type elements, the roles of each of the entity type elements, and the cardinality rules

for each association end. For example, expand the CustomerSalesOrder association in

the service metadata document (see Figure 7.8), and you’ll see that the end types are

Customers and Sales Order, and the cardinality is one to many (i.e., one customer can

have many products).

Figure 7.8  Association

For example, to read the list of customers from an OData service, replace $metadata

with customers at the end of the service URL. Initially you might find this very confus-

ing, but eventually you’ll get used to all these terms, and you’ll be able to understand

an OData service very easily.

7.1.2    OData Service Queries

Now that you understand how to read a service, let’s move on to the most important

operations—that is, the CRUD operations. OData uses the existing HTTP verbs (POST,

GET, PUT, and DELETE) against addressable resource identifiers in the URI. Figure 7.9

shows the HTTP methods in SAP Gateway client.
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Figure 7.9  HTTP Methods

The following list describes the different requests used for entities:

� To read a single entity, use a GET request.

� To create an entity, use a POST request.

� To modify a single entity, use a PUT request.

� To modify the whole entity, use a PATCH request.

� To merge a subset of entity properties, use a MERGE request.

� To delete an entity, use the DELETE command.

OData specifies a simple query language that allows the client to request random fil-

ters, sorts, or pages. Table 7.1 shows some of the most important query options.

The following are some examples of OData service queries:

� To read all sales orders using the sales order OData service, enter the following URI

in the Request URI field and click Execute (see Figure 7.10): “/sap/opu/odata/sap/

CB_SALES_ORDER_SRV/SalesOrders?”.

Operation Query Option

Filtering $filter

Projecting $select

Sorting $orderby

Paging $page

Inlining $expand

Table 7.1  OData Query Options
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Figure 7.10  Sales Order Service

� Similarly, to read a single sales order, enter the following Request URI and click

Execute (see Figure 7.11): “/sap/opu/odata/sap/CB_SALES_ORDER_SRV/SalesOr-

ders('499')?”.

Figure 7.11  Example 2

� To sort the sales orders in ascending order, enter the following Request URI and

click Execute (see Figure 7.12): “/sap/opu/odata/sap/CB_SALES_ORDER_SRV/Sales-

Orders?orderby=SalesOrder asc”.

Figure 7.12  Example 3

In this section, you learned about the two OData service documents in detail, as well

as what entity, entity set, entity container, and different query options are. You’ll see

a lot of these in subsequent chapters, especially when we create or extend existing

apps.

Now, let’s discuss how to build an OData service using SAP Gateway Service Builder.
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7.2    SAP Gateway Service Builder

SAP Gateway translates complex data structures into easy-to-consume OData ser-

vices. SAP Gateway Service Builder is the central interface of SAP Gateway (accessed

via Transaction SEGW); it includes both code-based development of OData services

for experienced developers and non-code-based generation of services for less expe-

rienced developers. We’ll cover only the non-code-based development services in

this book.

SAP Gateway Service Builder contains all relevant functions for the modeling and

development of OData services in SAP Gateway, and supports the entire develop-

ment lifecycle of an OData service in SAP Gateway. SAP Gateway Service Builder’s

main objective is to provide comprehensive support for building OData services in a

declarative way or for reusing existing business objects in the SAP Business Suite sys-

tem. Later, you’ll see a data model in SAP Gateway Service Builder. This modeling

environment follows a project-based approach, and all relevant data is consolidated

in these projects.

Now that you understand the terms entities, entity types, entity sets, associations, and

so on from the service document and service metadata document, let’s explore these

concepts in the SAP Gateway Service Builder. To begin, first navigate to SAP Gateway

Service Builder by following these steps:

1. Log in to the SAP Gateway server.

2. Open SAP Gateway Service Builder by running Transaction SEGW.

3. Open a project by clicking .

4. Enter the Create Sales Order project details; that is, enter “SRA017_SALESORDER_

CREATE” in the Project field and press (Enter) (see Figure 7.13).

Figure 7.13  Create Sales Order Project

You should now see the Sales Order Creation project (see Figure 7.14).
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Figure 7.14  SAP Gateway Service Builder

From the screen shown in Figure 7.14, note the following details:

� Entity Types 

Each entity type can have a data dictionary binding to an existing ABAP Data Dic-

tionary (DDIC) structure element. Expand the Customer entity type shown in

Figure 7.14, and double-click Properties. Figure 7.15 shows the Customer entity type

with the entities.

� Navigation Properties: Each entity type contains one or more navigation proper-

ties. These properties contain links representing an association; for example,

Figure 7.16 shows the navigation properties of the Customer entity type;

PartnerAddressSet is the link from the Customer entity to the PartnerAddress

entity.

� Associations 

Associations are relationships between two or more entities; for example, Figure

7.17 shows the relationship between CustomerPartnerAddress with the one to

many cardinality. With SAP Gateway Service Builder, you can create or edit an

association.
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Figure 7.15  Entity Type Properties

Figure 7.16  Navigation Properties

Figure 7.17  Associations

� Entity Sets 

As previously mentioned, entities (e.g., customers, order items, etc.) are grouped

in entity sets, and these entities are instances of the entity types (e.g., customer ID,

customer name, etc.; see Figure 7.18).
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Figure 7.18  Entity Sets

� Service Implementation 

This folder contains references to the operations and methods of a service. Based

on the OData model, the services are implemented under the Service Implementa-

tion folder after the project is generated. Under each individual entity set, the fol-

lowing operations can be found: Create, Delete, GetEntity, GetEntitySet, and

Update (see Figure 7.19).

Figure 7.19  Service Implementation

� Runtime Artifacts 

When you generate an OData service, SAP Gateway Service Builder automatically

generates the code (i.e., it generates the runtime artifacts) and registers the OData
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service to the SAP Gateway server. The following are important runtime artifacts

(see Figure 7.20):

– Data Provider Base Class (suffix _DPC): This is an ABAP class. DPC provides all

the methods required to handle OData requests; for example, it’s used to code

your create, read, update, and delete a query (CRUD) methods and function

import methods.

– Data Provider Extension Class (suffix _DPC_EXT): You can define all your back-

end logic in redefined methods of the DPC extension class.

– Model Provider Base Class (suffix _MPC): This is a base ABAP class. MPC is used to

define the EDM of your service. Typically, developers don’t touch this class

unless there’s some feature that isn’t available in the SAP Gateway tool and they

want to build the service with that feature.

– Model Provider Extension Class (suffix _MPC_EXT): This is the implementation

class that inherits the base class. Developers can modify and add features to this

class.

– Registered Model (suffix _MDL): This is the technical name of the OData service

model—for example, SALESORDER_MDL.

– Registered Service (suffix _SRV): This is the technical name of the OData ser-

vice—for example, SALESORDER_SRV.

Figure 7.20  Runtime Artifacts

� Service Maintenance 

During the runtime artifacts generation, the ABAP classes are registered to the SAP

Business Suite back-end system, and then the technical service names are regis-

tered with the SAP Gateway hub system (see Figure 7.21).
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Figure 7.21  Service Maintenance

So far, we’ve reviewed the basic OData concepts and SAP Gateway Service Builder

components via an example based on the Create Sales Order OData service. Now, let’s

look at the most important part of SAP Gateway Service Builder: modeling an OData

service.

7.3    Modeling an OData Service

OData model creation is at the heart of application development in SAP Gateway. In

this section, we’ll give you an overview of the OData service modeling methods and

discuss in detail the different modeling phases for an OData service.

There are two ways to create OData services with SAP Gateway:

1. Service development 

This is a code-based option and is very flexible for developing highly efficient and

specialized services.

2. Service generation 

This is a quicker approach to building a service with a lot less effort. There are three

options to generate SAP Gateway services with this approach, which you can

choose from (see Figure 7.22):

– Option 1—RFC generation: Service is generated using a tool called the RFC/BOR

Generator.

– Option 2—Redefinition: Allows you to define a service based on an existing data

source or an existing SAP Gateway service.
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– Option 3—Model composition: Allows you to mash up multiple existing ser-

vices.

In the service-creation process, there are three main phases (see Figure 7.22):

� Phase 1: Data model definition 

In this phase, you define your model (i.e., define the entity types, entity sets, and

associations your service will use).

� Phase 2: Service implementation 

In this phase, you implement the operations supported by the service. If you’re

using the RFC/BOR Generator, then the implementation takes place by mapping

the OData model to the methods of the RFC function module or a BOR object.

� Phase 3: Service maintenance 

In this last phase, you publish the service. This is usually a one-time activity (i.e.,

you don’t have to revisit this step, even if you update the model or implementa-

tion).

Figure 7.22  OData Service-Creation Process

Service MaintenanceService ImplementationData Model Definition

Import data
model from a
 file (EDMX) 

Import DDIC
structure 

Import
RFC/BOR
interface 

Declarative
Model

Definition 

Code-based implementation
code-based extensions

Map RFC/BOR operation Service
registration and 
HUB activation

Redefine data source (BOPF, OData, BW Query, and
GenIL service) 

Model composition (Include Gateway Service)

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3
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Application developers can then create services in several ways and implement them

by binding to the existing data sources or new data sources.

We covered the basic concepts of OData and SAP Gateway Service Builder in the pre-

vious sections. In the next sections, we’ll look at the different steps for the service

development and service-generation processes.

7.3.1    Importing OData Services

To reduce the time required to create entity types and complex types in your data

model, SAP Gateway Service Builder provides various import options, used for both

the service-development and service-generation processes. In this section, we’ll look

at the options for importing OData services. Under the Data Model folder (shown in

Figure 7.23), you’ll see different entries in which you can create different OData enti-

ties.

The first step to model an OData service is to create entity types and assign them

some properties. You can create the entity types manually, you can import them

(from the context menu, under Import, choose Data Model from File, DDIC Structure,

RFC/BOR Interface, or Search Help), or you can redefine the services (from the context

menu, under Redefine, choose BOPF, OData, BW Query, or GenIL).

In the sections that follow, we’ll walk through the different functions shown in Figure

7.23 that can be used to import a data model: Data Model from File, DDIC Structure,

RFC/BOR Interface, and Search Help.

Figure 7.23  Import Functions

Data Model from File

The Data Model from File function allows you to import the data model from files

such as EDMX files (created using Microsoft Visual Studio) or XML files (metadata
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files). An EDMX file is an XML file that defines the conceptual model, a storage model,

and the mapping between these models. To import the EDMX file, right-click Data

Model and choose Import • Data Model from File. This opens the File Import wizard.

Follow these steps to use the wizard:

1. Click Browse to import the data model file (see Figure 7.24).

Figure 7.24  Importing File

2. Select the data model file, then click Open (see Figure 7.25). Click Next.

Figure 7.25  Selecting EDMX File

3. Click Allow to grant access to the file (see Figure 7.26).
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Figure 7.26  Granting Access

4. Click Finish, and you’ll see the data model imported into the project (see Figure

7.27).

Figure 7.27  Imported Data Model

DDIC Structure

These data dictionary objects connect the database layer and the SAP application

layer. For every transparent table, there is a physical table on the database. When a

table is activated, a physical table definition is created in the database that the table

definition stores in the ABAP Data Dictionary (DDIC). You can import views, database

tables, or structures using the DDIC structure import method. You can then reuse the

structure to develop new entity types and complex types easily, reducing the devel-

opment time significantly.
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To use this option, follow these steps:

1. Right-click Data Model, then choose Import • DDIC Structure to open the DDIC

Structure Import wizard.

2. Enter the Name, and select an ABAP Structure. Click Next (see Figure 7.28).

Figure 7.28  Importing DDIC Structure

3. Select the parameters/fields and click Next (see Figure 7.29).

Figure 7.29  Selecting Parameters
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4. Click Finish, and you’ll see the data model imported into the project (see Figure

7.30).

Figure 7.30  Imported DDIC Structure

RFC/BOR Interface

The ABAP back-end system includes powerful tools to generate services quickly

based on data from different SAP applications. Standard SAP APIs such as RFCs, BAPIs,

or Business Object Repository (BOR) make it easier to get data from different SAP

Business Suite applications. This approach is commonly used, because most SAP

Gateway OData services are based on remote function modules. This function again

reduces the development time needed to create entity types in your data model.

Using this function, you can import existing data sources and create new entity types

easily by reusing the imported sources.

To import the RFC/BOR, right-click Data Model, then choose Import • RFC/BOR Inter-

face. This opens the RFC/BOR Import wizard. At the end of this section, we’ll show you

how to create an OData service using this method (see Figure 7.31).
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Figure 7.31  Importing RFC/BOR Interface

Search Help

The Search Help function allows you to import and reuse an existing search help

from the system to create a new entity type. To enable the import of search help, fol-

low these steps:

1. Right-click Data Model, then choose Import • Search Help. This opens the Import

from Search Help wizard.

2. Enter the Entity Type Name, then select the Import Search Help field. Click Next

(see Figure 7.32).

Figure 7.32  Selecting Search Help
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3. Select the parameters and click Next (see Figure 7.33).

Figure 7.33  Selecting Parameters

4. Click Finish, and you’ll see the search help imported into the project (see Figure

7.34).

Figure 7.34  Imported Search Help

So far, we’ve reviewed the different import methods available in SAP Gateway Service

Builder. Next, let’s build a data model using one of the import methods and generate

an OData service.

Exercise

In this exercise, we’ll show you how to create a data model and generate an OData ser-

vice by importing the RFC/BOR interface. In this scenario, we’ll be using a Sales Order

Header data (BOR) example.
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Create a Project

The first step is to create a project by following these steps:

1. Log in to the ABAP back-end server, and run Transaction SEGW.

2. Create a new project by clicking .

3. Enter the Project name and Description, then click Local Object (see Figure 7.35).

Figure 7.35  New Project

Import the BOR Interface to Create the Entity Types

Next, you need to import the BOR interface. Follow these steps:

1. Right-click on Data Model, select Import, then click RFC/BOR Interface (see Figure

7.36).

Figure 7.36  Importing RFC/BOR

2. As shown in Figure 7.37, enter the Entity Type Name.
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Figure 7.37  Selecting BOR

3. From the Type dropdown, select Business Object Repository.

4. Click on the Name field and press (F4) to get the list of BOR methods.

5. From the list shown in Figure 7.38, expand EpmSalesOrder, then select GetList.

Figure 7.38  GetList Method

6. Click Continue .

7. You should now see the selected BOR method in the Name field. Click Next (see

Figure 7.39).
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Figure 7.39  BOR Method

8. Select Soheaderdata(), then click Next (see Figure 7.40).

Figure 7.40  Sales Order Header

9. In the next screen, you’ll see all the entities of Soheaderdata; Sales Order ID (SO_

ID) is automatically selected as a Key. Click Finish, and make sure there are no

errors (see Figure 7.41).
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Figure 7.41  Sales Order ID

The Entity Sets and the Service Implementation are automatically created, as

shown in Figure 7.42.

Figure 7.42  New Project

10. Save your project by clicking .
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Map to Data Source

In this step, you map the parameters of the data source with the properties of the

entity set. Follow these steps:

1. Right-click GetEntitySet(Query), then select Map to Data Source (see Figure 7.43).

Figure 7.43  Map Entity to Data Source

2. As shown in Figure 7.44, from the Type dropdown list, select Business Objects

Repository.

Figure 7.44  Data Source Attributes

3. Enter “EmpSalesOrder.GetList” in the Name field.

4. Click Continue .

5. Click on the Propose Mapping button to map the fields, and you’re automatically

provided with the mapping proposal between entity sets and the data source. SAP

Gateway Service Builder automatically performs certain checks to verify the map-

ping (see Figure 7.45).
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Figure 7.45  Propose Mapping

6. Save your project by clicking .

Generate Runtime Objects

The next step is to generate runtime objects:

1. Select the project, and then click Generate . On the next screen, you’ll see the

model and service definition details.

2. Click Continue , or press (Enter) (see Figure 7.46).

Figure 7.46  Generating Runtime Objects
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3. On the Create Object Directory Entry screen, click Local Object (see Figure 7.47).

Figure 7.47  Saving Local Object

You should now be able to see the generated MPC, DPC, and service registration

details under the Runtime Artifacts folder (see Figure 7.48).

Figure 7.48  Runtime Artifacts

Register the OData Service

In this step, you’ll register the service to the SAP Gateway hub. If the SAP Gateway

deployment is a hub deployment, then you must register the technical detail service

with the SAP Gateway system. The following are the steps to register a service with

the system. If your deployment is an embedded deployment (i.e., SAP Gateway com-

ponents are deployed in the SAP Business Suite), then you can skip this step because

the technical details will be registered automatically.
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Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the SAP Gateway hub system under the Service Maintenance folder,

and select Register (see Figure 7.49).

Figure 7.49  Registering Service

2. Press (F4) to select the system, select the SAP Gateway system, and click Continue

.

3. Select Local Object, then click Continue  (see Figure 7.50).

Figure 7.50  Selecting Package

Activate the OData Service

Now that you’ve registered the service, it’s time to activate it in the SAP Gateway

server. Follow these steps:

1. Run Transaction IWFND/MAINT_SERVICE.

2. Click the Add Selected Services button.
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3. Enter “LOCAL” in the System Alias field.

4. Enter “ZSALES*” as the External Service Name and press (Enter).

5. Select ZSALESORDER_HEADER_SRV, then click the Add Selected Services button

(see Figure 7.51).

Figure 7.51  Adding Selected Service

6. Select Local Object, then click Continue  (see Figure 7.52).

Figure 7.52  Adding Service
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7. In the pop-up that appears, click Continue  (see Figure 7.53).

Figure 7.53  Information Pop-up

Test the OData Service

Now that you’ve successfully modeled, generated, and registered the service, you

need to test it. Follow these steps:

1. Go back to the Activate and Maintain Services screen by clicking .

2. Filter the service that you just activated by clicking the Filter button.

3. On the Filter for Service Catalog screen, enter “ZSALESORDER_HEADER_SRV” in

the External Service Name field, then click Continue  (see Figure 7.54).

Figure 7.54  Service Name

4. Select the service and click the Gateway Client button, as shown in Figure 7.55.

Figure 7.55  Service Catalog
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5. The SAP Gateway client opens with the Sales Order Header service. Click the

Execute button (see Figure 7.56).

Figure 7.56  Testing Service

You should now receive the HTTP response with the status code 200 (see Figure

7.57).

Figure 7.57  HTTP Response

6. To view the sales order data, add SoheaderdataSet to the following Request URI:

/sap/opu/odata/sap/ZSALESORDER_HEADER_SRV/ (see Figure 7.58). Click Execute.
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Figure 7.58  Request URI

In the HTTP Response area, you’ll see the sales order header information with the sta-

tus code 200 (see Figure 7.59).

Figure 7.59  Sales Order Header Set

In this section, you learned how to create a data model by using import methods. In

the next section, we’ll show you a different way to generate an OData model, by rede-

fining an existing service.
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7.3.2    Redefining OData Services

Using SAP Gateway Service Builder, you can redefine a service from an existing

OData service that was created using SAP Gateway and from the external services

developed using different back-end frameworks (SAP BW query service, GenIL Ser-

vice). In this section, we’ll give an overview of each of these functions. Figure 7.60

shows the dropdown to access the Redefine option.

Figure 7.60  Redefine Functions

You use redefining techniques when you want to extend an existing data model by

adding new entities, adding a new property to an existing entity, or adding an associ-

ation or navigation property. Using these redefining methods, you can quickly and

easily build a data model and extend it in SAP Gateway Service Builder. After the

extended data model is generated, SAP Gateway Service Builder generates a new

OData service with the new changes you added in the data model.

In the sections that follow, we’ll go through the options shown in Figure 7.60.

BOPF Service

The BOPF service allows you to consume business objects in the Business Object Pro-

cessing Framework (BOPF) by using SAP Gateway BOPF Integration (GBI). This frame-

work is based on object-oriented ABAP, which provides a set of generic services and

functionalities to speed up and modularize development. To use this option, follow

these steps:

1. Right-click Data Model and choose Redefine • BOPF Service. This opens the BOPF

Configuration wizard.

2. Select the Business Object and the Default Query, then click Next (see Figure 7.61).
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Figure 7.61  BOPF Configuration

3. In the Service Registration area, enter descriptions in the Description fields for the

Model Name and the Service Name. Click Next (see Figure 7.62).

Figure 7.62  Entering Descriptions

4. Select the fields and click Finish. You should now see the fields from the business

objects added to your project (see Figure 7.63).
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Figure 7.63  Redefining BOPF

OData Service (GW)

Using the OData Service (GW) function, you can extend an existing OData service cre-

ated in an SAP Gateway OData service. You can not only extend the existing OData

service but also overwrite an existing one by using this function in SAP Gateway Ser-

vice Builder. In Chapter 9, Section 9.2, we’ll explain the step-by-step process of how to

extend a transactional app by redefining it using this method.

To access this option, right-click Data Model and choose Redefine • OData Service

(GW). This opens the OData Service wizard (see Figure 7.64).

Figure 7.64  OData Service
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BW Query Service

Using the BW Query Service function, you can create SAP Fiori apps on an SAP BW

query. The SAP BW Easy Queries feature provides an external interface for accessing

analytic queries in SAP BW. At the end of this section, we’ll show you how to create a

data model and how to generate an OData service using this function.

To use this option, right-click Data Model and choose Redefine • BW Query Service.

This opens the Service Generator for BW Query Service wizard (Figure 7.65). The Query

Name field is where you enter the name of the SAP BW query. We’ll discuss this

method in greater detail in an exercise at the end of this section.

Figure 7.65  SAP BW Query Service

GenIL Service

Generic Interaction Layer (GenIL) is the connection between the Business Object

Layer (BOL) and the back-end business engine. This layer handles the data transfer

from the BOL to the APIs of the business engine. By using this function in SAP Gate-

way Service Builder, you can create a data model from this framework.

To access this option, right-click Data Model and choose Redefine • GenIL Service.

Using the input help will list all the GenIL objects that are available (see Figure 7.66).

A plug-in in SAP Gateway Service Builder provides a wizard that will guide you

through the steps to create a service using this framework.

Figure 7.66  GenIL Service
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OData Service

This function lets you create a data model on an existing OData service. This function

is different from the OData Service (GW) option, because the latter will let you rede-

fine an OData service generated using SAP Gateway. In this function, you define the

HTTP Destination and the Service Namespace.

To use this function, follow these steps:

1. Right-click Data Model and choose Redefine • OData Service. This opens the

External Service wizard.

2. Enter the HTTP Destination, Service Namespace, and Service Name. Click Next (see

Figure 7.67).

Figure 7.67  Service Name

OData Service Example

We used an example OData service: http://services.odata.org/Northwind/North-

wind.svc. You need to define this RFC destination using Transaction SM59.

3. Enter descriptions in the Description fields for the model and service, then click

Next (see Figure 7.68).

4. Select the fields and click Finish on the last screen to create a data model in the

project.

http://services.odata.org/Northwind/Northwind.svc
http://services.odata.org/Northwind/Northwind.svc
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Figure 7.68  Service Registration Details

Next, we’ll round out this section with an example exercise.

Exercise

Let’s look at a use case in which a customer needs a custom SAP Fiori app on an SAP

BEx query. To achieve this, you first need to understand how to generate an OData

service based on an SAP BEx query, which we’ll explain next. We made a copy of the

0FIN_PA_T10_Q0001 query and saved it as Z0FIN_PA_T10_Q0001. We’ll be using this query

in the remainder of this section.

The following sections walk through the individual steps.

Enable External Access to an SAP BEx Query

The first step is to enable the SAP BW query for external access:

1. Open the SAP BEx query Z0FIN_PA_T10_Q0001 in the SAP BEx query designer.

2. Go to the Extended tab in the Properties of the query.

3. Check the By Easy Query box, then save the query (see Figure 7.69).
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Figure 7.69  Allowing External Access

Generate OData Service

In this step, you’ll generate an OData service on top of an SAP BEx query:

1. Log in to the front-end server, and run Transaction SEGW.

2. Create a new project by clicking .

3. Enter the project technical name and description, then click Continue  (see

Figure 7.70).

Figure 7.70  Create Project

4. Right-click the Data Model folder and choose Redefine • BW Query Service (see

Figure 7.71).
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Figure 7.71  Selecting SAP BW Query Service

5. Select Controller for Easy Queries (SAP BW) from the Access Type dropdown.

6. Click  to open the list of queries (see Figure 7.72).

Figure 7.72  Query Name

7. You should now see the query for which you set the easy query property, as shown

in Figure 7.73.

Figure 7.73  Selecting SAP BW Query

8. Click Continue .

9. You should now see the SAP BEx query in the Query Name field. Click the Next

button.
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10. Enter descriptions for the model name and service name, then click Next (see

Figure 7.74).

Figure 7.74  Entering Description

11. Select all services by clicking , then click Finish (see Figure 7.75).

Figure 7.75  Selecting All Objects
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You should now see the data model with the Entity Types, Associations, Entity

Sets, and so on (see Figure 7.76).

Figure 7.76  Redefined Data Model

12. Generate the runtime objects by selecting the project folder and clicking

Generate .

13. You’ll see the technical details of the MOD, DPC, and service. Click Continue 

(see Figure 7.77).

Figure 7.77  Runtime Artifacts

14. Select Local Object.
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Add the Service to SAP Gateway

In this section, you’ll add the service to SAP Gateway. Follow these steps:

1. Run Transaction IWFND/MAINT_SERVICE.

2. Click Add Service.

3. Search for the external service named “ZNETSALES_SRV”.

4. Select ZNETSALES_SRV, then click the Add Selected Services button (see Figure

7.78).

Figure 7.78  Adding Selected Service

5. Click Continue  (see Figure 7.79).

Figure 7.79  Adding Service
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6. Click Continue  again to close the information pop-up.

Test the Service

In this section, you’ll finally test the service. Follow these steps:

1. Click Back to return to the Activate and Maintain screen.

2. Filter Service Catalog for “ZNETSALES_SRV”.

3. Select the service, then click Gateway Client (see Figure 7.80).

Figure 7.80  Testing Service

4. Click Execute to test the service (see Figure 7.81).

Figure 7.81  SAP BW Query Elements
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7.3.3    Include SAP Gateway OData Service

The methods we discussed in Section 7.3.1 and Section 7.3.2 are limited to the scope of

the underlying data source. The third way to create an OData service is through

mashups. The Include function is used when you want to combine your existing data

model with a different data model; for example, you can mash up two or more ser-

vices to form a completely new service without changing the existing service. You

can access the Include Service Creation wizard by right-clicking Data Model and

choosing Include • OData Service (GW) (see Figure 7.82).

Figure 7.82  Include Services

Enter the Technical Service Name and Version, then click Continue  (see Figure

7.83).

Figure 7.83  Technical Service Name

7.4    Summary

This chapter provided an overview of OData services and the SAP Gateway Service

Builder. We discussed basic OData concepts via an example Create Sales Order ser-

vice. We then covered SAP Gateway Service Builder, discussing details about data

model elements such as entity types, associations, entity sets, service implementa-

tion, and service maintenance. Next, we provided an overview of OData modeling
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and the different methods to create a data model. We also provided step-by-step

instructions for generating an OData service by importing an RFC/BOR interface.

We then covered how to create the OData service using redefining methods in SAP

Gateway Service Builder. Finally, we walked you through the steps for creating a data

model and an OData service using an SAP BEx query as a data source.

In Chapter 8, we’ll introduce you to the SAP Web IDE tool and the process of develop-

ing SAP Fiori apps using an OData service.



PART III 

Custom Development and Extension
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Chapter 8 

Introduction to SAP Web IDE

This chapter provides an overview of SAP Web IDE and how it can be 

used to create or extend SAP Fiori apps.

SAP Web IDE is the environment used to create and extend SAP Fiori apps. In this

chapter, we’ll take a deep dive into SAP Web IDE to see how it works. We’ll begin in

Section 8.1 with an overview of SAP Web IDE and how to leverage this tool in conjunc-

tion with developing and extending SAP Fiori applications. In Section 8.2, we’ll show

you how to set up SAP Web IDE with SAP Cloud Platform.

In Section 8.3, we’ll turn our attention to the technical aspects of this tool and look at

the different phases of the end-to-end SAP Fiori application development process,

from designing the application to developing it to previewing the app with the simu-

lator to finally deploying the app into different application landscapes.

We’ll also discuss the various templates and the WYSIWYG layout editor capabilities

for nonprogrammers. After each phase of the development process, we’ll include

steps to show you how to create a Master Detail transactional app using an EDMX file.

We’ll then demonstrate how to create mock data to test the app, and then deploy it.

Version

During the writing of this chapter, we used SAP Web IDE – March 2017 version.

8.1    SAP Web IDE Overview

SAP Web IDE is a browser-based tool that enables developers to build new UXs. It’s

designed to shorten the end-to-end application development lifecycle, from proto-

typing to developing to instantly previewing to deploying SAP Fiori applications.

SAP Web IDE accelerates building modern applications for mobile and desktop using

the latest UI technologies. It’s a flexible tool with robust code editors for developers
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who want to develop applications quickly and efficiently. In addition, this tool also

empowers nonprogrammers to build applications using wizards and templates.

In this section, we’ll look at the architecture of SAP Web IDE, then provide an outline

of its advantages over technologies such as the Eclipse IDE.

8.1.1    Architecture

From a bird’s-eye view, Figure 8.1 shows the position of SAP Web IDE in the SAP Cloud

Platform architecture, in which the full functionality is available.

Figure 8.1  SAP Web IDE in Architecture

The following elements are found in the SAP Web IDE architecture:

� SAP Cloud Platform 

This is a PaaS via which users can build, deploy, run, and manage applications in

the cloud.

� SAP HANA cockpit 

This is a central managing cockpit via which users manage all the key information

about applications and activities through a web-based interface.

� SAP Web IDE 

This is where all the development takes place.

Browser

SAP Cloud Platform

SAP Gateway

SAP Business Suite/SAP ERP

SAPUI5Orion Git

Cockpit

SAP Web IDE

SAP HANA Connector
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� Orion 

Orion provides a workspace where the projects or files are located and enables

users to work on their projects that are stored in the workspace.

� Git 

This is a repository that manages the versions of your applications, controlling

your source code versioning.

� SAPUI5 

This is the technology used to build your applications.

� SAP Cloud Platform cloud connector 

This is the connector that integrates SAP Web IDE and SAP Cloud Platform

securely.

� SAP Gateway 

This is the connector that connects SAP Web IDE to your SAP system, with access

to OData functionality.

8.1.2    Advantages

Although some developers continue to use an Eclipse IDE for their application devel-

opment projects, there are several advantages to using SAP Web IDE.

Figure 8.2 shows today’s method and process for developing an application: You start

by installing the IDE, plug-ins, and libraries, then code the application from scratch,

then finally wait for reviews.

Figure 8.2  SAP Web IDE vs. Eclipse IDE

Install
IDE/Plugins

Code from
scratch 

Send it for
reviewing 

Find a stable
test site 

Explain how to 
access or run

Open web-
based IDE 

Generate app using
wizards or drag and 

drop tools 

Instantly preview application and collaborate 
seamlessly with others.

Revise

Eclipse IDE

SAP Web IDE
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As shown in Figure 8.2, SAP Web IDE has one particularly visible advantage over

Eclipse IDEs: the speed at which it allows developers to deliver applications. This is

because SAP Web IDE has the advantage of ready-made templates for SAP Fiori apps.

Therefore, you have the option either to develop an application using the templates

and run the app with mock data or to start development by directly importing the

service from the SAP Gateway server.

In addition, installing and updating the Eclipse IDE for developers isn’t an easy task.

Making sure that all developers are on the same version is an even bigger challenge,

because Eclipse has multiple versions, such as Juno and Kepler. SAP Web IDE, on the

other hand, just requires subscribing to the IDE service and running SAP Web IDE; it’s

that simple.

When it comes to developing applications, SAP Web IDE is the next-generation cloud-

based development environment. It provides real-time code review and testing in

the modern pipeline—allowing more than one person to code in real time by con-

necting to the same shared repository—and instantly previews applications. These

features allow developers to collaborate with business experts and designers to fulfill

end-user requirements and expectations more effectively.

8.2    Setting Up SAP Web IDE with SAP Cloud Platform

In this section, we’ll show you how to set up a development environment with SAP

Web IDE on SAP Cloud Platform. Currently, SAP Cloud Platform is available for pro-

ductive use in the following locations:

� Australia

https://account.ap1.hana.ondemand.com/cockpit

� Europe

https://account.hana.ondemand.com/cockpit

� US East

https://account.us1.hana.ondemand.com/cockpit

� US West

https://account.us2.hana.ondemand.com/cockpit

In addition, SAP is offering SAP HANA cockpit for trial use at https://account.hanat-

rial.ondemand.com/cockpit.

To set up the development environment with SAP Web IDE on SAP Cloud Platform,

follow these steps:

https://account.ap1.hana.ondemand.com/cockpit
https://account.hana.ondemand.com/cockpit
https://account.us1.hana.ondemand.com/cockpit
https://account.us2.hana.ondemand.com/cockpit
https://account.hanatrial.ondemand.com/cockpit
https://account.hanatrial.ondemand.com/cockpit
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1. Start the SAP HANA cockpit at https://account.hanatrial.ondemand.com/cockpit.

2. Enter your login credentials, and click Log On. If you don’t have an account, you

can register by clicking the Register button.

3. After you’re logged on, your screen should look like Figure 8.3.

4. Click Services.

Figure 8.3  SAP HANA Cockpit

5. Click the SAP Web IDE tile.

6. Click Enable, then click Save (see Figure 8.4).

Figure 8.4  Enable

https://account.hanatrial.ondemand.com/cockpit
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7. Click Open SAP Web IDE under the Service Description area to launch SAP Web IDE

(see Figure 8.5).

Figure 8.5  SAP Web IDE

You’ve now successfully enabled and launched SAP Web IDE. Next, you need to create

a connection to the back-end system. Then, we’ll show you how to create a destina-

tion for multiusage. The destination setup depends on where the back-end server

exists (i.e., if it’s available publicly via the Internet or exists behind a firewall).

The following steps will configure the destination if the ABAP back-end server is pub-

licly accessible on the Internet:

1. Go to the homepage of the SAP HANA cockpit and click Destinations. Click New

Destination (see Figure 8.6).

2. Enter or select the following information (see Figure 8.7):

– Name: Enter “Connection1”.

– Type: Choose HTTP.

– Description: Enter “Connection 1” (description will be visible in SAP Web IDE

during app creation).

– URL: Enter “<protocol>://<host>:<port>”.

– Proxy Type: Choose Internet.

– Cloud Connector Version: Choose 2.

– Authentication: Choose NoAuthentication.
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Figure 8.6  New Destination

Figure 8.7  Destination Properties

SAP Cloud Platform Cloud Connector

If your back-end server resides behind a firewall, then you need to set up the SAP

Cloud Platform cloud connector. The cloud connector integrates SAP Cloud Platform

with existing on-premise systems. There are two versions of the cloud connector: the
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developer version, which can be installed on your system easily without administra-

tor rights, and the productive version, which requires administrator access to install.

Installation of the SAP Cloud Platform cloud connector is simple and straightforward.

Download the developer version from https://tools.hana.ondemand.com/#cloud,

and follow the instructions from the online help. After you add the back-end system

to the cloud connector, you need to add the destination in SAP Web IDE with the fol-

lowing details (refer to the previous step):

� URL: “<protocol>://<virtual host>:<virtual port>”

� Proxy Type: OnPremise

3. Click New Property under the Additional Properties section, then enter the follow-

ing values:

– WebIDEUsage: This property defines access to the URL paths:

– odata_abap grants access to the OData functionality of SAP Gateway.

– odata_gen grants access to the generic OData functionality.

– ui5_execute_abap grants access to execute SAPUI5 applications from the

SAPUI5 ABAP Repository.

– dev_abap grants access to develop apps or deploy apps to the SAPUI5 ABAP

Repository.

– bsp_execute_abap grants access to work with fact sheet apps.

– plugin_repository grants access to the optional plugins.

– odata_xs grants access to SAP HANA XS OData services.

– sap-client: 120 (the SAP client from the ABAP system)

– WebIDEEnabled: true

– WebIDESystem: ERP (WebIDESystem is the SAP system ID)

4. After you’ve entered the values, your screen should look like Figure 8.8.

5. Click Save to save the connection.

You’re now set up to use SAP Web IDE to develop SAP Fiori apps. In Chapter 9 and the

remainder of this book, we’ll be using this connection to create or extend SAP Fiori

apps.

https://tools.hana.ondemand.com/#cloud
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Figure 8.8  Additional Destination Properties

8.3    Development Process Overview

Before we start developing applications or discussing the development process, let’s

take a moment to explore SAP Web IDE’s features. After you log in to SAP Web IDE,

you should see the development page (see Figure 8.9).

As shown in Figure 8.9, the menu bar 1 gives access to all the functions and features

available in SAP Web IDE. Below the menu bar is the toolbar 2, which provides access

to some of the most commonly used features, such as Save, Delete, Run, and so on.

On the left side of the screen are the Welcome page and the Development preferences

3. When you click the Development button, you’ll open a screen area next to it,

which shows the list of projects and files within a project 4. You can open a file and

see its contents on the right-hand side in the code editor area 5. If you open several

files, then those files will be shown as tabs. On the right side of the screen, you’ll find

features such as Search, Git Pane, Git History, and the Collaboration pane, with fea-

tures such as SAP Jam, API Reference, and Outline 6.
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Figure 8.9  SAP Web IDE Interface

To further understand SAP Web IDE, we need to examine each of the phases in the

development process. The sections that follow walk through each phase of the devel-

opment process—from creation to deployment.

8.3.1    Create

During the create phase of the SAP Web IDE development process, you can start by

either creating a new project or importing an application. Various methods exist for

creating new projects in SAP Web IDE, and each of these methods depends on the

kind of application you want to create and the data source for your app.

There are three methods for creating new projects using SAP Web IDE, as shown in

Figure 8.10:

� New Project from Template

� New Project from Sample Application

� New Extension Project
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Figure 8.10  Creating New Project in SAP Web IDE

Alternatively, you can create a new project from the menu bar as well by going to File •

New. The same new project options are available there.

Next, we’ll look at these three options in closer detail.

New Project from Template

Choose New Project from Template if you want to create an application using stan-

dard templates provided by SAP. SAP Web IDE is more than just a tool to build SAP

Fiori apps; currently, there are 15 templates (see Figure 8.11), which you can use to

build a Basic SAPUI5 Project, use for Plugin Development, use to build SAP Fiori Appli-

cations, or use to build SAPUI5 Mobile Applications.

Figure 8.11  All Templates
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We’ll be focusing only on the templates for SAP Fiori apps. The following is a list of

templates use specifically for developing SAP Fiori apps. With these eight templates,

you can develop transactional apps and fact sheet apps (Figure 8.12):

1. SAP Fiori Master-Detail Application (transactional apps)

2. CRUD Master Detail Application (transactional apps)

3. SAP Fiori Worklist Application (transactional apps)

4. Transactional App for SAP Event Management (transactional apps)

5. Existing Fact Sheet Application (fact sheet apps)

6. Modification Free Fact Sheet Application (fact sheet apps)

7. New Fact Sheet Application (fact sheet apps)

8. SAPUI5 Application

Figure 8.12  SAP Fiori Application Templates

New Project from Sample Application

Choose New Project from a Sample Application when you want to refer to an applica-

tion to build your own SAP Fiori application based on it. Currently, there are three

sample applications, and all three samples are specifically for transactional app

development (see Figure 8.13): 
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� Shop 

This is a full-screen app that shows a shopping scenario on the Enterprise Perfor-

mance Model (EPM).

� Manage Products 

This is a Master Detail app that shows creation and maintenance of product enti-

ties for EPM.

� Approve Purchase Orders 

This is a Master Detail app that shows the approval process based on EPM.

Figure 8.13  Sample Applications

� Create Custom Properties

This is a sample application to create your own property and integrate it with SAP

Lumira property editor.

� Create Maps

This is a sample Google Heatmap extension showing how to use the Google map

service.

� Embed Image

This sample application shows how to use image files in the extensions.
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� Generate Thumbnail

With this sample app you can create a thumbnail view in SAP Lumira by adding

custom code in exportToSVGString().

� Work with Data Filter

This is an SAP Lumira visualization extension that demonstrates the filters/ex-

cludes/drill context menu options of SAP BusinessObjects Lumira.

New Extension Project

Choose New Extension Project if you want to alter the functionality or appearance of

an original SAP Fiori application. This creates an extension project; the changes are

added only to the extension project, so the original application remains unchanged

(see Figure 8.14).

Figure 8.14  Extension Project

You can also begin a project by importing an existing application and resources from

one of four places—choose Archive, SAPUI5 ABAP Repository, SAP HANA Cloud Plat-

form, or Clone from Git Repository—into the SAP Web IDE workspace, as shown in

Figure 8.15.

Figure 8.15  Importing Applications into SAP Web IDE
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Alternatively, you can import an application from the menu bar as well by choosing

File • Import. To clone a Git repository, go to File • Git.

Exercise

In the previous chapter, we discussed the EDMX file in detail and the terms of an

EDM. Next, you’ll use an EDMX file as a source and develop your first SAP Fiori appli-

cation in SAP Web IDE. In the create phase, you’ll open SAP Web IDE and create a proj-

ect from a template. Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the SAP HANA cockpit, and start SAP Web IDE by clicking the SAP Web IDE

application from your services.

2. Click on the Open SAP Web IDE URL to launch SAP Web IDE

3. Create a new project by clicking New Project from Template (see Figure 8.16).

Figure 8.16  New Project from Template

4. Select SAP Fiori Master-Detail Application and click Next (see Figure 8.17).

Figure 8.17  Master-Detail App
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8.3.2    Develop

We’ve explored the different options for creating a project, so now let’s turn our

attention to the development phase. You have many different options to develop an

application, and your options depend on whether you’re a programmer or a nonpro-

grammer.

If you have programming experience, you can use the source code editor, which has

features such as code completion, dynamic API references, and so on, to start coding

your app.

Alternatively, you can use the templates: Wizards will guide you through the coding

process step-by-step and will automatically generate the files and the code for your

app. You can use the what you see is what you get (WYSIWYG) layout editor as well to

design your UI. The standard templates provided by SAP Web IDE were shown earlier

in Figure 8.12. In addition, you can create your own templates and manage those cus-

tom templates from the same location. For extensibility projects, you can use the

visual extensibility support to take existing SAP Fiori applications and extend, mod-

ify, or replace elements of your app.

The following is a list of advantages you’ll notice in SAP Web IDE while you’re in the

development phase:

� You can collaborate directly with other developers via the integrated collaboration

features, such as SAP Jam.

� With dynamic interactive features such as code completion and API reference, you

can accelerate your coding and testing process.

� You can build your app without connecting to any system; that is, you can develop

with mock data and preview the app as well.

� Using WYSIWYG editors, templates, and wizards, you can build SAP Fiori apps very

quickly.

� You can share the same repository with other developers, with virtually no setup

required.

� You can extend the SAP-delivered applications using SAP Web IDE’s extensibility

framework.

Continuing with the exercise, next we’ll use an EDMX file to create a master-detail

app. Before you start the exercise, download the sample EDMX file, which we pro-

vided along with this book:
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1. Enter “MyContacts” in Project Name and click Next (see Figure 8.18).

Figure 8.18  Project Name

2. Select File System as the source.

3. Browse for the EDMX file that you downloaded before starting this exercise (see

Figure 8.19).

Figure 8.19  EDMX File

4. Click Next.

5. Enter the details shown in Figure 8.20 for Master Section.
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Figure 8.20  Master Section

6. Enter the details as shown in Detail Section and click Next (see Figure 8.21).

Figure 8.21  Detail Section

7. Click Finish. This will automatically take you to SAP Web IDE (developers view).

8. Navigate to Master.view.xml, right-click, and select Open With • Layout Editor (see

Figure 8.22).

9. Select Object List Item.
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Figure 8.22  Master View

10. Select the Company field in the Intro section from the list by clicking  (see

Figure 8.23).

Figure 8.23  Add Intro to Object List Item

11. Click Save.

We successfully changed the master view; next, let’s change the detail view:

1. Navigate to Detail.view.xml, right-click, and select Open With • Layout Editor (see

Figure 8.24).
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Figure 8.24  Detail View

2. Select Object Header. Then, select the Company field in the Intro section from the

list by clicking  (see Figure 8.25).

Figure 8.25  Add Intro to Object Header

3. Search for the Image control, then drag and drop the image component to the

object header area (see Figure 8.26).

4. Click the Image field, and select the image in the source file by clicking .

5. Set the Height and Width of the image to “50px” (see Figure 8.27).
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Figure 8.26  Drag and Drop Image Control

Figure 8.27  Set Source, Height, and Width of Image

6. Next, let’s change the icons. Select the icon and set the value in the Icon field to

sap-icon://contacts, or select the icon from the value help by clicking  (see

Figure 8.28).
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Figure 8.28  Set Tab 1 Icon

7. Similarly, click the second icon and change the icon to sap-icon://map.

8. In the second tab, select the label and set the text to Address (see Figure 8.29).

Figure 8.29  Set Tab 2 Icon and Label

9. Select the second text box, then select the Address field from the value help by

clicking  (see Figure 8.30).

10. Click Save.

11. Next, we’ll import the sample data models. Right-click the Model folder and select

Import • From File System (see Figure 8.31).
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Figure 8.30  Map Address Field to Text

Figure 8.31  Import Models

12. Click Browse (see Figure 8.32).

Figure 8.32  Browse File

13. Select the ContactDetailsSet.json file from the source file you downloaded prior

to this exercise.

v
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14. Repeat steps 1, 2, and 3, and add the KM.jpg, KS.jpg, and RR.jpg files to the model

folder (see Figure 8.33).

Figure 8.33  Select Files

15. After you complete the previous steps, your model folder should look like Figure

8.34.

Figure 8.34  Model Folder

16. Click Save.

8.3.3    Preview

Now that we’ve explored the options available for creating and developing applica-

tions, we can discuss previewing the finished product. In the preview phase, you can

test your application by previewing it on different device screen sizes, such as a desk-

top, tablet, smartphone, or smartwatch, to see exactly what it would look like. You
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can also preview applications using simulators. The beauty of SAP Web IDE is that

you can test your app with random mock data generated by SAP Web IDE.

When running an application with mock data, you can either let the mock service

generate the sample data for you, or edit the mock data to have more meaning. You

can even provide the data in a JSON file format.

To edit and run the mock data, follow these steps:

1. Right-click metadata.xml and select Edit Mock Data (see Figure 8.35).

Figure 8.35  Edit Mock Data

2. Figure 8.36 shows the mock data we loaded in the previous step.

Figure 8.36  Verify Mock Data
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3. To run the app with mock data, click the project folder, and then from the menu

bar go to Run • Run with Mock Data (see Figure 8.37).

Figure 8.37  SAP Web IDE Application, Run with Mock Data

You should now see the My Contacts app in the simulator.

Now, let’s look at the simulator in Figure 8.38. In the preview phase of the application,

this feature lets you choose different types of devices.

Figure 8.38  Simulator

As shown in Figure 8.38, at the top of the page there are settings for Large, Medium,

Small, and Custom 1; pick the size of the screen that you want to test your applica-

tion on. After you make changes to the code of your application, you can see the
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changes instantly by clicking the Refresh button 2. You can change the orientation of

the application to landscape or portrait by clicking the Orientation button 3. You can

also select different languages from the language dropdown 4; however, this re-

quires the language property files to be part of your application project. You can gen-

erate a QR code for your application 5, and you can then test the application directly

on your mobile device by scanning the QR code.

8.3.4    Deployment

The last phase in the development process is to deploy your application from SAP

Web IDE to your server. You can deploy your application to the following areas/plat-

forms:

� SAP Cloud Platform

� ABAP Repository

� Register to SAP Fiori launchpad

All these options are integrated with Git for your source code management needs.

In this final phase of the development process, let’s deploy the app to SAP Cloud Plat-

form and then register it with SAP Fiori launchpad:

1. Right-click the project folder, then choose Deploy • Deploy to SAP HANA Cloud

Platform (see Figure 8.39).

Figure 8.39  Deploy to SAP Cloud Platform
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2. Log in to SAP Cloud Platform (see Figure 8.40).

Figure 8.40  Logging in to SAP Cloud Platform

3. Enter an Application Name and the Version number (see Figure 8.41).

4. Click Deploy (see Figure 8.41).

Figure 8.41  Application Name

5. To run this app on SAP Fiori launchpad, click Register to SAP Fiori Launchpad (see

Figure 8.42).
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Figure 8.42  Registering to SAP Fiori Launchpad

6. Enter the Application Name and Description and click Next (see Figure 8.43).

Figure 8.43  General App Information

7. Configure the tile by selecting the app Type, Title, Subtitle, and Icon (see Figure

8.44), and then click Next.

8. Assign the app to a Category and a Content Package and click Next (see Figure

8.45).
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Figure 8.44  Tile Configuration

Figure 8.45  Assignment

9. Click Finish to confirm that the app is registered to SAP Fiori launchpad (see

Figure 8.46).

10. After the app is registered, you should receive a pop-up confirmation message.

Click OK to open SAP Fiori launchpad (see Figure 8.47).
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Figure 8.46  Confirmation Step

Figure 8.47  App Registration Notification

11. In SAP Fiori launchpad, you should see the My Contacts app in the catalog. Add

the app to the My Home group by clicking + below the tile (see Figure 8.48).

Figure 8.48  SAP Fiori Catalog

You should now see the My Contacts app in SAP Fiori launchpad. Clicking the tile will

open the app created in this exercise (see Figure 8.49).
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Figure 8.49  SAP Fiori Launchpad

8.4    SAP Fiori Elements

To reduce the amount of front-end code while developing an SAP Fiori app and to

keep the design consistent, SAP introduced a framework to generate UIs; it’s called

SAP Fiori elements. 

Figure 8.50  SAP Fiori Elements
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SAP Fiori elements uses metadata annotations and predefined templates to generate

an SAP Fiori app. With the latest release of SAPUI5 (version 1.44), the floorplans shown

in Figure 8.50 are available with SAP Fiori elements.

8.4.1    Overview Page

The SAP Fiori overview page application is a type of floor plan with a UI framework

that provides quick access to vital business information at a glance in the form of

actionable cards on a single page, enabling users to make faster decisions and focus

on their most important tasks (see Figure 8.51).

Figure 8.51  SAP Fiori Overview Page

Cards are containers for app content, and they represent an entry-level view of the

most relevant app data for a given topic. The SAP Fiori overview page contains five

types of cards, shown in Figure 8.52; each type of card allows users to visualize infor-

mation in an interactive and efficient way:

1. List

List cards display items in a vertical list.
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2. Link list

Link list cards display items as links or images that can navigate to a target or open

a pop-up window with additional information.

3. Table

Table cards display items in a table format.

4. Stack

The stack card is a special type of card that displays a collection of single object

cards. This type of card has two clickable areas; the left area navigates to the parent

app, and the right area opens the object stream.

5. Analytic

Analytic cards consist of two areas: a header area that displays the aggregated val-

ues of a KPI and a chart area that displays data in a graphical format.

Figure 8.52  Card Types

8.4.2    List Report Floorplan

The second type of floorplan is the List Report application, a reusable floorplan tem-

plate that allows users to work with large lists of items and act on each one (see Figure

8.53).
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Figure 8.53  List Report

8.4.3    Object Page Floorplan

Object Page (as seen in Figure 8.54) is another type of floorplan template, which

allows users to display, create, or edit an item. The Object Page floorplan can be

implemented using the prebuilt SAP Fiori element.

Now that you understand the different floorplans available with the latest SAPUI5

release, we’ll walk step-by-step through how to develop SAP Fiori apps using SAP Fiori

elements.
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Figure 8.54  Object Page

8.4.4    Exercise

In this exercise, we’ll cover the end-to-end scenario of developing a basic SAP Fiori

overview page using SAP Web IDE and the deployment to your SAP Fiori launchpad.

All the data in the overview page is based on the Supplier List OData service.

1. Login to SAP Web IDE.

2. Create a new project, and choose New Project from Template.

3. Select SAP Fiori Elements from the Category dropdown, select Overview Page

Application, and click Next (see Figure 8.55).

4. Enter a Project Name and click Next (see Figure 8.56).

5. Select the Service Catalog and the Server.
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Figure 8.55  Overview Page Template

Figure 8.56  Project Name

6. Select the OData service on which you’d like to build the app, then click Next. In

our example, we selected the Supplier Invoice OData service (see Figure 8.57).

7. In the Annotation window, for now, just click Next (see Figure 8.58). An annotation

file is a semantic description of an OData service; in general, an annotation file

should be populated, and you can create your own annotation file and upload it in

this step in the future.
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Figure 8.57  Data Connection

Figure 8.58  Annotation File

8. Enter Technical and General details, such as the App Title and App Description,

then click Finish (see Figure 8.59).
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Figure 8.59  Template Customization

You’ve successfully created an SAP Fiori overview page project from a template. Next,

let’s create a card:

1. Right-click the project and select New, then click Card (see Figure 8.60).

Figure 8.60  Adding New Card
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2. Verify the datasource and click Next (see Figure 8.61).

Figure 8.61  Datasource

3. Select List from the list of cards and click Next (see Figure 8.62).

Figure 8.62  List Card

4. Select the Entity Set from the dropdown, and enter the Title and Subtitle (see

Figure 8.63).
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Figure 8.63  General Details

5. Scroll down to view Annotations and Card Properties (see Figure 8.64). Annota-

tions are usually preselected. Select the card properties, then click Next.

Figure 8.64  Annotations and Card Properties

6. Click Finish.

7. Right-click the project and select Run, then select Run Configurations (see Figure

8.65).
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Figure 8.65  Run Overview Page

8. Select Run Component.js, then click Save and Run (see Figure 8.66).

Figure 8.66  Run Configuration

9. You should now see the list card that you created in this exercise (see Figure 8.67).
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Figure 8.67  SAP Fiori Overview Page

To add more cards to the overview page, you can follow the same steps and add dif-

ferent types of cards. Once your overview page is ready to deploy, right-click the proj-

ect and select Deploy, then select the desitination (e.g., SAPUI5 ABAP Repository or

SAP Cloud Platform).

SAP Fiori Elements Help

For more information on SAP Fiori elements, go to https://sapui5.netweaver.onde-

mand.com and click Developing Apps with SAP Fiori Elements.

8.5    Summary

In this chapter, we introduced you to SAP Web IDE and showed you how to set up SAP

Web IDE with SAP Cloud Platform. At this point, you should understand the different

phases of the development process and the options available in SAP Web IDE to

develop an SAP Fiori app. We created our first SAP Fiori app using the master-detail

standard template with an EDMX file as a source. In the next chapter, we’ll explain

how to create and extend transactional apps using SAP Web IDE.

https://sapui5.netweaver.ondemand.com
https://sapui5.netweaver.ondemand.com
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Chapter 9 

Creating and Extending 
Transactional Apps

This chapter demonstrates how to create and extend transactional 

apps. A complete example app is also presented to illustrate the exten-

sion process.

In Chapter 8, we discussed all the options available in SAP Web IDE to create or extend

an SAP Fiori application, and in Chapter 7 we looked at the basic OData concepts and

how to create an OData service. In this chapter, we’ll begin tying all the pieces

together as we walk through the end-to-end process of creating and extending trans-

actional apps.

In the first part of this chapter, we’ll explore the process of creating transactional

apps (see Section 9.1). We’ll start by outlining some basics of app creation using a tem-

plate in SAP Web IDE, and then we’ll cover the end-to-end process of creating a trans-

actional app. In the second part of this chapter, we’ll explore how to extend a

transactional app. We’ll start our discussion in Section 9.2 with an overview of the

extension process and examine various extension layers in the architecture and the

skills required to extend each of these layers. In Section 9.2.1, Section 9.2.2, and Sec-

tion 9.2.3, we’ll describe the end-to-end extension process for each layer of the archi-

tecture, with an example based on the My Quotations transactional app.

9.1    Creating Transactional Apps

In this section, we’ll walk you through the step-by-step process of creating a transac-

tional app with a template from SAP Web IDE. In the previous chapter, we examined

the different templates available as part of SAP Web IDE. In this section, we’ll focus on

the UI layer of the transactional app. In a real-world scenario, you’ll create an OData

service and then create the UI layer. However, in Chapter 7, we covered the basics of
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OData creation and the extension process, so you should be able to create an OData

service by this point. In this section, we’ll therefore use an existing OData service to

create the app.

You can create simple to very complex apps using SAP Web IDE. The main purpose of

this section is to show you how to create a transactional app and publish it to SAP

Fiori launchpad. We’ll use an SAP Fiori worklist application template and the SR018_

SO_TRACKING_SRV OData service to build the app.

9.1.1    Create a New Project Using a Template

In this step, we’ll use a template in SAP Web IDE and integrate it with an existing

OData service. Follow these steps:

1. Log in to SAP Web IDE.

2. Select New Project from a Template.

3. Select the SAP Fiori Worklist Application template, then click Next (see Figure 9.1).

Figure 9.1  SAP Fiori Templates

4. Enter a Project Name, and click Next (see Figure 9.2).

5. Select the back-end server connection from the dropdown menu, then enter

“SRA018_SO_TRACKING_SRV” in the Search field to search for the SRA018_SO_

TRACKING_SRV OData service (see Figure 9.3).

6. Select the OData service and click Next.
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Figure 9.2  Project Name

Figure 9.3  Selecting OData Service

7. Enter or select the following details in Project Settings and Page 1 Section (see

Figure 9.4):

– Project Namespace: “TrackSalesOrders”

– Title: “Sales Order Tracker”

– OData Collection: SalesOrders

– Item Title: SalesOrderNumber

– Numeric Attribute: TotalAmount
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– Units Attribute: Currency

– Status Attribute: ShippingStatusCode

– Attribute: OrderDate

Figure 9.4  Project Settings and Page 1 Section

8. Scroll down, enter or select the following details in Page 2 Section and Navigation

Section, then click Next (see Figure 9.5):

– Title: “Sales Order Details”

– Attribute 1: PO

Figure 9.5  Page 2 Section and Navigation Section
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– Attribute 2: ShipToAddressLine2

– OData Navigation: OrderItems

– Attribute 1: Description

– Attribute 2: Quantity

– Attribute 3: PricePerUnit

9. Click Finish to complete the project creation.

9.1.2    Test the App with Mock Data

In this step, you’ll test the app you created in the previous step with mock data and

check whether the fields are showing the data correctly. Follow these steps:

1. From the TrackSalesOrder project folder, right-click index.html, then select Run •

Run with Mock Data (see Figure 9.6).

Figure 9.6  Run with Mock Data
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The first screen shows the page 1 section (see Figure 9.7).

Figure 9.7  Page 1 Section

2. Clicking a sales order’s row will take you to the second screen, which shows the

fields from Page 2 Section and Navigation Section (see Figure 9.8).

Figure 9.8  Page 2 Section and Navigation Section Fields in App
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9.1.3    Deploy the App to the ABAP Back-End Server

In the previous steps, you successfully created and tested the app. Next, we’ll show

you how to deploy the app to the back-end server. Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the project and select Deploy • Deploy to SAPUI5 ABAP Repository (see

Figure 9.9).

Figure 9.9  Deploying the App

2. Enter the Name, the Description, and a Package. Click Next (see Figure 9.10).

Figure 9.10  Application Details

3. Click Finish to complete the deployment.
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You’ve now successfully created the app and deployed it to the back-end server. Next,

you’ll set up the app in SAP Fiori launchpad and create a catalog and tiles. You’ll fol-

low the same steps as in Chapter 4, Section 4.6, so we’ll just include the high-level

steps in the next section.

9.1.4    Publish the App to SAP Fiori Launchpad

In this step, you’ll publish the new app to SAP Fiori launchpad. Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the back-end server, and check the service via Transaction SICF, which

you deployed previously (see Figure 9.11).

Figure 9.11  Maintain Service

2. Create a new launchpad via Transaction LPD_CUST (see Figure 9.12).

Figure 9.12  New Launchpad
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3. Enter the application URL parameter of the service (see Figure 9.13).

Figure 9.13  Application URL

4. Enter the Application Alias and the SAPUI5 component details (see Figure 9.14).

Figure 9.14  Application Alias

5. Log in to SAP Fiori launchpad designer and create a new catalog (see Figure 9.15).
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Figure 9.15  New Launchpad Catalog

6. Add a new target mapping, and enter the following details (see Figure 9.16):

– Semantic Object: “SalesOrders”

– Action: “tracker”

– Launchpad Role: “ZSM_LPD”

– Launchpad Instance: “TRANSACTIONAL”

– Application Alias: “SalesOrderTracker”

Figure 9.16  Target Mapping

7. Next, create a new tile with the following details (see Figure 9.17):

– Title: Enter “Sales Order Tracker”.
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– Icon: Select an icon.

– Semantic Object: Enter “SalesOrders”.

– Action: Enter “tracker”.

Figure 9.17  New Tile

8. Create a new role in the ABAP system, then assign the launchpad catalog and user

to the role (see Figure 9.18).

Figure 9.18  Maintain Role

9. Log in to SAP Fiori launchpad; you should now see the new Sales Order Tracker app

in the catalog.
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10. Add the app to your My Home group or any group, then launch the app (see

Figure 9.19).

Figure 9.19  New Transactional App

You’ve successfully created and deployed a transactional app to the ABAP server and

then published the app to SAP Fiori launchpad. Next, we’ll explain how to extend a

transactional app.

9.2    Extending Transactional Apps

Many customers want to customize their SAP Fiori apps beyond the standard appli-

cations delivered by SAP. The ability to extend transactional and other SAP Fiori apps

is useful when, for example, you want to add a field, hide nonrelevant controls,

replace a standard view with a custom view, or add a custom OData service. Depend-

ing on the application type and extension requirements, you can enhance one or

multiple content layers.

Figure 9.20 shows the system landscape of a transactional app. The landscape is com-

prised of three main layers:

1. SAP Business Suite layer 

This layer contains the business logic and back-end data. You can extend the SAP

Business Suite layer if the back-end logic and the content required for the app

extension don’t exist.

2. SAP Gateway layer 

This layer maintains the connections to the back-end system and allows users to

create OData services. You can extend the SAP Gateway layer (OData) if the back-

end logic and the content required for the app enhancement are present in the

SAP Business Suite layer but not exposed to the SAP Gateway server.
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3. UI layer 

This layer contains the product-specific UI add-ons, SAPUI5 control library, and

SAP Fiori launchpad. You can extend the UI layer if the back-end logic and the con-

tent required for the app extension are present in the SAP Gateway layer but not

exposed to the UI layer.

Figure 9.20  Architecture

Table 9.1 lists the knowledge/skill required to extend each of these layers.

Content 

Layer

SAPUI5 HTML5, 

JavaScript

SAP Fiori 

Specific 

UI Devel-

opment

ABAP SAP 

Gateway

SAP 

Business 

Suite

UI Yes Yes Yes

SAP 

Gateway

Yes Yes

SAP Busi-

ness Suite

Yes Yes

Table 9.1  Skill Matrix

ABAP Front-end Server

UI Layer

Gateway (OData) Layer

Transactional Apps Extension

SAP Business Suite

Any Database/SAP HANA

ABAP Back-end Server
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Extending a transactional app end to end includes many different steps in each of the

content layers; we’ve broken the app extension process down into nine steps (see

Figure 9.21). Each of these steps can be performed by different teams based on exist-

ing skillsets.

Figure 9.21  High-Level Steps

Extending transactional apps is modification-free with this approach, so any upgrade

to standard SAP Fiori apps won’t be impacted. We’ll walk you through each of these

steps in more detail in the next sections. However, let’s first review the tools and

transaction codes that you need to extend each layer:

� ABAP back-end server

– Transaction SE80 (ABAP Object Navigator)

– Transaction SE11 (ABAP Dictionary)

� UI layer

– SAP Web IDE or Eclipse with ABAP Repository Team Provider

� ABAP front-end server

– Transaction SEGW (Gateway Service Builder)

With that high-level introduction completed, let’s dive straight into the steps for

extending a transactional app by using an example based on the My Quotations

Implement
extensions

Configure OData 
URL of new

OData service

Preview and test in
SAP Web IDE

Deploy extended
app to ABAP

Gateway server

Configure extended 
app in SAP Fiori

Launchpad

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9

UI Layer ABAP Front-end Server ABAP Back-end Server

Add fields in
extension of
OData DDIC
structures 

Create OData project
that redefines

std. OData project 

Create new
extension project

Register new service
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transactional app. You’ll extend the app by adding the State field to the standard app

(see Figure 9.22); that is, you’ll display the State field in Ship to address.

Figure 9.22  My Quotations Standard App

9.2.1    Extend the SAP Business Suite Layer

The first step in the extension process is to append the ABAP DDIC structure of the

OData service with the new field in the back-end server (SAP Business Suite layer) so

that you can use the new Region field in the UI layer.

Region/State

Region and State are the same. Region is the field from the DDIC structure, and State

is the title that you’re adding in the app.

To add a field to the app, you need to find the package and DDIC structure details. To

do so, refer to the SAP Fiori app-specific online help at http://help.sap.com/fiori and

navigate to the App Extensibility section of the My Quotations app information.

http://help.sap.com/fiori
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After you have the package details, follow these steps:

1. Log in to the ABAP back-end system.

2. Run Transaction SE80.

3. From the dropdown list, choose Package, and click the down arrow button (see

Figure 9.23).

Figure 9.23  Object Navigator

4. Click the Information System button in the pop-up window.

5. Enter “*ODATA_MY_QUOTATION” in the Package field (see Figure 9.24).

Figure 9.24  Search Package

6. Click Continue , or press (Enter).
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7. Select the ERP_SD_ODATA_MY_QUOTATION package and click Continue  (see

Figure 9.25).

Figure 9.25  Select Package

8. On the left side, drill down to Dictionary Objects • Structures (see Figure 9.26).

Figure 9.26  Navigate to Structures

9. From the list of structures shown in Figure 9.27, double-click TDS_ODATA_QUO-

TATION_PARTNER_IN to view the structure details.

Figure 9.27  Selecting Partner Structure

10. Click Append Structure (see Figure 9.28).
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Figure 9.28  Selecting Append Structure

11. Enter “ZQUOTATION_PARTNER_EXTN” in the Append Name field (see Figure

9.29). Click Continue , or press (Enter).

Figure 9.29  Append Name

12. Enter “Partner Extension for My Quotations” in the Short Description field.

13. Add the following details, as shown in Figure 9.30:

– Component: “REGION”

– Typing Methods: “Types”

14. Click the Predefined Type button to enable the Data Type and Length fields. Enter

the remaining details, as follows (see Figure 9.30):

– Data Type: “CHAR”

– Length: “3”

– Short Description: “Region”

Figure 9.30  Adding New Fields
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15. Check for errors by clicking .

16. Click Save .

17. Click Local Object/Package.

18. Click Save.

19. Activate the structure by clicking Activate .

20. Now, check if the new field is added to the partner structure. Double-click TDS_

ODATA_QUOTATION_PARTNER, and you should see the Region field added to the

structure (see Figure 9.31).

Figure 9.31  Appended Structure

You’ve successfully added a new field to the structure!

9.2.2    Extend the SAP Gateway Layer

In Chapter 7, we discussed OData concepts in general and walked through a simple

OData service example. In addition, we looked at the different options for redefining

an OData service created in SAP Gateway and external services such as BOPF, SAP BW
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queries, and GenIL. With SAP Gateway Service Builder, you can extend the OData ser-

vice using the redefine technique, which lets you reuse the business objects and ser-

vices from your existing SAP system landscape.

SAP Gateway Service Builder is an OData-compliant modeling environment that pro-

vides developers with a set of tools for creating and maintaining an OData service.

This tool provides options for both experienced developers and less experienced

developers. Experienced developers can define a new service, whereas less experi-

enced developers can import existing definition files or use content generators to

expose the data for simple consumption. In addition, this tool also empowers non-

programmers to build applications using wizards and templates.

Redefine and Extend the OData Service

A standard SAP-delivered project will be the starting point for the extension project.

Let’s now look at how to extend an OData service by using the redefine technique in

SAP Gateway Service Builder. Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the ABAP front-end server.

2. Run Transaction SEGW.

3. Create a new project by clicking the Create Project icon (see Figure 9.32).

Figure 9.32  Create New Project Icon

4. On the next page, enter the following project details (see Figure 9.33):

– Project: “ZLORD_MY_QUOTATION”

– Description: “OData Service Extension for My Quotation”

5. Click Local Object.

6. In the new project, right-click Data Model Redefine and select OData Service (GW)

(see Figure 9.34).

7. Enter the following details (see Figure 9.35):

– Technical Service Name: “LORD_MY_QUOTATION_SRV”

– Version: “1”
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Figure 9.33  Selecting Package

Figure 9.34  Redefining OData Service

Figure 9.35  Selecting Standard SAP OData Service

8. Click Next.
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9. Select all the fields by clicking  (see Figure 9.36).

Figure 9.36  Selecting All OData Artifacts

10. Click Finish.

11. Expand Data Model • Entity Types • Partner (see Figure 9.37).

Figure 9.37  Partner Entity Type Properties

12. Double-click Properties.

13. Append a new row by clicking .
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14. Enter the following details in the new row (see Figure 9.38):

– Name: “State”. This is the property that is visible externally to the OData.

– EDM Core Type: “Edm.String”. This is the EMD data for each property.

– Max Length: “25”. This property is the length of the data type.

– Label: “State”. This field’s content is used by OData.

After you enter all the fields, your screen should look similar to the one shown in

Figure 9.38.

Figure 9.38  Adding New Field

15. Finally, on the same screen as the preceding options, select Region from the value

help for ABAP Field Name (see Figure 9.39). With the ABAP Data Dictionary bind-

ing, you’ll be able to know the EDM data type and the length of the entity type as

well.

Figure 9.39  Selecting Region Field
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16. Click the Check Project Consistency icon  at the top left to check for errors.

17. Click Generate Runtime Objects .

18. Verify the Model Provider Class (MPC), Data Provider Class (DPC), and Service

Registration details, and click Continue  (Figure 9.40).

Figure 9.40  Model Provider Class, Data Provider Class, and New OData Service Registration

More Information

See Chapter 7, Section 7.2 for details about the MPC, DPC, and service definition.

19. Select Local Object on the next screen (see Figure 9.41).

Figure 9.41  Local Object
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20. SAP Gateway service builder will generate the following runtime artifacts (see

Figure 9.42):

– Data Provider Base Class

– Data Provider Extension Class

– Model Provider Base Class

– Model Provider Extension Class

– Registered Model

– Registered Service

Figure 9.42  Runtime Artifacts

21. Whenever you redefine an OData service, SAP Gateway service builder generates

the new OData service with the DPC and MPC. The DPC is used to code your CRUD

methods and function import methods. You can define all back-end logic in rede-

fined methods of the DPC extension class. The MPC is used to define the data

model; using the code-based implementation methods, you can create entities,

properties, and so on.

22. SAP Gateway Service Builder generates the base class and extension class after

you generate a project. The base class inherits its code from the minimal SAP

Gateway abstract class /IWBEP/CL_MGW_PUSH_ABS_DATA, and the extension class is

created for both MPC and DPC by SAP Gateway Service Builder, which is inherited

from the base class.
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You’ve successfully extended the OData service! In the next section, we’ll register the

OData service.

Register the OData Service

The next step is to register the OData service. To expose the OData service you cre-

ated in the previous step, you must create an entry in the service catalog in the SAP

Gateway system (front-end server). A custom OData service is always developed on

top of the SAP Gateway add-on installed in the back-end server. To register the service

on the front-end server, follow these steps:

1. Select the Service Maintenance folder from your project.

2. Select your SAP Gateway hub system and click Register (Figure 9.43).

Figure 9.43  Registering Service

3. Select Local Package.

4. Click Continue .

Test the OData Service

After the service is registered, the final step is to test the OData service. In the next

steps, we’ll test the service via a quotation ID available in the back-end system. You

can select any quotation available in your back-end system to check if the OData ser-

vice is responding correctly.

Follow these steps:

1. Run Transaction /IWFND/MAINT_SERVICE (on the SAP front-end server).

2. In the list, double-click the service you created in the previous section.
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3. Click Gateway Client (see Figure 9.44).

Figure 9.44  Running Gateway Client

4. In the line Request URI, replace “?$format=xml” with “$metadata”.

5. You should now see the State property under the Partner entity type (see Figure

9.45).

Figure 9.45  State Property

6. In the Request URI line, replace “?format=xml” with the following text: “Quota-

tionHeaderSet('<your QuotationID>')?$expand=PartnerSet”.

– For example: QuotationHeaderSet('20000030')?$expand=PartnerSet

7. You should now see the State field populated with the data (see Figure 9.46).

Quotation ID

We’ll be testing with quotation ID 20000030, but you can use any quotation ID avail-

able in the back-end you’re using.
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Figure 9.46  State Value

Now, let’s verify the data with the back-end server. Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the SAP ERP back-end system.

2. Run Transaction VA23.

3. Enter any quotation ID available in your system and press (Enter).

4. From the menu bar, navigate to Goto • Header • Partner.

5. Double-click the partner function Ship-to party.

You should now see the same value in the State field in the back-end as well (refer to

Figure 9.46 and Figure 9.47).
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Figure 9.47  Back-End Data

9.2.3    Extend the UI Layer

The next step is to add the new field to the UI layer. SAP delivers the SAPUI5 project

for every SAP Fiori transactional app. You can get the details of a specific app from the

online help at http://help.sap.com/fiori. Figure 9.48 shows the SAPUI5 application

details for the My Quotations transactional app.

Figure 9.48  SAPUI5 Application

In Chapter 8, we covered all the basic options available in SAP Web IDE to extend an

SAPUI5 app. Let’s now explore those options in greater detail. In this section, you’ll

extend the My Quotations SAPUI5 app by adding the State field to the UI layer. SAP

provides extension points for extending standard views of the application with cus-

tom content. You can get the extension points details from the app-specific help page

(see Figure 9.49). In addition, the Extension wizard in SAP Web IDE lists all the exten-

sion points available for a specific view or fragment, as we’ll discuss in our example.

http://help.sap.com/fiori
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Figure 9.49  Extension Points

In Chapter 2, we discussed the customizations that are supported in the standard

SAPUI5 app. In this section, you’ll implement the view extension by using extension

points to insert custom content (i.e., you’ll add the State field to the S3.view.xml

view).

The following are the high-level steps that you need to follow to extend the UI layer

for transactional apps:

1. Create a new extension project using the SAP-delivered standard application.

2. Replace the OData service with the custom OData service.

3. Identify extension points and views.

4. Publish the custom application to the ABAP Repository.

5. Configure the app on SAP Fiori launchpad.

6. Configure and test the application in SAP Fiori launchpad.
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Create a New Extension Project

The first step in this process is to create a new extension project by importing the

original SAPUI5 application for the My Quotations app. Refer to Figure 9.48 for the

technical name of the SAPUI5 app. Follow these steps to create a new project:

1. Log in to SAP Web IDE.

2. Click New Extension Project from the welcome screen, or navigate to File • New •

Extension Project from the menu bar (see Figure 9.50).

Figure 9.50  New Extension Project

3. Click Remote, then choose SAPUI5 ABAP Repository (see Figure 9.51).

Figure 9.51  Selecting Remote System

4. Select your SAP Gateway system.

5. Search for “sd_myquotes” (see Figure 9.52).

6. Choose the sd_myquotes app, and click OK.

7. Enter the Extension Project name, and click Next (see Figure 9.53).
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Figure 9.52  Selecting SAPUI5 Component

Figure 9.53  Extension Project

8. Uncheck the Open extension project in extensibility pane checkbox, and click

Finish (see Figure 9.54).

Figure 9.54  Completing Extension Project
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You’ve successfully created a new extension project using the original application, so

you should now see the extension project created under your projects folder.

Remember, modifications made to this project won’t impact the actual application.

Replace the OData Service with the Custom OData Service

Next, you’ll replace the OData service. The standard My Quotations app is developed

using the standard LORD_MY_QUOTATION_SRV OData service. To add the new Region field

to the app, you must replace the standard OData service with the custom OData ser-

vice you created in Section 9.2.2. Follow these steps to replace the OData service:

1. Right-click the new project folder, then select New • Extension (see Figure 9.55).

Figure 9.55  New Extension

2. Check your extension project name and click Next (see Figure 9.56).

Figure 9.56  Verifying Project

3. Choose Replace Service and click Next (see Figure 9.57).
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Figure 9.57  Choosing Replace Service

4. Choose Service Catalog from the listed sources.

5. Select the connection for your SAP system.

6. Search for “ZLORD_MY_QUOTATION_SRV” (see Figure 9.58). Click Next.

Figure 9.58  Selecting New Service
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7. Drill down to check if the new field is displayed (see Figure 9.59). Click Next.

Figure 9.59  Checking for New Field

8. Click Finish.

Identify the Extension Points and Views

You’ve successfully created an extension project and replaced the OData service. Let’s

now add the new field to the UI layer. For that, you first need to identify the view and

then the extension points of that view. Perform the following steps to add a field in

the custom view:

1. Right-click your project, and select New • Extension.

2. Verify the extension project location and click Next.

3. Choose Extend View/Fragment and click Next (see Figure 9.60).

4. Select S3.view.xml from the View/Fragment dropdown list to display the exten-

sion points available for that view.

5. Select Extension Point and click Next (see Figure 9.61).
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Figure 9.60  Extend View

Figure 9.61  Extending S3 View

Extension Point Tag

The extension point tag in the XML view indicates the position at which you can

insert your custom content.

6. Click Finish. You should now see the S3 extension point under sap.ui. viewExten-

sions in the component.js file (see Figure 9.62).
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Figure 9.62  Extension Point

Extension Configuration

The component.js file contains the extension configuration, which has the following

properties:

� sap.ui.viewExtensions 

This is used to provide custom view content in standard SAP applications.

� sap.ui.viewModifications 

This is used for modifying certain properties of controls in standard SAP applica-

tions.

� sap.ui.viewReplacements 

This is used to replace a view with a custom view in standard SAP applications.

� sap.ui.ControllerExtensions 

This is used for replacing a controller with a custom controller in standard SAP

applications.

7. You should now see a new extended view under the Views folder. Double-click the

extended view to open it in the code editor (see Figure 9.63).

Figure 9.63  New Field

8. Add the following code:

<Label text="{i18n>EXT_STATE}" /><Text text="{shipTo>/State}" />
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9. Click Save.

10. Right-click the project folder, then select New • Folder.

11. Create a folder with the name i18n.

12. Right-click the new i18n folder, then select New • File.

13. Create a file with the name i18n_custom.properties (see Figure 9.64).

Figure 9.64  i18n Files

14. Double-click the i18n_custom.properties file, then enter “EXT_STATE=State”.

15. Click Save.

Publish the Custom Application to the ABAP Repository

The next step is to publish your custom application to the ABAP Repository.

Right-click your project and select Deploy • Deploy to SAPUI5 ABAP Repository (see

Figure 9.65).

Figure 9.65  Deploying App
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Configure and Test the App in SAP Fiori Launchpad

After the app is published to the ABAP Repository, you need to follow the same steps

as in Chapter 4 to make this app available to users on SAP Fiori launchpad. After you

publish and launch the app from SAP Fiori launchpad, you should see the new State

field added to the app (see Figure 9.66).

Figure 9.66  Extended App

9.3    Summary

In the first part of this chapter, we showed you how to create a transactional app

using a template in SAP Web IDE. In the second part, we covered the extension pro-

cess with an example based on the My Quotations app. This chapter provided

detailed, step-by-step instructions for how to extend the different layers in the archi-

tecture to extend an SAP Fiori transactional app. This chapter should provide enough

information to get you started with creating and extending transactional apps. In the

next chapter, we’ll explore in detail how to create and extend fact sheet apps.
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Chapter 10 

Creating and Extending 
Fact Sheet Apps

This chapter demonstrates how to create and extend a fact sheet 

app and provides a complete example app to illustrate the exten-

sion process.

In this chapter, we’ll show you how to create and extend fact sheet apps. We’ll start

with a brief introduction into the various layers of the system landscape of fact sheet

apps, and we’ll highlight the steps to create and extend them. To recap, fact sheet

apps display contextual information about central objects used in your business

operations. You can drill down from one fact sheet to another fact sheet, and you can

call fact sheets from SAP Fiori launchpad. Fact sheet apps run only on an SAP HANA

database, and they require an ABAP stack.

Figure 10.1 shows the system landscape of fact sheet apps. The landscape is comprised

of two layers: the UI layer that contains the product-specific UI add-ons, SAPUI5 con-

trol library, and SAP Fiori launchpad, and the SAP Business Suite layer that contains

the search model.

Fact sheet apps are created or extended from annotation files in an XML format;

these files are based on semantic and object structure information. A fact sheet app is

represented by a combination of a search model, OData service, and Business Server

Page (BSP) application. Fact sheet apps can be extended by enhancing one or multiple

layers. As explained in Chapter 9, you can create new SAP Fiori apps from scratch or

extend existing SAP Fiori apps.

Before we dig deep into the creation and extension process, we need to enable the

SAP Web IDE fact sheet editor app, which is covered in Section 10.1. In Section 10.2,

we’ll teach you how to create a fact sheet app using an existing search model, and at

the end of this section, we’ll highlight the steps to deploy the app to the ABAP Repos-

itory. In Section 10.3, we’ll move on to the extension process. Section 10.3.1 provides

an example based on the Sales Order fact sheet app to show you how to extend a
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search model and create connectors using the search and analytics modeler and the

connector administration cockpit tools. SAP Web IDE is still a young product, and it’s

being developed at full speed by SAP. The goal of this chapter is to introduce you to

the templates you can use to create or extend SAP Fiori fact sheet apps. In Section

10.3.2, we’ll show you how to enhance the app using the Existing Fact Sheet Applica-

tion template and a Modification Free Fact Sheet Application template, and then we’ll

explain how to deploy the extended app in Section 10.3.3.

Figure 10.1  Fact Sheet Apps Architecture

Checklist

You’ll use the following tools in this chapter:

� Search and analytics modeler

� Connector administration cockpit

� SAP Web IDE

ABAP Front-end Server

UI Add-On
(SAPUI5, SAP Fiori Launchpad)

SAP Gateway

ABAP Back-end Server

SAP Business Suite

SAP Business Suite
(Product-specific UI components)

ERP CRM SRM SCM

ERP CRM SRM SCM

Trusted RFC

Search Models
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10.1    Enabling the SAP Web IDE Fact Sheet Editor App

In Chapter 8, we introduced you to SAP Web IDE and walked you through the various

options available with this tool. Next, we need to enable the SAP Web IDE fact sheet

editor app to create or extend fact sheet apps. Follow these steps:

1. Log in to SAP Web IDE.

2. Navigate to Tools • Preferences from the menu bar (see Figure 10.2).

Figure 10.2  Adding Plugins from Preferences

3. Select Plugins.

4. In the pop-up page, enable the Fact Sheet Editor plugin, and click Save (see Figure

10.3).

Figure 10.3  Enabling Fact Sheet Editor Plugin

5. Refresh your browser to view the fact sheet app plugin.

You’ve successfully enabled the SAP Web IDE fact sheet editor app. Next, we’ll dive

into the fact sheet app creation process.
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10.2    Creating Fact Sheet Apps

In this section, we’ll highlight the steps required for creating a fact sheet app using an

existing search model and OData service.

10.2.1    Create the Search Model

The processes for creating and extending a search model is very similar. In both

cases, the system will take you through a similar sequence of screens to configure the

search model. Therefore, refer to Section 10.3.1 on extending the search model for

details.

To create a search model, simply select Create in the search and analytics modeler. To

extend an existing search model, click Edit (see Figure 10.4). In Section 10.3.1, we’ll

show you how to extend an existing search model by adding a new field.

Figure 10.4  Create or Extend Search Model

In this fact sheet creation process, we’ll assume that you already have a search model

and have created a search connector, as we instructed in Chapter 5, Section 5.4. In the

following sections, we’ll look at the necessary steps to create a search model by creat-

ing and adding the necessary software components. These steps are also relevant for

extension.

Create the Software Components

Before you create or extend a search model, you first need to create a customer-spe-

cific software component. Similarly, this is also necessary for the extension process

to include all the SAP-standard software components and enhance them.

Proceed with the following steps:

1. Launch the search and analytics modeler tool by running Transaction ESH_MOD-

ELER from the ABAP system.

2. Select Software Components, then click Maintain Software Components (see

Figure 10.5).
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Figure 10.5  Search and Analytics Modeler

3. Create a software component by clicking Create (see Figure 10.6).

Figure 10.6  Creating Search Connector

4. Enter a name in the New SW Comp field.

5. In the Package Assignment field, assign a package by clicking , as shown in

Figure 10.7 (you can create a new package in the Object Navigator via Transaction

SE80).

6. Click Create to create the software component.
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Figure 10.7  New Search Connector Component

7. You should now see the new software component in the list shown in Figure 10.8.

Click Save.

Figure 10.8  Saving Component

8. Next, you need to add the changes to a transport request. If a transport request

exists, it will appear in the list, or you can create a new request by clicking Create

(see Figure 10.9).

Figure 10.9  Creating Transport Request
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9. Select the Request ID, then click Select (see Figure 10.10).

Figure 10.10  Assigning Transport Request

10. Save the software component by clicking Save (see Figure 10.11).

Figure 10.11  Saving Software Component

Add the Software Component to the Customer-Specific Software Components

Next, you’ll add the software component to the customer-specific software compo-

nents to enhance the model. Follow these steps:
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1. From the search and analytics modeler tool, select the new customer-specific soft-

ware component, click Software Components, then select Include Software Com-

ponent (see Figure 10.12).

Figure 10.12  Including Standard SAP Component

2. Select the existing software component that you want to refer to—in our example,

it’s SAPAPPLH—and click Select (see Figure 10.13).

Figure 10.13  Selecting SAP Software Component

3. On the next screen, you can resolve conflicts (i.e., when there are any object types

with identical names, they’re displayed on this screen; the system automatically

renames the technical objects and background functions).
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4. In our example, there are no conflicts, so click Close (see Figure 10.14).

Figure 10.14  Resolve Conflicts

5. Select a transport Request ID, then click Select (see Figure 10.15).

Figure 10.15  Assigning Transport

6. The software component SAPAPPLH will now appear below the customer-specific

software component ZSAPAPPLH, as shown in Figure 10.16.

Figure 10.16  Customer-Specific Software Component
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This completes the process of creating and adding the software components. As pre-

viously stated, the extension process is practically identical to creating search mod-

els. Therefore, refer to Section 10.3.1 for further information, or visit https://help.

sap.com/saphelp_nw73/helpdata/en/b6/e51604ca9a480bb8d58111a837b4ae/cont-

ent.html.

Creating an OData Service

In Chapter 7, we discussed the steps for creating an OData service. Simply follow the

same process to do so again here.

10.2.2    Create the UI Layer

In this section, we’ll show you how to create a new fact sheet app on the sales order

search model. We’ll use the CB_SALES_ORDER_SRV OData service (refer to Chapter 5, Sec-

tion 5.2) to build the fact sheet app. Follow these steps:

1. Log in to SAP Web IDE, and click New Project from a Template.

2. You can either build an app using an existing fact sheet app or build the app from

the scratch:

– Existing Fact Sheet Application

Use this template when you want to create a new fact sheet app using an exist-

ing fact sheet app as a template.

– New Fact Sheet Application

Use this template if you want to create a fact sheet app from scratch.

3. For this example, select New Fact Sheet Application, then click Next (see Figure

10.17).

Figure 10.17  New Fact Sheet Template

https://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw73/helpdata/en/b6/e51604ca9a480bb8d58111a8 37b4ae/content.html
https://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw73/helpdata/en/b6/e51604ca9a480bb8d58111a8 37b4ae/content.html
https://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw73/helpdata/en/b6/e51604ca9a480bb8d58111a8 37b4ae/content.html
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4. Enter the Project Name and click Next (see Figure 10.18).

Figure 10.18  Project Name

5. Select the connection name, and search for “CB_SALES_ORDER_SRV”.

6. Select the CB_SALES_ORDER_SRV service and click Next (see Figure 10.19).

Figure 10.19  Data Connection
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7. Enter the following details, as shown in Figure 10.20:

– Main OData Entity: “SalesOrders”

– Fact Sheet Name: “NB Sales”

– Name: “VBELN_DESCR”

– Additional Name: “SalesOrder”

Click Next.

Figure 10.20  Template Fields

8. Click Finish.

9. Double-click the CB_SALES_ORDER_SRV.anno file to open it in the fact sheet app

editor (see Figure 10.21).

10. Drag and drop fields from the Available Fields tab to the correct section in the

design editor (see Figure 10.22):

– Into Key Facts Section, drag and drop NetAmount and OverallSDProcessStatus-

Desc.

– Into Facet Section, drag and drop SalesOrder, SoldToParty, and ShipTo-Party-

Name.
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Figure 10.21  Annotation File

Figure 10.22  Drag and Drop Fields

11. Save the project by clicking the Save button.

12. Run the fact sheet app by right-clicking the ANNO file and selecting Run • Run Fact

Sheet (see Figure 10.23).
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Figure 10.23  Preview Fact Sheet

You should now see the new Sales Order fact sheet app, showing data from the back-

end (see Figure 10.24).

Figure 10.24  New Fact Sheet

We’ve successfully created a fact sheet app. Next, let’s discuss how to deploy the app.

10.2.3    Deploy the Fact Sheet App

In this section, we’ll deploy the project to the ABAP Repository by following these

steps:
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1. Right-click the project and select Deploy • Deploy to SAPUI5 ABAP Repository (see

Figure 10.25).

Figure 10.25  Deploying to ABAP Repository

2. Enter the Name and Description and select a Package. Click Next (see Figure 10.26).

Figure 10.26  Application Details

3. Select the ABAP back-end system connection.
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4. Select the Deploy a New Application radio button, then click Next (see Figure 10.27).

Figure 10.27  System Details

5. Click Finish.

You’ve successfully deployed a new fact sheet app to the ABAP Repository. Next, let’s

check whether the app and the service were created in the ABAP back-end server. Fol-

low these steps:

1. Log in to the ABAP back-end server, and run Transaction SE80.

2. Search for the “ZNBSALES” BSP application, and check whether the objects are cre-

ated (see Figure 10.28).

Figure 10.28  Project Files
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3. Check whether the service was created by running Transaction SICF and searching

for the “ZNBSALES” service (see Figure 10.29).

Figure 10.29  Fact Sheet Service

4. Provide access to the end user to the OData service that you used to build the fact

sheet app. In Chapter 4, Section 4.4.2, we showed you how to assign a role to a user.

You can follow the same process and assign the SAP_SD_SALESORDER_APP role to the

end user (see Figure 10.30).

Figure 10.30  Back-End Role
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Roles

You can create your own roles and assign an OData service and a user to your custom

role.

5. The next step is to create a new launchpad and application using Transaction LPD_

CUST. Refer to Chapter 4, Section 4.6 to complete the following steps:

– Create a new launchpad.

– Create a new application under the new launchpad.

– Create a new catalog in the SAP Fiori launchpad designer.

– Add a new target mapping with the launchpad as the target.

6. To create a new launchpad and application, you can use the existing Sales Order

fact sheet app as a reference (see Figure 10.31) and use the details from Steps 2 and

3 of this section.

Figure 10.31  Fact Sheet Launchpad

7. Similarly, to create catalog and target mapping, you can use the existing Sales

Order fact sheet’s target mapping details as a reference while creating target map-

ping (see Figure 10.32).

Now that you understand the end-to-end process to create a fact sheet app, let’s look

at the fact sheet extension process.
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Figure 10.32  Target Mapping

10.3    Extending Fact Sheet Apps

You can extend a fact sheet when a standard fact sheet app delivered by SAP doesn’t

meet your requirements. The following are scenarios in which you can extend a spe-

cific layer of a system landscape for fact sheet apps:

� You can extend a search model when you want to add fields to the fact sheet app

that aren’t available in the search model.

� You can extend the UI layer if the back-end logic and the content required for the

app extension are present in the SAP Gateway layer, but it’s not exposed to the UI

layer.

We’ll use an example based on the Sales Order fact sheet app in this section. We’ll

walk you through extending both a search model and the UI layer by adding the new

Risk Category field to the Sales Order app.
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10.3.1    Extend the Search Model

The first step in the extension process is to extend the search model. From the SAP

Fiori apps reference library, search for the Sales Order fact sheet app, and navigate to

the Configuration section. Go to the Search Connector section to see a list of connec-

tors for the Sales Order fact sheet app (see Figure 10.33). In Chapter 5, Section 5.4, we

discussed how to create a connector on a search model and how to enable an app

using these connectors. In this section, we’ll show you how to extend a search model

by adding a field.

Figure 10.33  Search Models

Search Models and Connectors

To get the complete list of search models and connectors for all SAP Fiori fact sheet

apps, refer to SAP Note 1861013.

To extend a model, we use the search and analytics modeler, which is a component of

SAP Enterprise Search. This tool allows developers to create or change models for

search object connectors. You need to have extensive knowledge of the SAP Business

Suite back-end technology to create or change any search model.

SAP Enterprise Search and the search and analytics modeler tool are big topics. In this

chapter, we’ll cover a very basic example, explaining how to enhance a search model

by added a field to it. The sections that follow walk through the different steps for

extending the search model.
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Enhance the Model

In this section, we’ll begin by enhancing our data model. As previously mentioned,

most of the steps are similar when creating or enhancing a search object connector.

In both scenarios, you’ll follow the same sequence of screens:

1. Expand the SD-SLS component, then select SALES_ORDER_H.

2. Click Edit (see Figure 10.34).

Figure 10.34  Editing Data Model

3. Click Yes to confirm the model enhancements, as shown in Figure 10.35.

Figure 10.35  Enhance Model Confirmation Pop-up

4. Next, you’ll be working through the roadmap steps. In the first step (Model Proper-

ties), the properties of the search object connector model are defined (i.e., the

Model Type and the component properties). Click Next (see Figure 10.36).
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Figure 10.36  Model Properties

5. In the second step (Model Nodes), you create or modify nodes and assign node

names and node attributes. From the List of Nodes of ‘SALES_ORDER_H’ section,

select SO_VBAK (see Figure 10.37).

Figure 10.37  Model Nodes: Select Node

6. Scroll down to the Details Attributes section, and select the CTLPC (Risk category)

attribute by checking the Select for Node checkbox. Click Next (see Figure 10.38).
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Figure 10.38  Selecting New Field

7. In the third step (Node Relations), all the nodes you selected in the previous steps

and their relations are listed. Click Next (see Figure 10.39).

Figure 10.39  Node Relations

8. Now, you’ll define the attributes and the search pattern or queries. After the attri-

butes are selected, the system generates a default query with all the selected

response attributes. In this step, you need to add “Risk category” as an attribute

and define the query. Under the Request Attributes tab, click Add, then select

Attributes/Group from Node (see Figure 10.40).
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Figure 10.40  Adding Attributes

9. Select CTLPC from the Details Attribute of Node, then click Select. Click Next (see

Figure 10.41).

Figure 10.41  Selecting New Field
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10. Finally, you’ll define the optional settings for the search object model. In this step,

you’ll add CTLPC as a response attribute and define the properties. Under the

Request Attributes tab, click Add, then select Attributes/Groups from Node (see

Figure 10.42).

Figure 10.42  Adding Attribute

11. Select CTLPC from Details Attributes of Node, then click Select (see Figure 10.43).

Figure 10.43  Selecting New Field
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12. Select the CTLPC attribute, and define the response attributes. Check the Details

and Fact Sheet checkboxes (see Figure 10.44).

Figure 10.44  Selecting UI Area Assignment

13. Click Save, then click Finish.

You’ve successfully enhanced the search model by adding a new field and setting its

properties.

Create the Search Connector

Next, you’ll create the search connector on the new search model.

Important!

You need to follow the same steps as you followed to create a new fact sheet app.

Follow these steps:

1. From the list of available models, navigate to and select the SALES_ORDER_H

search object.

2. Select Actions, then click Create Connector (see Figure 10.45).

3. The system creates a job in the background to create search object connectors. You

can monitor the job in Transaction SE38, and the job name is ESH_<Client>_C_

<Unique Code>.
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Figure 10.45  Creating New Connector

Schedule Indexing

Now that you’ve enhanced the model and created the search connector successfully,

you must schedule indexing for the sales order search model, which is handled in the

connector administration cockpit. The status of the newly created connector will be

set to Prepared, so you need to schedule this connector to change its status to Active.

Important!

You need to follow the same steps as you followed to create a new fact sheet app.

Follow these steps:

1. Run Transaction ESH_COCKPIT.

2. Select Sales Order.

3. Click Actions, and select Schedule Indexing (see Figure 10.46).

4. To make the business objects fully searchable, you need to index SAPScript long-

texts and select the Start Immediately checkboxes for both ESH_SAPSCRIPT_TEXT

and USER_AUTHORITY (see Figure 10.47).

5. Click OK.
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Figure 10.46  Schedule Indexing

Figure 10.47  Starting Indexing

6. The system creates a job in the background to index search models. You can mon-

itor the job in Transaction SE38. The job name is ESH_<Client>IX_<System ID +

Client>_<Unique Code>.

7. After the index is started, the status of the connectors will change to Indexing;

after the job is completed, the status will change to Active (see Figure 10.48).
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Figure 10.48  Connector Status

Test Embedded Search

After the status is changed to Active, you can test the embedded search via the Web

Dynpro UI. You need to follow the same steps as you followed to create a new SAP

Fiori fact sheet app:

1. Launch embedded search by running Transaction ESH_SEARCH from the ABAP

system.

2. Enter “Sales Orders” in the Search For field, then click Search (see Figure 10.49).

Figure 10.49  Embedded Search

3. Click Details to view the details of a sales order.
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You should now see the Risk category field in the details view, with the data popu-

lated (see Figure 10.50).

Figure 10.50  New Field

Test the OData Service

In this step, you need to check whether the OData service of the Sales Order fact sheet

app is displaying the new field. You need to follow the same steps as you followed to

create a new SAP Fiori fact sheet app:

1. Run Transaction /IWFND/MAINT_SERVICE.

2. Select ZCB_SALES_ORDER_SRV, then click Gateway Client (see Figure 10.51).

Figure 10.51  Activate and Maintain Services

3. In the Request URI field, enter “/sap/opu/odata/sap/CB_SALES_ORDER_SRV/

$metadata” (see Figure 10.52).
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4. Click Execute.

5. Under Sales Order Entity Type, you should now see the new property, CTLPC.

Figure 10.52  Testing OData Service

You’ve successfully completed the first part of the extension process by extending

the sales order search model and adding the Risk category field. Next, we’ll explore

the UI layer of the Sales Order fact sheet app.

10.3.2    Extend the UI Layer

The next step in the process is to extend the UI layer. You can extend the UI layer

when the back-end logic and content exist in the SAP Gateway layer, but aren’t

exposed to the UI layer. In our example, we have the risk category added to the search

model and to the OData service; however, it’s not added to the UI layer.

You have two options to extend a UI layer of a fact sheet app:

1. Extend a fact sheet app with SAP Web IDE.

2. Extend a fact sheet app manually.

The next two sections walk through these options.

Extend the UI Layer with SAP Web IDE

The SAP Web IDE fact sheet editor app allows developers to create fact sheets from

scratch and extend existing fact sheets (refer to Section 10.1). The beauty of SAP Web

IDE is that you can connect to the ABAP system and preview the fact sheet. In this sec-

tion, you’ll extend the fact sheet app with SAP Web IDE by following detailed steps.
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Retrieve the BSP Application and Annotation File

Before we take a deep dive into this process, let’s first get the details of the BSP appli-

cation and the annotation file details of the Sales Order fact sheet app. Search for

“Sales Orders” in the SAP Fiori apps reference library at https://fioriappslibrary.

hana.ondemand.com/sap/fix/externalViewer/index.html, then navigate to the

Extensibility section (see Figure 10.53).

Figure 10.53  Sales Order Fact Sheet Technical Names

Select a Template

The next step is to extend the UI layer of the app using a standard SAP fact sheet app

template. Follow these steps:

1. Log in to SAP Web IDE and click New Project from Template (see Figure 10.54).

Figure 10.54  Creating New Project from Template

2. You’ll see three templates to create or enhance a fact sheet app (see Figure 10.55):

– Existing Fact Sheet Application

Use this template when you want to extend an existing fact sheet app. You can

either deploy the app as a new application or overwrite the existing application.

– Modification Free Fact Sheet Application

Use this template when you want to extend an existing fact sheet app in the

modification-free mode. After you change the XSL file and upload it to the back-

end server, the fact sheet app will contain the changes from both the annota-

tion file and XSL file you created using this template.

https://fioriappslibrary.hana.ondemand.com/sap/fix/externalViewer/index.html
https://fioriappslibrary.hana.ondemand.com/sap/fix/externalViewer/index.html
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– New Fact Sheet Application

Use this template if you want to create a fact sheet app from scratch.

Figure 10.55  Fact Sheet Application Templates

Templates

You can use either the Existing Fact Sheet Application or New Fact Sheet Application

template to create a fact sheet app.

In our example, we’ll use the existing Sales Order fact sheet app and enhance it with

the new field.

When extending a fact sheet app, you can use either the Existing Fact Sheet Applica-

tion option or the Modification Free Fact Sheet Application option. Let’s begin by

using the Existing Fact Sheet Application template:

1. Select Existing Fact Sheet Application, then click Next (see Figure 10.56).

Figure 10.56  Existing Fact Sheet Application
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2. Enter a Project Name, and click Next (see Figure 10.57).

Figure 10.57  Project Details

3. Select your ABAP system (refer to Chapter 8 to add a connection) from the drop-

down list, then enter “Sales Orders Fact Sheet” in the Search field to search for the

Sales Order fact sheet app.

Note

If you don’t see the list of fact sheet apps, you may not have added the WebIDEUsage
bsp_execute_abap property in the connection. Refer to Chapter 8 to review how to

add properties in the connection.

4. Select Sales Order Fact Sheet and click Next (see Figure 10.58).

Figure 10.58  Selecting Existing Fact Sheet Application
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5. Click Finish to confirm.

Now that we’ve looked at how to use existing fact sheet app templates, we’ll move to

the second template: Modification Free Fact Sheet Application.

You can use this template when you want to extend an existing fact sheet app with-

out modifying it; that is, you don’t want to change the XML code in the original file,

but you still want to add new fields in the fact sheet app. Most of the steps are like

those we’ve already discussed in this chapter; you’ll just notice new files created,

compared to app creation with the first template.

In this example, you’ll use the same search model you enhanced by adding a new

field (Risk Category) and will create a new modification-free fact sheet app. We’ll just

add screens that are specific to this template. If you get stuck while working on this

extension, refer to the previous section; the process is similar between all the tem-

plates, although the initial screens look different. Follow these steps:

1. Log in to SAP Web IDE, and from the menu bar, select File • New • Project from

Template (see Figure 10.59).

Figure 10.59  Creating New Project from Template

2. Select Modification Free Fact Sheet Application, then click Next (see Figure 10.60).

3. Enter a name in the Project Name field and click Next.

4. Select your ABAP system from the dropdown list, then search for the Sales Order

fact sheet app by entering “Sales Orders Fact Sheet” in the Search field.

5. Select Sales Order Fact Sheet and click Next.

6. Click Finish to confirm.
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Figure 10.60  Modification-Free Fact Sheet Application

7. You should now see the annotation file under the new project folder (see Figure

10.61).

Figure 10.61  Editing Annotation File

8. Double-click the BSCBN_SALES_ORDER_SRV_ANNO.anno file to open it in the

SAP Web IDE fact sheet editor app.

9. Drag and drop the CTLPC field to the Facet Section/General Information section.

10. Save the project by clicking the Save button. SAP Web IDE automatically gener-

ates the files required for the extension process (see Figure 10.62).

Table 10.1 shows the list of files or folders generated when you use the

Modification Free Fact Sheet Application template in SAP Web IDE.
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Figure 10.62  New Files and Folders

File/Folder Description

data This folder contains the original annotation file.

Original.xsl This file contains the XSLT template that is generated exactly the like the 

original ANNO file. This file is used to track the changes that a user makes 

to the annotation file.

Work.xsl This file contains all the changes made by a user in the design view. In our 

example, we added the Risk Category field, and that change will be cap-

tured in this file.

.project.json This service file with .project.jso extension contains the service URL details 

and the main entity sets.

.anno This is the original fact sheet annotation file.

.otr This service file contains the Online Text Repository (OTR) aliases, with the 

labels and back-end availability status.

.xml This service file contains the ABAP code for the OTR.

.xsl This file with .xsl extension is used in the back-end system to apply changes 

to the matching fact sheet.

Preview.xml The result of the XSL file and the original.anno file is saved in this pre-

view.xml file.

neo-app.json This service file contains settings to preview the fact sheet in SAP Fiori 

launchpad.

Table 10.1  Project Files
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11. Test the extended fact sheet by right-clicking the ANNO file and navigating to

Run • Run Fact Sheet.

12. Upload the XSL file to the back-end server to deploy the changes to the ABAP sys-

tem.

The next time the user runs the Sales Order fact sheet app, it will contain both the

changes from the annotation file and the XSL file changes you created using this tem-

plate in SAP Web IDE.

Extension Project Properties

You’ve successfully created a project in SAP Web IDE using an existing template for

the Sales Order fact sheet app. Before we show you how to enhance the UI layer, we’ll

show you some basic properties and components of an extension project.

You should see the annotation file under the new project folder (see Figure 10.63).

Figure 10.63  Fact Sheet Annotation File

The new project folder contains the following files:

� project.json 

This file contains the OData service URL and the entity set details of the fact sheet.

� ANNO 

This is the annotation file that you’ll be working on to extend the fact sheet.

� neo-app.json 

This file contains settings to preview the fact sheet app.

Template Files/Folders

If you’re using a different template—that is, Modification Free Fact Sheet Applica-

tion or New Fact Sheet Application (refer to Figure 10.55)—you’ll see a different set of

files/folders under the main project folder.
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Double-click the BSCBN_SALES_ORDER_SRV_ANNO.anno file to open it in the SAP

Web IDE fact sheet editor app. On the next screen, you can switch between Design

editor and Source Code editor (see Figure 10.64). Depending on your programing

skills, you can decide the type of editor you want to use; for example, a nondeveloper

can use the design editor to edit the annotation file.

Figure 10.64  Annotation File Editors

The fact sheet app design editor contains three tabs on the right side of the screen:

� Available Fields 

This tab displays all the fields provided by the OData service, and you can drag and

drop these fields into your fact sheet to enhance it (see Figure 10.65).

Figure 10.65  List of Available Fields
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� Properties 

Upon clicking any of the fact sheet fields, facets, or key facts in the Design editor,

you can view their properties on the right side. Figure 10.66 shows the properties

of a fact sheet field.

Figure 10.66  Fact Sheet Properties

The following fields are found under the Properties tab:

� Label

This is the label of the field displayed in the fact sheet app.

� Field

This is the back-end field provided by the OData service that you want to display.

� Priority

This is the importance level of the fields, determining how they display on differ-

ent devices or at different screen resolutions:

– High: These fields are shown on the General Information section of the fact

sheet overview page on all devices.

– Medium: These fields are shown on the General Information section of the fact

sheet only on larger devices.

– Low: These fields are shown only on the Details page.

� Navigation Target

This field defines the target object. When the user clicks on this field, it will navi-

gate the user to the target location specified here.
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In the Key Fact Section, select the Net Value key fact to display the following proper-

ties (see Figure 10.67):

� Label

This is the label of the field displayed in the fact sheet app.

� Field

This is the back-end field provided by the OData service that you want to display.

� Type

This is the key fact type.

� Number of Fractional Digits

This is the number of decimals you want to display for this key fact.

Figure 10.67  Key Fact Properties

In Facet Section, select the General Information facets to display the following prop-

erties (see Figure 10.68):

� Title

This is the title of the facet.

� Navigation Path

This is the navigation path of the facet.

� Entity Type

This is the main entity type of the OData service.

Figure 10.68  General Information Properties
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� Contents 

You can get the structure of the fact sheet from the Contents tab (see Figure 10.69).

Figure 10.69  Contents Tab

In addition, you can design a fact sheet app directly by using the Source Code editor

tab (see Figure 10.70).

Figure 10.70  Source Code Editor

Getting back to the extension process, you can extend three sections in the Design

view (see Figure 10.71):

� Header Section 

This section contains the Fact Sheet Name and Additional Name.

� Key Facts Section 

This section contains the Key Facts about central objects used in your business

operations.
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� Facet Section

This section shows the general information and other facets:

– General Information

These pages are the detail pages with the facet information; you can view them

from the Contents tab.

Figure 10.71  Annotation Sections

Figure 10.72 shows the same sections in the actual Sales Order fact sheet app.

Figure 10.72  Sections in the Fact Sheet

Facets

Header
Key Facts
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Add the Risk Category

By now, you should be familiar with the SAP Web IDE fact sheet editor app options.

Next, you’ll add the Risk Category field to the Facet Section and then preview it. Fol-

low these steps:

1. Drag and drop the CTLPC field to the Facet Section/General Information section

(see Figure 10.73).

Figure 10.73  Adding New Field

2. Save the project by clicking the Save button.

3. Run the fact sheet app by right-clicking the ANNO file and navigating to Run • Run

Fact Sheet (see Figure 10.74). Alternatively, you can use select Run • Run Fact Sheet

from the menu bar.

You should now see the new fields in the General Information section (see Figure

10.75).

You’ve now enhanced the data model and the UI layer. In the next section, we’ll look

at the option for manually extending the UI layer.
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Figure 10.74  Running Fact Sheet App

Figure 10.75  Risk Category Field

Extend the UI Layer Manually

In the previous section, we covered how to extend the UI layer using SAP Web IDE.

Now, we’ll discuss the manual extension process. You can extend the UI layer manu-

ally when you want to add more complex elements (e.g., Google Maps) to your fact

sheet that can’t be added via SAP Web IDE.
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You have two options to extend the fact sheet manually:

1. Directly edit the SAP-delivered annotation files. In the previous section we copied

the XML code generated in SAP Web IDE, in this scenario, we’ll add our own code.

2. Create XSL Transformation (XSLT) documents to work in conjunction with the

original SAP-delivered annotation files. The original annotation file remains

unchanged, and you can include all the fact sheet changes to the XSLT document

and then upload it to the back-end. When the user runs the fact sheet, the XSLT

document generates a new temporary annotation file, and the rendered fact sheet

is based on the transformed annotation file.

In the next section, we’ll deploy the extended fact sheet app to the ABAP back-end

server.

10.3.3    Deploy the Fact Sheet App

To deploy or make changes to the original annotation file in the ABAP system, follow

these steps:

1. From SAP Web IDE, double-click _ANNO.XML in the project folder, then copy all

the XML code (see Figure 10.76).

Figure 10.76  Copying XML Code

2. Run Transaction SE80 from your ABAP system.
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3. Enter the BSP application name “BSCBN_ANF_SDSLS” and press (Enter).

4. Right-click the Sales Order fact sheet annotation file and select Change (see Figure

10.77).

Figure 10.77  Editing Annotation File

5. Paste the code that you copied in Step 1, click Save , then click the Activate icon

.

You’ve successfully extended the app by adding a new field and deploying the Sales

Order fact sheet app.

10.4    Summary

In this chapter, we provided step-by-step instructions for how to create and enhance

an SAP Fiori fact sheet app using SAP Web IDE. We discussed everything from how to

enhance the search model to how to deploy the app to the ABAP systems. In addition,

we showed you how to enhance an app using two different templates. We then gave

you an overview on how to extend a fact sheet manually. In the next chapter, we’ll

explore the creation and extension process for analytical apps.
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Chapter 11 

Creating and Extending 
Analytical Apps

This chapter explains how to create and extend an analytical app and 

illustrates the process by walking through a complete example app.

In Chapter 1, we introduced you to the SAP Fiori system landscape with SAP HANA XS.

You then learned how to implement a standard SAP Fiori analytical app with and

without the SAP Smart Business modeler in Chapter 6. In this chapter, we’ll focus on

creating and extending an analytical app with an example based on SAP HANA Live

views. All the SAP Fiori analytical apps are based on SAP HANA Live views, so we’ll

begin with an overview of SAP HANA Live before digging into the creation and exten-

sion process.

11.1    Introduction to SAP HANA Live

By now, you know that analytical apps only run on an SAP HANA database and that

these apps are developed on query views from SAP HANA Live. Therefore, it’s import-

ant to understand some basic concepts about SAP HANA Live before we look at creat-

ing or extending analytical apps. Because SAP HANA Live is a big topic, we’ll keep the

introduction brief. However, a basic understanding of SAP HANA Live is needed to

get started with the app development. Figure 11.1 shows the logical architecture of the

SAP Fiori landscape with SAP HANA Live (VDM).

What is SAP HANA Live? SAP HANA Live is a complete set of predefined virtual data

models that expose the SAP Business Suite application data. SAP delivers SAP HANA

Live packages for several SAP Business Suite application areas; for example, in Figure

11.1, you can see SAP HANA Live for SAP ERP, SAP CRM, and so on. Customers can

download and install the specific packages they need.
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In this section, we’ll look at the important aspects of SAP HANA Live, including SAP

HANA Live views, the SAP HANA Live Browser, and the process of exposing these

views to SAP Fiori analytical apps.

Figure 11.1  Logical Architecture of SAP HANA Live Content

11.1.1    SAP HANA Live Views

A VDM is a structured representation of an SAP HANA database view that follows

consistent modeling rules. Data from SAP Business Suite is consumed into the ana-

lytical apps using these views. A VDM contains four types of SAP HANA Live views:

ABAP Front-end Server

UI Add-On
(SAPUI5, SAP Fiori Launchpad)

SAP Gateway

ABAP Back-end Server

SAP Business Suite

SAP HANA

SAP Business Suite
(Product-specific UI components)

ERP CRM SRM SCM

ERP CRM SRM SCM

Reverse Proxy (SAP Web Dispatcher)

Client

HTTPS (HTML/OData)

Trusted RFC

ERP CRM SRM Others

ERP CRM SRM Others

SAP Smart Business

SAP Fiori app content

SAP HANA Live (VDM)

SAP HANA XS Engine

HTTP (OData)
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1. Values help views

As the name implies, these views are used to populate value help, the dropdown

lists in the applications that provide a full list of possible values for entities—for

example, customers, materials, and so on.

2. Private views 

These views summarize certain SQL transformations on one or several database

tables. A private view can be based on database tables, other private views, or reuse

views. These are the SAP standard views that use SAP tables directly. No one can

modify these views.

3. Reuse views 

These views expose business data from SAP Business Suite systems in a well-struc-

tured format. They are designed to be reused in other views, and they consist of

one more private views.

4. Query views 

As previously mentioned, all analytical apps are developed on query views. These

are the top level of views, designed to expose business data from the SAP Business

Suite system and for direct consumption by the analytical apps.

Now that you know about the different views available in SAP HANA Live, let’s look at

how to browse and navigate those views.

11.1.2    SAP HANA Live Browser

SAP HANA Live Browser is a web application built using SAPUI5. With this tool, users

can easily browse and navigate between the SAP HANA Live content views. You can

access SAP HANA Live Browser at http://<SAP HANA Server Host>:80<SAP HANA

Instance>/sap/hba/explorer/.

Figure 11.2 shows the landing page for SAP HANA Live Browser. On this screen, the

content is organized by application components; users can navigate among ALL

VIEWS, MY FAVORITES, SEARCH, and INVALID VIEWS tabs.

After selecting a view on the left-hand side of the screen, you can see the details of the

selected view on the right side. The following icons are shown on the right side (from

left to right):

� Open Definition 

Use this icon to view the metadata of the SAP HANA Live views.

http://<SAP HANA Server Host>:80<SAP HANA Instance>/sap/hba/explorer/
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� Open Content 

Use this icon to view the data of the SAP HANA Live views.

� Open Cross Reference 

Use this icon to view the tables and view cross references.

� Add Tags 

Use this icon to add personalized tags; select a view, then click the Add Tags but-

ton.

� Generate SLT 

Use this icon to generate the SAP Landscape Transformation file.

� SAP Lumira 

Use this icon to open the SAP HANA Live view in SAP Lumira and build story-

boards using data from SAP HANA Live.

� SAP BusinessObjects Analysis 

Use this icon to open the SAP HANA Live view in SAP BusinessObjects Analysis to

perform further detailed analysis on your data.

Figure 11.2  SAP HANA Live Browser

We’ve now covered the overview of both SAP HANA Live views and SAP HANA Live

Browser. In the next section, we’ll discuss how these views work in relation to SAP

Fiori analytical apps.
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11.1.3    Exposing SAP HANA Live Views to Analytical Apps

Views in SAP HANA Live can be exposed as an OData service. These services can inte-

grate SAP HANA Live views with SAP Fiori analytical apps. By now, you’re familiar

with OData services and their concepts. An OData service for SAP HANA XS is defined

in a text file with the suffix .xsodata. The data is transferred to analytical apps over

HTTP using either the AtomPub (XML) or the JSON format.

A couple of advantages of using SAP HANA Live with analytical apps are as follows:

� Developers can build analytical apps directly on SAP HANA Live views without the

need for additional software.

� All analytical apps run on the primary database, so there’s no need for users to wait

for the data-loading jobs to complete. The cycle time from recording to displaying

in analytical apps is dramatically reduced.

In addition, when working with SAP HANA Live views in correlation with SAP Fiori

analytical apps, it’s important to keep the following points in mind:

� Private views should not be copied or modified.

� Use query views or reuse views for extensions by copying them. If you change the

original views, then the changes will be lost the next time a new VDM is installed.

� The Enforce SQL Execution flag must be set to True for all graphical calculation

views.

� Using attribute and analytical views must be avoided for better performance of

the app.

Now that you have a basic understanding of SAP HANA Live and its views, let’s walk

through how to create or extend an analytical app using a view from SAP HANA Live.

The creation and extension processes are very similar, so we’ll first cover the creation

processes in detail, and then we’ll talk about the extension process from a high-level

perspective.

Prerequisites

Several prerequisites must be met before you start creating or extending analytical

apps:

� The correct version of SAP HANA must be installed on the SAP HANA server per

the requirements for SAP HANA Live. Refer to the SAP Fiori apps reference library

to find the exact versions.
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� The standard SAP tables used by SAP HANA Live must exist and be populated

with data by an appropriate data-replication mechanism.

� The SAP HANA client and SAP HANA Studio software must be installed on the cli-

ent systems.

� A beginner’s knowledge of SAP HANA data modeling is required.

� You must be familiar with or have access to the SAP HANA Live release notes.

� You need to have access to KPI modeler apps (see Chapter 6).

We highly recommend going through Chapter 6 if you haven’t yet done so before

you work on the examples in this chapter.

11.2    Creating Analytical Apps

In this section, we’ll show you how to create an analytical app using an example

based on a sales order calculation view. The first step in this process is to create the

SAP HANA Live view.

11.2.1    Create the SAP HANA Live View

For the SAP HANA Live view, you can either create it from scratch or create it by copy-

ing an existing view.

In this example, you’ll create a new view by copying an existing calculation view. Fol-

low these steps:

1. Log in to your SAP HANA system from SAP HANA Studio.

2. Select the Developers perspective.

3. Create a new package by right-clicking either the Content folder or the existing

package and selecting New • Package (see Figure 11.3).

Creating a Package

It isn’t necessary to create a new package in the same location that you created an

old package (see Figure 11.3). The new package can be located anywhere in the

Content folder. However, it’s important to keep in mind that the package you’re cre-

ating should be included in SAP Web Dispatcher. For example, in our demo system,

sap.hba is included in SAP Web Dispatcher (refer to Chapter 3, Section 3.1.2).
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Figure 11.3  Create New Package

4. On the next screen, enter the package name, then click OK (see Figure 11.4).

Figure 11.4  New Package Definition

5. Right-click the new package and select New • Calculation View (see Figure 11.5).
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Figure 11.5  Create New Calculation View

6. Enter a name for the view in the Name field, then select the Copy From checkbox.

Click Browse (see Figure 11.6).

Figure 11.6  Copy Calculation View

7. Search for the word “salesorder”, then select SalesOrderQuery from the results.

Click OK (see Figure 11.7).

8. Click Finish (see Figure 11.8).
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Figure 11.7  Selecting Standard View

Figure 11.8  New Calculation View Parameters

9. Right-click the new calculation view, then click Activate (see Figure 11.9).
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Figure 11.9  Activating New Calculation View

10. After the calculation view is activated, preview the data by right-clicking the cal-

culation view and selecting Data Preview (see Figure 11.10).

Figure 11.10  Previewing Data
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11. Enter the parameters (i.e., for the client), then click OK (see Figure 11.11).

Figure 11.11  Enter Parameters

12. You should now see the data under the Raw Data tab (see Figure 11.12).

Figure 11.12  Raw Data
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We’ve successfully copied an existing calculation view and created a new one. In the

next section, we’ll expose the calculation view by creating an OData service.

11.2.2    Create the OData Service

In the previous section, we created a calculation view, and now in this section, we’ll

show you how to create an OData service and expose the calculation view as an

OData service. Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the SAP HANA system from SAP HANA Studio, then select the Project

Explorer tab.

2. Before you can start the OData service development, you must create a project,

which you’ll use to group all your application-related artifacts. Next, you’ll create

an SAP HANA XS project. Right-click in the blank area and select New • Project (see

Figure 11.13).

Figure 11.13  Creating New Project

3. From the wizard, select SAP HANA • Application Development • XS Project, then

click Next (see Figure 11.14).

4. Enter a Project name, then click Next (see Figure 11.15).
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Figure 11.14  SAP HANA XS Project

Figure 11.15  SAP HANA XS Project Name
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5. Now, we’ll add a workspace. You can skip this step and proceed to the next if you’ve

already created a workspace. Otherwise, click Add Workspace (see Figure 11.16).

Figure 11.16  Adding Workspace

6. Select your SAP HANA system, then click Finish (see Figure 11.17).

Figure 11.17  Creating New Workspace
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7. Select the workspace, then click Browse (see Figure 11.18).

Figure 11.18  Share Project Dialog Box

8. Select the repository package you created in the first step and click OK (see Figure

11.19).

Figure 11.19  Selecting Repository Package
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9. Uncheck the Add Project Folder as Subpackage checkbox and click Next (see

Figure 11.20).

Figure 11.20  Unchecking Add Project Folder as Subpackage

10. Leave everything blank on this screen, and click Finish (see Figure 11.21).

Figure 11.21  Object Section

A new project is created with the calculation view. Make sure the application access

file (XSACCESS) and the application descriptor files (XSAPP) are automatically cre-

ated. Next, we’ll create the OData service file. Follow these steps:
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1. Right-click the new project and select New • XSODATA File (see Figure 11.22).

Figure 11.22  New SAP HANA XS OData File

2. Enter the OData service File Name and click Finish (see Figure 11.23).

Figure 11.23  SAP HANA XS OData Service Parameters

3. Enter the code in for the new file you created (see Listing 11.1).
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service
{
"sap.hba.nb/NBSALESORDERS.calculationview" as "NBSalesOrderQuery"
keys generate local "GenID"
aggregates always
parameters via entity "NBSalesOrderP"
;

}

annotations {
enable OData4SAP;
}

Listing 11.1  OData Service

In the listing, sap.hba.nb is the location of the calculation view, and NBSALESORDER is

the view you created. Your screen should look like the one shown in Figure 11.24

after you enter the code.

Figure 11.24  OData Service File

4. Click Save. Then, right-click the project and select Team • Commit (see Figure 11.25).

5. Activate the project by right-clicking the project and selecting Team • Activate (see

Figure 11.26).
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Figure 11.25  Committing Changes

Figure 11.26  Activating Project
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Next, let’s test the newly created OData service. Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the XSODATA service file and select Run As • XS Service (see Figure

11.27).

Figure 11.27  Running SAP HANA XS Service

2. After you log in, you should see something like what’s shown in Figure 11.28.

Figure 11.28  OData Service
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3. Now, append the URL with “$metadata” and press (Enter).

4. You should see the metadata of the OData service you created (see Figure 11.29).

Figure 11.29  Metadata File

You’ve successfully created an OData service on the new calculation view. In the next

section, we’ll configure the KPI.

11.2.3    Configure the KPI

In this section, we’ll show you how to create a KPI on the new calculation view and

how to create a generic drilldown at a high level. In Chapter 6, Section 6.3, we covered

the KPI creation process with step-by-step instructions. Refer to that chapter as

needed to complete the following steps:

1. Log in to SAP Fiori launchpad.

2. Click the Create KPI app under the KPI Modeler group.

3. On the next screen, you need to fill in the mandatory Title field and add a

Description for the KPI (see Figure 11.30).

4. Scroll down to the next section and select the values by clicking . Enter the

information shown in Figure 11.31.
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Figure 11.30  Create KPI

Figure 11.31  Data Source Parameters

Value Measure

If the Value Measure field list isn’t populated, the package in which your OData ser-

vice is saved won’t be included in SAP Web Dispatcher. Therefore, be sure to include

the package you created in Section 11.2.1 in SAP Web Dispatcher.
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5. After the fields have been entered, click Activate and Add Evaluation. Enter a

unique Evaluation name as shown in Figure 11.32 on the Add Evaluation screen.

Figure 11.32  Adding Evaluation

6. Scroll down to the Input Parameters and Filters section to input parameters that

are expected in the calculation view.

7. Enter the SAP Client shown in Figure 11.33 in the Input Parameters section.

Figure 11.33  Input Parameters

8. Add the Target, Thresholds, and Trend values (see Figure 11.34):

– Target: “50000000”

– Warning: “50000000”

– Critical: “5000000”

9. Click Activate and Configure Tile.
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Figure 11.34  Threshold Values

10. Select your evaluation and click Add Tile (see Figure 11.35).

Figure 11.35  Adding Tile

11. Enter the Tile Configuration details, then click Save and Configure Drill Down (see

Figure 11.36).
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Figure 11.36  Saving Tile

12. Return to the home screen by clicking .

13. From SAP Fiori launchpad, click the Configure KPI Drill-Down link.

14. Select the evaluation and click Configure (see Figure 11.37).

Figure 11.37  Configuring Drilldown

15. Select the Customer from the dimensions list and click OK.

16. Enter View ID and View Title, then click Save View (see Figure 11.38).
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Figure 11.38  Creating View

17. Click Save Configuration.

You should now see the app in the catalog and be able to add the app from the catalog

to your home group in SAP Fiori launchpad (see Figure 11.39).

Figure 11.39  Adding KPI Tile

You should now understand the end-to-end process of creating an analytical app. In

the next section, we’ll look at the extension process for an analytical app.
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11.3    Extending Analytical Apps

You can extend an analytical app when the standard SAP Fiori analytical apps don’t

meet your requirements. In this section, we’ll look at how to extend an app using an

example based on the sales order query calculation view.

As previously mentioned, the SAP Fiori system landscape for analytical apps is com-

prised of two main layers: the SAP HANA layer and the UI layer. Depending on the

individual analytical app extension requirements, you can extend one or multiple

layers. Note the following when extending either of these layers:

� SAP HANA layer 

This layer is extended when the back-end content required for the analytical app

extension is available in the SAP HANA models, but isn’t exposed to the OData ser-

vice.

� UI layer 

This layer is extended when the back-end content is exposed to the OData service

later, but isn’t exposed in the analytical app.

In the previous section, you learned that analytical apps are developed on predeliv-

ered SAP HANA objects such as views, and these views reside in SAP Business Suite on

the SAP HANA server. These SAP HANA Live views can be extended by adding a field

from a standard SAP table or a custom field.

For this example, you’ll expose an additional back-end field from the SAP HANA data-

base in the sales order query calculation view. To do so, you need to modify all the

layers; we’ll explain how in the following sections.

11.3.1    Extend the SAP HANA Live View

To extend SAP HANA Live views, you need to install the extensibility tool in SAP

HANA Studio. The SAP HANA Live extensibility tool is an Eclipse plugin for SAP

HANA Studio that can enhance standard SAP HANA views. With this tool, users can

expose fields from a standard model, remove unnecessary fields from a view, or

include custom tables and fields.

Follow these steps in SAP HANA Studio to install the SAP HANA Live extensibility

tool:

1. Open SAP HANA Studio.

2. Go to Help • Install New Software from the menu bar (see Figure 11.40).
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Figure 11.40  Installing New Software

3. Enter the following URL to access the tools, then click Add: http://<HANASer-

ver>:80<HANAInstance>/sap/hba/tools/extn.

4. Select SAP HANA Live Extensibility and then click Next (see Figure 11.41).

Figure 11.41  SAP HANA Live Extensibility

5. Click Next.

6. Select the radio button to accept the terms of the license agreement, then click

Finish (see Figure 11.42).

http://<HANAServer>:80<HANAInstance>/sap/hba/tools/extn
http://<HANAServer>:80<HANAInstance>/sap/hba/tools/extn
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Figure 11.42  Accept License Agreement

7. Click OK in the security warning pop-up window (see Figure 11.43).

Figure 11.43  Security Warning Message

8. Click Yes to restart SAP HANA Studio for the changes to take effect (see Figure

11.44).

Figure 11.44  Restarting SAP HANA Studio
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You’ve successfully installed the extensibility tool. After SAP HANA Studio is

restarted, you need to grant access to users so that they can use the extensibility tool.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the SAP HANA system from SAP HANA Studio.

2. Navigate to the Security folder. From the Users folder, double-click the user name

of the user who needs access to the extensibility tool.

3. Add the following role in the Granted Roles tab: sap.hba.tools.extn.roles::Extensi-

bilityDeveloper (see Figure 11.45).

Figure 11.45  Assigning Roles

4. Add REPO.READ, REPO.EDIT NATIVE OBJECTS, and REPO.ACTIVATE NATIVE OBJECTS

permissions to the package in which the new extended view will be created.

5. Click .

With the preconfiguration of the extensibility tool out of the way, we’ll now show

you how to extend a standard sales order query view by adding new fields. As previ-

ously mentioned, SAP recommends that you don’t reuse the standard query views;

instead, use a copy in your own namespace and make the necessary modifications. A

new view is automatically created in SAP HANA Studio when you extend a standard
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SAP HANA Live view, and the original view isn’t affected when you make any changes

in the extended view.

Follow these steps to extend the view:

1. Log in to the SAP HANA system from SAP HANA Studio.

2. Under the Content folder, navigate to sap • hba • ecc • Calculation Views (see

Figure 11.46).

Figure 11.46  Navigating to Views Folder

3. Right-click SalesOrderQuery, then select Extend View (see Figure 11.47).

Figure 11.47  Extend View
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Extend View

If you don’t see the Extend View option, that means you’ve skipped the prerequisite

to install the extensibility plug-in, noted at the beginning of this section. Go back and

review those steps before proceeding.

4. Enter the new view name in the Name of Copied View field, then select the package

in which you want to save this new view (see Figure 11.48).

Figure 11.48  Selecting Replace View

5. The extensibility tool displays all the SAP-delivered reuse views. Upon clicking a

view, the tool will display the unused fields.

Query View Extension

The following are important points to remember while you’re working on query view

extension:

� You can’t extend query views with unions.

� You can’t extend query views that have aggregation in the middle level, except

for the top node below the semantics layer.

� For some query views, the underlying reuse views can be replaced if there’s a cor-

responding reuse view.

6. Select SalesOrderHeader, then choose SalesDistrict to include it in the output (see

Figure 11.49).
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Figure 11.49  Selecting New Fields

7. Click Validate; after the validation completes successfully without any errors, click

Activate.

8. After the activation is complete, the new extension view is created in the package

you selected previously (Figure 11.50).

Figure 11.50  Activating New View

9. Activate the new calculation view and check whether the data is being populated.

We’ve successfully extended a calculation view by adding a new field and saving it to

a new package. Next, you need to activate and create an OData service on the

extended view.
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11.3.2    Create the OData Service

You now need to create an SAP HANA XS project (see Figure 11.51) and then create an

OData file on the extended calculation view. The OData process creation is just as

described in Section 11.2.2. Repeat the same steps to create an OData service.

Figure 11.51  SAP HANA XS Project

11.3.3    Configure the KPI

The final step in the extension process is to configure and create a KPI tile. The steps

to configure a KPI tile are the same as for both the creation and extension scenarios.

Follow the same steps to create a new KPI tile based on the new OData service, as

described in Section 11.2.3.

11.4    Summary

In this chapter, we walked through the processes involved in creating and extending

an analytical app. We introduced SAP HANA Live and discussed its place in the SAP

Fiori landscape. We then looked at the different views provided by SAP HANA Live

and the benefits of exposing these views to analytical apps. From there, we described

the necessary steps to either create or extend an analytical app.

In the next chapter, we’ll look at modifying the workflow of SAP Fiori apps.
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Chapter 12 

Workflow and SAP Fiori

The most common modifications to SAP Fiori apps involve workflow. 

Accordingly, this chapter provides an overview of SAP Business Work-

flow, explains how and when to create a custom workflow, and shows 

a step-by-step example based on the My Inbox app.

A workflow is an orchestrated and repeatable pattern of a business activity. It can rep-

resent a sequence of operations, be declared as the work of a person or group, demon-

strate staff structure, or be one or more simple or complex mechanisms.

This chapter starts with an introduction to workflow and the basic terminology used

in the workflow process in Section 12.1. We’ll introduce you to the My Inbox app archi-

tecture in Section 12.2, and we’ll discuss how the My Inbox application simplifies the

processing of workflow tasks for end users.

In Section 12.2.1, we’ll discuss the prerequisites that need to be fulfilled before you

start implementing workflows and the My Inbox app. We’ll walk you through how to

implement the All Items inbox tile in Section 12.2.2. We’ll end the chapter in Section

12.2.3 with step-by-step instructions for how to define a workflow scenario and imple-

ment a scenario-specific inbox.

12.1    Workflow Basics

A workflow, as the name suggests, is a flow of work activities in a sequence that

results in an exchange of information. To better understand the workflow process,

we’ll look at a simple example of a leave application: An employee submits a leave

application to the manager, and the manager checks the leave application. If every-

thing looks good, he will approve the application; however, if something in the leave

application isn’t correct, then the manager will reject it. If this process happened on

in traditional paper-based workflow, the process would take forever. SAP Business

Workflow streamlines the process in such scenarios.
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SAP Business Workflow is a cross-application tool that automates business processes

such as leave approval procedures and makes them quick and simple. SAP Business

Workflow maps business processes in the SAP system and processes them under the

workflow system. These workflows can be anything from a simple approval process

to a more complex business process. Typically, SAP Business Workflow helps in situ-

ations in which work processes must be run repeatedly or in which several agents in

a specific sequence are involved.

When a document is created, updated, or deleted, SAP Business Workflow creates

events. These events represent an action in the system and are captured by SAP Busi-

ness Workflow, which handles work items based on the defined workflow templates.

Let’s look once again at the leave application example. When an employee submits a

leave application, the manager receives a notification/request to approve or reject it.

These requests are delivered to the manager’s inbox as work items, and the person

who executes a work item is called an agent. If the manager requests more informa-

tion, then the employee receives a work item in his inbox.

Currently, enterprises across industries use multiple workflow engines as part of

their landscapes to run their business processes. In addition, they use different types

of inbox-like portals, or Universal Work Lists (UWLs), to track their day-to-day activi-

ties. The biggest challenge for end users is using multiple sources for work items

because they need to be trained to interact with different task-management technol-

ogies. Inconsistent UX across different devices will impact their daily activities. From

an IT perspective, setting up and configuring heterogeneous workflow engines and

making all workflows accessible from mobile devices is the biggest challenge.

Customers want a unified inbox from which all business users can easily access and

manage all work items, with a consistent UX across all devices. This will reduce com-

plexity and increase productivity for end users. The My Inbox app in SAP Fiori is the

solution that satisfies all these workflow needs.

In the next section, we’ll look at creating standard and custom workflows using the

My Inbox app in SAP Fiori.

12.2    Creating Standard and Custom Workflows with 
the My Inbox App

The My Inbox app is a full-blown workflow inbox for SAP Fiori. This transactional

application can process workflow tasks based on decision options defined in the
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back-end server. The My Inbox app can process tasks from SAP Business Workflow,

SAP Business Process Management (BPM), and third-party providers.

The following are some of the key features of the My Inbox app:

� Users can sort and filter the information displayed in the app.

� Users can select multiple requests and approve or reject them together.

� Users can add attachments and post comments.

� Users can share their tasks via SAP Jam or email.

Figure 12.1 shows the high-level system landscape of the My Inbox app. This app runs

on SAP Gateway, similar to other SAP Fiori transactional apps, but a special service

called the Task Gateway Service in the SAP Gateway server is the app’s key compo-

nent. This component harmonizes views from different task providers, such as SAP

BPM, SAP Business Workflow, or third-party workflow engines. The task information

is exposed from different task providers in a standard format called the task

consumption model. This model can be extended with additional task providers via

the task provider’s API.

Figure 12.1  My Inbox Architecture

SAP provides out-of-the-box integration with SAP HANA Workflow, SAP Business

Workflow and SAP BPM service providers. Third-party workflow engines are sup-

ported as well.

In the sections that follow, we’ll look at the prerequisites for using the My Inbox app,

how to create standard workflows with the All Items tile provided by SAP, and how to

create custom workflows for a scenario-specific inbox.
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12.2.1    Prerequisites

Before you start implementing the My Inbox app, several prerequisites need to be

fulfilled:

� If your front-end server is on SAP NetWeaver 7.4, then you need the following com-

ponents (see Figure 12.2):

– Component for app: UIX01CA1 100 SP 05

– SAP Gateway component: IW_PGW 100 SP 07

� If your front-end server is lower than SAP NetWeaver 7.4, then you need the follow-

ing components in addition to UIX01CA1 and IW_PGW:

– SAP Gateway 2.0 SPS 10

– UI add-on 1.0 for SAP NetWeaver 7.03 SPS 10 or higher (UI5 1.26.0)

� On the back-end server, you need to be on SAP EHP 1 for SAP NetWeaver 7.3 SPS 15

(for SAP BPM support).

� If your back-end server is on an SAP NetWeaver version lower than 7.4, then you

need to have the SAP IW BEP 200 SP 10 Gateway component installed on the back-

end server.

Figure 12.2  Front-End Components
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Install or update all the required components before you proceed with the My Inbox

app implementation.

My Inbox Release Information

Refer to SAP Note 2106212 for release information on the My Inbox app.

In addition to installing these components, you also need to define the system alias

for the My Inbox app before proceeding. Follow these steps:

1. Run Transaction SPRO.

2. Navigate to Manage SAP Systems Alias, as shown in Figure 12.3.

Figure 12.3  Manage SAP System Alias

3. Click on New Entries to create a new system alias, then enter or select the following

details (see Figure 12.4):

– SAP System Alias: Enter “LOCAL_PGW”.

– Description: Enter “LOCAL_PGW”.

– Local SAP GW: Uncheck this box.

– For Local App: Check this box.

– RFC Destination: Leave this blank.

– Software Version: Enter “/IWPGW/BWF”.
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Figure 12.4  /IWPGE/BWF Component

Central Hub Deployment

If your landscape deployment is a hub deployment, you need to fill the RFC Destina-

tion field as well.

The My Inbox app can process both standard and custom workflows based on the

options defined in the back-end server. The SAP-delivered All Items tile for the My

Inbox app enables users to easily process all tasks (standard workflow). In addition,

you can configure a scenario-specific tile in SAP Fiori launchpad (custom workflow).

In the remainder of this chapter, we’ll teach you how to configure the All Items tile

and scenario-specific My Inbox tiles.

12.2.2    All Items Tile for My Inbox

In this section, we’ll look at steps for creating a standard workflow with the All Items

tile. By now, you should be familiar with many of the screens and transactions we’ll

show.

Important!

Make sure that you have at least one workflow defined in the back-end server that

can be used in the My Inbox app.

Follow these steps:

1. Activate the ICF service of the SAPUI5 application CA_FIORI_INBOX via Transaction

SICF (see Figure 12.5). Navigate to default_host • sap • bc • ui5_ui5 • sap, right-click

ca_fiori_inbox, and click Activate.
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Figure 12.5  My Inbox SAPUI5 Component

2. Activate the OData service /IWPGW/TASKPROCESSING version 2 via Transaction

/IWFND/MAINT_SERVICE (see Figure 12.6).

Figure 12.6  TASKPROCESSING Service

3. Assign the business role SAP_FND_BCR_MANAGER_T to the end user via Transac-

tion PFCG (see Figure 12.7).
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Figure 12.7  Assigning Role to User

4. Log in to the SAP Fiori launchpad designer and select the SAP_FND_TC_T catalog

(see Figure 12.8).

Figure 12.8  Configuring Tile

5. Double-click the My Inbox All Items tile, then define the following parameter in the

Navigation section: allItems=true&listSize=150 (see Figure 12.9). The listSize

property is set, by default, to 100 (i.e., the My Inbox app displays up to one hundred

items in the list by default).
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Figure 12.9  Adding Properties

6. In addition, you can define the following parameters:

– massAction

By default, this parameter is set to True. This property will let users process sev-

eral tasks or mass actions of the same type at the same time.

– quickAction

By default, this parameter is set to True. This property will let users perform

quick actions.

– sortBy

By default, this parameter is set to CreatedOn. This property will sort the list dis-

played in the app.

7. Log in to SAP Fiori launchpad, and add the My Inbox app from the tile catalog

Manager Approval (Cross)—Content, as shown in Figure 12.10.

Figure 12.10  Adding My Inbox to SAP Fiori Launchpad
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8. You should now see the My Inbox tile with the number of tasks that you have

access to under the My Home group in SAP Fiori launchpad (see Figure 12.11).

Figure 12.11  All Items Tile

Most Common Issues

The following are some of the most common issues that you might come across

while you’re configuring the My Inbox app:

� Issue 1 

If you notice “Error” or “???” in the My Inbox tile or if an error log says “Task

Facade not implemented for provider,” you might not have configured the sys-

tem alias correctly. Refer to Section 12.2.1 to verify your configuration.

� Issue 2 

Make sure you have at least one workflow created in the back-end. You’ll notice

errors in the tile when you don’t have one.

� Issue 3 

If you see tasks in the back-end but your My Inbox tile shows 0 tasks, this may be

because the task filter is activated in the back-end system. Run Transaction SPRO,

navigate to SAP NetWeaver • Gateway Service Enablement • Content • Workflow

Settings • Enable Task Filter, and click Deactivate.

9. You can now make important decisions from your My Inbox app. Clicking the tile

opens the list of tasks you have access to. You can Release, Forward, or Claim a task.

In addition, certain tasks will let you perform an Accept or Reject action, and so on,

depending on the type of task (see Figure 12.12).
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Figure 12.12  My Inbox App with All Items

10. To verify the tasks in the back-end system, log in to the back-end server, then run

Transaction SBWP to view your inbox. You should see the same number of tasks

(59 in this example) in the back-end system as in the app (see Figure 12.13).

Figure 12.13  Back-End Workflows
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Next, let’s explore some of the key features of the My Inbox app. The following are

some specialized tasks:

� Search 

You can search for a specific task from the list of tasks, and you can perform a free-

text search (see Figure 12.14).

Figure 12.14  Search Functionality

� Refresh 

Click the Refresh icon  to refresh the task list.

� Multi-select 

By clicking the  icon, you can enable multiple selections, and then users can

select and execute multiple tasks. Users first need to select the task type (see

Figure 12.15).

Figure 12.15  Task Type

� Mass actions 

After you select the task type (see Figure 12.15), you can select multiple tasks and

perform mass actions, as shown in Figure 12.16.
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Figure 12.16  Multiselecting Tasks

� Sorting 

The sorting option at the bottom of the task list lets users sort tasks by Created On

(Newest on Top), Created By (A on Top), Priority (Highest on Top), or Task Title (A on

Top) (see Figure 12.17).

Figure 12.17  Sort By Options

� Filter By 

To filter tasks by Priority, Due Date, Task Type, Status, or Creation Date, use the

Filter icon  (see Figure 12.18).
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Figure 12.18  Filter By Options

� Group By 

The Group By icon  groups tasks by Priority, Task Type, Status, or Reservation

(see Figure 12.19).

Figure 12.19  Group By Options

� Comments 

After selecting a task, you can view the task details on the right and then view and

post comments by clicking the Comments icon (see Figure 12.20).

� Users can view, upload, or delete attachments via the Attachments icon (see Figure

12.21).
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Figure 12.20  Viewing Comments

Figure 12.21  Attachments

� Share or Send Email 

Users can click share icon  to send emails or post tasks to a preconfigured SAP

Jam site (see Figure 12.22).

Figure 12.22  Collaboration
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Now that you have a clear understanding of how to configure the My Inbox app and

its features, let’s discuss some advanced features of workflow scenarios and custom,

scenario-specific tiles.

12.2.3    Scenario-Specific Inbox

SAP delivers many standard approval scenarios. However, in real-world scenarios,

the standard approval apps may not be sufficient for your business requirements.

The My Inbox app allows you to define your own workflow scenario and create sce-

nario-specific tiles in SAP Fiori Launchpad. Next, we’ll provide an example with step-

by-step instructions for how to add a custom workflow to the My Inbox app based on

a purchase order approval process. The following tasks will be discussed:

1. Retrieve workflow template information.

2. Define workflow scenarios.

3. Configure the task decision.

4. Add the Business Add-In (BAdI) for task quotations.

5. Add the tile to SAP Fiori launchpad.

Retrieve Workflow Template Information

The first step in creating a custom workflow based on a purchase order approval pro-

cess is to collect all the workflow information for the purchase order release. Follow

these steps:

1. Log in to the back-end server, and run Transaction PFTC.

2. Select the Workflow template from the Task type dropdown, then enter

“20000075” in the Task field (see Figure 12.23).

Figure 12.23  Workflow Template

3. Click  to view the workflow.

4. Click the Workflow Builder button to view the workflow of the purchase order

release (see Figure 12.24).
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Figure 12.24  Workflow Builder

5. In the workflow, the approval or release of a purchase order occurs at Step 93. Dou-

ble-click Step 93 to view the activity of this step (see Figure 12.25).

Figure 12.25  Approval Step

6. Go to the Control tab to view and take note of the task ID (see Figure 12.26).
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Figure 12.26  Task ID

7. Double-click the Task ID to view the Object method section. Make a note of the

Object Type and Method (see Figure 12.27).

Figure 12.27  Object Method Section

8. Click the Back icon to return to the Workflow Builder screen.
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9. Select the Outcomes tab (see Figure 12.28).

Figure 12.28  Outcomes

10. Double-click an outcome to view its events. First, select RELEASED in the Event

field (see Figure 12.29), then make a note of the Event information, and then click

Continue .

Figure 12.29  Event Type

11. Select RESET (Not Used) in the Event field in the Outcomes tab (see Figure 12.30),

and click Continue .
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Figure 12.30  Event Type Outcome

You now have all the workflow, task ID, object methods, and outcomes information.

Table 12.1 shows the information that you’ll be using for the remainder of this exer-

cise.

Define Workflow Scenarios

In this step, you’ll define the workflow scenarios in the task gateways and customiz-

ing in SAP Gateway. Follow these steps:

1. Run Transaction SPRO.

2. Click the SAP Reference IMG button.

Fields Details

Workflow Template ID WS20000075

Approval Step ID 93

Step Type Activity

Task ID 20000166

Business Object BUS2012

Approval Method SINGLERELEASE

Outcomes RELEASED, RESET

Table 12.1  Workflow Information
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3. Navigate to SAP NetWeaver • SAP Gateway Service Enablement • Content • Task

Gateway • Task Gateway Service • Scenario Definition.

4. Click the Scenario Definition folder, then click the New Entries button.

5. Add the following scenario definition information (see Figure 12.31), then press

(Enter):

– Scenario Identifier: “DEMO_PO_RELEASE”

– Scenario Display Name: “PO Approval”

– Technical Service Name: “/IWPGW/TASKPROCESSING”

– Version: “2”

Figure 12.31  Scenario Definition

6. Select the scenario definition, then click Assign Consumer Type to Scenario.

7. Click New Entries, then add the consumer types, as shown in Figure 12.32.

Figure 12.32  Consumer Type

8. Double-click Task Definition for Scenario (Figure 12.33), then click the New Entries

button.
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Figure 12.33  Task Definition for Scenario

9. Add the System Alias and the Task Type, then click Save.

You’ve successfully defined the workflow scenario!

Configure the Task Decision

In this step, you’ll define the task decision, which involves maintaining the workflow

tasks that need to be included in the task filter. Follow these steps:

1. Run Transaction SPRO.

2. Click the SAP Reference IMG button.

3. Navigate to SAP NetWeaver • SAP Gateway Service Enablement • Content • Work

Flow Settings • Maintain Task Names and Decision Options.

4. Click the Step Name folder, and create a new entry with the following details (see

Figure 12.34):

– Workflow ID: “WS20000075”

– Step ID: “93”

– Step Description: “Approve Purchase Order”

Figure 12.34  Workflow ID and Step ID
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5. Select the step name, then create two new decision keys, as shown in Figure 12.35:

– Key: “1”/“2”

– Decision Text: “Approve”/“Reject”

– Nature: “Positive”/“Negative”

Figure 12.35  Decision Keys

Implement the BAdI for the Task Quotation

In this step, you’ll implement the BAdI to update the user selections to the back-end.

When the user selects Approve or Reject from the My Inbox app, this BAdI will update

the user’s decision in the back-end. Follow these steps:

1. Run Transaction SE18.

2. Enter “/IWWRK/BADI_WF_BEFORE_UPD_IB” in the BAdI Name field, then click

Display (see Figure 12.36).

Figure 12.36  Standard BAdI
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3. Right-click Implementations and select Create BAdI Implementation (see Figure

12.37).

Figure 12.37  Create BAdI implementation Option

4. Create the new enhancement implementation by clicking .

5. Enter the name and short text as shown in Figure 12.38, then click Continue .

Figure 12.38  Enhancement Implementation

6. Select the local object.

7. Select the new enhancement implementation and click Continue  (see Figure

12.39).

Figure 12.39  Selecting New Enhancement Implementation
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8. Create the BAdI implementation by entering the details shown in Figure 12.40,

then click Continue .

Figure 12.40  Creating BAdI Implementation

9. Double-click Filter Val., then click  (see Figure 12.41).

Figure 12.41  Filter Values

10. Select both WORKFLOW_ID and STEP_ID, then click Continue  (see Figure 12.42).

Figure 12.42  Selecting Filters
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11. Double-click the filter values, and enter the STEP_ID and WORKFLOW_ID (see

Figure 12.43):

– STEP_ID: “93”

– WORKFLOW_ID: “WS20000075”

Figure 12.43  Workflow ID and Step ID

12. Click Save.

13. Click Yes to save the enhancement implementation.

14. Double-click the Implementing Class folder, then click the value in the

Implementing Class field (see Figure 12.44).

Figure 12.44  Implementing Class

15. Double-click the Method field value, as shown in Figure 12.45.

Figure 12.45  Method Field
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16. Enter the code shown in between the Method and End Method.

"1. Variables
DATA abs_object TYPE swr_obj_2.
DATA abv_retcode TYPE sy-subrc.
DATA abt_container TYPE TABLE OF swr_cont.
DATA abs_container_line TYPE swr_cont.
DATA abt_msg_lines type sapi_msg_lines.
DATA abt_msg_struc type sapi_msg_struc.
DATA FORMNUMBER TYPE SWXFORMABS-FORMNUMBER.
DATA abs_formabs TYPE swxformabs.

"2. Get Workitem Details
CALL FUNCTION 'SAP_WAPI_GET_OBJECTS'
EXPORTING
WORKITEM_ID = is_wi_details-wi_id

* LANGUAGE = SY-LANGU
* USER = SY-UNAME
* BUFFERED_ACCESS = 'X'
IMPORTING
* LEADING_OBJECT =

RETURN_CODE = abv_retcode
LEADING_OBJECT_2 = abs_object

TABLES
* OBJECTS =

MESSAGE_LINES = abt_msg_lines
MESSAGE_STRUCT = abt_msg_struc

* OBJECTS_2 =
.

"3. Get Document Number
MOVE abs_object-instid TO formnumber.

*4. Get Decision Based on the Workitem ID
CALL FUNCTION 'SAP_WAPI_READ_CONTAINER'
EXPORTING
WORKITEM_ID = is_wi_details-wi_id

* LANGUAGE = SY-LANGU
* USER = SY-UNAME
* BUFFERED_ACCESS = 'X'
IMPORTING
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RETURN_CODE = abv_retcode
* IFS_XML_CONTAINER =
* IFS_XML_CONTAINER_SCHEMA =
TABLES

SIMPLE_CONTAINER = abt_container
MESSAGE_LINES = abt_msg_lines
MESSAGE_STRUCT = abt_msg_struc

* SUBCONTAINER_BOR_OBJECTS =
* SUBCONTAINER_ALL_OBJECTS =.

"5. Get Application Data
select single * from swxformabs into abs_formabs where formnumber =
formnumber.

"6. Set Decision Value
CASE iv_decision_key.
WHEN 0001. "Approved
abs_container_line-value = 'A'.
abs_formabs-procstate = 'A'.

WHEN 0002. "Rejected
abs_container_line-value = 'R'.
abs_formabs-procstate = 'R'.

ENDCASE.

"7. Set Result Value Based on Decision
abs_container_line-element = '_WI_RESULT'.
"Update Container rows
MODIFY abt_container INDEX 3 FROM abs_container_line TRANSPORTING value.

"8. Update Container
CALL FUNCTION 'SAP_WAPI_WRITE_CONTAINER'
EXPORTING
WORKITEM_ID = is_wi_details-wi_id

* LANGUAGE = SY-LANGU
* ACTUAL_AGENT = SY-UNAME

DO_COMMIT = 'X'
* IFS_XML_CONTAINER =
* OVERWRITE_TABLES_SIMPLE_CONT = ' '
* CHECK_INBOX_RESTRICTION = ' '
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IMPORTING
RETURN_CODE = abv_retcode

TABLES
SIMPLE_CONTAINER = abt_container
MESSAGE_LINES = abt_msg_lines
MESSAGE_STRUCT = abt_msg_struc
.

"9. Update App Data
abs_formabs-approvdate = sy-datum.
abs_formabs-approvby = sy-uname.
update swxformabs from abs_formabs.

*10. Complete the Task
CALL FUNCTION 'SAP_WAPI_WORKITEM_COMPLETE'
EXPORTING
WORKITEM_ID = is_wi_details-wi_id

* ACTUAL_AGENT = SY-UNAME
* LANGUAGE = SY-LANGU
* SET_OBSOLET = ' '

DO_COMMIT = 'X'
* DO_CALLBACK_IN_BACKGROUND = 'X'
* IFS_XML_CONTAINER =
* CHECK_INBOX_RESTRICTION = ' '
IMPORTING

RETURN_CODE = abv_retcode
* NEW_STATUS =
TABLES
* SIMPLE_CONTAINER = abt_container

MESSAGE_LINES = abt_msg_lines
MESSAGE_STRUCT = abt_msg_struc
.

*11. Set Confirm
CALL FUNCTION 'SAP_WAPI_WORKITEM_CONFIRM'
EXPORTING
WORKITEM_ID = is_wi_details-wi_id

* ACTUAL_AGENT = SY-UNAME
* LANGUAGE = SY-LANGU
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DO_COMMIT = 'X'
* CHECK_INBOX_RESTRICTION = ' '
IMPORTING

RETURN_CODE = abv_retcode
* NEW_STATUS =
TABLES

MESSAGE_LINES = abt_msg_lines
MESSAGE_STRUCT = abt_msg_struc

Listing 12.1  BAdI to Capture User’s Decision

17. Click Save, and then click Activate.

Add the Tile to SAP Fiori Launchpad

In this step, you’ll add a new dynamic tile and the custom workflow to the My Inbox

app. Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the SAP Fiori launchpad designer.

2. Select SAP_FND_TC_T, and add a new dynamic tile.

3. Use the following details in the General section, as shown in Figure 12.46:

– Title: Enter “My Inbox”.

– Subtitle: Enter “PO Approval”.

– Keywords: Enter “Workflow, Inbox, PO Approval”.

– Icon: Select an icon.

Figure 12.46  General Section
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4. Enter the Service URL details in the Dynamic Data section:

“/sap/opu/odata/IWPGW/TASKPROCESSING;mo;v=2/ScenarioCollection?$filter=

key eq <your scenario ID>”.

In this example, the scenario ID is DEMO_PO_RELEASE (see Figure 12.47).

Figure 12.47  Dynamic Data

5. Enter the following details in the Navigation section (see Figure 12.48):

– Semantic Object: “WorkflowTask”

– Action: “displayInbox”

– Parameters: “scenarioId=<your scenario ID>”

Figure 12.48  Navigation Section

6. Click Save.

7. Log in to SAP Fiori launchpad, and add the new My Inbox tile from the SAP_FND_TC_

T catalog (see Figure 12.49).

8. Click the My Inbox PO Approval tile and open it (see Figure 12.50).
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Figure 12.49  All Items Tile and Scenario-Specific Tile

Figure 12.50  Scenario-Specific App

Users can now approve and reject purchase orders from the My Inbox app.
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12.3    Summary

Workflows are important for carrying out daily business activities. In this chapter, we

discussed the basics of the workflow process and how to integrate SAP Business

Workflows with the My Inbox app in SAP Fiori. Specifically, we configured the All

Items tile, which shows all the workflow tasks that you have access to in the back-end

system. We concluded the chapter by creating a custom workflow for a scenario-spe-

cific tile.

In the next chapter, we’ll look at integrating SAP Fiori apps with other SAP products.
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Chapter 13 

Integration with Other SAP Products

This chapter provides an overview of how SAP Fiori launchpad can be 

integrated with SAP BusinessObjects Lumira, SAP Jam, and SAP Busi-

nessObjects BI reports and dashboards.

The SAP Fiori landscape can be integrated with SAP products such as SAP Jam, SAP

BusinessObjects Lumira, and SAP BusinessObjects BI In this chapter, we’ll cover the

integration steps for these pieces of software.

We’ll start with an introduction on how to leverage SAP Jam in conjunction with SAP

Fiori in Section 13.1, including how this tool can help business users collaborate with

each other by using tiles in SAP Fiori launchpad or from an SAP Fiori application.

We’ll begin by looking at prerequisites for integration in Section 13.1.1. In Section

13.1.2, we’ll show you how to configure a social media catalog, and we’ll leverage SAP

Jam tiles in SAP Fiori launchpad to collaborate with teams in Section 13.1.3. We’ll end

the SAP Jam and SAP Fiori integration section with an overview of different collabo-

ration components in Section 13.1.4.

Next, in Section 13.2, we’ll introduce you to SAP’s self-service visualization tool—SAP

BusinessObjects Lumira. We’ll start with the roles and authorizations required for a

user to access SAP BusinessObjects Lumira in SAP Fiori (Section 13.2.1), and then we’ll

introduce the different tiles available in SAP Fiori from the SAP BusinessObjects

Lumira perspective (Section 13.2.2). We’ll end the section by showing you how to cre-

ate an SAP Fiori tile from an SAP BusinessObjects Lumira story (Section 13.2.3).

The chapter concludes with a discussion on integrating SAP Fiori launchpad with the

reports and dashboards from SAP BusinessObjects BI platform in Section 13.3. We’ll

start with the high-level configuration to integrate SAP BusinessObjects BI Platform

and the SAP front-end server in Section 13.3.1. We’ll end the chapter with an exercise

that walks through how to build an SAP Fiori app using the open document URL of an

SAP BusinessObjects Design Studio application, and then publish the app to SAP Fiori

launchpad with custom roles and custom catalogs.
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13.1    SAP Jam

SAP Jam is a powerful enterprise social network solution with which users can collab-

orate with teams to brainstorm issues related to specific business objects or share

knowledge within the organization. SAP Jam solves problems and improves decision

making. In addition, SAP Jam can now be integrated with SAP Fiori via either of the

following methods:

� Social media tiles in SAP Fiori launchpad

� Collaboration components

To better demonstrate how the integration between these two products can help

businesses, let’s look at an example. Say that you’re a sales manager viewing sales

orders in the Track Sales Order app in SAP Fiori. During your review, you realize

something’s wrong with a particular sales order. The next thing you do is share this

information with your team members, who can help solve this problem as quickly as

possible. SAP Fiori and SAP Jam integration makes it easy to share the issue with team

members via SAP Jam, which can lead to not only solving your issues with your sub-

ject matter experts quickly but also improving your decision making. After the prob-

lem is solved, you’ll receive a notification in SAP Fiori launchpad. The beauty of SAP

Jam is that all this social collaboration happens securely across your entire organiza-

tion, directly from SAP Fiori launchpad.

Several prerequisites must be fulfilled to integrate SAP Jam and SAP Fiori. We’ll high-

light the prerequisites in the next section. You’ll then configure the social media cat-

alog to provide user access to SAP Jam tiles. Finally, we’ll highlight collaboration

components that are integrated within SAP Fiori applications.

13.1.1    Prerequisites

The Social Media Integration (SMI) function integrates SAP Jam social collaboration

platform tiles and SAP Fiori. The collaboration features of SMI aren’t only useful for

integration between SAP Jam and SAP Fiori; they can also be integrated with other

web technologies, such as Web Dynpro, ABAP, and SAPUI5.

You need to configure ABAP SMI to allow SAP Fiori apps and SAP Fiori launchpad to

use the SMI functions developed for SAP Fiori. SMI offers functions that run within

the SAP Fiori app and functions that run as an SAP Fiori tile. For more information, go

to http://help.sap.com/nw-uiaddon and choose SAP Jam Integration.

http://help.sap.com/nw-uiaddon
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In addition, you need to fulfill the following prerequisites:

� Purchase an SAP Jam license.

� Ensure that every SAP Fiori user has an SAP Jam account.

� Import SAP Jam server certificate sapjam.cer into the SAP Fiori front-end server via

Transaction STRUST.

� Configure SAML 2.0 authentication and the OAuth client.

13.1.2    Configuration

In this section, we’ll walk you through various configuration steps required to inte-

grate SAP JAM and SAP Fiori. We’ll start with SAP ABAP SMI configuration in the

front-end server.

1. Log in to the front-end server, and run Transaction CLB2_PLATF.

2. Click New Entries, and add the following new entries (see Figure 13.1):

– Serv. Provider Type:“Jam”

– Server: “Jam productive”

– Service Provider: “cubetree.com”

– Server URL: “https://integration3.sapjam.com” 

Figure 13.1  Server Provider

3. Double-click Authentication Method, then click New Entries.

4. Add the following entries (see Figure 13.2), and click Save:

– “APPLI”: “OAUTH_10_SHA1”
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– “APPUSR”: “OAUTH_10_SHA1_3”

– “NONE”: “NONE”

– “USER”: “SAML_20”

Figure 13.2  Authentication Methods

5. Run Transaction CLB2_APPLI_ PLATF.

6. Click New Entries, and add the Application ID, Service Provider Type, and Server

shown in Figure 13.3.

Figure 13.3  Server Assignment

7. Double-click Server Settings, and add the Ext. Application ID, Consumer Key, and

HTTP Timeout shown in Figure 13.4. Click Save.

Figure 13.4  Server Settings
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8. Run Transaction SICF, and activate the rest_tunnel service (see Figure 13.5).

Figure 13.5  REST Tunnel Service

9. Run Transaction CLB2_TUNNEL, click New Entries, then add the Tunnel Destina-

tion, Serv. Provider Type, Application ID, Service Root, Resource Path, and Auth.

Context as shown in Figure 13.6. Click Save.

Figure 13.6  Tunnel Services

Let's examine the tunnel destinations in Table 13.1.

Tunnel 

Destina-

tion

Service 

Provider 

Type

Application 

ID

Service Root Resource 

Path

Authentica-

tion Context

Jam Jam DEFAULT api/v1/

OData

$metadata NONE

Jam Jam DEFAULT api/v1/

OData

USER

Table 13.1  Tunnel Destinations
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After the SAP Jam and SAP ABAP SMIs are configured, you can configure SAP Jam tiles

in SAP Fiori. The social media catalog is used to group SAP Jam–related tiles for SAP

Fiori launchpad. Like other catalogs, the social media catalog should be associated

with a PFCG role as well. We’ll now show you how to create a catalog and how to add

this catalog to a new role. Most of these steps are like those you’ve seen in previous

chapters.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the SM_CATALOG_SRV service (refer to Chapter 4, Section 4.2) by selecting the

service and clicking Add Selected Services (see Figure 13.7).

Figure 13.7  Adding Services

Jam Jam DEFAULT api/v1/feed/

post

USER

Jam Jam DEFAULT /v1/single_

use_tokens

$metadata USER

Tunnel 

Destina-

tion

Service 

Provider 

Type

Application 

ID

Service Root Resource 

Path

Authentica-

tion Context

Table 13.1  Tunnel Destinations (Cont.)
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2. The next step is to activate the OData services (refer to Chapter 4, Section 4.2).

Select the SM_INTEGRATION_V2_SRV and SM_CATALOG_SRV OData services via

Transaction /IWFND/MAINT_SERVICE, and run them by clicking Call Browser (see

Figure 13.8).

Figure 13.8  Test Service

3. Next, you need to create a remote catalog in the SAP Fiori launchpad designer.

First, log in to the SAP Fiori launchpad designer (see Chapter 4, Section 4.6).

4. Select the Catalogs tab, then click + at the bottom of the screen to add a new cata-

log.

5. Select Remote.

6. Enter the following details, then click Save (see Figure 13.9):

– Title: “Social Media Catalog”

– ID: “Jam”

– Remote ID: “SMCatalog”

– System alias: “LOCAL”

– Base URL: “/sap/opu/odata/sap/SM_CATALOG_SRV/”

7. Next, you need to create and assign the role to a user (refer to Chapter 4, Section

4.6). Run Transaction PFCG, enter “ZSM_CATALOG_ROLE” in the Role field, and

then click Single Role (see Figure 13.10).
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Figure 13.9  Create Catalog Screen

Figure 13.10  Creating Role

8. Enter a Description, then click Save.

9. On the menu bar, from the Transactions dropdown list, select SAP Fiori Tile Cata-

log.

10. Select Remote Catalog from the Catalog Provider dropdown box (see Figure 13.11).

Figure 13.11  Assign Tile Catalog Screen
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11. Select the catalog you created earlier and press (Enter).

12. To enable access to the catalog, you must assign a user to this role. Go to the User

tab, enter a username, and press (Enter) (see Figure 13.12).

Figure 13.12  Assigning User to Role

13. Click Save.

You should now see the Social Media Catalog in SAP Fiori launchpad (see Figure 13.13).

Figure 13.13  Adding Tile from Social Media Catalog

You’ve successfully created the social media catalog and assigned a user to the cata-

log role. Next, we’ll explore the SAP Jam tiles available in SAP Fiori.
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13.1.3    SAP Jam Tiles

There are two types of SAP Jam–based SAP Fiori tiles that can initiate collaboration

directly in your SAP Fiori launchpad:

1. Group tiles 

You can add tiles in SAP Fiori launchpad for any SAP Jam group you belong to. The

group tile displays the group name, group icon, time since last activity, and the

content, updated every five minutes. For example, Figure 13.14 shows the Project

Manager Group, with an activity recorded one minute ago.

2. Notification tiles 

You can add a notification tile in SAP Fiori launchpad to view notifications

received in an SAP Jam account. The notification tile displays the notification

sender’s name and photo, notification type, notification message, and group

name if the notification is from a group. This tile can display up to 10 notifications

and show new notification content in 10-second intervals. For example, Figure

13.14 shows the last notification, which was created by user Anil B, responding to

user Larry R’s question.

Figure 13.14  SAP Jam Tiles

13.1.4    Collaboration Components

Collaboration components are available for integrating SAP Fiori apps and SAP Jam

(these components are part of the application). There are three types of collaboration

components:

1. Social timeline 

Using this component, you can directly display some of the main features of SAP

Jam, such as a user’s photo, notifications from other users, and so on, in the SAP

Fiori app.
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2. Discuss 

Using this component, you can display and contribute to SAP Jam through a feed

(see Figure 13.15).

Figure 13.15  Discuss Dialog Component

3. Share 

This component lets you share attachments, business objects, and comments

about business objects with SAP Jam groups (see Figure 13.16). This feature is avail-

able in apps of all types: transactional, analytical, and fact sheet.

Figure 13.16  Share Component
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You should now have a better understanding of which type of component to use for

your SAP Fiori project with an SAP Jam integration. Next, we’ll discuss SAP Fiori’s

integration with SAP BusinessObjects Lumira.

13.2    SAP BusinessObjects Lumira

SAP BusinessObjects Lumira is a self-service data visualization tool with which you

can quickly and easily create stunning interactive maps, infographics, and charts.

You can then compose stories from those visualizations, analyze trends, and share

insights with a team via the SAP BusinessObjects Lumira server. In this section, we’ll

discuss the integration between SAP Fiori and SAP BusinessObjects Lumira and show

you how to access and share SAP BusinessObjects Lumira stories from SAP Fiori

launchpad.

13.2.1    Configuration

In this section, we’ll walk through the configuration steps for the integration, and

we’ll look at the roles that must be assigned to an administrator and end users to

view and run SAP BusinessObjects Lumira stories in SAP Fiori launchpad. In Chapter

2, Section 2.6.4, we showed you how to assign roles to a user in SAP HANA Studio. Fol-

low the same steps to assign the following roles:

1. Assign administrator roles to SAP Fiori administrators; for this example, assign

the following role to the LUMIRATECH user (see Figure 13.17):

– sap.bi.common::BI_TECH_USER

Figure 13.17  Tech Role
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2. Assign administrator roles to SAP Fiori administrators; for this example, assign

the following roles to the FIORIADMIN user (see Figure 13.18):

– sap.bi.admin::BI_ADMIN

– sap.bi.admin::BI_CONFIGURATOR

Figure 13.18  Admin Roles

3. Similarly, assign end user roles to SAP Fiori end users (see Figure 13.19):

– sap.bi.common::BI_DATA_ANALYST

– sap.bi.common::BI_DATA_CONSUMER

Figure 13.19  End User Roles

4. Next, you need to configure the SAP BusinessObjects Lumira Server in SAP Fiori

launchpad. Log in to the SAP Fiori admin launchpad via http(s)://<SAPHANASer-

ver>:<Port>/sap/bi/launchpad/fiori.

http(s)://<SAPHANAServer>:<Port>/sap/bi/launchpad/fiori
http(s)://<SAPHANAServer>:<Port>/sap/bi/launchpad/fiori
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5. Add the Configuration SAP Lumira Server tile from the tile catalog, then launch the

app (see Figure 13.20).

Figure 13.20  Configuration Tile

6. Enter the Technical user and the Password (which you created in Step 1), and click

Run Configuration (see Figure 13.21).

Figure 13.21  Running SAP BusinessObjects Lumira Configuration

7. Assign the SAP_LUMIRA_TCR role to FIORI_USER and FIORIADMIN in the ABAP front-end

server. We showed you how to assign a role to a user in previous chapters (see

Chapter 4, Section 4.42 ). Follow the same steps to add users to this role via Trans-

action PFCG (see Figure 13.22).
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Figure 13.22  SAP BusinessObjects Lumira Roles on ABAP Server

You’ve now successfully completed the configuration required to integrate the SAP

BusinessObjects Lumira Server and SAP Fiori.

Next, we need to integrate SAP BusinessObjects Lumira with SAP Fiori. SAP Fiori pro-

vides the capability to integrate with SAP BusinessObjects Lumira in three different

ways: the All Stories tile, the SAP Lumira static tile, and via a KPI drilldown. In the next

section, we’ll start by discussing the SAP BusinessObjects Lumira tiles. We’ll then look

at how to create a KPI tile with a drilldown to an SAP BusinessObjects Lumira story

using the KPI modeler.

13.2.2    SAP BusinessObjects Lumira Tiles

In this section, we’ll focus our attention on the two tiles provided with SAP Business-

Objects Lumira to integrate with SAP Fiori launchpad. Follow these steps to add these

tiles from the SAP BusinessObjects Lumira catalog in SAP Fiori launchpad:

1. Log in to SAP Fiori launchpad, and click  to open the menu.

2. Click Tile Catalog, then select SAP Lumira from the dropdown list.

3. Click the + sign below each tile to add the tile to the SAP Lumira group. You should

see all the SAP BusinessObjects Lumira tiles in your SAP Fiori launchpad (see

Figure 13.23).

Stories

All the stories displayed in SAP Fiori come from SAP BusinessObjects Lumira Server,

which runs on SAP HANA.
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Figure 13.23  SAP BusinessObjects Lumira Catalog

You’ve successfully added the SAP BusinessObjects Lumira tiles. Next, let’s explore

each one:

� All Stories 

Figure 13.24 shows the All Stories launch tile, which displays the number of stories

that a user has access to. Clicking this tile opens a list with all the available stories,

which you can sort, filter, and search.

Figure 13.24  All Stories Tile

� SAP Lumira static tile 

Figure 13.25 shows the static tile, which launches SAP BusinessObjects Lumira in a

new window. From SAP BusinessObjects Lumira, you can create and share stories.
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Figure 13.25  SAP BusinessObjects Lumira Static Tile

You should now have a clear understanding of how SAP BusinessObjects Lumira and

SAP Fiori products are integrated. Next, we’ll show you how to access an SAP Busi-

nessObjects Lumira story from SAP Fiori launchpad and how to create a tile from that

story. Proceed with the following steps:

1. In SAP Fiori launchpad, select the All Stories tile.

2. Select a story from the list of stories available (left side), in this example we

selected Profitability Analysis – US, and click Open (see Figure 13.26).

Figure 13.26  Selecting SAP BusinessObjects Lumira Story

3. Filter for a particular product, and in this example we selected FIN100-P1,MTO-

VC,F, click , and choose Save as Tile (see Figure 13.27).
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Figure 13.27  Filtering Story

4. Enter the Title and Subtitle, then click OK (see Figure 13.28).

Figure 13.28  Save as Tile Screen

5. Return to the home screen by clicking .

6. You should now see a new SAP BusinessObjects Lumira story tile. Click the tile to

open the SAP BusinessObjects Lumira story in SAP Fiori launchpad (see Figure

13.29).
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Figure 13.29  New SAP BusinessObjects Lumira Story Tile

You’ve seen throughout this section the powerful combination of SAP Business-

Objects Lumira and SAP Fiori and how both tools are integrated seamlessly. In the

next section, we’ll look at configuring a KPI tile with a drilldown to SAP Business-

Objects Lumira.

13.2.3    Configure a KPI Tile with a Drilldown to SAP BusinessObjects Lumira

In addition to launching an SAP BusinessObjects Lumira story from a tile, you can

also configure a KPI tile with a drilldown to an SAP BusinessObjects Lumira story. In

Chapter 6, we explained how to implement an analytical app using the Days Sales

Outstanding app as an example. You can follow the same steps to implement the KPI

tile to drilldown to an SAP BusinessObjects Lumira story. In Chapter 6, Section 6.3.4,

we created a generic drilldown. Now, instead creating a generic drilldown, you need

to select an SAP BusinessObjects Lumira story as a drilldown in the Navigation sec-

tion (see Figure 13.30). Proceed with the following steps:

1. Login to SAP Fiori Launchpad and select the Configure KPI Tile from the KPI Mod-

eler group.

2. Under the Navigation section, select the Other Drill Down radio button.

3. Select SAP Lumira from the Select Drill-Down dropdown options

4. Select the SAP BusinessObjects Lumira Story ID from the list, then click Save and

Activate.

Important!

You will be able to view only those SAP BusinessObjects Lumira story IDs (in the value

help) that are available for the SAP HANA view your KPI is based on.
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Figure 13.30  SAP BusinessObjects Lumira Drilldown

This concludes the SAP Fiori and SAP BusinessObjects Lumira integration process.

Next, we’ll see how SAP Fiori integrates with SAP BusinessObjects BI platform.

13.3    Integrating SAP BusinessObjects BI and SAP Fiori Launchpad

The SAP BusinessObjects BI suite is a complete business intelligence solution. It

offers a set of tools for content developers, business analysts, executives, and data

scientists. The following are some of tools in SAP BusinessObjects BI:

� SAP BusinessObjects Design Studio: Create dashboards, analysis applications, and

planning applications intuitively based on SAP BW, SAP HANA, and universes.

� SAP BusinessObjects Lumira: Explore data.

� Crystal Reports: Create highly formatted reports.

� Web Intelligence reports: Useful for ad hoc report development.

These powerful tools allow you to put decision-ready information within a business

user’s reach. In this section, we’ll explain the steps to seamlessly integrate these SAP

Business Objects BI tools with SAP Fiori launchpad. Before we move on to the techni-

cal configuration, let’s look at the high-level architecture in Figure 13.31.
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Figure 13.31  SAP BusinessObjects BI and SAP Fiori Launchpad Integration

On the left side in Figure 13.31 are design-time tools such as SAP BusinessObjects

Design Studio, SAP BusinessObjects Lumira, WebI, and Crystal Reports on the BI plat-

form, which can connect to pretty much any data source, like SAP S/4HANA, SAP BW,

and so on. You can integrate these with the SAP Fiori front-end server through Open-

Doc URLs. 

In the following sections, we’ll highlight the steps to integrate SAP Business Objects

BI and SAP Fiori launchpad and to publish a dashboard to the SAP Fiori launchpad.

13.3.1     Configuration

In this section, we’ll highlight the most important steps that you need to follow to

integrate SAP BusinessObjects BI platform and SAP Fiori. We highly recommend

working with your SAP BusinessObjects BI administrator to perform most of these

steps.

Configure SAP Web Dispatcher

When a user clicks on a tile in SAP Fiori launchpad, SAP Web Dispatcher forwards the

calls from the SAP Fiori front-end server to SAP BusinessObjects BI. To enable this call

forwarding from SAP Web Dispatcher to SAP BusinessObjects BI, we need to add the

SAP BW
SAP

HANA …

SAP Fiori Front-end Server

Back-end Server

SAP BusinessObjects
Business Intelligence

Platform

OpenDoc URLs

Data Sources

BI Platform

Design Time

Design Time Tools
• SAP BusinessObjectsLumira
• SAP Crystal Reports
• SAP BusinessObjects Web
   Intelligence
• SAP Design Studio
• Etc.
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following parameter in the SAP Web Dispatcher profile file and restart SAP Web Dis-

patcher:

wdisp/system_<number> = SID=BOE, EXTSRV=<BI Platform https hostname> : < BI

Platform port>, SRCSRV=*:<reuse same port with Fiori Launchpad>, SRCURL=/BOE/.

Configure SSL

If your SAP BusinessObjects BI platform’s web application server certificate is signed

by the same certificate authority as SAP Web Dispatcher, you can then skip this step.

Otherwise, proceed as follows:

1. Export a key certificate for the key store file from the SAP Business Objects BI

server by running the following command at a command prompt:

keytool –export -alias <certificate_alias> -keystore <keystore_file> -file <cer-

tificate_file> -storepass <password>.

2. Import the certificate into SAP Web Dispatcher:

– Log on to the SAP Web Dispatcher OS.

– Launch a command prompt, and navigate to the sapgense file location:

<Install_dir>\usr\sap\<SID>\SYS\exe\nuc\NTAMD64.

– Run the following command: sapgenpse.exe maintain_pk -p <Client_PSE> -a

<Tomcat_certificate>.

– Restart Tomcat.

Configure SAP BusinessObjects BI Authentication

In this step, we’ll add your SAP system, then import roles from SAP to SAP Business-

Objects BI:

1. Create an SAP user account that authorizes access to connect the SAP Business-

Objects BI platform and your SAP system.

2. Add your SAP entitle system in SAP BusinessObjects BI from Central Management

Console (CMC).

3. Import the user and roles from the SAP system to SAP BusinessObjects BI.

Setup SSO between SAP Systems

In this step, we generate a key store file and a corresponding certificate, then add the

generated certificate to your SAP ABAP front-end, SAP ABAP back-end, and the SAP

BusinessObjects BI platform:
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1. Login to the SAP BusinessObjects BI server and then generate a key store file by

running the following command in command prompt: java -jar PKCS12Tool.jar.

2. Export the public key certificate by running the key tool program from a com-

mand prompt: keytool -exportcert -keystore <keystore> -storetype pkcs12 -file

<filename>-alias <alias>.

3. Import the certificate file to the SAP ABAP front-end system and SAP ABAP back-

end system via Transaction STRUSTSSO2.

4. Import the certificate into SAP BusinessObjects BI from the Authentication

Management area in CMC.

Enable SSO for OpenDocument

Set the default authentication to SAP in the OpenDocument.properties file in SAP

BusinessObjects\SAP BusinessObjects Enterprise XI 4.0\warfiles\webapps\BOE\WEB-

INF\config\default.

Create RFC Destination

Create an RFC destination to connect SAP Fiori launchpad and SAP Web Dispatcher:

1. Login to the SAP Fiori front-end server, and run Transaction SM59.

2. Create a new connection.

3. Enter the RFC Destination name, and select H for the Connection Type (see Figure

13.32).

Figure 13.32  RFC Destination
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4. Enter the fully qualified SAP Web Dispatcher name in Target Host and the SAP Fiori

launchpad port in the Service No. field (see Figure 13.32).

You’ve successfully configured SAP Fiori and SAP BusinessObjects BI. In the next sec-

tion, we’ll show you how to deploy a dashboard to SAP Fiori launchpad.

13.3.2    Create an SAP Fiori App

This section walks you through the steps to integrate an SAP BusinessObjects Design

Studio application called Liquidity Forecast with SAP Fiori launchpad; you can follow

the same steps to integrate any report or dashboard from SAP BusinessObjects BI

platform into SAP Fiori launchpad. Most of the steps are like those we’ve covered in

previous chapters, so we’ll just highlight the main steps.

First, you need to generate the OpenDoc URL from the SAP BusinessObjects BI

Launchpad. Log in to the SAP BusinessObjects BI launchpad, and right-click the report

or SAP BusinessObjects Design Studio app you want to make available in SAP Fiori

launchpad. Click Document Link (see Figure 13.33), and copy the URL.

Figure 13.33  Open Document Url

Next, you need to create the semantic object. In the SAP ABAP front-end server, run

Transaction /UI2/SEMOBJ and add a new semantic object, as shown in Figure 13.34.

Figure 13.34  Adding Semantic Object
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Now, create a new catalog: 

1. Log in to SAP Fiori launchpad designer from your browser via the following URL:

http://<server>:<port>/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/arsrvc_upb_admn/main.html?sap-cli-

ent=<client>?scope=CUST.

2. Create a new catalog, and click Save (see Figure 13.35)

Figure 13.35  Create Catalog

3. Click + to add a tile to the new catalog (see Figure 13.36).

Figure 13.36  Add New Tile

4. Add the static tile by clicking + (see Figure 13.37). 

Figure 13.37  Static Tile

http://<server>:<port>/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/arsrvc_upb_admn/main.html?sap-client=<client>?scope=CUST
http://<server>:<port>/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/arsrvc_upb_admn/main.html?sap-client=<client>?scope=CUST
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Next, you’ll create a new tile and perform target mapping, as seen in Figure 13.38: 

1. Enter the following information in the General section:

– Title: “Liquidity Forecast”

– Information: “Design Studio”

2. In the Navigation section, select LiquidityForecast from the Semantic Object list by

clicking .

3. In the Action field, enter “display”.

Figure 13.38  App Launcher

4. Click Save. 

5. Add a target mapping by clicking the Target Mapping icon, then click Create Target

Mapping, as shown in Figure 13.39.

6. In the Intent section, select LiquidityForecast from the Semantic Object list by

clicking .

7. In the Action field, enter “display”.
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Figure 13.39  Creating Target Mapping

8. In the Target section, select URL from the Application Type dropdown list, then

enter the following (see Figure 13.40):

– Title: Enter “Liquidity Forecast”.

– URL: Paste in the URL you generated previously. Ignore the host and port; just

paste it from /BOE/Open…

– System Alias: Enter “SAP_FIORI_BOE”. This is the same RFC destination that you

created in the configuration section.

Figure 13.40  Target Mapping
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Next, let’s create a custom group and add the tile which we created in the previous

step:

1. Create a new group (see Figure 13.41) by adding a Title and ID, (in our example "SAP

BusinessObjects BI" and "ZSAP_BI_GROUP") and then click Save.

Figure 13.41  Creating Group

2. Select the catalog you created previously. In this exercise, we created a catalog with

the name SAP BusinessObjects BI.

3. Click + to add the app (i.e., Liquidity Forecast) to the new group.

Figure 13.42  Adding App to Group

Next, you’ll create a new role for the catalog and group:

1. Log in to the ABAP back-end server, then create a new role via Transaction PFCG.

2. Add the new catalog (see Figure 13.43), which you created previously.
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3. Add the new group (see Figure 13.43), which you created in previously.

Figure 13.43  Creating New Role

4. Add the username (for whoever needs access to this app) in the User tab (see Figure

13.44).

Figure 13.44  Assigning Users to Role

5. Click Save.

To test the app, log in to SAP Fiori launchpad; you should see the Liquidity Forecast

app under the SAP BusinessObjects BI group (see Figure 13.45). 
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Figure 13.45  SAP BusinessObjects BI Group in SAP Fiori Launchpad

13.4    Summary

In this chapter, we introduced SAP Jam, SAP BusinessObjects Lumira, and SAP Busi-

nessObjects Design Studio, and we showed how each of these tools can be integrated

with SAP Fiori. We also discussed how you can collaborate with team members

directly from SAP Fiori launchpad via SAP Jam standard tiles. We explored different

options to configure standard SAP BusinessObjects Lumira tiles and discussed how

to create a KPI tile with a drilldown to an SAP BusinessObjects Lumira story using the

KPI modeler. Finally, we highlighted steps to configure the SAP BusinessObjects BI

platform and SAP Fiori Front-end server, and then we ended this chapter with an

exercise to publish an SAP BusinessObjects Design Studio application as an SAP Fiori

app in the SAP Fiori Launchpad.

In the next chapter we’ll discuss how SAP Screen Personas allows business to trans-

form classic SAP screens into SAP Fiori-inspired designs.
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Chapter 14 

Introduction to SAP Screen Personas

In this chapter, we’ll discuss how SAP’s UX strategy relates to the SAP 

Screen Personas solution. We’ll also explain how SAP Screen Personas 

allows you to transform classic SAP screens into SAP Fiori-inspired 

designs.

Although incorporating the SAP Fiori UX is the ultimate goal for SAP S/4HANA, SAP

is still on the journey to get there; therefore, SAP introduced a powerful tool in 2012

called SAP Screen Personas to transform the classic SAP screens into SAP Fiori-

inspired designs. Several customers are now using SAP Screen Personas to improve

adoption of SAP by personalizing screens for different groups. SAP Screen Personas

allows you to personalize and transform the classic SAP screens to meet your busi-

ness needs, without changing them fundamentally and while leaving the system as

untouched as possible.

In Section 14.1, we describe SAP Screen Personas and its components to give you a

grounding in the product. You’ll used what you learned in Section 14.2 to help you

create your first SAP Screen Personas project. Then, in Section 14.3, we’ll cover some

more advanced techniques and elements of SAP Screen Personas flavors. Section 14.4

will cover key administrative tasks associated with flavors. Finally, Section 14.5 walks

you through how to deploy your SAP Screen Personas flavors to SAP Fiori Launchpad.

When should you implement SAP Screen Personas? The flowchart in Figure 14.1 pro-

vides guidelines. Basically, when there is no standard SAP Fiori app that meets your

requirements, and when there is a standard SAP GUI or WebDynpro ABAP option that

does meet your requirement, you can use SAP Screen Personas.
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Figure 14.1  SAP Screen Personas Decision Flowchart

SAP Screen Personas is a visual product that lets users create flavors; a flavor is a spe-

cific, personalized screen of a specific, classic SAP transaction screen, and every trans-

action can have more than one flavor, depending on the business needs. SAP Screen

Personas developers can create flavors by dragging and dropping components in the

WYSIWYG HTML5 editor and can deploy them easily.

With SAP Screen Personas, you have an easy way to personalize screens by role, so

your business users will see only what they need. A developer can edit screens

directly in the browser, and end users can access the simplified screens from the

browser or SAP GUI.

In addition, SAP Screen Personas lets companies refresh SAP screens without any dis-

ruption; that is, the existing functionality and authentication models are retained,

and the changes are applied as a delta to the existing screens.

14.1    SAP Screen Personas 3.0 Architecture and Navigation

SAP Screen Personas is an add-on for SAP ERP, SAP Business Suite powered by SAP

HANA, and SAP S/4HANA. The installation requires no additional servers and, the

best part, it’s nondisruptive to the IT landscape.

The latest version of SAP Screen Personas is 3.0 SP 04. Figure 14.2 shows the high-level

architecture for SAP Screen Personas components.
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Figure 14.2  SAP Screen Personas Architecture

1. The SAP Screen Personas add-ons layer stores the flavors that are created/updated

by users.

2. The SAP NetWeaver basis component layer is a foundation layer for all SAP ERP

applications. It contains the ABAP components that are part of every SAP NetWea-

ver ABAP installation. The minimum supported SAP NetWeaver versions are 700

SP 25, 701 SP 10, 702 SP 09, 731 SP 07, and 740 SP 03 or higher for installing SAP

Screen Personas.

3. Screen Personas can be installed on the Kernel versions 7.22 or 7.42 or higher. This

layer contains the key component of SAP Screen Personas—that is, the internet

transaction server (ITS), which provides the standard SAP screen definitions for

each transaction code accessible via browsers.

4. SAP Screen Personas Client is a JavaScript application that runs in a browser.

Note

Your system must have the SAPUI 750 SP 0 component installed to use the SAP

Screen Personas for Web Dynpro ABAP applications.

Now, let’s navigate the SAP Screen Personas 3.0 screens in runtime and editing mode.

Follow these steps:

SAP Applications
(ERP, PLM, etc.)

SAP Screen Personas
Add-on 

DYNP

Internet Transaction
Server 

SAP GUI
(Dynpro)
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SAP GUI
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1. Log in to SAP Easy Access.

2. Click the SAP Screen Personas Icon  to launch SAP Screen Personas.

Note

If you don’t see the SAP Screen Personas icon, that means SAP Screen Personas isn’t

yet installed.

3. You’ll see the My Flavors bar. Typically, you provide access to couple of flavors for

each user or role based on what they want to do; in some cases, IT will choose

default flavors for end users. However, if you’re running SAP Screen Personas for

the first time, you should see an Original Screen button to view the original screen

(see Figure 14.3).

Figure 14.3  My Flavors Main Menu

4. Now, let’s explore the options in the SAP Screen Personas flavor editor. To enter

the editor, select a flavor and click Edit (see Figure 14.4).

Figure 14.4  Edit Flavor

Note

You need to assign the /PERSONAS/EDITOR_ROLE role to a user to allow that user to

edit a flavor.

5. Edit mode contains editing tabs, an Information area, controls, and so on, allowing

you to personalize the look and feel of the current SAP standard transaction

screen. Let’s discuss the options available:
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– Home

From this tab (Figure 14.5), you can format the text of a selected control, add

background images, or assign icon to a button.

Figure 14.5  Home Tab

– Insert

From this tab (Figure 14.6), users can insert buttons, images, and labels, and add

screen events.

Figure 14.6  Insert Tab

– Tables

If your SAP screen has a table, you can customize it with the options available

from this tab (Figure 14.7), such as hiding columns, changing column text, mov-

ing columns, or applying conditional formatting.

Figure 14.7  Tables Tab

– Design

From this tab (Figure 14.8), developers can create or edit a template and can add

it to a flavor as well. You can add shapes and can apply styles to multiple objects.

Figure 14.8  Design Tab
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– Release

From this tab (Figure 14.9), developers can manage different versions of the fla-

vors. Here, you can maintain a history of changes, and once the flavor is ready,

you can lock it to signify that it’s ready for transport.

Figure 14.9  Release Tab

Now that you understand the basics of the SAP Screen Personas flavor editor, in the

following sections we’ll set up an SAP Screen Personas project, build a theme, and

assign the theme to flavors.

14.2    Creating Your First SAP Screen Personas Project

In this section, we’ll create an SAP Screen Personas project and discuss some of the

basic options while creating themes and flavors.

14.2.1    Create a Theme

The SAP Screen Personas theme editor allows you to change visual properties that

apply to multiple screens; for example, you can set background colors for all buttons,

change all the label colors, and so on. To get started, follow these steps:

1. Log in to SAP GUI.

2. Start SAP Screen Personas by clicking .

3. Click the Themes button, then click Create New Theme (see Figure 14.10).

Figure 14.10  Themes
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4. Enter the theme Name and Description, and click Done (see Figure 14.11).

Figure 14.11  New Theme Details

5. Select General Theme, then select Label from the dropdown box (see Figure 14.12).

You can select different components from the dropdown list to customize.

6. Each component from the dropdown will have customization options. For this

example, let’s change the label font color (see Figure 14.12).

Figure 14.12  General Theme Properties
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7. In the General Theme tab select Label, and then click A to the right of the Font

Color box and select a color from the available options.

8. Click the Control Specific Styles tab and click the components that you want to

hide to select them (see Figure 14.13).

9. Select Hidden from the Visible dropdown box (see Figure 14.13). 

10. Once you’ve set all the theme customizations you need, click Save (see Figure

14.13).

Figure 14.13  Hiding Components

14.2.2    Assign the Theme to a Role and Transaction

In this section, we’ll create a role and assign the theme we created in the previous sec-

tion to that role and a transaction.

1. Log in to the SAP front-end server, and run Transaction /PERSONAS/ADMIN.

2. Click the Display/Search icon  under the User and Role Administration section

(see Figure 14.14).
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Figure 14.14  User and Role Administration

3. Click Add Role, then enter the Role technical name; click Save (see Figure 14.15).

Figure 14.15  Creating Role

4. Now, return to the SAP Screen Personas Administration screen by clicking the back

button.

5. Select the theme we created in the previous section, then click Display/Search 

(see Figure 14.16). 

Figure 14.16  Theme Maintenance

Next, we’ll enter the role name we created previously and then enter the transaction

to which we want this theme to be assigned. In our example, we’re assigning the

theme to Transaction SMEN. Follow these steps:
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1. Click Change, then enter the Role name and Transaction code in the Assignment

section (see Figure 14.17).

2. Click Assign Theme (see Figure 14.17).

Figure 14.17  Assigning Theme

14.2.3    Create a Flavor

In this section, we’ll create a new flavor for the SAP Easy Access screen by customizing

the UI.

1. Start SAP Screen Personas from the SAP Web GUI. Click + to add a new flavor. 

2. Enter the flavor Name and Description, then click Create (see Figure 14.18).

Figure 14.18  New Flavor

3. Next, let’s add a logo in the top-left corner. Select the Insert tab, then click Image

(see Figure 14.19).
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Figure 14.19  Inserting Image

4. Select the image you want to add and click Insert Image. Click Upload Image to

upload an image if you don’t see what you need in the image gallery (see Figure

14.20).

Figure 14.20  Image Gallery

5. Next, let’s insert a button that invokes a transaction code. Click Transaction Button

from the Insert tab.

6. Enter a Label (in this example, “User Maintenance”) and transaction Code, (“SU01”)

then click Done (see Figure 14.21).

7. Follow the previous two steps to add two more transaction buttons, one for Create

Sales Order (tcode VA01) and another for Release a Sales Order (tcode VL01N).
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Figure 14.21  New Transaction Button

8. Select all the transaction buttons, and then resize, and align the buttons using the

align options under the Home tab (see Figure 14.22).

Figure 14.22  Transaction Buttons

9. Next, let’s add a button to log off. Click Menu Items Button under the Insert tab,

and select the System/Log Off item from the Menu Items dropdown box. Click

Done (see Figure 14.23).

Figure 14.23  Log Off Button
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10. Now, let’s add an icon to the System/Log Off button we added in the previous

step, select the new System/Log Off button, then click the Assign Icon button.

11. Select an icon from the gallery and click Done (see Figure 14.24).

Figure 14.24  Inserting from Icon Gallery

12. Format the three transaction buttons, formatting options are available from the

Home tab (see Figure 14.25).

Figure 14.25  Formatting Options
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13. Select all the transaction buttons and add a background color by clicking the Fill

Color option under the Home tab.

14.  Increasing the font size by selecting the font size from the formatting section

under Home tab. 

15. Drag and drop the Transaction box from the SAP Menu, to the personas screen

(see Figure 14.26).

16. In Section 14.3, we’ll cover some advanced features in SAP Screen Personas, so we

need to add more components to the flavor here first.

17. Create a tile with a Text Field box, and rename text field to Sales Order Lookup

18. Add 3 Text input boxes. Add a script buttons, and rename the button as “GO”. For

now, these text button, text boxes, and the script button are just dummy compo-

nents, but we’ll use these in the next sections.

19. Once you add all the components, your screen should look something like the

one in Figure 14.26.

20. Save the flavor by clicking Save, and click Exit.

Figure 14.26  New SAP Screen Personas Flavor

14.3    Advanced SAP Screen Personas Flavor Concepts

In this section, we’ll explore advanced options such as scripting. Scripting is a power-

ful tool that allows developers to automate or manipulate a screen action. We’ll cover

some basic scripting tasks using JavaScript and show you how to create more engag-

ing SAP screens.
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In the following exercise, we’ll cover navigation of scripting windows, moving

around the SAP Screen Personas script editor, and using JavaScript events to enrich

screens. Follow these steps:

1. Launch SAP Screen Personas.

2. Select your custom flavor, then click Scripting (see Figure 14.27).

Figure 14.27  Scripting

3. Click  to create a new script, enter a script name (for example: SalesOrder_

Lookup) and press (Enter) (see Figure 14.28).

Figure 14.28  Creating New Script
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4. Click Start Recording in the script window, this captures the screen actions that

you perform in the following steps.

5. We’ll first capture the screens of the VA03 (Display Sales Order) transaction. In the

command field enter the transaction code VA03 and click the green checkbox (see

Figure 14.29).

Figure 14.29  Recording Events

6. You should now see the event captured in the script window (see Figure 14.30). The

following is an example of a recorded script:

session.findById("wnd[0]/tbar[0]/okcd").text = "VA03";

session.findById("wnd[0]").sendVKey(0);

7. While the script window is open, enter a sales Order number, then press (Enter)

(see Figure 14.30). The following is an example of a recorded script:

session.findById("wnd[0]/usr/ctxtVBAK-VBELN").text = "14800";

session.findById("wnd[0]/usr/ctxtVBAK-VBELN").setFocus();

session.findById("wnd[0]").sendVKey(0);
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Figure 14.30  Captured Transaction Code Event

8. Click the Object Selector  from the Inspector tab, then click the NetValue field

(see Figure 14.32).

9. Grab the text field by clicking  next to the text field (see Figure 14.31)

Figure 14.31  Text Field

10. Define the SONetVal variable as follows:

Var SONetVal = session.findById("wnd[0]/usr/subSUBSCREEN_HEADER:SAP-

MV45A:4021/txtVBAK-NETWR").text; (see Figure 14.32).
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Important!

Remember to add a semicolon (;) at the end of every text element you capture

using the object selector. If you notice in your script window ; will be missing after

the .text function.

Figure 14.32  Object Selector

11. Again, with the object selector, select the currency field USD (see Figure 14.33),

then click to capture the text. Define the SONetCur variable. 

Figure 14.33  Net Value’s Currency
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12. The following is an example of a recorded script; remember to add ; at the end of

the script:

Var SONetCur = session.findById("wnd[0]/usr/subSUBSCREEN_HEADER:SAP-

MV45A:4021/txtVBAK-NETWR").text;

13. Navigate back to the initial screen, and click Stop Recording.

14. We defined text input fields in the previous section; now, click Object Selector,

then select the input field in Sales Order Lookup box (see Figure 14.34).

Figure 14.34  Sales Order Lookup

15. Click  to capture the user’s sales order number input.

16. Now, assign the selection to the SONumber variable.

17. Your script should look something like the following:

//Get the Sales Order # entered by the uservar

SONumber = session.findById("wnd[0]/usr/txtPersonas_148764811439777").text;

18. Now, pass the user-entered sales order number by using the variable we created

in the previous step (see Figure 14.35):

//Pass the user entered SO Numbersession.findById("wnd[0]/usr/ctxtVBAK-

VBELN").text = SONumber;

19. Similarly, capture the other two text boxes (see Figure 14.35 and Figure 14.36), and

pass the variables we created, SONet and SONetCur in Steps 9 and 11:

//Fill the Netvalue and Currency

fieldssession.findById("wnd[0]/usr/txtPersonas_148764813406176").text = 
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SONetCur;session.findById("wnd[0]/usr/txtPersonas_148764812672532").text = 

SONetVal;

Figure 14.35  Capturing Text Box to Pass Net Values

Figure 14.36  Capturing Text Box to Pass Net Value’s Currency

20. Check your final script:

//Get the Sales Order # entered by the uservar

SONumber = session.findById("wnd[0]/usr/txtPersonas_148764811439777").text;

//Go to Transaction

VA03session.findById("wnd[0]/tbar[0]/okcd").text = "va03";

session.findById("wnd[0]").sendVKey(0);
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//Pass the user entered SO

Numbersession.findById("wnd[0]/usr/ctxtVBAK-VBELN").text = SONumber;

session.findById("wnd[0]").sendVKey(0);

//Get Netvalue and Currencyvar

SONetVal = session.findById("wnd[0]/usr/subSUBSCREEN_HEADER:SAPMV45A:4021/

ctxtVBAK-WAERK").text;

var SONetCur = session.findById("wnd[0]/usr/subSUBSCREEN_HEADER:SAP-

MV45A:4021/txtVBAK-NETWR").text;

//Navigate back to myEasy Access 

screensession.findById("wnd[0]/tbar[0]/btn[3]").press();

session.findById("wnd[0]/tbar[0]/btn[3]").press();

//Fill the Netvalue and Currency 

fieldssession.findById("wnd[0]/usr/txtPersonas_148764813406176").text = 

SONetCur;

session.findById("wnd[0]/usr/txtPersonas_148764812672532").text = SONetVal;

21. Click  to save the script.

22.  Validate the script by clicking , and make sure there are no errors.

23. Now, let’s test the script. Enter a sales order number, and click Execute.

24. You should now see the net value and the currency displayed in the text boxes

(see Figure 14.37).

Figure 14.37  Execute Script

Now, we’ll enable the Go button to run the script we created in the previous steps. 
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1. To start, select the Go button, and navigate to Events • Script Events • onClick (see

Figure 14.38).

2. Select the SalesOrder_Lookup script we created in the previous steps (see Figure

14.38).

Figure 14.38  Script Events, onClick

3. Save, then Exit. You should now be able to check the net values and currency of a

particular sales order (see Figure 14.39).

Figure 14.39  Custom Easy Access Screen Personas Flavor
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We’ve successfully created our first screen persona flavor and then add explored

some advanced scripting options as well. Next, we’ll explore the SAP Screen personas

administrative tasks.

14.4    SAP Screen Personas Administrative Tasks

In this section, we’ll highlight core administrative tasks for SAP Screen Personas, such

as maintaining flavors, themes, templates, and the overall SAP Screen Personas envi-

ronment. Launch the SAP Screen Personas Administration by running the transac-

tion /PERSONAS/ADMIN from the SAP GUI (see Figure 14.40). 

Figure 14.40  SAP Screen Personas Administration

Admin Role

An SAP Screen Personas administrator should have the /PERSONAS/ADMIN_ROLE role

assigned to his or her user ID.
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You can perform the following functions as an SAP Screen Personas administrator:

Note

You can launch the below functions from the Object Maintenance area of the SAP

Screen Personas Administration (see Figure 14.40).

1. Flavor

From the Flavor screen, you can manage the flavors available in the system; you

can copy, delete, export, and share them, for example.

2. Theme 

From the Theme screen, you can manage the themes: find new themes, importing

themes, assign/unassign themes to a role or transaction, and delete themes.

3. Icon 

From this section, you can manage icons: change their descriptions, change

images, assign icons to a group, change owners, and show where icons are used.

4. Resource 

From the Resource screen, you can manage image files that are uploaded while

developing flavors. You can search for or import image files as well.

5. Template 

From this section, you can manage the templates; that is, you can search for or

import multiple templates.

6. User and role administration

From this section, you can manage business users and their roles assigned to dif-

ferent SAP Screen Personas.

You can perform some additional tasks from the SAP Screen Personas administra-

tion, such as transporting SAP Screen Personas objects between environments, add-

ing corporate fonts and colors, and running a health check tool that checks if the

various SAP Screen Personas’ relevant configurations have been implemented cor-

rectly.

Useful SAP Screen Personas Transaction Codes

The following transaction codes are useful for developers or administrators who are

working on SAP Screen Personas.
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� Transaction /PERSONAS/ADMIN(SAP Screen Personas Administration)

� Transaction /PERSONAS/USERS(User Maintenance)

� Transaction /PERSONAS/ROLES (Roles Maintenance)

� Transaction /PERSONAS/FLAVORS (Flavor Maintenance)

� Transaction /PERSONAS/THEMES (Theme Maintenance)

� Transaction /PERSONAS/ICONS (Icon Maintenance)

� Transaction /PERSONAS/RESOURCES (Resource Maintenance)

� Transaction /PERSONAS/TEMPLATES (Template Maintenance)

In this section, we’ve highlighted some of the administrative tasks that you can per-

form as a Personas administrator. In the next section, we’ll show you how to deploy

a Flavor in SAP Fiori Launchpad.

14.5    Deploying SAP Screen Personas Flavors in SAP Fiori Launchpad

In the previous sections, we showed you how to create an SAP Screen Personas flavor

for a transaction code; in this section, we’ll show you how to deploy an SAP Screen

Personas flavor in the SAP Fiori launchpad as a tile. In Chapter 4, Section 4.6.1, we

explained how to deploy an SAP Fiori app, follow the same steps here to deploy the

SAP Screen Personas flavor in SAP Fiori launchpad:

1. Login to SAP Web GUI, and launch SAP Screen Personas.

2. Select the flavor you want to publish, then click the Link icon   to generate a URL

(see Figure 14.41).

Figure 14.41  Generating Flavor URL

3. Copy the link, and click Close (see Figure 14.42).
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Figure 14.42  Copying Link

4. Now, follow the steps from Chapter 4 to create a new launchpad. 

5. Most of the steps are the same as those in Chapter 4, Section 4.6.1, but in Step 8,

paste the flavor URL you copied in Step 2 in this section into the Application Para-

meters section (see Figure 14.43).

Figure 14.43  Application Parameter Section

6. Once you complete all the steps, you should be able to launch the SAP Screen Per-

sonas flavor from the SAP Fiori launchpad.

14.6    Summary

In this final chapter, we discussed how SAP Screen Personas allows you to transform

classic SAP screens into SAP Fiori-inspired designs. We took a closer look at the SAP
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Screen Personas 3.0 options and created a project covering some of the basic and

advanced options. As you can see, SAP Screen Personas allows you to apply similar

design factors that you would find in an SAP Fiori app to other SAP screens, extend-

ing the SAP UX strategy across SAP products.

This concludes our discussion on of the implementation and development of SAP

Fiori applications. The next two appendices explore the SAP Fiori Client and custom

themes in SAP Fiori Launchpad.
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Appendix A 

SAP Fiori Client

Although one of the main selling points of SAP Fiori is that it’s browser-based and can

automatically adjust its layout depending on your device (desktop or mobile), there’s

also a native SAP Fiori app (version 1.4) for iOS, Android, and Windows 10 available.

This appendix briefly introduces the native app, SAP Fiori Client, and discusses the

pros and cons of using it as opposed to running SAP Fiori in a mobile browser.

A.1    Overview

SAP Fiori Client is a mobile app that can be downloaded from the app stores for iOS,

Android, and Windows. This mobile app provides additional native functionalities,

such as a barcode scanner, camera, geolocation, cache mechanism, and so on. Cur-

rently, the app works on devices running Android 4.3 through 5.x, iOS 7.1 through 9.x,

and Windows 8.1 or 10. SAP Fiori Client was developed on the Apache Cordova archi-

tecture, with the APIs added through the Cordova plugins. Some of the common

device features, such as the barcode scanner, the camera, and geolocation, work on all

three OS types.

SAP Fiori Client implements an asset cache management strategy that allows the

native app to maintain its own cache of SAP Fiori application assets. When the user

runs the app for the first time, the application assets are cached in the device. The

next time the user reopens the app, it uses the local cached assets while loading—

unlike the mobile browser cache, which is purged every couple of hours.

Cache Management

Cache management isn’t supported on Windows devices.
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A.2    Download and Log In to SAP Fiori Client

Now that you have an overview of SAP Fiori Client, we’ll look at using the app itself. In

this section, we’ll walk you through the application download and login on an iOS

device, and the process is very similar on the other devices. Follow these steps:

1. Download the SAP Fiori Client app from the app store. Figure A.1 shows the SAP

Fiori app icon.

Figure A.1  SAP Fiori App

2. Open the app by clicking its icon.

3. You can either click Log In to connect to your SAP Fiori landscape, or you can select

Demo Mode to try out the SAP Fiori app. For this example, click Log In (see Figure

A.2).

Figure A.2  Welcome Screen
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4. Enter the SAP Fiori URL or email parameters provided by your administrator, and

click OK (see Figure A.3).

5. Next, you’ll see a passcode screen on which you can set the app password to pro-

tect your application from unauthorized access. You can reset the password if

you’ve forgotten it; however, you’ll have to reconfigure the application with your

SAP Fiori launchpad details. With the integration of the SAP Mobile Platform into

SAP Fiori, you can create a much more secure environment and manage the

mobile environment for SAP Fiori very efficiently (see Figure A.4).

Figure A.3  Server Details Figure A.4  Passcode Screen

6. After you’re logged in, you’ll see tips on some of the functionalities available (see

Figure A.5). Click Continue.

7. On the next screen, you need to enter your login credentials and click Log On (see

Figure A.6).
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Figure A.5  Tip Screen Figure A.6  Login Credentials

You should now see the SAP Fiori apps that you have access to. Next, we’ll explore

some of the functions of this app.

A.3    Functions

SAP Fiori Client houses the apps you have access to on your SAP Fiori landscape.

Figure A.7 shows the SAP Fiori Client home screen.

By clicking  at the top left, you can open the SAP Fiori catalog groups (see Figure

A.8). You can navigate between these groups; for example, we selected the Field Sales

Representative group to view the apps under that group.
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Figure A.7  Home Screen Figure A.8  Groups Catalog

You can search apps or objects that you have access to by clicking  (see Figure A.9).

For example, if you want to see the Sales Order fact sheet app for a particular order,

just type the sales order number and click Search to view the fact sheet app.

Figure A.9  Search Functionality
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Clicking  opens a menu from which you can personalize the home page, hide

groups, set user preferences, and log out (see Figure A.10).

You can create new groups, edit the title and subtitle of an app, or remove apps by

clicking , as shown in Figure A.11.

Figure A.10  User Options Figure A.11  Adding Groups

On double-tapping the screen (iOS), SAP Fiori Client opens an options screen that

allows you to navigate to a previous screen; refresh the current page; use the Home

button to navigate to the main page; adjust help, logs, and settings; and print.

Screen

The Windows 10 options screen can be opened by swiping up from the bottom.

The Settings button under the options screen in SAP Fiori Client allows you to change

the URL. You can also set the Log Level to Error, Warn, Info, or Debug, as well as clear

the cache and all app settings (see Figure A.12).
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You can also view attachments within SAP Fiori Client instead of opening them in a

separate app. This option currently works in iOS only (see Figure A.13). On Windows

and Android devices, attachments are opened using an external application.

Figure A.12  Options Figure A.13  Attachments

Useful Links

There are some helpful links to references about supported apps and security you

should be aware of:

� Supported apps 

A list of all the features that are supported by different OS versions can be viewed

at http://help.sap.com/fiori-client; once there, navigate to SAP Fiori Client Fea-

ture Matrix.

� Security 

For security configuration information, go to http://help.sap.com/fiori-client and

choose SAP Fiori Client User Guide • Security Configuration.

http://help.sap.com/fiori-client
http://help.sap.com/fiori-client
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Customizing SAP Fiori Launchpad

SAP Fiori launchpad is a shell page from which all SAP Fiori apps can be accessed. It

can be customized using a tool called the UI Theme Designer. The UI Theme Designer

isn’t just for SAP Fiori, but also functions as a tool for cross-theming scenarios, sup-

porting many platforms and technologies. For example, when you create a theme for

SAP Fiori launchpad, you can apply the same theme to SAP Fiori applications, Web

Dynpro ABAP, Floorplan Manager (FPM), and SAP Business Client.

B.1    UI Theme Designer Overview

UI Theme Designer is a browser-based tool with a WYSIWYG designer (what you see is

what you get); therefore, any change that you make can be viewed immediately in

the browser. Using the UI Theme Designer, you can create your own themes to reflect

your corporate identity, corporate colors, and company logo.

Figure B.1 shows the SAP Fiori launchpad architecture with the UI Theme Designer.

The top layer shows the UI Theme Designer built on SAPUI5. The UI theme repository

on the ABAP front-end server contains SAP standard themes and custom themes.

Each time you create a custom theme, UI Theme Designer generates LESS files, CSS

files, and images, which are saved into the repository. These files are received via

HTTP calls. The application is loaded with the CSS files from a chosen custom theme.
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Figure B.1  UI Theme Designer Architecture

The following are the transaction codes you’ll be using while working with UI Theme

Designer:

� Transaction UI5/THEME_DESIGNER 

This transaction is used to create, edit, copy, delete, or rebuild/upgrade a theme.

� Transaction UI5/THEME_TOOL 

This transaction is used to delete, export, import, transport, and analyze theme

content.

� Transaction UI Theme Repository 

This tool is used to export or import single files, or to analyze theme content.

Now that you have an overview of UI Theme Designer, let’s look at how to create

themes for SAP Fiori launchpad.

B.2    Creating a Custom Theme

In this section, we’ll show you how to create a new theme for SAP Fiori launchpad and

how to apply it to the default template. To do so, follow these steps:

1. Log in to your ABAP front-end server.

2. Run Transaction UI5/THEME_DESIGNER to open UI Theme Designer.

3. Select a theme, and click Open (see Figure B.2).

UI Theme Designer

SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP

UI Theme Repository

Application

.CSS.LESS 
.CSS

HTTP
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Figure B.2  UI Theme Designer

Base Theme

You can create a custom theme only on a base theme. For example, in the previous

step, to create a new custom theme we started with the SAP Belize theme.

4. Enter the link to the application. In our example, we want to change the theme of

SAP Fiori launchpad, so enter the SAP Fiori launchpad URL (see Figure B.3). You can

also provide a name for the application, but doing so is optional.

Figure B.3  Application Link
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UI Theme Designer provides various options for theming, depending on the develop-

ers skill level in CSS 1 (see Figure B.4).

� Quick theming

� Expert theming*

� Color palette*

� Manual LESS or CSS editing

*These experimental features, which aren’t for productive use, may be changed by

SAP at any time.

Figure B.4  UI Designer Options

You can toggle between Original and Preview modes to compare your changed ver-

sion with the original version 2.

You can select between different layouts—Desktop, Mobile, or Tablet—to simulate

your changes on different device types 3.

Next, let’s look at some of the options in Quick theming that can help you change the

look and feel of SAP Fiori launchpad.

B.2.1    Quick Theming

With the Quick theming option, you can change background colors, fonts, and

images. Here, we’ll add a custom logo using the Quick theming tool (see Figure B.5)
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and replace the standard SAP images. Similarly, you can change the text colors, fonts,

and so on (see Figure B.6).

Figure B.5  Quick Theming Tool

Figure B.6  Graphical Options

i
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B.2.2    Expert Theming

Next, let’s look at the Expert theming tool. To use this tool, select the Expert option,

then enter “icon” in the search box to filter the objects (see Figure B.7).

Figure B.7  Expert Theming

You can change the color for the sapContent_IconColor field, which will change the

color of the icons in a tile. Your output should reflect all the changes you’ve made

until now, and you can toggle between the Original and Preview mode (see Figure

B.8).

Figure B.8  Original and Preview Modes

After

Before
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B.2.3    Save and Build

The next task is to save and publish the changes to the ABAP front-end server. Follow

these steps:

1. Click on Theme • Save & Build (see Figure B.9).

Figure B.9  Save and Build

2. Enter the Theme ID and the Title, then click OK (see Figure B.10).

Figure B.10  Theme Details

3. After the custom theme is saved and built, you should see a message something

like the one in Figure B.11. Click OK.

Figure B.11  Saved Theme
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B.2.4    Test the Custom Theme

You’ve successfully created a custom theme and uploaded it to the ABAP front-end

server. Next, you’ll have to test the custom theme by following these steps:

1. Log in to the ABAP front-end sever, and run Transaction UI5/THEME_TOOL.

2. Scroll down or search for your custom theme.

3. Double-click Info (see Figure B.12).

Figure B.12  Testing Theme

4. Copy the URL and paste it at the end of the SAP Fiori launchpad URL, prefaced by

an ampersand (&).Your url should look something similar to what we have below,

and once you run this url in the browser, you should see the new custom theme

applied to your SAP Fiori Launchpad:

https://<host>.<domain>:<port>/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/ui2/ushell/shells/abap/Fiorilaun-

chpad.html?sap-theme=CorporateTheme&http://nbcloud.nineboards.com:50000/

sap/public/bc/themes/~client-120/~cache-2VCj7NrjFnVxuDZ8vm6HqrJVPsI

5. The next step is to overwrite the standard theme with the custom theme, which

you created in the previous steps. Run Transaction /UI2/NWBC_CFG_SAP.
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6. Set the SAP_FLP parameter value to the name of the custom theme you created

previously (see Figure B.13).

You should now see SAP Fiori launchpad with the new theme in place.

Figure B.13  Overwite Standard Theme

Important!

Whenever you apply a patch, make sure you check whether your custom theme is

working without any issues. If you come across any issues, you may have to rebuild

your theme with UI Theme Designer.
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